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Notes from the author
This work is the result of the archaeological rescue excavations carried out within the
extensions made in the northernmost customs point on the Romanian - Hungarian border.
Intensive work was carried out in the period between 1998 and 1999, and continued at a
smaller rate until 2004. The investigations in the Hungarian territory were conducted by the
archaeologists Eszter Istvánovits and Katalin Almássy from the Museum Jósa András of
Nyíregyháza. The excavated surface had 32.384 m² in area, and the entire surface that was to
be occupied by buildings had been laid bare. An area of 6.874 m² was investigated in the
vicinity of the Romanian site. It represented only a part of the area affected by construction
works. We carried out investigations over a small surface in the Romanian area because of
our lack in experience with the rescue excavations besides other objective causes.
Habitations in different areas of the site were uncovered, dating from four periods:
the Middle Bronze Age (the Suciu de Sus culture, phase I), the Late Bronze Age (phase II of
the Suciu de Sus culture and Lăpuş II-Gáva I horizon), the Roman Age (2nd-4th centuries AD)
and the Arpadian Age (the 11th century AD). The archaeological excavation in the Petea–
Csengersima site for the period of the Late Bronze Age allow the publication of the widest
areas excavated so far in a settlement of the Suciu de Sus culture and in a settlement with
material of the type Lăpuş II-Gáva I. The few information about the two cultural aspects,
and the close relationship between them were reasons why we considered necessary to
present and illustrate each archaeological complex in this work. In addition, I found
necessary to list every ceramic item identified and presented within their own archaeological
complex. A great number of archaeological materials have been illustrated in order to stand
for the analyses and conclusions elaborated in this work.
I would like to thank several individuals and institutions for their contribution to
making possible the publication of this archaeological material. First, I would like to thank
my colleagues Eszter Istvánovits and Katalin Almássy, who in their generosity and trusting in
me offered me for publication the result of a laborious work that took more than a year.
They both are a model to me for their abnegation in finalizing the challenging excavation at
Petea–Csengersima and for their accuracy in making the documentation. I thank my
colleague Robert Gindele for his support throughout the excavations. I also thank my
colleagues Cristian Virag, Ciprian Astaloş and Zoltán Kádas for their help in the fieldwork
and for their cooperation in processing the materials. I feel honored to thank Prof. Valentin
Vasiliev and Dr. János Németi who throughout the processing of the archaeological material
from Petea-Csengersima have provided me significant scientific support. For consultations
and exchange of ideas on the material of his work I thank Dan Pop, Florin Gogâltan, Louis
Nebelsick and Gábor Szabó. The scholarship Domus Hungarica offered me an important
support enabling me to study materials from Nyíregyháza warehouse for two months. An
essential merit in the publication of the work has the PHARE Program, through the
Romanian–Hungarian project 2006. I thank Péter Levente Szőcs, the manager of this project,
for his confidence to include this work in its preliminary stage of elaboration in the project.
The processing of the archaeological materials was completed under this project, as well as
the processing of faunal remains, the translation and the publication of this work.
The book also includes the contribution of Adriana Costin and Rosa Erika Feleg, the
authors of the English translation, of Toma Barbu, Zamfir Şomcutean, Gavril Moldovan,
Adrian Sulyok and János Bakay who made the drawings of the archaeological material. The
restorers Szinyéri Péterné, Takácsné Varga Ágnes and Németh Erika from the Jósa András
Museum of Nyíregyháza, as well as Éva Puskás and Roxana Cobusceanu from the Museum
of Satu Mare had an important contribution. Thank you all!
Satu Mare, the 6th of September 2009
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The Natural Environment
The archaeological site at Petea–Csengersima looks like a river meadow. Its flat area
is furrowed by traces of the old meanders of the Erge brook. The landscape is specific to the
Plain of Satu Mare, which is a plain with small banks, fragmented by shallow valleys. Its
appearance is given by the way it was formed–namely as a result of alluvial deposits brought
by the Someş river and its tributaries1.
The actual drained course of the Someş river, which is the main artery of the Plain of
Satu Mare, is situated 8 km south of the settlement at Petea–Csengersima. Before drainage
started in the years 1740–1741, the lower course of the river had been represented by a
sequence of meanders with amplitudes of over one kilometre (Fig. 2). Dry or wide water
valleys that used to be old meanders or even main or secondary abandoned courses, are
either near the present riverbed or tens of kilometres far2. These valleys, where the small
tributaries of the Someş river have entered, were often filled with water from the frequent
floods while water 'rediscovered' the old trails abandoned in time.
Drainage works which were carried out to avoid flood and draining swamps included
the Someş river and a large area of the Plain, causing major changes in landscape. This
situation was specific of the entire area and matched the location of the settlement from
Petea–Csengersima, whose aspect hasn't changed much in the recent decades. The Erge
brook that used to cross Petea locality, has been moved to the west of it. Its course crossed
the area of the archaeological site in the east–west direction making large meanders.
Nowadays, its area is crossed by a deep, straight canal in the north-south direction. The new
canal influenced the surrounding area: after its excavation, the swampy areas in the south and
west part of the site were eliminated for 1–2 km in their surface (Fig. 2).
Devastating effects of frequent flooding of the Someş river, especially in its inferior
sector was a natural phenomenon that influenced people's life in the Satu Mare area3. The
excavations from Culciu Mare showed that this phenomenon was common in the Bronze
Age. A layer of gravel covered a few dwellings from the settlement in the vicinity of a dried
branch of the Someş river4. Traces of a flood were observed in the site from Petea that was
situated on the bank of the Someş river tributary, Erge. The remainders from the Middle
Bronze Age settlement have been covered in a slimy layer of clay, left by a water flood.
The reason why people, then and now, settled along the Someş river and its
tributaries was because floods brought a fertile mud5. This led to a very high efficiency in the
agriculture practised on a land liable to inundation, which brought out an essential aspect
here, namely the agriculture practised on small plots. This land was also easy to be worked,
which was an important aspect in the context of prehistoric agriculture when people would
use primitive ploughs with furrow opener made of wood or deer antlers. Favourable
conditions for practising agriculture6 were probably the basis of the spectacular growth in
1

Geographic studies about the Satu Mare Plain (some studies mention it as Câmpia Someşului/ Someş Plain):
Mihăilescu 1966; V. Mihăilescu 1969; Benedek 1973; Bader 1978.
2 Benedek 1969, p. 25-30.
3 Devastating floods have been registered during the last two and a half centuries, in the years: 1740-1741, 17781782, 1784, 1816-1817, 1834, 1855, 1870, 1888 (estimated as being the greatest), 1893, 1901 and 1919. In
1970 the Someş river and its tributaries flooded 30% of the Satu Mare county (Borovski 1910, p. 43, 69, 253254; Epopee pe Someş. Satu Mare. 1970; Sistemul de gospodărire a apelor Satu Mare. Regulament de funcţionare şi
întreţinere).
4 Bader 1978, p. 64.
5 Szirmay 1809, p. 16-17; Maksai 1940, p. 3-4.
6 The large number of grinding stones found in Petea suggest a broad use of cereals. Deforested areas increased
on the basis of the intensification of cereal cultivation in the plain areas from the northern Tisa Basin,
beginning with the Middle Bronze Age. This aspect is attested by the paleobotanical analyses (Sümegi 2004,
p. 326, 330).
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number of settlements located along the water courses of the Someş Basin7. According to
what we know so far, at the beginning of the Bronze Age, the habitation increased in the site
of Petea. We only know of three settlements that spread over an area of 10 km around the
site, which can be dated to the Neolithic; two finds from the Copper Age8 and none from the
Early Bronze Age. On the same surface around the site we know of 8 settlements dating
from the Middle Bronze Age9 and 12 from the Late Bronze Age10.
Water meadows and swamps in the Someş Meadow and from the margins of the
Ecedea Swamp were very favourable to husbandry. Wide areas in the Tisa and Danube
Basins were rich in water-plants, and provided good conditions for grazing even for the
periods when the fields were covered by snow. The natural environment in these areas
created a special place for shepherding during modern times and in the Middle Ages11, and
we believe it had been the same in the prehistoric times. We believe that as grazing increased,
deforestation turned ample in the southern margin of the Ecedea Swamp (Bátorliget
reservation)12 at the beginning of the Late Bronze Age. Paleozoological analysis attest a
greater number of cattle as well as pigs, sheep and goats in the Bronze Age, but the number
of horses was rather small at that time. The animals were bred to be sacrificed as well as for
the products they offered (milk, wool, traction)13. The historical and ethnographic research
attest that not only animals of the local inhabitants (sheep, cattle, horses, pigs) but also flocks
from other areas wintered in the field, at the margins of the Ecedea Swamp. The animals
were brought either from the neighbouring areas (cattle, sheep, pigs and horses): from Nír,
Codru Hills (Bük) and Hortobágy or from remote areas (sheep from the south of
Transylvania)14. The transhumance in the Carpathians and the Balkans is treated as a
phenomenon that might have been present during the Bronze Age, because it is regarded as
an intermediate economic system between that of the sedentary farmers of the western
Europe and the nomadic shepherds of the European-Asian steppes15. The great quantity of
pig bones found in the archaeological sites at Medieşu Aurit–Potău and Lazuri suggested that
the animals were bred in herds, in the swamps and in the forests nearby the settlements (as it
was until a decade ago)16.
Archaeological discoveries from settlements show that food was obtained by
practising various occupations within the same settlement: plant cultivation, animal
husbandry, hunting, fishing. This was due to the varied ecosystem in the northern half of
Sătmar region. Most localities had agricultural fields, swampy areas, forests or small waters
nearby. We assume that in order to make use of a greater variety of resources, the most
favourable location was chosen out of several settlements in the area between the plain, the
swampy areas or the hills. The demographic increase we assume for this age – probably the
7

Bader 1978, Pl. XCV; Kacsó 2003, Pl. XXXVIII.
Pintye 2008, p. 86.
9 Dorolţ – Pescărie (Marta 2002), Dorolţ – Şoseaua spre Satu Mare (field research by L. Marta), Császló–sites
no. 9, 10, 26, 29, 30, 37 (Pintye 2008, p. 86).
10 The settlements of Noroieni date from the late Suciu de Sus culture (Bader 1972, p. 126), Satu Mare –
Borszeg (Bader – Lazin 1980, Fig. 17), Lazuri– Lubi Tag (Kacsó 1994, Németi 1997), Lazuri – Drumul
Dorolţului (Marta et al. 2001), Dorolţ – Pescărie (Marta 2002), Császló sites no. 11, 19, 26, 27, 30, 37 (Pintye
2008, p. 86-87); the following settlements date from Lăpuş II–Gáva I phase: Lazuri – Lubi Tag (Stanciu et al.
2002), Dorolţ – Pescărie (Marta 2002).
11 Szabadfalvi 1968.
12 Kiss 2004, p. 259.
13 Osteological analyses were applied in the Middle Bronze Age settlements from Medieşu Aurit– Potău (Bader
1978, p. 110-111) and Carei – Bobald (El Susi 2002) and in the Late Bronze Age settlement in Lazuri–Lubi
tag (carried out by Elisabeta Berendi, unpublished).
14 Morvay 1940, p. 123-143; Szabadfalvi 1968, p. 145, 155-156.
15 Hänsel 1998, p 9-18.
16 Grazing flocks of pigs was a familiar activity in many Romanian localities of the Satu Mare county until 2003
when this activity was prohibited as an administrative measure for diminishing the spreading of pig pests.
8
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consequence of the growth in number and in area of the settlements – was based on this
simultaneous exploitation of different ecosystems offering particular advantages, without any
doubt. The variety of resources was important not only because it provided a complex diet,
but also because it assured the survival of the human communities when one of these
ecosystems was disturbed (flood or dry years, invasion of pests, epidemic in animal livestock
etc.) and, last but not least, it offered a greater chance of survival in the case of inter-tribal
conflicts.
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II. Excavations
Archaeological traces in the customs area from Petea–Csengersima were confirmed
on the 8th of April 1998, when archaeologists E. Istvánovits and K. Almássy had conducted a
field research to investigate the area where the customs point would extend. The
archaeologists from the Museum of Nyíregyháza have immediately informed the Museum of
Satu Mare about the traces of habitation in the western area of the site on the Hungarian
territory as well as about the expansion of the site on the Romanian territory. A field research
was made subsequently, but there was no material culture pointing to vestiges of ancient
civilizations. The lack of material culture remains on the trial surface was due to the fact that
the great quantity of clay that was excavated from the canal that crossed the site from north
to south was scattered and it covered the vegetal layer. Thus the traces of habitation could no
longer be identified. The lack of habitation traces was 'confirmed' by two control sections
made in the eastern part of the site, when the road between Petea village and the customs
point was widened.
The archaeological excavations on the Hungarian territory began on the 24th of
September, when the area along the frontier line was laid bare. The mechanized excavation
was made at a depth of 35-50 cm, down to the base of the agricultural layer. In time, as a
result of deep ploughing, the cultural layer disappeared in that area and the agricultural layer
lowered to the upper limit of the sterile soil. Many archaeological complexes occurred at this
level, therefore the systematic excavation of the surface began. It was a mechanized
excavation, shaping parallel ditches of 10-20 m wide. After the research of the archaeological
complexes had been completed, new trenches of research were opened next to them, and the
excavated earth was laid on the previously investigated areas. Work continued intensively
until November 18, when the investigation was stopped after several days of snow and frost.
The presence of a large number of archaeological complexes on the Hungarian
territory, near the frontier line, decided for a new check on the Romanian area of the site
during the month of October. As archaeological materials were revealed in the excavated
earth after the work carried out at the construction of the customs point, the archaeological
excavations started in October 1998. Six survey trenches (SA, SB and S1-S4) were made at
first. The presence of the prehistoric cultural layer at a depth of 35-45 cm, as well as the lack
in mechanical equipment forced us to continue to dig the site manually. The sector S5 was
opened, where an annex to the headquarters of the customs was to be built. With the winter
coming we decided to interrupt the excavations at the end of November.
Work was resumed in March, 1999. Next, it was conducted as two distinct sites, but
the exchange of information on the evolution of research was kept permanently. On the site
researched by the Museum of Nyíregyháza was completed the excavation of the triangular
area of approximately 1 ha placed between the state frontier and the eastern branch of the
Erge brook bank. West of it, the swampy, uninhabited area of the Erge brook was not
excavated on a width of 30-50 m. West of the latter surface, a large area was researched in
the ample meander of the Erge brook towards the south (Fig. 1). This research was made by
successively excavating from south to north some long ditches oriented east-west. The
archaeological research on the site of Hungary continued until the 9th of July 1999. A surface
of 32.384 m² was researched throughout the excavation period, and a number of 1867
archaeological complexes have been investigated. They were represented by dwellings,
stoves, fireplaces, wells, large and small post holes. If an archaeological complex revealed
several parts of it during its excavation, the archaeological materials were collected separately,
and each part was added the logo of a letter, besides the number given at first when it
occurred (eg 465a, 465b, etc.). The logo consisting of letters was also given to materials at the
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moment they occurred in case several units were comprised into an archaeological complex
(eg the post holes of a surface dwelling).
The Romanian side of the site was excavated by hand in the spring of 1999, in the
area next to the main building of the customs (S6 and S8). Simultaneously we continued
excavating the road that connected the entrance way to the exit way between the two
customs points (S7, S9, S10, S11) as well as the area where the pavilion over the entrance on
the Romanian territory was to be placed (S18, S19, S20, S20, S21). The sectors S23, S24 and
S25 had been excavated in order to enable investigations in the area nearby the border, where
the connection to the entrance road in the Hungarian customs point wasn't completed. Due
to low rhythm and high costs of the manual excavation, we continued with mechanized
digging and we began with surfaces S16 and S17. This technique was imperative as much as
some areas of the site came out to be covered with a layer of earth resulted from the
excavation of the Erge canal and from the foundation ditches of the buildings from the
customs point. Where the surfaces were mechanically dug out, the excavation was made only
as down as to the base of the ploughed soil, and the prehistoric cultural layer of 0,15–0,35
cm thick was removed by hand. This operation was necessary because there was a great
quantity of prehistoric objects and because sometimes archaeological complexes occurred
(platforms of fired clay, depositions of vessels, even holes). Two sectors (S14 and S15) were
opened nearby the place where the bronze needles hoard was discovered in order to provide
more information about the area where it was buried. The archaeological excavations from
the central area of the Romanian customs ceased at the end of May, 1999. In September, in
the same year they were resumed, as new commercial points were built in the area between
the two customs on the Romanian territory. The area that had been researched before the
commercial points were built comprised the sections S26–S34, S36 and S37. A surface from
the margin of a recent pit that was excavated for the clay to be used in constructions was
investigated through cassette 35. There were two archaeological complexes in the profile of
the two pits. The investigations in the Romanian area of the customs were finished at the end
of May, 2004. The excavated surface from the surrounding area of the Petea–Csengersima
site on the Romanian territory had 6874 m². The surface that was subject to an
archaeological investigation in the Romanian part of the site was small as compared to the
one on the Hungarian territory due to several factors. First, it was due to the fact that the
archaeological research started when the construction of the customs was ongoing. At that
time, the main buildings of the customs had already been finished, as well as the new pavilion
and the new road, both on the exit way from Romania. The existence of a cultural layer and
the delay caused by the use of mechanical device were two aspects likely to diminish the trial
area. Despite the small area investigated, the surfaces on the Romanian territory provided the
image of the archaeological complexes that spread over a surface of approximately 2
hectares. Each sector (surface or trench) on the Romanian territory was labelled with “S” in
order to simplify the registration of the data. For more efficiency, the numbering of the
archaeological complexes was decided to be done separately for each of the researched areas,
because there were several areas researched simultaneously. In whole, the archaeological site
at Petea covered nearly 4 hectares. This surface equaled an area of 650 m in length (east-west
direction) and 100–120 m in width. It was part of the 7 hectares area of an archaeological site
that spread on both banks of the Erge brook.
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III. Habitation in the Suciu de Sus
Archaeological Culture

III. 1.The Settlement
The archaeological complexes of the Suciu de Sus culture from the settlement at
Petea–Csengersima are grouped into two areas. Most of them were located along the southeastern bank of the Erge brook. The prehistoric complexes that spread over a distance of
233 m from the bank, with a few exceptions, belonged exclusively to the Suciu de Sus culture
(zones II, III, V, Fig. 2, 7, 8, 16). Four dwellings that belonged to this archaeological culture
were discovered within the same territory. Pits that contained Suciu de Sus archaeological
material continued towards the east on a distance of 327,6 m from the brook (which had a
course oriented northeast-southwest), but they were present all the way to the eastern limit of
the site. The number of pits with Suciu de Sus finds were fewer towards the eastern limit of
the site. In this part, those pits were isolated occurrences among the dwellings and the pits of
the Lăpuş II–Gáva I horizon (zones I and IV, Fig. 2, 3, 11). The latter became a majority in
the eastern part of the trench. The low occurrence of the Suciu de Sus complexes indicated
that the archaeological excavation reached near the eastern limit of the Suciu de Sus
settlement. This idea was upheld by the fact that a concentration of a great number of
complexes with ritual character was noticeable in the area: 5 vessel hoards and one bronze
hoard. At least three of those belonged to the Suciu de Sus culture. The concentration of
ritual hoards is characteristic of the marginal areas of several Late Bronze Age settlements
located in the northern area of the Tisa Plain.
The complexes of the Suciu de Sus culture (the classical phase) also extended to the
north-west of the brook, into an area where the Middle Bronze Age complexes were also
present (zone VI, Fig. 2, 25). The archaeological excavations showed that there was no
continuity between the Suciu de Sus habitation and that of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I. The Middle
Bronze Age level was covered by a layer of clay left by a flood that spread over the Middle
Bronze Age settlement17. The analysis of the archaeological material proved that there was a
temporal hiatus between the two habitation levels. The pits of the Suciu de Sus culture from
the north-west of the brook (zone VI, Fig. 2, 25) penetrated the middle Bronze Age layer.
They were less numerous, but they spread over a surface of 0,93 hectares. The Suciu
habitation was missing from a large surface (zone VI, Fig. 2, 25) in the north-east of that
area, near the western bank of the brook. A ground survey that was carried out in the north
of the brook showed that this situation continued to the east of the brook (on the Romanian
territory, in the north of the zones IV and V, Fig. 2). As a result, the northern and northwestern margin of the Suciu de Sus settlement was represented by the Erge brook. If the
settlement spread towards the south and south-west is still uncertain. It is likely that the
settlement continued towards the south-west, along the south and south-western bank of the
brook, all the way to the area where it met the complexes in the northern bank (zone VI, Fig.
2).
The uncertain situation in the south and west sides of the settlement made very
difficult to establish the surface of the Suciu de Sus habitation. The archaeological complexes
of the Suciu de Sus culture were spread over a surface of almost 5,34 hectares (4,41 hectares
in the southern bank and 0,93 hectares in the northern bank) out of 7,8 hectares that
17

I was provided with this information by K. Almássy and E. Istvánovits, who have kindly put to my disposal
all the documentation of the researched area in Hungary.
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represented the surface comprised between the excavated areas of the site. Accepting the two
groups of complexes (of the zones I-V and VI) as parts of the same settlement, the area
covered with dwellings and pits of the Suciu de Sus habitation should have extended along
the brook over a surface of approximately 11–12 hectares if the overall surface was 16-17
hectares. This estimation is based on the fact that the width of the inhabited area in the
south-western bank remained the same, and on the hypothesis that the rare complexes in the
northern bank of the brook suggested that the area was already on the western part of the
settlement.
The site was 650 m long, oriented east-west, and had three areas with various
stratigraphy on that direction: the areas east of the Erge brook (zones I–IV, Fig. 2) had the
cultural layer dating from the Late Bronze Age, the west side of the site contained a layer of
the Middle Bronze Age (the western part of the zone VI), and the surface between the
previous two areas lacked in the prehistoric archaeological cultural layer (in the eastern part
of the zone VI). The upper level of the eastern margin of the site (zones I and IV) was
represented by a yellow layer of clay drown out from the Erge brook canal and laid smooth
over the surface of the settlement (the upper layer (1), of Fig. 4, 5, 12). It was 0,20–0,40 m
thick, but nearby the main building of the customs it reached even 1,20 m, as a result of the
works of increasing the level of the soil. The level grew narrower as it advanced towards the
state border until it disappeared (Fig. 7). A thin layer of dark-brown arable soil, only 0,20–
0,25 m, laid under the clay layer. A dark layer of 0,15–0,35 m thick, which was actually the
remnant of the prehistoric agricultural soil and of the cultural layer, laid under the arable soil.
It uncovered daub platforms and vessel depositions. The upper part of the cultural layer was
destroyed by ploughing, which constituted the main reason why the daub platforms were
only partially preserved. Judging by the great quantity of daub fragments that spread
throughout the site and by comparing with the existing situation in the site of Culciu Mare,
the number of dwellings should have been larger. The few vessels were found cut by their
neck with the plough (Fig. 8, S10 complex 4) showing that the trampled surface in the Late
Bronze Age was at least 10–15 cm above the upper limit of the preserved cultural layer. It is
possible that the upper part of the layer had several trampled surfaces that corresponded to
the habitation horizons from Petea. In case they existed, they were destroyed by ploughing.
The preserved layer did not show differences in colour that could mark the existence of
some layers of the Suciu de Sus or Lăpuş II–Gáva I habitation. The two surface dwellings of
the Suciu de Sus culture were observed in the lower part of the cultural layer, and most of the
dwellings of the type Lăpuş II–Gáva I were below the arable soil (except two of them). The
sterile soil in archaeological sense was represented by the yellow clay that changed its
composition into sand as it went deeper.
The stratigraphy of the north-western site at Petea–Csengersima (area VI, Fig. 25)
was particular because it lacked in the Late Bronze Age cultural layer. There was no trace of
prehistoric layers over a distance of 100 – 200 m towards the west, only a few isolated pits of
the Suciu de Sus culture. But, in the south-western margin of the uncovered area, over a
surface of 120 x 90 m, a cultural layer dating from the Middle Bronze Age was revealed. The
layer reached even 25 cm and contained materials of the Suciu de Sus I type. A layer of clay,
lacking in archaeological materials, and 8–15 cm thick, superimposed the cultural layer. It is
believed it attested a flood in the Middle Bronze Age settlement18. There was a concentration
of archaeological complexes of the Suciu de Sus type on the eastern side of the brook. There
were no elements to indicate the chronological differences among the Suciu de Sus groups of
complexes on both banks of the brook. It is possible that they joined in the area situated
south of the excavated surface (south of zones V and VI, Fig. 2).
The surface of the settlements of the Suciu de Sus culture and the thickness of their
cultural layer that varies significantly attested various intensities of habitation. The most
18

Information provided by K. Almássy and E. Istvánovits.
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numerous settlements had the cultural layer of 15–40 cm19 thick, similar with the ones of the
settlement at Petea–Csengersima. The layer of the settlement at Sâncraiul Silvaniei was a little
thicker (60 cm), and the one that belonged to the Suciu de Sus culture from Oarţa de Jos–
Vâlceaua Rusului exceeded 1 m (until 1,20 m)20. The surfaces of the Suciu de Sus settlements
varied a lot. Some settlements had very small or small surfaces: Boineşti–Coasta Boineştilor
(0,25–0,35 hectares), Culciu Mare–Kendervető (0,3–0,4 hectares), Culciu Mic (1–1,2
hectares), Medieşu Aurit–Şuculeu (0,9–2,4 hectares). The settlement at Culciu de Sus was
larger (2–3 hectares). The surface of the Suciu de Sus (Stanovo) settlements in Ukraine had
0,5–2 hectares21. Among these sites, the settlement at Petea–Csengersima of the Suciu de Sus
period is the largest, covering 15–17 hectares. It is surpassed only by the settlement of Bicaz–
Igoaie, estimated to have a surface of 40 hectares22.

III.2. Archaeological Complexes
There were 145 archaeological complexes with specific ceramics to the Suciu de Sus
archaeological culture. Out of the 114 pits of the settlement with Bronze Age materials,
which could not be assigned to an archaeological culture, 50 of them could be assigned to the
Suciu de Sus culture, as they were present in the settlement with archaeological features of
the Suciu de Sus culture (areas II, III, V). In the inventory of seven complexes there were
ceramic fragments specific both to Suciu de Sus culture and Lăpuş II–Gáva I cultural
horizon23.
Dwellings
The archaeological research carried out so far in the Suciu de Sus area concluded that
this culture had two specific types of dwellings: dwellings that were deepened into the
ground and surface dwellings. A large surface in the archaeological site at Petea–Csengersima
revealed fragments of fired clay, originating from the walls of burnt constructions existing in
the cultural layer or pits. They were preserved as platforms in several areas, enabling us to
assume them as traces of burnt constructions. Two of these buildings were only partially
uncovered (S23 complex 1 – Fig. 7, S26 complex 2 – Fig. 8). The surface of the site had
many post holes. Some of them might originate from the dwellings of the Suciu de Sus
culture (Fig. 28/A). Most of them could not be assigned to a period or culture. The presence
of the Bronze Age ceramic fragments only, was not always relevant for their assignment to a
period and culture, as they often came to be in secondary position in the late pits, reaching
the cultural layer by earth. This was demonstrated by many ceramic fragments of the Bronze
Age within the Roman Age complexes. When assigning the post holes, it should have been
considered that the Roman Age dwellings and constructions often made use of posts. The
assignment to the Suciu de Sus culture was more certain in the case of the post holes in the
zones II and III (Fig. 7, 8). These zones registered a low habitation as compared to other
ages. To start with the disposal of the post holes in four situations at the Petea–Csengersima
19

Medieşu Aurit Şuculeu, Culciu Mare – Sub Gradini; Culciu Mare – Kendervető (Bader 1978, p. 64-65), Oarţa
de Sus – Oul Făgetului (Kacsó 1980, p. 39), Bicaz – Igoaie (Kacsó 2005, p. 52), Lazuri – Lubi tag (Stanciu
1999, p. 116) and Lazuri – Drumul Dorolţului (Marta et al. 2000, nr. 102). Most settlements in Ukraine have
the cultural layer of 15-20 cm thick (Balahuri 2001, p. 245).
20 Kacsó 1980, p. 37, 39.
21 Balahuri 2001, p. 245; Kobal' 2007, p. 584-585.
22Kacsó 2005, p. 51.
23
S8 complex 2, S9 complex 5, S33 complex 1, S34 complex 4, S34 compex 4, S34 complex 11, S34 complex
15, S34 comlex 15, complex 506.
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site, they could be assigned to the constructions that belonged to the Suciu de Sus culture. In
three of these cases they originated from small constructions with the sides of 2 or 3 m
long24. The fourth group of pits occurred over a wider trench (7,20 x 8 m)25. It had a
rectangular perimeter (7,20 x 8 m), drawing the margins of a construction that dated from
the Suciu de Sus culture. Other pit groups that reconstituted the rectangular surfaces
belonged to the Roman Age. Their assignment was proved by pits with several Bronze Age
fragments among which there were other pits with small fragments of the Roman Age. The
ground-plan of the Suciu de Sus settlement at Petea revealed many post hole groups,
especially in the triangular surface of the Hungarian site, which was comprised between the
state border and the Erge brook (zone V, Fig. 16). Most of the constructions in this area
belonged to the Roman Age. This was proved by the frequent occurrence of the post holes
groups similar in disposal with those in the area exclusively dominated by the Roman
habitation in the north-west of the Erge brook (zone VI, Fig. 25). Several large pits were
found. Three of them could be deepened dwellings (complex 22, Fig. 18, complex 496 and
complex 499 fig. 23). Given the presence of the post holes, complex 22 can be interpreted
that it occurred from a deepened construction, maybe a dwelling. Deepened dwellings were
mentioned throughout the entire evolution of the Suciu de Sus culture26. The round corners
of the dwelling at Petea–Csengersima were similar to the dwellings with oval framing from
Ukraine, west of the Carpathians27.
The data about the type of construction in the case of the two surface dwellings was
little and inconclusive. The researched area of the dwelling I from S23 did not reveal any
post hole (Fig. 7). The inside of the dwelling on S26 complex 2 uncovered two holes that,
according to their size, were supposed to had been used for the posts of the dwellings (pits 4
and 5– Fig. 9). There was not a specific display of the pits to attest a typical system in
building dwellings28. Given the small-sized dwellings, it is possible that the foundation of the
walls was made of horizontal beams. Traces of a clayed beam were found in one of the
dwellings in the settlement at Lazuri. In what concerns wall construction, it was noticeable
that sometimes the pieces of fired clay had a smooth side, and the other side preserved the
traces of poles. There were situations when the traces of two parallel or perpendicular poles
were visible. The fragments of fired clay were in a great number, and preserved traces of
parallel rods, showing that the walls were covered in rows of rods (or reed) in some areas.
The clay used in building walls was mixed with straws, chaff and leaves.
Lacking in post holes and their inconclusive position offered the possibility to
establish the dimensions of the surface dwellings only by according to the spreading area of
the fragments that had fallen from the burnt walls. The surface of the Suciu de Sus dwellings
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The group comprising pits S37 complex 15, S37 complex 17, S37 complex 18, S37 complex 29 (Fig. 8, 28),
the group comprising pits S37 complex 21, S37 complex 24, S37 complex 25 (Fig. 8, 28) and the pits assigned
to complex 496 (Fig. 16, zone V).
25 Complex 63, complex 75, complex 71, complex 73, complex 143, complex 145, complex 146, complex 147,
complex 67, complex 66 (Fig. 16, 28, zone V).
26 The three dwellings at Solotvino went only 15-20 cm deep (Vasiliev et al. 2002, p. 30-31). The dwelling at
Oarţa de Sus–Dealul Stremţului was a surface dwelling according to C. Kacsó (2003, p. 114), and slightly
deepened into the soil according to Dan Pop (2005, p. 65). D. Pop informed us that the second assignment
occurred within the 2004 campaign. At the same time was established that the two hearths were found
outside the dwelling. Two pits that deepened 30-50 cm into the soil were found in Ukraine, west of the
Carpathians, in the settlements at Cimadievo and Dravcy (Balahuri 1991, p. 78). The dwelling at Culciu Mic
deepened 1-1,20 m (Bader 1978, p. 67).
27 Balahuri 2001, ris. 61, 62, 63; Vasiliev et al. 2002, p. 31.
28 The post holes of the surface dwellings of the Suciu de Sus archaeological culture were not mentioned in
most of the settlements of the Suciu de Sus culture. There were mentioned only a few dwellings with post
holes in the settlements at Diakovo and Zabolot' in Ukraine, west of the Carpathians (Balahuri 1991, p. 78;
Balahuri 2001, ris. 65).
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was 12–20 m2 at Culciu Mare29 and 28–32 m2 of the dwellings researched in Ukraine, west of
the Carpathians30. The dwellings at Petea–Csengersima were researched only on one side of
their surface, and they seemed to be similar in dimensions (S23 complex 1 with one side of
3,55 m), as they had close dimensions to the large surface dwellings (complex 22 with one
side of 5,8 m and S 26 complex 2 partially uncovered over an area of 6,70 x 3,80 m)31. For
the Suciu de Sus dwellings at Petea, we could approximately establish only the orientation of
the deepened dwelling in complex 22, with long sides, on the N-NV – S-SE direction. It
resembled the dwellings from Culciu Mare, oriented north with their short side, because the
wind in the Satu Mare Plain blows from north-east32. The dwellings of the Suciu de Sus
culture at Petea-Csengersima preserved some characteristics of the early dwellings of the
culture. Similar elements occurred besides the specific elements of the Bronze Age: the
choice for surface dwellings, the oval shape and the little deepened into the ground
dwellings, the rare hearths and the post holes33.
Hearths
No Suciu de Sus hearth in the position in situ was found at Petea–Csengersima. The
fill of many pits revealed hearth fragments that occurred in two ways. Most of the pits
uncovered only small fragments of the hearth crust. They occurred together with plant
remains, ashes, burnt bones and pottery that was sometimes secondary fired. It is possible
that the fragments in the clay of the hearths came off when the burnt remains on the hearths
were broomed. The second situation is represented by the pits that comprised a great
quantity of hearth fragments, suggesting that they were deposited within demolished
hearths34. For example, pit 13 contained grouped pieces of a hearth, in the south-eastern part
of the pit, 15 cm above the base. The pit also contained many ceramic fragments (a quarter
were secondary fired) together with wall fragments, ashes and plant remains. Pit S 27
complex 3 (Fig. 9) was particular because of the 7 pieces of hearth found together with a
complete pot and many ceramic fragments of an amphora and 2/3 of a cup (Pl. 31/9-14, Pl.
32). It is worth mentioning the presence of some demolished hearths in two side pits (S37
complex 12 and S37 complex 13, Fig. 10). One of them contained 19 hearth fragments, and
the second contained 24.
Pits
Like any other prehistoric settlement, Petea–Csengersima settlement revealed a great
number of pits. They clearly occurred as deep as the sterile soil. It is certain that they began
from above it but, in most of the cases, the limits of their margins couldn't be established in
the cultural layer that had a similar colour to the fill of the pits. Clues on the existence of
several pits occurred when excavating the cultural layer: some different coloured spots or an
assembly of artefacts on small areas, but their margins were not clearly delimited.
Throughout the excavation of the deepened complexes at Petea–Csengersima a clear
difference was observed between the colour of all pits fill of the Suciu de Sus culture and
those of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I habitation horizon. The Suciu de Sus pits had usually light
29

Bader 1978, p. 66-67.
Balahuri 1966/ 1967, p. 79; Balahuri 1969, p. 63-65.
31 The assembly of daub in the settlement at Oarţa de Jos had wide surface, but its dimension was not
mentioned (Kacsó 2004, p. 53-54).
32 Bader 1978, p. 67. The settlement at Diakovo was special for the varied orientations of the dwellings:
dwellings I and V were oriented east-west, dwellings II and III were oriented north-west – south-west, and
dwellings IV and IX were on the north-east – south-west direction (Balahuri 2001, ris. 62, 65).
33 The comparison with the settlement at Solotvino would be relevant – as it was the most intensely researched
settlement in the first phase of the culture (Kobaly 1997; Vasiliev et al. 2002, p. 30-32).
34 S7 complex 3 (Fig. 4), S 27 complex 3 (Fig. 9), S37 complex 12 (Fig. 10), S37 complex 13 (Fig. 10), complex
76 (Fig. 19), complex 129 (Fig. 19).
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colours because of the presence of the yellow-mustard like coloured clay. This colour was
preserved even though this clay contained inclusions of carbonized plant remains and of
burnt clay. The pits fill of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I culture was dark, sometimes blackish35.
The presence of the pits was observed in several settlements of the Suciu de Sus
36
culture , but their shape was not described in detail or illustrated, only in few cases37. When
referring to their usefulness, they were mentioned as fulfilling the function of storage pits or
of refuse pits38. Their function of ritual deposition39 was rarely confirmed or, they were
assumed to have complementary ritual roles40.
According to the method of their excavation or rather according to their shape, we
have the following categories of pits:
a) Pits with unclear contour. Although it may seem a paradox, this denomination was
used for the pits excavated only in the cultural layer and in the vegetal soil, without going
deeper into the clay layer. As a result, the walls and their base could not be clearly delimited.
In two cases, their existence was assumed based on the discovery of several vessels, which
were complete or could be easily restored (S5 complex 3 – Fig. 4, Pl. 4/4 and S9 complex 7 –
Pl. 11/ 14 16). There was another situation when the existence of the pits without any sign of
their contour was attested by special groups of archaeological material in the cultural layer
(S9 complex 5 – Fig. 5, Pl. 11). They would not be preserved in situ unless they were laid
initially in less deep pits which penetrated to the maximum the cultural layer.
b) Beehive shaped pits41. They occurred with round or slightly oval outline, and their
walls widened as they went deeper. The holes in the walls were usually more concentrated
towards the base of the pits. The pits were excavated with care: circular/oval shaped outline,
even holes in the walls, flat base. Although only three pits of this type were identified, they
seemed to be the most numerous: it is possible that a significant number of the less deep pits
with arched walls and flat base represented the inferior category of pits that formerly had
been beehive shaped42. The beehive shaped pits were usually of medium size. They went
down 60–90 cm into the sterile soil, and made us assume that they were 1–1,30 m deep from
the trampled surface. The base diameter in the case of beehive shaped pits was comprised
between 100 cm (S37 complex 28) and 1,90 m (S30 complex 1). The last pit was 15 cm far
from dwelling S26 complex 2, bringing into discussion their ability to have a connection.
Suciu de Sus pits with beehive shape occurred in the settlement at Lazuri43.
The inventory of the beehive shaped pits was unitary: ceramic fragments, animal
bones and sometimes ashes. It is almost certain that the inventory was the result of
depositing waste after the pits were taken out of use. Beehive shaped pits were common in
35

It is possible that the situation (also occurred in the archaeological site at Lazuri) was created by the fact that
the layer of dark soil thickened as a result of intense habitation in the area. The increasing quantity of nitrates
could be the result of increasing the number of animals in the settlement.
36 D. Pop (2005, p. 66) listed all the pits excavated in the settlements of the Suciu de Sus culture and of the
Lăpuş group in Romania. Other pits were found in several settlements in Hungary (Kalicz 1960, p. 7) and
Ukraine (Balahuri 2001, p. 245); Vasiliev et al. 2002, p. 31-32.
37 Culciu Mare revealed the ground-plan of the pits in the first years of excavations, and the summary for a few
of them was recorded (Bader 1978, p. 67, pl. XXXVIII); for the pits of the Suciu de Sus settlements in
Ukraine: Balahuri 2001, p. 245, ris. 61, 62, 63, 64, 65; Vasiliev et al. 2002, p. 32, pl. VIII, XIX); in Hungary
were mentioned pits in the settlement at Rétközberencs (Kalicz 1960, p. 7).
38 Bader 1978, p. 67, Vasiliev et al. 2002, p. 32.
39 The vessel set from Nyírmada was probably found in a pit (Tóth – Marta 2005, p. 107-143). Because of their
inventory and because of their small size, the pits from Oarţa de Sus – Oul Făgetului, Culciu Mare and
Lăpuşel were not used within domestic purposes (Kacsó 2003, p. 121-122).
40 Vasiliev et al. 2002, p. 32.
41 S25 complex 2 (Fig. 7), S30 complex 1 (Fig. 7), S37 complex 28 (Fig. 10), complex 200 (Fig. 21).
42 S33 complex 2 (Fig. 9), complex 181, complex 184 (Fig. 20), complex 193 (Fig. 21), complex 354, complex
373 (Fig. 22), complex 468, complex 479, complex 490, complex 494, complex 500, complex 501, complex
504 (Fig. 23), complex 897 (Fig. 24).
43 Németi 1997, p. 80.
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the archaeological sites. They were widespread, in various cultural areas since prehistory and
until the Middle Ages. Archaeological finds, the historical and ethnographic data as well as
the experimental archaeology attest their role of storage pits. Fit with a lid of clay, they were
very efficient in preserving cereals44. The smallest of the pits at Petea–Csengersima (S25
complex 2) revealed a pot (Pl. 28/13). It had the character of a granary, but it could be
interpreted as a storage vessel for other types of goods45. We assume that the existence of
waste in the pits was the result of some depositions that were made here after their initial
purpose had been abandoned.
c) Cylindrical pits46. They were relatively numerous within the settlements from Petea–
Csengersima. Given the various dimensions and composition of the inventory, their purpose
seemed to be different. Some of the cylindrical pits were used for depositing waste, even if
their initial purpose was another, as illustrated by the materials found in them. It is possible
that some of the cylindrical pits were initially beehive shaped, but their rim broke down in
time. This aspect could be applied for the large-sized pits in the areas with beehive shaped
pits. Two of the cylindrical pits were located in the vicinity of a dwelling47. Between them, pit
S27 complex 3 was noteworthy as it contained a complete pot and two vessels that were
probably broken at the moment of their burial48 (Fig. 8, 9; Pl. 31, 32). S37 contained 10
cylindrical pits (9 of them were assigned to the Suciu de Sus culture and one was not assigned
to any culture) grouped on a very small area. Two groups of 5-7 cylindrical pits occurred in
the southern area of the Suciu settlement, in the Hungarian territory (zone V, Fig. 16). Some
of the cylindrical pits had small pits in their margins49, and their shape suggested they were
post holes. The post might originate from a system of pit covering.
Large or small cylindrical pits were found in several settlements of the Suciu de Sus
50
culture . They were generally used as storage pits or as pits used for household purposes51.
The first purpose was denied in the case of some small pits at Lăpuşel (no dimensions
provided) because they had small volume and were not fit for storage52. The use of small pits
within households was confirmed by the cylindrical pits at Solotvino53.
Pit S10 complex 4 was made to deposit an amphora. The vessel was laid on the base
of the pit, standing (Fig. 8, Pl. 13). Depositions of single amphorae represented a type of
archaeological complex, prevailing in the Late Bronze Age54 and which was also present in
the Suciu de Sus culture55. In several cases, the pits that contained amphorae were cylindrical
44

Reynolds 1979, p. 73-76; Wood 2000.
Food preserved in large sized vessels from small pits was a suitable situation in the Suciu de Sus settlement at
Solotvino (Vasiliev et al. 2002, p. 32). The archaeological demonstration for using the pits for brining meat
within other cultural environments was made by Reynolds 1979, p. 78-79.
46 S3 complex 1 (Fig. 7), S7 complex 2 (Fig. 4), S10 complex 4 (Fig 6), S14 complex 6 (Fig. 12), S17 complex 2
(Fig. 7), S27 complex 1, S27 complex 3 (Fig. 9), S 37 complex 4, S37 complex 5, S37 complex 6, S 37
complex 7, S37 complex 9, S37 complex 10, S37 complex 11, S37 complex 12, S37 complex 13, S37 complex
14, S37 complex 16, (Fig. 10), complex 280 (Fig. 21), complex 356, complex 373, complex 376, complex 386
(Fig. 22), complex 490, complex 494 (Fig. 23), complex 500, complex 501, complex 507 (Fig. 23), complex
519b (Fig 24), complex 768, complex 897 (Fig 26); pits with archaeological material not assigned to an
archaeological culture, but which occurred in areas only with Suciu de Sus complexes: S3 complex 2 (Fig.7),
S33 complex 6 (Fig. 9), S37 complex 8, S37 complex 25 (Fig. 10).
47 Pits 27 complex 1 and 27 complex 3 nearby dwelling S 26 complex 2 (Fig. 8).
48 Preserved ceramic fragments which made up 2/3 of a cup, and over 100 ceramic fragments that restored an
amphora. There were 7 hearth fragments and the vessels.
49 S27 complex 2, S33 complex 3, S37 complex 15, S37 complex 23 (Fig. 8), complex 389 (fig. 22), 768 (Fig. 26)
50 Bader 1978, p. 67; Vasiliev et al. 2002, p. 32, Pl. VIII, XIX; Balahuri 2001, ris. 61, 62, 63, 64.
51 Bader 1978, p. 67, Vasiliev et al. 2002, p. 32.
52 Kacsó 1995, p. 84.
53 Vasiliev et al. 2002, p. 32. (Arguments were provided for their use in preserving brined meat or the small
quantity of cereals, the result of practising a raw agriculture).
54 Stapel 1999, p. 104-106, V. Szabó 2004, p. 86.
55 Marta 2007, p. 4-17.
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in shape and had a flat base56. Some of the cylindrical pits had special purposes, as revealed
by their inventory and by the way objects were laid in it.
d) Irregular, amorphous pits57. Some pits containing specific materials of the Suciu de Sus
culture had an irregular contour, the walls with different inclinations and irregular base. Their
surfaces and depths varied a lot. It is believed they were excavated only for clay extraction
because of the carelessness in their excavation, and because of the holed walls. The clay was
used in constructions or for restoring/refreshing the walls, the floor and the hearths. Nine of
the pits at Petea–Csengersima had drawn attention by their large size, as that their excavation
provided a large quantity of clay. Two amorphous pits (S26 complex 1 and S27 complex 4)
were situated nearby the dwelling S26 complex 2 (Fig. 8, 9), and another one (pit 189) was
nearby the dwelling 22 (Fig. 16, 18). The location of these amorphous pits nearby two
dwellings allowed the association between the clay extracted from the pits with the clay used
in building the walls58. The fill of the amorphous pits which contained animal bones, ceramic
fragments–often grey coloured, pointed to the fact that they were used for storing waste.
Scattered fragments in the fill of the pits as well as the noticeable quantity of ceramic
fragments originating from a large number of vessels strengthen the hypothesis that these
pits were used for waste storage.
e) Post holes. Small pits. A large number of small pits spread over the surface of the
settlement. According to their shape, some of them seemed to be post holes. Several were
assigned to the Suciu de Sus culture because they contained small ceramic fragments specific
of this culture59 or because they were located in an area exclusively assigned to the Suciu de
Sus culture60. Most post holes can not be assigned to a culture because they lack in inventory.
There is no doubt that many of them dated the subsequent ages, especially the Roman Age,
when the settlements in the area uncovered many constructions with posts. There were many
cases when a hole was present near a large pit61. In the case of the storage pits, we could
bring up the hypothesis that the small pits belonged to some posts that held a light roof or a
protection screen for the store. The role of the post holes within the fired clay platforms of
the surface dwellings is uncertain. Assemblies of some post holes outlined the ground-plan
of two situations in the surface 3762 and of two cases in area V63.
It is almost certain that not all holes in the settlements at Petea–Csengersima were
used as post holes. Among the numerous purposes that could generate the digging of holes
in the settlement was also cooking/ boiling food64. The walls of the pits offered not only
protection from wind, but also a shorter process of boiling with reduced consumption of
fuel by controlling the fire towards the container. This aspect was proved by the ash layer on
the base of several small pits at Petea–Csengersima65.
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V. Szabó 2004, p. 86, abb. 10, 1-2; Marta 2007, p. 4-17.
S26 complex 1, S27 complex 4 (Fig. 8, 9), S 37 complex 3 (Fig. 10), SA complex 1 (Fig. 12), complex 131
(Fig. 19), 189 (Fig. 20), complex 506 (Fig. 24).
58 The association between a large pit, amorphous and a near dwelling occurred in the settlement at Jánoshida
(V. Szabó 2004, p. 139-140).
59 Several may be later pits and the prehistoric fragments were laid in secondary position, as they slipped down
from the layer. The situation was illustrated by many situations when pits at Petea–Csengersima uncovered
prehistoric ceramic fragments together with Roman Age fragments.
60 On a narrow zones on both sides of the state border (Fig. 2).
61 S27 complex 2, S33 complex 3 (Fig. 8, 9), S37 complex 15, S37 complex 23 (Fig. 8, 10), 353, 389 (Fig. 22),
768b (Fig. 26).
62 The assembly contained pits S37 complex 15, S37 complex 17, S37 complex 18, S37 complex 29 (Fig. 8, 28)
63 Complex 63, complex 75, complex 71, complex 73, complex 143, complex 145, complex 146, complex 147,
complex 67, complex 66 (Fig. 16, 28) and the pits assigned to complex 496 (Fig. 16)
64 O' Kelly 1954, p. 144.
65 S20 complex 1, S21 complex 5 (Fig. 6).
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III.3. Surface management in the settlement
The dwellings of the Suciu de Sus culture occurred more concentrated in the western
zones II, III and V (Fig. 2). The fragments of fired walls also present in other areas of the
settlement suggested that other dwellings existed in those areas. The habitation in the eastern
area of the settlement was illustrated by the result of the archaeological analyses that attested
recent operating complexes in this area. This fact stands for an asynchronous habitation in
the eastern and western sides of the Suciu de Sus settlement.
Some beehive shaped pits were located nearby the dwelling areas. Storage pits were
concentrated in S37 (zone III – Fig. 8). This sector was situated nearby the north-eastern
margin of the settlement that might be appreciated as an area used for storage. A particular
area was clearly outlined in the eastern side of the settlement. It uncovered a bronze deposit
and four vessel depositions, of which three belonged to the Suciu de Sus culture. As it can be
seen, these depositions have a ritual character. Their group was situated in the eastern side of
the settlement and created a peripheral area used for depositions – the “sacred” area of the
settlement66.

III.4. Ceramics
The rich pottery finds from the Suciu de Sus settlement at Petea – Csengersima offer
the opportunity of a re-evaluation of the repertory of pottery forms and of the decorative
motifs from the advanced phase of the Suciu de Sus culture. The studies regarding the
pottery of this culture attained only a rough approach, on a general level, limited to short
listings of pottery forms, of decorative techniques and of some ornamental motifs67. All these
were analysed on the whole, taking into account the pottery from several sites even though
the pots had been attributed to different phases of evolution of the Suciu de Sus culture. The
pottery from the necropolis at Lăpuş were part of a more complex treatment. The general
study of the pottery from the two phases of the necropolis leaves an unanswered question
regarding the position and function of some of the pottery forms and ornaments within each
phase68. A database has been created for the pottery of Petea–Csengersima which comprises
all pot types, subtypes and variants together with the palette of ornamental motifs used for
decoration. For the first time this offers the possibility to determine the frequency of each
form and of each decorative element within the pottery of the settlement69. Thus, comparing
66

The existence of such areas was suggested by several depositions with ritual character found at the margins of
some settlements originating from the BzD–HaA. Those settlements were located on a small territory near
the northern frontier between Romania and Hungary. It is the case of a bronze hoard with objects of the type
Uriu-Ópályi laid on purpose, which were found in 2008 at the margin of the Suciu de Sus settlement at
Császló (information provided from Pintye Gábor). The bronze hoard at Carei – Spitz Farm was found in the
margin of the settlement and of the small hill (Németi 1990, p. 32, fig. 10). The bronze hoard at Nagykálló
was found by A. Mozsolics nearby a vessel laid upside down. The archaeological excavation was made in an
area where the works at the building of a road uncovered two complete bulging, conical vessels suggesting a
ritual deposition. The margin of the settlement was attested by the rare pits, although the central area
(towards the west) had the cultural layer of 80-100 cm thick (Mozsolics – Hegedüs 1963, p. 252; Kemenczei
1982, p. 73-78, abb. 2).
67 Bader 1978, p. 70 –73; Balahuri 2001, p. 259, 261.
68 Within an unpublished study regarding the analysis of the pottery of the necropolis at Lăpuş there are several
references to the pottery of the Suciu de Sus culture (Kacsó 1981, p. 25-67).
69 The database comprises only the pottery found in archaeological complexes to avoid the disproportion that
could have been caused by the impossibility of culturally attributing some of the pottery forms from the
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with pot types and decorative motifs of the pottery from other archaeological sites of the
Suciu de Sus culture, there emerges the possibility of a more precise appreciation of the
position occupied by the settlement at Petea–Csengersima within the evolution of the
culture.
Technological considerations.
As in the case of other prehistoric cultures, the pottery of the Suciu de Sus culture
has been separated into two or three categories according to the criteria of clay composition:
coarse pottery, fine pottery70, and an intermediary category71, according to some studies. The
coarse pottery has the clay containing much tempering material: gravel, large-grained sand,
crushed shards. The presence of these tempering materials influences the adherence of the
clay, thus if the clay and the tempering materials are well mixed and subjected to an optimum
firing temperature, and the surface of the vessels is smoothed, even these pots frequently
have a relatively compact structure and good resistance. It is rare for the vessels of the coarse
category to not have their surfaces smoothed that gives them a porous aspect. Coarse clay is
used for making vessels with thick walls, usually of large dimensions: large storage jars, some
pot categories, bowls and portable cooking vessels, but also some amphora samples. Coarse
clay was used for 23,8% of the vessels discovered in archaeological complexes of the Suciu
de Sus settlement. Vessels made of semi-fine clay have good quality as the characteristic
tempering material is fine river gravel, sand and finely crushed shards. Vessels of semi-fine
clay occur frequently (45,3%), due to the fact that this kind of clay was used to making
vessels of medium and small sizes, at the preparation/storage of food, and for serving meals
(cups, bowls, amphorae). For the third category of the Suciu de Sus pottery – vessels made of
fine clay – the primary tempering material used was sand along with fine-grained gravel. Fine
clay is usually used for vessels with thin walls (almost all of the cups and some categories of
bowls/dishes), and also for some distinct types of vessels with thick walls (amphorae or even
some pots or portable cooking vessels). The percentage of vessels made of fine clay is 30,9%.
In what concerns the firing method, it is observable that the majority of the vessels,
especially the vessels of coarse clay, have been fired in oxidizing atmosphere. But there are
many cases of differently coloured areas on the surface of the vessels due to variable
concentrations of carbon dioxide on different parts of the same vessel. This firing method
was used even in the case of decorated vessels, especially for the large-sized ones. Serving
vessels having smaller dimensions are better fired, their colours are homogeneous, whether
the firing method used was the one in reducing atmosphere or the one in oxidizing
atmosphere. Some cups and bowls had been fired so that their outside walls turned into an
intense, sometimes even shiny, black colour. As in other Suciu settlements72, a very small
number of vessels from the Suciu de Sus settlement at Petea–Csengersima (0,93% of the
identified vessels) had been fired in a manner that made them bi-chrome, black on one side
and brick-red on the other.
Vessel forms
In order to include as many pottery fragments discovered in the settlement as
possible into the statistics of vessel forms, it was decided to first incorporate these into large
pottery categories. Using all-embracing categories – bowls/dishes, cups/beakers – the
stratum. Having as a starting point the existence of several different elements of form or decoration, the
database includes 806 vessels.
70 Bader 1978, p. 70.
71 Kacsó 1981, p. 25-26 (for the pottery of the Lăpuş cultural group).
72 Kacsó 1980, p.39 (Oarţa de Jos – Vâlceaua Rusului).
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exclusion of some pottery fragments that could not be incorporated into more precisely
defined pottery forms was avoided. To achieve a more complete statistics, but at the same
time having the possibility of more precise inclusions – necessary in the case of limited
categories which on the other hand have chronological importance – I considered a gradual
division as being suitable, which could have several subdivisions (general forms, types,
subtypes, variants). The table below shows the number of the major vessel forms within the
settlement.
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Amphorae
These represent the category of vessels with narrow base, a conical body with the
maximum diameter at the level of the shoulders, pronounced neck and out curving rim. It is
a category with medium frequency, represented by a percentage of 11,87%. Two complete
vessels were of 35-40 cm in height, but within the Suciu de Sus culture (if we include the
Lăpuş I phase) the height of these vessels varies between 16,6 cm73 and 100 cm74. On the
basis of the architecture of the main components, the amphorae have been divided into three
types. Given the fragmentary state of the pottery, the types could only be established for a
number of 26 vessels.
Type 1 includes vessels with wide out curving rim, short and arched neck, the body
having its maximum inflection point in the upper part and with its lower half growing
narrower towards the base (typological table I, Pl. 13, 26/2, 32, 59/1). The vessel is shorter
then the diameter of the mouth. 7 examples of this type have been identified within the
complexes of the settlement (26,92%). Type 1 amphorae are usually richly ornamented. The
decoration is rather unitary in concept, consisting of two horizontal registers which cover the
body and the neck of the vessels. The main register is on the body of the vessels, comprising
four large incised-excised or channelled spirals, their protruding tips being at the middle of
the body. One small spiral departs from each large spiral, decorating the shoulder of the
vessel. The tips of these small spirals are also protruding. The second register adorns the
necks of the vessels. Usually the area below the rim or sometimes the edge of the rim is
emphasized by means of a strip of oblique, vertical or hachured lines (motifs HA, HB, HC).
Rarely is the upper side/face of the rim decorated, and as opposed to other intensely
ornamented forms (cups and bowls), the base is never decorated. The shoulder has
perforated lugs of the false small handle type (Pl. 26/2), which are analogous to the small
handles that can be found on some examples discovered in other sites75. Type 1 is well
represented in sites with excised pottery of the Suciu de Sus culture (phases II76 and III77).
73

The vessel from Satu Mare (Bader – Lazin 1980, fig. 17, Marta – Szőcs – Gindele 2007, nr. 113).
Kacsó 1981, p. 26.
75 Stanovo (Zátlukal – Zátlukal 1937, 6. ábra), Nyírmada (Tóth – Marta 2005, abb. 4), Dorolţ (Marta 2007, ris.
1/3).
76 For the purpose of analysing the pottery of the Suciu de Sus culture I used an evolutionary scheme with three
phases (realized by T. Bader) so as to illustrate the way in which the transition period from incision to
excision (the Culciu Mic phase – II phase) reflects a transitional character in the sphere of pottery forms as
well.
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The origin of this type of vessel can be easily determined because the examples that together
with vessel forms and ornamental motifs characteristic of the middle phase of the Suciu de
Sus culture78 have a few hybrid elements which link them directly to vessels from the first
phase of the Suciu de Sus culture79. From the point of view of some constituent elements,
the roots of this type of vessel seem to go back as far as the Middle Bronze Age80.
Type 2 differs from type 1 first of all through a larger neck. No complete example has
been recovered, but on the basis of the preserved fragments it can be stated that type 2
vessels are higher than their maximum diameter. The preserved parts of one example (Pl.
64/1) indicate that the maximum diameter was at the level of the shoulder, on the basis of
which it can be presumed that the body had a conical shape similar to the one indicated by
the vessel discovered at Satu Mare81 or that of the amphorae with excised decoration from
the necropolis at Lăpuş82. On the other hand a third vessel has an almost globular body (Pl.
54/15). Some of the type 2 vessels have cylindrical necks (subtype 2A, Typ. pl. 1, Pl. 54/15,
65/2) and others have arched necks (subtype 2B, Typ. pl. 1, Pl. 30/12, 31/10, 41/11, 47/13,
52/9, 64/1). Subtype 2A is represented by 6 examples, while subtype 2B is represented by 11
vessels. The most of the type 2 vessels are undecorated, but some of them do have a rich
ornamentation (Pl. 52/9, 64/1). Amphorae with tall necks have been discovered in other
sites of the Suciu de Sus culture as well83. The absence of this form in the early sites of the
culture does not allow a clear indication of its origins84. Amphorae with tall necks are present
in the Piliny culture85, in the Cehăluţ – Hajdúbagos culture86, in the Berkesz87 group and in
the group of discoveries from the Košice basin88. This type of vessel is present within
different cultures. However, the similarity between a vessel with a globular body from Petea–
Csengersima (Pl. 54/15) and the amphorae from the Otomani III-IV/ Hajdúbagos89 and
Egyek90 cultural areas place this type of vessel in the context of the development of the
Upper Tisa Basin91. The common elements of long necked amphorae from the first phase of
the necropolis at Lăpuş92, the transfer of this form into the second phase of this cultural
group93 and into the Gáva I94 cultural area mark out this type’s later evolution. One of the
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Stanovo (Zatlukál – Zatlukál 1937, 5–6. ábra), Beregovo (Balahuri 1975, ris. 2/4), Diakovo (Balahuri 1975,
ris.2/1-2; 2001, ris.66/1-2, 4.); Suciu de Sus (Bader 1976, pl.V/1) Culciu Mic (Bader 1978, pl. XLVI/ 8), Orţa
de Jos – Vâlceaua Rusului (Kacsó 2004, abb. 4/1,2), Nyírmada (Tóth – Marta 2005, abb. 4), Dorolţ (Marta
2007, ris 1/3)
78 The examples mentioned in the previous footnote from Diakovo, Culciu Mic, Dorolţ and Oarţa de Sus.
79 Marta 2007, p. 6-7.
80 For the Otomani III phase one can mention the bosses from the tips of the spirals made by means of
pushing the walls of the vessels outward (Bader 1978, pl. XXI,/17, XXII/6, 12; Németi – Molnár 2007, pl.
75, 78, 96, 98). For the treatment of the transmition of some elements from the Middle to the Late Bronze
Age for a larger area see N. Boroffka (1994, p. 7-18; 1999, p. 113-125).
81 Bader – Lazin 1980, fig. 17.
82 Kacsó 2001, abb. 4-9.
83 Culciu Mare – Sub grădini (Bader 1978, pl. LII/ 2), Satu Mare – Borseg (Bader – Lazin 1980, fig. 17), Oarţa
de Sus (Kacsó 2003, pl. XXIII/ 22), Oarţa de Jos (Kacsó 2004, abb.4/4), Bicaz – Igoaie (Kacsó 2005, pl.
2/,1, 6/1,7, 11/1).
84 It is possible that the example from Oarţa de Jos attests links with the 2nd phase of the culture, given the fact
that bowls and cups from this site (Kacsó 2004, abb.2/1,3, 3/3,5,10,15) have common elements with the
pottery from the Culciu Mic and Boineşti settlements (Bader 1978, pl. XLV – XLVIII).
85 Kemenczei 1984, taf. II/1, 2, III/ 2-5, XIV/1-3.
86 Bejinariu – Lakó 2000, fig. 23/6,7, 25/3.
87 Kemenczei 1984, taf. LVI/ 1-4.
88 Demeterová 1984, pl. I/8, 11, III/4, VIII/1, IX/6, XI/10, XVII/11, XVIII/ 5,9, XIX/7, XXVI/1,2.
89 Hájek 1953, fig. 10; Ordentlich 1963, fig. 15/ 1-2, 4; Kovács 1970, fig. 1/17, 19, 20, 2/6, 16.
90 Kalicz 1958, pl. 4/7.
91 László 1973, p. 599-601.
92 Kacsó 2001, abb. 4-11.
93 Lăpuş (Kacsó 2001, p. 235-236, abb. 11-21), Libotin (Kacsó 1990, fig. 5).
94 Kacsó 1981, p. 31.
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vessels (Pl. 64/1) has an ornamental style similar to that of type 1 of the Suciu de Sus culture.
However an example discovered at Petea–Csengersima (Pl. 52/1), through its ornamental
motifs and their arrangement into oblique and vertical strips in a manner similar to the
amphorae from the first phase of the necropolis at Lăpuş95, offers an example of the close
relation between the pottery of these two sites. Type 3 has a bi-conical body with an out
curving rim connected directly to it. This phenomenon is the result of the absence of the
neck area (Pl. 25/14, 29/2, 33/1). No complete examples have survived, however it is likely
that these had shorter bodies than the preceding types. This aspect is to be seen in three
vessels all of which are decorated by means of excision-incision, two of them having handles
beneath the rim. This form seems to be rare in the Suciu culture96 and its origins are difficult
to determine. The presence of bi-conical forms is attested in the neighbouring cultures of the
Late Bronze Age97, although it is difficult to state precise relationships. In comparison with
the vessels from the neighbouring cultures, the examples from Petea – Csengersima, with
their semicircular strip shaped handles which are positioned beneath the rim98, favours them
as direct ancestors of the amphorae of the Lăpuş II – Gáva I cultural horizon (Pl. 16/3)99.
Regarding the function of amphorae within the Suciu de Sus culture, their use as urns is
attested in the necropolises at Stanovo and Suciu de Sus100. Amphorae with excised
decoration from the necropolis at Lăpuş (type IA2 of Kacsó) had not been used as urns, but
have been discovered only in a fragmentary state101. The employment of amphorae with
excised decoration in ritual context as vessels for serving liquids can be put forward from the
perspective of the set of drinking vessels from Nyírmada102. Two decorated vessels from the
settlement at Petea–Csengersima found in vertical position could also have had ritual
function of the type “single amphora deposit”103. Their employment as vessels for serving
liquids is indicated by their association with cups (for example in S27cx.3, Pl. 31/9-14, 32).
However the frequency of amphorae in the two settlements and their discovery in pits which
seem to contain refuse material point to a daily use even in the case of vessels beautifully
adorned.
Pots
Pots represent the vessel form with the highest frequency in Bronze Age settlements,
a situation also shared by the two settlements of the Suciu de Sus culture presented in this
study. A number of 237 examples (30,26% of the overall identified forms)104 have been
uncovered in the complexes at Petea–Csengersima. The most part of the pots had been
made of coarse clay which contains crushed shard temper and sometimes large grained
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Especially with amphora from burial mound 5 (Kacsó 2001, abb. 9).
Pop 2003, fig. 4; Kacsó 2005, pl. 4
97 In the Piliny culture (Kemenczei 1984, taf. XVIII/ 1, XXXVIII/ 1,2,7), in the Berkesz group (Kemenczei
1984, taf. LVI/ 11), in the Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ group (Bejinariu – Lakó 2000, fig. 20/1-3), in the group of
discoveries in the Košice basin (Demeterová 1984, pl.VII/19, VII/3, XX/10). The link with the amphorae
from these cultural areas is reinforced by the presence of arched grooves around the lugs of one example
from Petea–Csengersima (Pl. 25/14).
98 Even if the handles are usually placed on the shoulder or on the lower part of the neck, a few amphorae
attributed to the Suciu de Sus culture from the Košice basin have semicircular handles placed on the upper
part of the neck (Demeterová 1984, pl. XVIII/5,6, XIX/7, XX/4,7, XXVI/1,2).
99 For the presence of handles on the necks of early amphorae of the Gáva culture see: V. Vasiliev (2008, p. 9).
100 Zatlukál – Zatlukál 1937, p. 66-71; Roska 1942, p. 90.
101 Kacsó 1981, p. 26-27.
102 Tóth – Marta 2005, p. 129-134.
103 For the continental extent of the phenomenon see: A. Stapel (1999, p 104-106 ); for its manifestation in the
Late Bronze Age in the area between the Tisa river and the Carpathian mountains see: G. V. Szabó (2005, p.
86) and L. Marta (2007, p. 4-16).
104 Their number must have been greater but many examples could not be identified because in the case of
several rim fragments it is difficult to discern whether these belonged to conical pots or to certain types of
deep bowls.
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gravel. Usually the surfaces of their walls are smoothed, especially the outer ones. The colour
of the pots has usually light overtones (brick-red, yellow), although some have their interiors
with darker, grey-black shades.
On the basis of the profiles of the walls 5 types can be distinguished, each having
subtypes and variants according to the way in which the rim was modelled.
Type 1 pots comprise examples with vertical or almost vertical walls in their upper half,
the vessels becoming narrower in the proximity of the base. On the basis of the presence or
absence of small vertical lobes on the rim, type 1 pots distinguishes between subtypes 1A and
1B. Considering the vertical or out curving shape of the rims, each of the two subtypes has
two variants: 1Aa, 1Ab and 1Ba, 1Bb. Type 1 is frequent, representing 41,28 % of the pots
present in the archaeological complexes of the settlement. Vessels (rather fragments) with
lobes on the rim are the most frequent: the variant with vertical mouth 1Aa (Typ. pl. 1) and
the variant with out curving rim 1Ab (Typ. pl. 1). Especially vessels of the latter variant often
have two handles, but the rate of occurrence of this accessory is difficult to appreciate given
the fragmentary state of the pottery. Vessels with lobed rims (subtype 1B) are considerably
more numerous, whether these belong to the variant with vertical rim (1Ba) (Typ. pl. 1) or
the variant with out curving rim (1Bb) (Typ. pl. 1). Subtype 1B seems to be rare even among
the pots from other sites of the Suciu de Sus culture105. It needs to be stressed however that
the habit of moulding four lobes on the rims of the bowls is present since the middle phase
of the Suciu culture106 and continues even in its late phase107. Its potential origin might be
found in the Otomani III cultural environment where it appears under the influence of the
culture of tumular graves108. Yet, small triangular lobes will be extensively modelled on bowls
from the second phase of the settlements at Petea – Csengersima and also on pots from the
necropolis at Lăpuş109. The first of these is represented by the absence of finger-impressed
appliqué rib decoration110 given the fact that this ornamentation is massively used in the two
regions mentioned111. The absence of this type of decoration from the pots at Petea–
Csengersima needs to be stressed having in mind that thumb-impressed fluting decoration
was used during the previous phases of the Suciu de Sus culture also in areas outside its
eastern112 and western regions113. Although in the eastern region thumb-impressed fluting
decoration of the late Suciu phase are transferred to pots from the Lăpuş group114, its
absence from the Suciu habitation layer at Petea–Csengersima continues during the
subsequent Lăpuş II–Gáva I habitation layers. A similar situation is present in the case of
brushed decoration on the pots from Petea–Csengersima. This treatment applied to the walls
of coarse pottery is very rare, being absent in the case of pots with straight walls found at
Petea–Csengersima. However it occurs very often in the late Suciu sites, in the eastern and
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Kacsó 2003, pl. VII/11.
Bader 1978, pl. XLVI/7, XLVIII/7.
107 Kacsó 1980, fig.1/ 19; Kacsó 2005, pl. 13/1,3.
108 Bader 1978, p. 53.
109 Kacsó 1981, types VIB, VIC, VIIC1, VIIC2.
110 At Petea–Csengersima two fragments with finger-impressed appliqué rib (BG) had been discovered in two
complexes belonging to the Suciu III habitation (compex 65 and complex 362). Given the fact that the two
complexes were close to the Middle Bronze Age dwelling area, the presence of the two fragments may be due
to their secondary position.
111 Sâncraiul Silvaniei, Bulgar, Oarţa de Sus (Kacsó 1980, fig. 1/3,4,14, 2/9,10,12), Vad ( Kacsó 1987, abb.
15/9-15), Rogna, Ileanda (Bajusz – Tamba 1988, pl. XVII/1,3,5, XIX/5), Căşeiu (Gogâltan 2001, pl. I/1;
III/1,4.), Someş–Uileac (Pop 2003, fig. 1/2,3, 2/1-5,7), Ariniş, Ciolt, Giurtelecu Hododului, Lăpuşel, Prislop,
Seini – Dagas (Kacsó 2003, pl. I/ 10, V/2-19, VI/ 2,4,10-11, VII/1-3, X/5-6, XXI/9-12,15, XXI/11,
XXXIV/6), Bicaz (Kacsó 2005, pl. 2/3-4, 12-13, 8/8-11, 9/4). Some pots with thumb-impressed appliqué rib
decoration are present also at Diakovo (Balahuri 1969, ris. 2/1,4,7).
112 Giuleşti, Seini (Kacsó 1987, abb. 6, 7, 12, 13), Lăpuşel (Kacsó 1995, p.84), Solotvino ( Kobaly 1997, pl. II/ 15; Vasiliev et al.. 2002, fig. 28/2, 30/3, 32/4, 37/7,9, 41/4,5,7)
113 Bader 1978, pl. XLVI/ 6, XLIX/ 3,4; Marta 2004, pl. III.
114 Kacsó 1990, p. 81; Kacsó 1993, p. 30.
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southern regions of the culture115 and also in the sites of the Lăpuş group116 when the
majority of coarse vessels become decorated. The difference in the application of brushed
decoration seems to emerge during the Middle Bronze Age. Brushed decoration is widely
used117 even in the western region during a primary stage, contemporary with the Otomani I
and II phases, but during the phase that corresponds with that of the Otomani II it becomes
rarer118 as compared to its frequent employment in the eastern region where it is considered a
characteristic element of the culture119. This situation might be ascribed to the influence
manifested by the Otomani culture from the Crasna area upon the Middle Bronze Age
communities in the Someş Plain. It probably reflects the extensive phenomenon of
regionalization and separation which has as a result the development of the Suciu de Sus
culture120. Type 2 pots comprise examples with arched bodies, no outlined neck and more or
less out curving rim. The volume of these vessels varies, the diameter of the mouth ranging
between 12-27 cm and the height between 12-30 cm. Type 2 is well represented by the
category of pots from the settlement (43,94 %). Subtype 2A has a more elongated body (Pl.
11/7, 14/1-2, 15/12, 44/2, 46/8, 48/10, 50/4,8, 51/13, 52/2, 55/5,7, 57/8, 60/13, 93/7,10,
99/9), while subtype 2B has a shorter and round body (Pl. 3/1, 30/7, 31/2, 44/8, 46/4,6,
44/4,6, 48/1, 51/12, 53/8, 55/1, 58/5, 59/4, 63/6, 65/1,4,8, 70/8, 92/6-7, 93/3,6,9). The
vessels of both subtypes have two handles under the rim. Compared with type 1, type 2 is
more frequently made of the semi fine or fine clay, especially in the case of the subtype with
round body (2B). Pots with curved bodies are present in great numbers in the sites of the
Suciu de Sus culture121. Type 2 pots are sometimes adorned with knobs or arched gadrooned
decoration under the rim. They are rarely decorated with brushed decoration or vertical
channelled decoration and never with thumb-impressed appliqué belt. Thus in what concerns
decoration, as in the case of type 1 pots (with straight walls), type 2 pots of the two sites
differ from similar forms present in the eastern and southern regions of the Suciu culture.
Compared to the pots from the Berkesz group, they differ by lack of examples with
horizontal protuberances modelled on the edge of the rim122. Type 3 pots have an out curving
rim, arched neck, longer than that of type 2, prominent shoulder and conical body (Pl. 34/7,
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Brushed decoration is present on the majority of the published pots with straight walls (but also on other
vessels of coarse clay) from Sâncraiul Silvaniei, Bulgari, Oarţa de Sus – Oul Făgetului, Ariniş (Kacsó 1980),
Baia Mare, Cuceu –Pe lab, Cuceu – Cuceul sec, Jibou, Mesteacăn (Kacsó 1987), Rus, Podişu, Rogna, Negreni,
Ileanda, Letca, Ciocmani (Bajusz – Tamba 1988), Căşeiu (Gogâltan – Isac 1995, taf. II/2,3,4, V/1,2,3,5;
Gogâltan 2001, p.192 ), Someş–Uileac (Pop 2003), Bozânta Mare, Ciolt, Corni, Giurtelecu Hododului,
Lăpuşel, Oarţa de Sus – Dealul Stremţului, Săsar, Seini (Kacsó 2003). Brushing was used as decoration for the
majority of pottery fragments discovered at Aluniş Gârcei, Muncel, Nadiş, Tihău, Vădurele and are also
present on pottery fragments found at Bezded, Popeni, Racâş, Rus (Bejinariu 2003).
116 Brushed decoration is extensively used for coarse pottery in the necropolis at Lăpuş (Kacsó 1975, p. 59) and
it is the most frequent ornament on pottery found at Libotin (Kacsó 1990, p. 91), Suciu de Sus – Pe şes
(Kacsó 1993, p. 30) and Lăpuş – Gruiul Târgului (Kacsó 1994a, p.12). Brushing was used for the decoration
of the majority of published vessel fragments made from coarse clay from the settlements at Groşii Ţibleşului
(Kacsó 1993), Lăpuş – La arini, Oarţa de Sus – Făget and from a few sites (destroyed settlements or mound
burials) in the proximity of village of Lăpuş (Kacsó 2003). The presence of brushed decoration is also
mentioned in the case of pottery fragments found at the surface in the villages of Rogoz and Rohia (Kacsó
2003, p. 116).
117 At Medieşu Aurit – Ciuncaş (Bader – Dumitraşcu 1970, p.130-131; Kacsó 1995, p.97) and even in the
Middle Bronze Age settlement at Petea–Csengersima
118 In the settlement at Halmeu – Vamă (Marta 2004, p. 41) and especially in the one at Medieşu Aurit – Tagul
lui Schweitzer, well dated due to the presence of several Otomani III and Wietenberg III type vessels.
119 Kacsó 1995, p. 95; Vasiliev et al.. 2002, p. 93.
120 Roman – Németi 1990, p.40.
121 Bader 1978, pl. LIII/ 6,9; Kacsó 1980, fig. 2/29; Kacsó 2003 pl. I/10, II/10, XXI/14-16,18, XXXIII/15-18,
XXIV/2-7; XXVIII/ 4,7, XXIX/1, XXXI/11,17, XXXII/1-4; Balahuri 2001, ris. 70a/19; Pop 2003, fig. 1/2,
2/4-7,11, 3/2,3,6-8, 4/2,4,6,9; Kacsó 2005 pl. 3/7-9, 9/1,3-4,6-10; Kacsó 2006, fig. 5/8,9, 10/7,12,18-19,20,
11/1,10,11,13,14.
122 Kovács 1967, fig. 11/19,20, 13/10.
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45/3,7, 46/1, 65/3). It has a more slender form than the preceding types, but its dimensions
are similar to these: the diameter of the mouth ranging between 16 and 25,5 cm and the
height varying (preserved in a few cases) from 16 to 27 cm. Type 3 has a reduced frequency
within the pot category (7,17%). The clay from which these vessels are made is usually coarse
clay, but their surfaces, especially their outside, are well smoothed. Type 3 is scantly
represented among the published ceramic material from other sites of the Suciu de Sus
culture, the only known analogy having been found in the eponymous necropolis123. No
vessel with similar shape has been observed within neighbouring cultures as well. This type
lacks decorative elements, the only occurring accessories being strip shaped handles under
the rim. As a result it can be stated that this type comprises the general complexes that
contain coarse pottery from the western region of the Suciu de Sus culture.
Type 4 have a conical body, with the area above the shoulder growing narrower (Pl.
48/1, 56/1, 64/4). This type of vessels is similar to some bowls, although they are higher
than the diameter of the mouth. The diameter of the mouth ranges between 16 and 27 cm
and the height ranges between 18 and 28 cm. Type 4 pots have handles but lack in any other
accessories or decoration. It has a reduced occurrence, only three examples having been
found within the complexes of the settlement. The small number of type 4 pots may be
determined by the difficulty in distinguishing them from other bowl types due to their
fragmentary condition. In the surrounding cultural environments the only known analogy
was discovered in a pit at Berveni, being attributed to the early phase of the Gáva culture124.
Type 5 is represented by one example from Petea–Csengersima (Pl. 53/9). It has an
out curving rim, a body that has straight walls in its upper region and which curves in the
proximity of the base. This type of pot was not observed among the vessels from other Suciu
de Sus sites, neither in the ceramic repertory of the neighbouring cultures. Its scanty
occurrence may be due to its rather rare production and also because of the difficulty in
distinguishing it from other pot types because of its fragmentary state.
The pots of the Suciu de Sus culture, as in other archaeological cultures, seem to have
had common functionality, linked to the storage and preparation of food. This is indicated
by their unusually high number, by their discovery in a few storage pits and in numerous
refuse pits, and also by the frequent cases in which these show signs of secondary firing. At
Petea–Csengersima there are signs of their use in ritual contexts. This is asserted by the
discovery of four examples in vertical position (Pl. 2/7, 6/13,14, 11/16)125. These were
discovered in the eastern limit of the Suciu settlement, in the area of the bronze deposit,
where amphorae of the Suciu culture were also discovered in identical position126. The
discovery of a clay weight and of small bone fragments at the base of one of the pots, and
another weight placed next to the pot (S9 complex7), offers further indications for
considering the pots that were found in the deposits of this area of the settlement as having a
possible ritual character.
Storage vessels.
These are vessels with great capacity/volume, with a wide mouth, out curving rim,
bi-conical body, its upper half growing wider towards the half of its height and with its lower
half growing narrower towards the base (Pl. 34/6, 42/5, 63/12). Its very narrow base does
not ensure the stability required to support its upper wider half. A complete example from
Culciu Mare127 shows that the vessel could be stable if buried in the ground. This vessel has a
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diameter of the mouth of 78 cm and a height of 74 cm, a capacity of 200 liters. The examples
from the settlement at Petea–Csengersima have diameters of the mouth ranging between 44
and 48 cm, their fragmentary state impeding the assessment of their height. Storage jars are
rare, only 11 examples have been discovered in the settlement at Petea–Csengersima. Usually
they have accessories like handles, alongside with pointed bosses that have been used in one
situation and wide bosses that have been used in a different situation. One of the vessels is
adorned with brushed decoration. Storage jars are present in other Suciu de Sus
settlements128 as well or within the Lăpuş group129.
Portable cooking vessels.
Cooking vessels have a support attached at the middle of their height in the form of
two wide feet united by two side wings in the shape of an arch. The vessels (pots) have out
curving rims and conical or slightly rounded bodies. Their feet are either slightly arched,
either straight, having orifices in their upper half (Pl. 6/1,2, 24/9, 51/6,8, 53/4). The vessels
made from coarse clay are less numerous than the ones made from semi fine clay. Their
colouring has different brick-red and yellow tones, some vessels are made from semi fine
clay, grey coloured. Cooking vessels have an extensive employment, given the fact that from
the total of the identified forms they represent 11,49%. Because of their fragmentary state it
is not known whether all of the examples had perforations on the arches that unite the feet.
However these are present on a great number of vessels (20 examples). The perforations,
which are probably orifices for ventilation, are also present on the vessels published from
other late Suciu settlements130. The situation in Petea–Csengersima shows that the number of
vessels with perforations is kept high during the late Suciu phase, given the fact that their
number is very low during the Lăpuş II–Gáva I horizon131. The lack of ventilation
perforations seems to be linked with the arch uniting the legs that become narrower. This
leads to a decrease in the boiling capacity of the vessel, which can be related to its
abandonment during the advanced phase of the Gáva culture. The decoration of the cooking
vessels from Petea–Csengersima is specific of coarse pottery: knobs and brushed decoration.
The low frequency of the vessels decorated by brushing (5,7%) is opposite the high number
of examples present in the late settlements in the eastern and southern regions of the Suciu
de Sus culture132. The thumb-impressed appliqué rib decoration present on some vessels of
the Suciu I phase133 cannot be found on any vessel from the settlement at Petea–
Csengersima. In what concerns the origin of the cooking vessel, the earliest examples in the
Carpathian region are considered to be the ones discovered in the cultural area of the Hatvan
culture, dated to the third phase of the Early Bronze Age134. During the Middle Bronze Age
different types of cooking vessels spread throughout a wide area of the Carpathian region135.
In the north-west of Romania, cooking vessels with built in pot appear during the 3rd phase
of the Otomani136 and Wietenberg137 cultures. Cooking vessels are present in the first phase
of the Suciu de Sus culture138, having a very similar form to the vessels which flourish in the
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culture’s late phase. In the Late Bronze Age a similar type of vessels found in the
neighbouring cultural areas have shapes or decorative elements resembling the cooking
vessels of the Suciu culture139. The analysis of the discovery contexts, of the relation between
the occurrence of cooking vessels and the quantity of cooked bone from different levels of
the settlement at Kastanas, have revealed the use of these vessels in cooking/boiling140. This
use is further indicated by the frequent cases in which these vessels are discovered next to
hearths141 or by the presence of secondary firing on a large number of them142. An
experiment has revealed that there is significantly less time and fuel needed as compared to
cooking in simple pots143. On the basis of some ethnographic analogies from the Balkans it
has been put forward that these vessels could have been used for the shelling of wheat by
heating/roasting at about 40-50o C144. The discovery of cooking pots in funerary context145,
the existence of miniature vessels146, and also of numerous examples without burnt marks
discovered in Petea–Csengersima suggest different uses from those linked to cooking food.
Bowls/dishes
The category of bowls and dishes comprises the vessels which are lower than the
diameter of their mouth. I decided to include them in a wider category because the
fragmentary state of the pottery from the settlement allowed only a small number of vessels
to be included into one of the three isolated forms. The high number of vessels which are
not attributed to one of the forms with wide mouth would have created a discrepancy among
the other vessel categories from the settlement, given the fact that the later have a number of
particular morphological elements which allow them to be identified even in a fragmentary
state. The bowls have been divided into types on the basis of the general aspect of the vessels
given by the profile of the walls. The subtypes have been established according to the
presence or absence of the lobes on the rims, while the rims were made on the criteria that
distinguishes the different variants.
Type 1 comprises conical bowls with sloping walls. These have been divided into two
subtypes on the basis of the absence (1A) or presence (1B) of small lobes on the rim. Variant
1Aa includes vessels whose rims are an extension of the walls which have been cut in an
angle. Some of these have the outer part of the rim thickened (Pl. 43/10, 51/15, 60/6).
Variant 1Ab incorporates the examples with straight walls and with protruding rim (Pl. 27/9,
29/6, 31/11, 43/7, 45/9, 47/1, 65/6). Type 1A comprises a great number of vessels: 21
examples represent 16,66% of the total of bowls/dishes discovered in the complexes of the
settlement. This type is documented in other Suciu de Sus settlements as well147. Subtype 1B
comprises conical bowls with lobes (Pl. 50/6, 60/11) which are rare, and are represented
only by three examples. Their reduced occurrence is reflected by the small number of
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published examples from the other Suciu settlements148. Type one is predominantly made
from semi fine and coarse clay. Its decoration is poor, and it is characteristic of coarse
pottery: knobs (type AA – Pl. 27/9 and AC – Pl. 50/6), arched appliqué rib decoration (type
BB – Pl. 47/1). One example has its rim faceted and thickened like the Lăpuş II–Gáva I
bowls (Pl. 45/9).
Type 2 includes bowls and dishes with arched walls. Subtypes 2A and 2B have been
established on the basis of the same criteria: the absence or presence of the small pointed
lobes. Subtype 2A has an out curving rim or a straight rim with thickened outside (Pl. 15/15,
27/8, 29/8, 33/6, 34/11, 36/5, 43/9, 44/4,11, 45/1). Subtype 2A is well represented in the
settlement at Petea–Csengersima (24 examples). There are also many published examples
from other sites of the Suciu culture149 which seem to indicate that it is the most frequent
variant among the bowls of this culture. The great majority of type 2A bowls are made from
semi fine clay (90%), the others are made from coarse clay and only a few examples
contained fine clay in their composition. Decoration and accessories are present on a small
number of examples and consist of: pointed knobs (AA), false handles (AD), arched appliqué
rib decoration (BB), dotted decoration arranged in one row (DA) or in small groups (DD).
The subtype of arched bowls with lobed rim (2B) is relatively well illustrated by 11 examples
discovered at Petea – Csengersima (Pl. 15/16, 28/3, 31/12, 56/8, 64/7). All are made from
coarse or semi fine clay with one exception which was made from fine clay. Their decoration
is extremely poor, only one example has pointed knobs (AA). The presence of type B bowls
was observed in settlements from the Suciu III phase150. The lobed bowls from the first151
and second phase152 of the Suciu culture shows that the lobes on their rims are part of a
tradition which originates from the first phase of the culture. The custom to have lobes on
the rim appears in the Middle Bronze Age among several cultures in the Carpathian region.
Their dissemination dates from the Tumulus grave culture153. During the third phase of the
Suciu culture the bowls are used in vast areas of the Carpathian region being well illustrated
also by the bowls from the neighboring cultural areas (for example the Piliny154 or
Hajdúbagos – Cehăluţ cultures)155.
Type 3 comprises bowls with a pronounced shoulder, this category including subtype
3A without lobes on the rim and subtype 3B which has four pointed lobes on the rim similar
to the case of the preceding type. Subtype 3A (Pl. 47/7,9, 50/15, 56/6) has a relatively low
occurrence, being illustrated by 9 examples. The majority are made from semi fine or fine
clay. Only one vessel has been made from coarse clay. Variant 3B, which was identified on
the basis of six vessels, has an identical shape and has lobes on the rim (Pl. 24/1, 27/3,7,
42/9, 50/2). They had a wider range of uses within the settlement since various type 3
vessels with excised-incised decoration have been discovered in the cultural layer. The
majority are made from semi fine or fine clay. The most frequent method of decoration used
on both variants of the type 3 bowls is excision-incision. This is applied on the outside of the
vessels and sometimes on the upper part of the rim and base. Examples with the richest
decoration have the spiral as the main theme, arranged in a strip with one or two rows. The
top of the spirals marks the point where the walls are slightly pushed outward. This manner
of arrangement of the main theme, present in an identical form on some cups and amphorae
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of the Suciu de Sus culture, is maintained on the pottery of the Lăpuş group only on bowls156.
Vessels of the type 3 were made of coarse clay and have a specific decoration of this
category: pointed (AA) or wide knobs (AE). Only one vessel has brushed decoration on its
outside (EC). Decorated or undecorated type 3 bowls are present in various Suciu de Sus
settlements, having similar decoration in what concerns the form or method of
arrangement157. The absence of type 3 bowls in some sites may be accidental, having in mind
that in some Suciu III settlements the lobes are present on other types of bowls as well as
considering their presence on excised-incised vessels from the second phase158 it may be
concluded that this form had a dynamic continuity. Lobed bowls (subtype 3B) with excisedincised decoration are not used in the pottery of the Lăpuş group, however they seem to
continue within the Lăpuş II–Gáva I finds from Petea (Pl. 39/15).
Type 4 comprises examples of small dimensions which can be considered bowls.
These have a narrow mouth and arched walls, their height being similar in size to the
diameter of the mouth. Subtype 4A consists of examples without lobes, while the ones with
lobes on the rim have been included into subtype 4B. Both subtypes have a relatively low
frequency. Subtype 4A (Pl. 33/5, 50/13, 53/3, 56/1, 59/11) includes 5 examples from the
settlement at Petea–Csengersima, the majority of these having been made from intermediate
clay. Two vessels are adorned with pairs of pointed knobs (AA), while one has brushed
decoration (EA). Subtype 4b has the same shape as the preceding subtype, though it has
lobes on the rim (Pl. 5/13). It is illustrated by only two vessels lacking in any kind of
decoration.
Type 5 was identified on the basis of only one example discovered in the settlement at
Petea–Csengersima. It has an oval mouth, sloped and slightly arched walls, whereas its base
has the shape of the number “8” (Pl. 45/5). The decoration of the vessel is specific of the
Suciu de Sus, however the shape is unknown among its other vessels.
Cups
Cups are present in a high number, representing 26,81% from the total vessels forms
that were identified (the second most frequent category after pots). More than two thirds of
the cups discovered had been made from fine cay, others were made from intermediate clay,
with the exception of two examples made from coarse clay. Their colouring varies although
vessels with dark colours prevail. Cups with shiny black outside have been fired and treated
in a similar manner as the Gáva pottery.
The following types of cups can be distinguished based on the profile of the walls:
Type 1 has arched walls, the maximum diameter located right under the shoulder
which, being two times bigger as compared to the height of the cup, gives it a semi globular
aspect. Subtype 1A has two rows of knobs made by pushing the walls outward. Variant 1Aa
has a big over raised handle (Pl. 5/12, 15/5,6,18, 24/6,8, 30/4, 31/4,9 33/3,10, 37, 42/4,
51/2, 52/12, 60/2,12,15, 63/11) and is present in a very high number, namely 40 vessels
were found in archaeological complexes alone. Almost the entire surface of variant 1Aa cups
have very rich decoration obtained through excision-incision. From this point of view it is
likely that some of the many decorated cup fragments which could not be typologically
identified probably belonged to this variant. Also, a great number of cups belonging to
variant 1Aa were discovered in the cultural layer of the settlement. The outside walls of Suciu
de Sus type cups are richly decorated, usually with excised-incised decoration, but rarely with
channelled decoration. The main decorative frieze is found on the body, arranged around
two interchanging rows of knobs. The main theme is represented by a spiral (about two
thirds of the cases) or by concentric circles. Arched channelled decoration can sometimes be
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found around the spirals (Pl. 11/13, 33/3, 63/11). Besides the main decorative frieze on the
body of the cups, the underside of the rims is usually decorated by a strip of oblique incised
lines (decorative motif HB) (as in the case of amphorae or bowls). Only in the case of some
type 1Aa cups, the base is decorated (Pl. 63/4). It is likely that the few decorated handles
belonged to type 1Aa cups (Pl. 2/5). Variant 1Aa is present in settlements and necropolises
from the late phase of the Suciu de Sus culture. There can be observed the presence of rarer
elements like the vessels decorated on the upper side of the rim159 or on the area of the
neck160. Alongside frequently encountered decorative themes and the common style of their
arrangement on vessels there are a few exceptional ornamental themes: like “S”-s facing each
other (Pl. 37) or almond shaped incisions161. T. Bader considers that variant 1Aa (also called
the Suciu de Sus type cup) appears in the first phase of the Suciu culture162. He is probably
referring to the short necked cup from the burial mound at Medieşu Aurit–Dâmbul
Acastăului163. However its form is still very different than that characteristic of the cups from
the Suciu III phase. A form considered as being transitory between the early and the late
cups was discovered in the Stanovo I/ Suciu de Sus I settlement at Kvasovo164. The same
intermediary forms are present at Culciu Mic and Boineşti165. Thus, it is quite clear that the
cups from the Suciu de Sus I phase (of the type mentioned from Medieşu Aurit) are the
starting point of a typological line which will result in the emergents of the Suciu II (Kacsó)
phase. Variant 1Aa is no longer present among the pottery forms of the Lăpuş group even if
its characteristic excised-incised decoration still appears on an important number of
vessels166. Variant 1Ab (Pl. 63/3) has an identical form with the preceding variant and is fit
with two small little handles. It is rare, being represented only by three examples. Two of
these have lobed rims next to the handles. Variant 1Ab is not mentioned in other settlements
of the Suciu de Sus culture. Its discovery together with a cup of variant 1Aa within complex
1500 shows that the two variants were used in the same period. Subtype 1B has an arched
body just like subtype 1A, but it lacks the lugs. Variant 1Ba has a globular body, short neck
and out curving rim (Pl. 15/1,3,4,7, 33/2, 35/9, 41/10, 43/4, 44/7, 54/6, 60/1,3-4,8, 63/5).
It is the most frequent form of subtype 1B, 33 as vessels have been discovered in the
complexes of the settlement. Besides, these numerous vessels have been discovered in the
cultural layer (their specific decoration of the Suciu de Sus culture is the key to their
association). The decoration of this variant is made through the excision and incision
technique, however channelled decoration is present in a similar amount, usually in an
oblique arrangement (ornamental motifs FA, FB, FC, FD). Among the excised-incised
motifs, the ones represented by different variants of spared lobes (ornamental motifs KH,
KG, KJ) are frequent. Spirals and concentric circles continue to be used alongside these, less
frequently than the preceding variants, usually being used as secondary ornamental motifs.
Less frequent is also the decorative strip from under the rim formed by oblique or hachured
lines (ornamental motifs HB and HC). At least one example had decoration on the upper
side of the rim which has also an animal head modelled on it (Pl. 84/12). Variant IBb has a
more flattened body than variant 1Ba and its out curved rim is more prominent (Pl. 30/6). It
is rarer, only 4 examples have been found in the complexes of the settlement. The
ornamental motifs present on the cups of this variant are represented by oblique channelled
decoration (FA and FB). Variant 1Bc has a flattened body like the preceding variant but it
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has a narrower mouth and its rim is vertical (Pl. 30/1). In the complexes of the settlement
only one example was found decorated with incised lines.
Type 2 has a more slender and taller body than type 1. The rim is out curved, the
maximum diameter being in the area of the shoulder, while the lower part of the body is
elongated, conical (Pl. 15/10-11, 38/6, 54/14, 57/5). The handles of these cups is
semicircular and not as over raised as the handles of type 1 whose upper part start from the
rim. They occur rather frequent, 15 examples having been discovered within the complexes
of the settlement. Only one vessel is decorated with vertical channelled decoration (FC). This
type is poorly represented among the pottery of the Suciu de Sus culture167.
Type 3 has the upper part of the body straight and the lower part powerfully arched,
in the form of a semi cap. Variant 3A (Pl. 24/5) is shorter while variant 3B (Pl. 44/10, 51/3,
57/4) is taller. 5 examples of variant 3A and 7 examples of variant 3B have been discovered
in the archaeological complexes of the settlement at Petea–Csengersima. The majority of
type 3 cups are undecorated with the exception of one example decorated by a row of dotted
decoration (DA) and one with oblique channelled decoration (FA). There has not close
analogies with other sites of the Suciu de Sus cultures.
Type 4 cups are short with pronounced over raised handle (Pl. 28/10,12, 31/3, 33/11,
42/10, 45/8, 51/11). Their cylindrical body is 2-3 cm tall and decorated with a strip formed
by 4-5 deeply incised horizontal lines. An outlined line with 6-8 small protuberances
separates the upper half of the vessel from the lower part, the latter one having a very
marked slope, being almost horizontal. The arms of the handles start from the rim and the
shoulder and are over raised exceeding at least twice the height of the vessel. Some examples
are decorated on the shoulder with a strip formed from short incised lines. The frequency of
type 4 cups is relatively low. There were only 10 vessels in the complexes of the settlement at
Petea–Csengersima. Only three examples are known168 from other Suciu de Sus sites, but on
the other hand several vessels have been discovered in the settlement at Oarţa de Jos169. A
great number of cups with over raised handles were discovered in the settlement at
Nyírmada where there is a Suciu de Sus and Hajdúbagos cultural synthesis with specific
elements of the Gáva culture170. This cup type becomes frequent in the habitation layer that
succeeds the Suciu de Sus culture in the settlements at Petea–Csengersima. It is also well
represented in the settlements of the Gáva culture from the area of Carei171 and also from the
north-east of Hungary172. Type 4 cups are also present in the necropolis at Lăpuş, originating
from the Suciu de Sus culture173. The transfer of the type 4 cups from the Suciu de Sus
environment to that of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I is also visible in Petea–Csengersima, since
alongside the cups with deeply incised line decoration inherited from the Suciu de Sus culture
there are also vessels with channelled decoration. The small number of examples discovered
and their grouping in areas of the two sites, where complexes from the Lăpuş II–Gáva I
habitation layer are present, seem to plead for an origin of the type 4 cups in a late phase of
the Suciu culture. It is worth mentioning that a small number of complexes from these areas
contain characteristic finds of both habitation layers174.
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Type 5 (beakers) has an almost vertical or slightly arched body (Pl. 47/3, 60/10).
Some examples are richly decorated with excised motifs while others are less decorated. 7
beakers were found within the complexes of the settlement. The origins of this type of vessel
are hard to discern. Similar examples were discovered in the northern region of the
Wietenberg culture175 but there is no indication of any connection between them.
Type 6 has a tall conical neck, prominent shoulder and flattened body (Pl 54/3). Only
one example with thumb-impressed decoration was discovered. Its form is rarely
encountered in the 3rd phase of the Suciu culture176. For its origin one may take into account
either an evolution from some cups with flattened bodies present in the 2nd phase of the
culture177 or an import from the north, having in mind the similarities with some cups from
the Berkesz group178 and the Piliny culture179.
Lids.
These are relatively rare, only two examples have been discovered in the complexes
of the settlement. They are made from clay of medium quality. Their form can be restored
for one lid only. It has a disc shape with a small knob (type 1 – Pl. 38/5). A similar form is
present in the settlement at Culciu Mic, although it has a handle180. Other published lids from
settlements of the Suciu de Sus culture have a slightly conical shape181. This latter form will
also be encountered in the Lăpuş II–Gáva I habitation at Petea–Csengersima (Pl. 18/8) or
within the Lăpuş group182.
Trays.
Trays are wide mouthed vessels with short sloping walls. Two types are known, one
with a triangular form (type 1– Pl. 42/18, 56/2, 65/9) and the other with an elongated oval
form (type 2 – Pl. 5/14). 7 examples were discovered in the complexes of the settlement. All
vessels were made from coarse pottery. Both forms are attested in the Suciu II phase183. The
small number of trays that have been discovered suggests a poor use of this pottery form, a
situation also indicated by the small number of published examples from other Suciu sites184.
Similar tray forms will be used also during the Lăpuş II–Gáva I habitation.
Strainers
They have a low frequency since only 3 samples have been discovered in the
complexes of the settlement. They have perforations on the walls (Pl. 2/12, 52/4). One of
the vessels also has two handles. Within the Suciu de Sus culture the strainers have
perforations on the base185.
Ember protectors (Flammenschützer).
These have a tall, conical, slightly arched body with small and dense perforations.
The mouth is narrow, having 2-3 cm in diameter, its upper edge is fit with a collar having
three or four lobes (Pl. 30/5, 54/11). In the complexes of the settlement only two vessels
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Boroffka 1994, p.136, taf. 86/13, 14.
Bader 1978, pl. L/10.
177 Bader 1978, pl. XLV/4,10.
178 Kovács 1967, fig. 11/5, 15/6, 16/8.
179 In the Piliny culture there are numerous cups with tall slightly tilted necks, some of them also having a
flattened body (Kemenczei 1984, taf. VIII/17,22, XVI/8).
180 Bader 1978, pl. XLVI/3.
181 Pop 2003, fig. 6/15; Kacsó 2003, pl. VIII/12, XXXIII/14.
182 Kacsó 1975, fig. 11/8; Kacsó 1990, fig. 10/4.
183 Bader 1978, p. 72, pl. XLVI/2, XLIX/12.
184 Balahuri 1969, ris. 2/21, 3/14-16; Balahuri 2001, ris. 74.
185 Bader 1978, p. 72, pl. XLVI/4, LIII/5; Balahuri 2001, ris. 70a/12.
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have been discovered. In the stratum of the settlement several examples, which probably
belong to the Suciu de Sus habitation, have been discovered. The vessels were made from
semi fine and fine clay. Ember protectors are characteristic of a great number of cultures of
the Middle Bronze Age. In the north-west of Romania they are present in the Otomani II
phase in the Ier Valley186. During this phase they are also encountered in the Plain of Satu
Mare in the settlement at Medieşul Aurit–Ciuncaş attributed either to the Otomani II phase
or to the Suciu de Sus I phase187. This form, already attested in the Suciu I settlement at
Solotvino188, has been present in the settlements from the late phase of the Suciu de Sus
culture189.

The decoration of the Suciu de Sus pottery
Suciu de Sus pottery is characterised by excised-incised decoration, however other
decoration techniques are also used. Ornaments in relief are well represented and are
achieved by adding material or by raising the material from the outside walls of the vessels.
By means of these two techniques knobs are obtained (the A group of ornaments) as well as
rib decoration (the B group of ornaments). The other decorative motifs are sunken into the
soft clay of the vessels. Sunken ornamental motifs were obtained by: jabbing (C group of
ornaments), finger-impressing and stamping (D group of ornaments), brushing (E group of
ornaments), channelling (F group of ornaments), incision-excision (G, I, J, K, L, M, N
groups of ornaments). The later technique was used to make the majority and the most
representative decorative elements. In some cases in the hollowed out areas of the vessels
there are traces of white paste which probably highlighted the decoration. It is not
uncommon for several decoration techniques to be used on one vessel.
While describing the pottery forms from the settlement, their decoration was also
mentioned. For this reason the presentation of the ornamental motifs will continue their
description as well as the structuring and comparison of the way in which they appear on
different vessel forms. There will be an attempt to highlight the peculiarities of the
decoration specific of the phases and of the different areas of the Suciu de Sus culture, as
well as the way in which some ornamental motifs travel in the cultural environments of the
region.
Knobs (ornamental group A – Typ. pl. 3) have the following forms: conical knobs (AA),
perforated knobs (Ab), angled knobs/”false handles” (AC), vertical elongated knobs (AD),
horizontal elongated knobs pointed upwards (AE), horizontal elongated knobs pointed
downwards (AL), circular knob with a round impression (AK), pairs of knobs (AG), knobs
on the rim (AH), crest with finger-impressions (AI), oval knob with finger-impressions (AJ).
Knobs are present on almost all vessel forms of the Suciu de Sus pottery at Petea –
Csengersima. They are very frequent on coarse pottery but are also present on fine pottery.
As it is the case of other prehistoric cultures, knobs made from the material of the wall (?) are
arranged symmetrically, even in the case of two or four knobs arranged crossways.
Characteristic of the Suciu de Sus vessels is the positioning of the knobs on the upper part of
the vessel’s body. Only in the case of very short cups (type 4) they appear in their lower part,
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Bader 1978, pl. XIX/3,4.
Bader – Dumitraşcu 1970, fig.7/4; for the attribution of the settlement to the first phase of the culture see C.
Kacsó (1995, p. 96-97).
188 Kobal 1997, pl. IV/10; Vasiliev et al. 2002, p. 40; fig. 3, 46/3.
189 Bader 1978, pl. LIII/7; Kacsó 2003, pl. VIII/10, XXXI/16, XXXVI/5; Kacsó 2004, Abb. 7/1, 2.
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on the point of maximum diameter. Conical knobs are the most frequent (AA), and are
present in great numbers on pots and bowls/dishes, but are present on other vessel forms as
well. Small, elongated, horizontal knobs (AE) are also very frequent, being present especially
on type 4 cups (Pl. 31/3, 33/11). A great number of knob types on the pottery from Petea –
Csengersima are present in other settlements of the Suciu III phase: type AA knobs190, type
AC knobs191, type AD knobs192, type AE knobs193, AG type knob groups194, type AJ knobs195,
type AK knobs196. Type AB, AF and AI knobs lack analogies within the published pottery of
the Suciu de Sus culture. Otherwise these are also rarely present in the settlement at Petea –
Csengersima. An important element is the horizontal knob/protuberance on the edge of the
pot’s rim (Pl. 52/1). This has the shape of a side-lobe of the type found in great numbers on
the pots of the Berkesz – Demecser group197.
Rib decoration (B group of ornaments – Typ. pl. 3) is represented by: linear appliqué rib
(BA), arched appliqué rib (BB), doubly arched appliqué rib (BC), pair of spiralled appliqué
ribs (BD), parallel sloping ribs (BE), arched ribs that descend from the handle (BF), fingerimpressed or notched appliqué belt (BG). The most frequent types of appliqué rib
decoration encountered on the Suciu de Sus pottery at Petea – Csengersima is also found on
the pottery from other settlements of the culture (types BB198, BC199, BD200). Motifs BE and
BF are absent from the published pottery from the settlements of the Suciu de Sus culture.
The explanation might be that they are also rarely used on the pottery from Petea –
Csengersima. An exception is the horizontal appliqué rib (BA), which is relatively often
present. The reason of its absence from other sites might be due to the fact that in the
settlements in the south and east of the culture (from where the bulk of the published coarse
pottery comes from) it is replaced by finger-impressed of notched appliqué belts201. These
ornamental motifs are quasy-absent from the settlement at Petea202. It is worth mentioning
that during the Middle Bronze Age the finger-impressed appliqué belt is widely used in both
regions of the Suciu de Sus culture. Without knowing if its occurrence is reduced, it is also
present in the western settlements from the Suciu II phase (according to Bader) 203. However,
its absence in the western region and its presence in the eastern and southern regions during
the late Suciu phase is a complex that will be also transferred to the subsequent habitations
of the Suciu de Sus culture. On the other hand there are some relief ornaments and
accessories from the Suciu III phase that are inherited from the first phases of the culture204.
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Kacsó 1987, abb. 4/11; Bejinariu 2003, pl. 3/5; Pop 2003, fig.2/8, 6/4; Kacsó 2003, pl. V/1, 7/8,1,9,
VIII/2,3, XXXII/2; Kacsó 2004 abb. 5/7; Kacsó 2006, fig. 11/6.
191 Kacsó 1987, abb. 1/9; Kacsó 2003, pl. VII/13, XXXII/13; Kacsó 2006 fig. 11/4
192 Kacsó 2005, pl. 4/13.
193 Bader 1978, pl. LIII/1,2; Kacsó 1987, abb. 1/13, 11/15,17; Kacsó 2003, pl. VIII/3; Kacsó 2005, pl. 4/9;
Kacsó 2006, fig. 5/9.
194 Bader 1978, pl. LIII/6; Kacsó 1987, abb. 4/5, 9/6, 12/4; Kacsó 2003, pl. VII/7.
195 Kacsó 2003, XXXII/11; Kacsó 2004, abb.2/9, 6/5.
196 Bejinariu 2003, pl. 2/6; Kacsó 1987, abb. 21/2; Kacsó 2003, pl.VII/12; Kacsó 2006, fig. 10/20.
197 Kovács 1967, fig. 11/19,20, 13/4,10.
198 Kacsó 1987, pl. 4/13; Kacsó 2005, pl. 3/3.
199 Bader 1978, pl. LIII/1.
200 Bader 1972, pl. 9/3,5; Kacsó 1987, pl. 4/3 (reverted); Kacsó 2005, pl. 10/14; Bader–Lazin 1980, fig. 15;
Demeterová 1984, pl. 9/6.
201 Kacsó 1980; Kacsó 1987; Bajusz – Tamba 1980; Gogâltan – Isac 1995; Gogâltan 2001; Pop 2003; Kacsó
2003; Kacsó 2004; Kacsó 2005; Kacsó 2006.
202 The few fragments with finger-impressed belt decoration were found in the proximity of the Middle Bronze
Age complexes, which suggests that the fragments belong to these.
203 Bader 1978, pl. XLVI/6, XLIX/3,4.
204 Type AA and AB conical knobs (Bader 1978, pl. XLVI/8,10 – Culciu Mic), appliqué ribs that descend from
the handles (Kacsó 1995, pl. 10/1,2 – Lăpuşel).
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Generally there are no noticeable influences from neighbouring cultural environments
compared to what they have in common and to their differences.
Punched decoration (the C group of motifs – Typ. pl. 3) consists of the following motifs:
group of three punches arranged in a triangular shape (CA), punches framing a knob (CB),
punches placed in the folds of a zig-zag line (CC), wide punches arranged in an oblique line
(CD), punches arranged in oblique lines (CE), punches made with a triangular tipped
instrument and arranged in oblique lines (CF).
Punched decoration is rarely used on the pottery from Petea–Csengersima, as it is the
case of pottery from other sites of the Suciu de Sus culture205. The first two motifs (CA and
CB) were applied on a cup which represents a pottery form characteristic of the
Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ group (Pl. 49/6) 206. The presence of punched decoration on a vessel
with excised decoration (Pl. 59/3) confirms the use of this technique within the Suciu de Sus
culture207. The technique of decorating by means of punching has origins in the Middle
Bronze Age, however it appears less frequent compared with its high occurrence in the
neighbouring cultural environments (Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ, Berkesz, Piliny, the group of
discoveries from the Košice basin attributed to the Suciu de Sus culture).
Impressed decoration (the D group of ornaments – Typ. pl. 3) Comprises ornamental motifs
made by means of stamping with tipped instruments that have round, oval or triangular
heads. The following motifs are achieved: a row of round impressions (DA), group of round
impressions arranged in a triangle (DB), group of round impressions arranged in a triangle
placed at the end of a strip of incised lines (DC), a register/group of 3-4 round impressions
arranged one after another (DD), a register formed by two rows of round impressions
framed by incised lines (DE), row of triangular impressions (DF), a line formed by triangles
that have two arched sides (DG), a register of two rows of triangles (DH).
Round impressions are relatively rare. The ornamental motifs that comprise three
round impressions (DB and DC) are present only on four vessels (Pl. 54/6,12). This
decoration is absent from the published material of other sites of the Suciu de Sus culture.
They may originate from the north, from the Berkesz environment208, or they are likely to be
assigned to an ancient origin, from the Otomani III/Suciu de Sus I period, considering the
wide extent that the round impressed decoration had at that time209. Rows of round
impressions (DA) also have a reduced frequency on the pottery from the complexes of the
settlement (only five examples). This ornament is also encountered on pottery from other
settlements of the culture210. The motif DD (groups of round impressions in a row) is
present on two vessels. This ornament is encountered on the pottery from the settlements of
the Suciu de Sus culture211. It is possible that the greater frequency of round impressed
decoration in the settlement at Petea–Csengersima, compared to the situation in other sites
of the culture, might be due to its position in the north-western region of the culture.
Towards the north and north-west these ornaments become numerous within the Berkesz
group212, later becoming even more frequent on the pottery of the Piliny culture213. Round
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Kalicz 1960, pl. VII/13; Kacsó 1987, abb. 9/9-10; Kacsó 2003, pl. XXII/19; Kacsó 2004, abb. 7/7,8; Kacsó
2006, pl.6/4, 2/19.
206 Kovács 1970, pl. 1/9,10, 7/4; Kocsó 1999, t. XII/1.
207 A line of jabs is present also on a fragment with excised decoration from the settlement at Oarţa de Sus
(Kacsó 2003, pl. XXII/19) and also on a pottery fragment discovered at the Valea Rea Cave from Vălenii
Şomcutei (Kacsó 2006, fig. 6/4).
208 Kovács 1967, fig. 14/11, 15/1.
209 Németi – Molnár 2007, pl. 98/2, 102/1, 107/1-4, 108/1, 3-6.
210 Kacsó 2003, pl. XXXI/17; Kacsó 2006, fig. 13/12.
211 Kacsó 1987, abb. 8/12; Pop 2003, fig. 4/11; Kacsó 2004, abb. 3/14.
212 Kovács 1967, fig.13/11, 15/1,9; Kemenczei 1984, taf. LVI/ 1, 3, 6.
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impressions in various arrangements will be maintained also within the Lăpuş group214,
continuing to appear within the habitation that follows the Suciu de Sus culture in the
settlement at Petea – Csengersima. The ornaments comprising triangular impressions (motifs
DF, DG and DH) are relatively rare. These seem to have a low frequency also in other
settlements from the last phase of the Suciu de Sus culture215. At Boineşti, in an earlier phase
of the culture, triangular impressions are already present, but they are made in a different
manner216.
Striated/ Brushed decoration (the E group of ornaments – Typ. pl. 3). Based on the aspect
and the technique used the following types can be distinguished: linear striations with spaces
between them (EA), superficial striations (EB), deep striations (EC).
The first of the motifs (EA) is obtained by using an instrument with teeth (probably a
comb), while the other two seem to be made by bundles of vegetable fibres or sticks
(probably a broom). At Petea–Csengersima striations are present on a low number of vessels
made from semi fine or coarse clay (pots, cooking vessels and a few bowls). The remarkable,
reduced presence of striations on the vessels from the archaeological complexes at Petea –
Csengersima (only on 42 vessels) separates the general aspect of the pottery in the settlement
from the pottery of the late Suciu de Sus sites in the eastern and southern regions of the
culture. In the sites of this region, striations are present on a great number of vessels made
from coarse clay217. The custom is forwarded in this region on the pottery of the Lăpuş
group where striation continues to be intensely used becoming the most frequent
ornament218. On one hand, within the Lăpuş II–Gáva I habitation at Petea, striation
continues to be used on a low number of vessels, maintaining the tradition of the late Suciu
de Sud pottery from the Plain of Satu Mare. The different functions of striations already
appear during the first stage of the Suciu de Sus culture. On the other hand we know that in
the eastern and southern areas of the Suciu de Sus culture all settlements belonging to the
first phase widely use striated/brushed decoration 219. However in the Plain of Satu Mare
striations are found massively present only in earlier sites220, while in Halmeu221 and Medieşu
Aurit–Tagul lui Schweitzer its occurrence is outstandingly low. This site can be dated as
belonging to the end of the Middle Bronze Age, several cups of Otomani III type or
Wietenberg III imports being present in the material found here. In conclusion, the way in
which striations are used in the Suciu de Sus culture suggest that the differences visible at the
level of coarse pottery in various areas from the Upper Tisa Basin and the north of
Transylvania are the result of a tradition that appears already during the Middle Bronze Age.
As it will be seen, these traditions passed on also to the channeled pottery from these areas.
Channelled decoration (the F group of ornaments – Typ. pl. 3). Even if their employment is
considered as being average within the Suciu pottery of the settlement, a great variety of
ornamental motifs is noticeable. These were made using two different methods. Rare
channels placed at a distance (motifs FA, FB, FC) were obtained by means of pushing a
palette knife/spatula into the soft clay. This created slightly deepened areas separated by ribs
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Kemenczei 1984, taf.1/8, 22, 26 etc.
Kacsó 1981a, p. 59-60.
215 Kalicz 1960, pl. VII/1; Bader 1978, pl. LII/2,9; Kacsó 2003, pl. III/8.
216 Bader 1978, pl. XLVII/28-29.
217 Kacsó 1995, p. 94-95.
218 Kacsó 1981, p. 52; Kacsó 1990, p. 81; Kacsó 1993, p. 30; Kacsó 1994, p. 12.
219 Giuleşti, Seini, Bârsana, Sarasău (Kacsó 1987), Solotvino (Kobal’ 1997, Vasiliev et al. 2002, p. 36), Lăpuşel
(Kacsó 1995).
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221 Marta 2004, p. 41.
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in relief. Other channelled motifs were achieved by pressing instruments with rounded tips
into the soft clay. The differing dimensions of these gave the channels their width, ranging
from 1,5 cm to 2-3 mm giving the impression of wide incisions.
The decorative motifs present in the two settlements are: oblique arched channels
(FA), distanced oblique channels (FB), distanced vertical channels (FC), vertical channels,
narrow and slightly distanced (FD), thin channels (FE), narrow tightly placed channels (FF),
wide tightly placed channels (FG), arched channels (FH), channelled arches that frame a
knob (FI), channelled arches that frame an incised line (FJ), circular channel that surrounds a
knob (FK).
The different channelled ornaments are present in various forms since the Suciu de
Sus I phase222. Oblique channels, slightly arched or vertical, are frequently used on the
pottery of the settlement at Petea–Csengersima. These were used to decorate the bodies of
cups and more rarely on some bowls. Oblique wide channels (FG) are very rarely found on
amphorae. Oblique channelled decoration adorning the bodies of cups (rarely that of other
vessel types) was observed in several sites from the 3rd phase of the Suciu de Sus culture223.
Oblique, vertical or slightly arched channels are motifs that play an essential part in the
ornamentation of neighbouring cultural environments (Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ, Berkesz,
Piliny). However these channelled motifs do not necessarily prove an influence of these
cultures on Suciu pottery considering that these motifs are already present in the first phase
of the culture224 and continue to be widely used also during the second phase225. An identical
situation is encountered also in the case of channelled arches on cups and amphorae (Pl.
25/14, 33/3) present in other late settlements of the culture226 as well. Channelled arches that
surround the knobs of cups, amphorae and bowls are very common in the surrounding
cultural environments: Cehăluţ–Hajdúbagos (Otomani IV) 227, Berkesz228, and Piliny229.
However, in this case we need to have in mind the history of the early phases of the Suciu
culture because channelled arches and spirals from these phases230 might represent a link with
the 3rd phase of the Otomani culture when these motifs are marked by a flourishing period231.
In the late phase of the Suciu culture there are vessels that combine channelled and incisedexcised decoration. They were discovered in the settlement at Petea–Csengersima (Pl. 27/7,
30/6, 33/3), but also in other settlements of the Suciu de Sus culture232. Channelled
decoration will be replaced by excised-incised decoration on the cups of the first phase of the
Lăpuş group. Starting with the second phase channelled decoration will become
characteristic of the whole area in which the Suciu de Sus culture once existed.
Horizontal incised lines (the G group of ornaments – Typ. pl. 3). Simple (GN) or double
(GM) horizontal lines are often used to frame the decorative registers. They can appear as
independent motifs when they are present as strips that comprise horizontal lines: simple
lines (GA), lines accompanied by small notches (GC, GD, GE), accompanied by triangles
(GB, GG, GH, GI, GJ) or in the case of the motif GK, accompanied by triangles and
notches. Almost all the time the motifs took shape from strips of horizontal lines which are
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229 Kemenczei 1984, taf. XXIII/7, 9, 14 etc.
230 Kacsó 1995, pl. VI/1, VII/3; Bader 1978, pl. XLIX/5,6,7,10.
231 Bader 1958, p. 52-53.
232 Kacsó 2004, abb.3/10; Kacsó 2005, pl. 7/10.
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used to decorate the necks of amphorae and cups. One of the rare cases when horizontal
lines are the main decorative theme is motif GF, where a horizontal line accompanied by
notches and oblique lines of identical shape decorate the bodies of some cups.
Horizontal lines, especially in simple form are used to frame the decorative registers
(GN, GM) and are common on the pottery from the sites of the Suciu de Sus culture. The
motifs formed by horizontal lines accompanied by small notches or triangles (GB, GC, GD,
GE, GG, GH, GI, GJ, GK), without being absent from the Suciu de Sus culture233,will
become widely used in the first phase of the Lăpuş group where arranged horizontally or in
the form of a cube they will play an important part in adorning the necks and bodies of
amphorae almost totally replacing the spiral234. In the first phase of the Lăpuş group the habit
of accompanying the incised lines with rows of notches and triangle becomes widely used. It
will also be adopted in the case of the traditional spiral motif where notches flank the last
spiral of the motif or the lines that link the spirals235. As in the case of the Lăpuş group, these
motifs come to be used in a wider area in the last phase of the Suciu de Sus culture. This is
illustrated by their intense presence on fragments with excised decoration discovered in the
Gáva I habitation in the area of Carei236. In the Lăpuş II–Gáva I complexes of the settlement
at Petea–Csengersima these ornaments are present without being remarkably frequent as
compared to other ornaments obtained through excision (see the chapter regarding the
Lăpuş II–Gáva I material). The strip formed from deeply incised horizontal lines will
continue to be present on the necks of some cups with over raised handles from the Lăpuş II
phase237 and from the Gáva I phase238 as well as in the habitations at Petea–Csengersima that
were subsequent to the Suciu culture (see the chapter regarding the Lăpuş II–Gáva I
material). At Lăpuş they continue to be used in an isolated manner also for the decoration of
the necks of amphorae from the second phase239.
Incised vertical or oblique lines and the motifs that emerged out of these lines (the H group of
ornaments-Typ. pl. 3). This group of ornamental motifs forms decorative bands that have a
secondary role in the general ornamentation of vessels. The band took shape from vertical
lines (HA), from oblique lines (HB) and from hachured lines (HC). They are used to decorate
the underside of the rims of a great number of vessels used for serving meals (amphorae,
bowls/dishes, cups). The motif formed from oblique incised lines (HB) is widespread, being
present on a number of 89 vessels found in complexes. This is present almost in all cases on
the underside of the rim, only in very rare cases short lines are placed on the edge of the rim.
There is a clear difference compared to the earlier phases of the culture, when decoration
using short oblique lines and especially impressions of the “wheat seed” type are found on
the edge of the rims of vessels240. The perpetuation of this manner of decorating the rims of
vessels241 in some settlements of the Suciu III phase – an element that is present together
with other archaic forms and decoration – is another argument for considering about the
settlement at Petea–Csengersima that it functioned in a late period of the Suciu de Sus
culture.
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Kalicz 1960, pl. II/2,5; Bader 1978, pl. L/2,3,4,12,13, LI/3; Kacsó 2004, abb.3/12, 5/1; Kacsó 2005, pl. 2/1,
5/4,10,11; Tóth – Marta 2005, abb. 4, 8/1, 11/1,7.
234 Kacsó 2001, abb. 4,5,6,7,8,11.
235 Kacsó 2001, abb. 23, 24, 25.
236 Németi 1990, fig. 1/5,11, 4/1, 6/7, 9/4, 15/12.
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2004, abb, 2/2, abb. 3/5,6).
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The bands formed from angled notches (HD and HE) are rarely used on the pottery
of the two settlements. These are also rare in other sites of the culture242, however they are
more frequently used to decorate amphorae from the necropolis at Lăpuş243. The motifs HF
and HG are bands in the form of a grid made by means of incising long horizontal lines and
short vertical lines (Pl. 27/7). The width of the incisions gives the impression that the
decoration is formed by the network of small squares of the spaces between the lines. These
ornaments are present on one vessel from the settlement. They are also rare in other sites of
the late phase of the Suciu de Sus culture. This decoration is not present among the
ornamental motifs from the earlier phases of the culture, but it appears on vessels with
excised-incised motifs from the necropolis at Lăpuş244. A derivative of the preceding motifs
is the ornament HH formed from a row of rectangular spaces within an excised horizontal
band. motif HI in “chessboard” form. It is actually a result of the preceding motif arranged
in several bands. It is present on a single vessel from the settlement (Pl. 27/3), as it is rare
also in other sites from the Suciu III phase245. The chessboard motif is present in the
Wietenberg culture246 (a part of the squares have been obtained by means of jabbing),
however its absence in the earlier phases of the Suciu culture makes improbable the fact that
it has been taken over by the late phase of the Suciu de Sus culture. The motifs HJ and HK
are groups of 3 deeply incised elongated lines, in the second case these being arranged close
to each other creating relief lines. These are used to decorate in a simple manner the bodies
of some cups and bowls, but also to separate complex decorative registers. The motif HL
consists of short parallel lines placed in arched triangular spaces. This motif is especially
frequent in sites of the first phases of the Suciu culture247 or in the Otomani culture248.
During the late phase of the Suciu culture (phase III/Bader or phase II/ Kacsó), we notice a
more lively presence of this ornament in a few settlements249 as compared to the situation at
Petea–Csengersima. This is another element that stands for the late dating of the two
settlements.
Zig-zag lines (the I group of ornaments – Typ. pl. 3). These are obtained by carving two
rows of interlaced triangles which give the space between them the shape of a zig-zag line.
The zig-zag ornament can be short (motifs IA and IB), as it used to mark the space between
other ornamental motifs, or they can be horizontal bands (Pl. 22/1, 42/4, 54/1, 63/8). In
other cases it is used as decorations surrounding vessels - motifs IC, ID and IE (Pl. 22/1,
42/4, 54/1, 63/8). Motif IC is achieved by placing several zig-zag lines next to each other
(Pl. 67/3). Motif IE is a horizontal strip that repeats two short vertical lines united by an
oblique elongated line. The frequency of zig-zag decoration is relatively great. The motif is
also present on one of the few vessels with decoration on the rim (Pl. 64/4). Zig-zag lines are
common on the pottery from sites of the late phase of the Suciu de Sus culture (phase
III/Bader or phase II/Kacsó) 250 and continue to appear also in the necropolis at Lăpuş251.
Their absence in the first stages of the Suciu de Sus culture makes unclear their origin or
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their potential link with the ornamentation of the Wietenberg culture252. A similar situation
can be observed in the case of motif IE, well represented in the Suciu III phase253 and in the
Wietenberg culture254 but without any presence of elements that would prove it was taken
over.
Arched, wavy lines (the J group of ornaments – Typ. pl. 4). Even if it is a simple ornamental
motif, the groups of arched lines are the main ornament on the bodies of some 1B type cups.
The JB motif (triangular spaces with arched sides filled with short parallel lines), is a
secondary ornament that was used to mark the space between spiral and arched motifs. This
decoration is present only on a single fragment from the Suciu III habitation at Petea –
Csengersima (Pl. 27/2). The method of highlighting arched or spiral ornaments by filling the
spaces between them with short parallel lines is specific of the Suciu de Sus I phase255 , and
also of the Otomani, Füzesabany or Gyulavársánd cultures256. In the Late Bronze Age, this
ornament will be inherited by the Suciu de Sus culture and also by the Hajdúbagos – Cehăluţ
cultural group. Arched spaces filled with parallel incised lines start to be replaced by excised
spaces in the case of the late Suciu de Sus culture. In the case of some settlements like the
one at Oarţa de Jos – Vâlceaua Rusului and Bicaz–Igoaie257 this ornament has a fairly high
frequency. It seems to be rare in Culciu Mare, while at Petea–Csengersima it appears isolated.
In conclusion, we can state that the abandonment of the use of arched spaces filled with
incised lines (decorative motif JB) takes places gradually during the evolution of the Suciu de
Sus culture. Horizontal lines (motifs JC, JD, JE, JF and JG) are obtained in various ways.
Their high frequency at Petea–Csengersima is also reflected in other sites of the recent phase
of the Suciu de Sus culture258.
Arches and lobes (the K group of ornaments – Typ. pl.4). Arches and lobes are obtained by
excising the space around them. These form a numerous group of ornamental motifs,
present on all serving vessel forms (amphorae, bowls/ dishes, cups). The dimensions of the
arches and lobes as well as their arrangement lead to the occurrence of a great variety of
ornamental motifs. The curving of the arch is oriented: downward (motifs KA, KB, KC, KJ,
KK), upwards (motifs KE, KF, KG, KH), horizontally (KI, KO), or obliquely (KD, KL,
KM, KN).
KA, KB and K motifs D are arranged into horizontal strips that decorate the neck,
shoulder or body of some vessels. In some cases arched motifs are also present on the upper
side of the rims of the vessels (Pl. 52/9). KE and KF motifs border large spirals on an
amphora (Pl. 13). KG, KH and KJ type of arches represent the main ornaments on the
bodies of the type 1Ba cups (Pl. 15/4, 23/9, 36/6, 44/7, 46/2, 62/5). A similar situation is
encountered in the case of the KK motif which adorns the lower part of the body of an
amphora (Pl. 4/4). Small, elongated lobes (in the shape of a tear-drop) have a secondary role
in the general ornamentation of the vessels – KL, KM, KN motifs, and KO (Pl. 26/2, 47/3,
63/7). Arched or lobed motifs are also present in the sites from the late phase of the Suciu
de Sus culture259. These motifs are frequently used within the Cehăluţ–Hajdúbagos culture
which is situated in the vicinity of the Suciu de Sus culture. They are obtained by marking the
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spaces between the arches with fields of parallel incisions260. In both cultures the origin of
arched shaped motifs can be found in the Middle Bronze Age, being widely used within the
Otomani culture261. The motif of spared arches is present in the first262 and second263 phases
of the Suciu de Sus culture as it was obtained in the same manner like in the Otomani
culture. At Oarţa de Jos – Vâlceaua Rusului settlement, where other remnant elements from
the earlier phases of the culture have been observed, a bowl still has arches with the
surrounding spaces decorated with parallel incisions264. In the Lăpuş I phase arched
ornaments lose their importance since they are present only as secondary decoration on the
necks of some amphorae265. The ornamental motifs that have been obtained are different
from those on Suciu de Sus vessels.
Circular excised-incised decorative motifs (the L group of ornaments – Typ. pl. 4). Circular
motifs obtained by excisions and incisions are elements that together with the spiral motifs
are characteristic features of the Suciu de Sus decoration on pottery. They have a lower
frequency in comparison with spiral motifs, but the wide variety of circular motifs greatly
enriches the ornamental repertoire of the culture. Circular motifs are present on all types of
serving vessels: amphorae, bowls/dishes and cups. The most commonly used circular motifs
are the simple ones: the circle (LA motif), the disc (LM motif) and the concentric circle (LB
motif). These have a secondary role in the general decoration of the vessels, placed in the
spaces between the spirals. The different concentric circle motifs are rare – in some cases
even singular – associated with or framed by other decorative elements (LE, LF, LG, LI, LJ,
LK, LN, LO motifs). LH motif is also singular and draws a circle with a cross on the inside
(Pl. 66/3). In some cases concentric circles of large dimensions are used as main ornaments
(LP motif) replacing the spiral (Pl. 5/12, 24/6,8, 52/12, 60/17). The circles and the discs
made by excision and incision are present in numerous settlements of the Suciu de Sus
culture266. Their presence in the Suciu de Sus II phase (according to Bader) 267 could be a
possible link with the concentric circles of the ornamentation specific of the 3rd phase of the
Otomani culture268. Discs and concentric circles continue to be used also in the Lăpuş group
where their edge is usually surrounded by small excised triangles269.
Incised-excised spirals and hooks (the M group of ornaments – Typ. pl. 4). The spiral is an
ornamental motif specific of Middle Bronze Age cultures in the Carpathian region. The Suciu
de Sus culture is one of the few from the Late Bronze Age that continues to use this
ornamental motif. The technique of excision used in the making of the spiral motif specific
of the Suciu de Sus pottery confers this decoration a particular and spectacular character.
Although the spiral is present only on three pottery forms (amphorae, bowls/dishes and
cups) it is also found on a relatively great quantity of vessels. The variety of the spirals is
given by the number of their coiling, by the width between them, their arrangement in
bundles, the degree and complexity of their twirl and the way they come together at the end.
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Ignoring a few small different elements, the following categories of spiral motifs are
distinguished: a hook made from a spiral (MA), a hook made from a spared strip (MB), two
adjoining oblique hooks separated by a spared line (MC), a spiral comprising one wide strip
and two narrow coiled spirals (MD), a complex spiral made by linking two wide bands
flanked by coiled spirals (ME), a large spiral formed from two bands flanked by a group of
two coiling spirals and a group of three coiling spirals (MF), a large spiral made by linking
three wide bands flanked by three pairs of coiling spirals (MG), two linked hooks coming
from opposite directions (MH), a motif consisting of two broken hooks (MI), a spiral formed
from two coiling spirals coming from opposite directions (MK), a complex spiral formed by
linking two pairs of coiling spirals (ML), a simple spiral formed from three coiling spirals
coming from the same direction (MM), a complex spiral formed from a wide band that
becomes gradually narrower (MN), spiral formed from a descending band (MO), spared disc
with a spiral in its centre (MQ), four hooks arranged crossways (MP).
Large spirals (motifs MD, ME, MF, MG) play a central part in the general
ornamentation of Suciu de Sus vessels. They are repeated four times on every vessel, whether
on an amphora, bowl or cup. The tips of the spirals are placed in an area of the wall that is
pushed outwards. Often the four large spirals are linked with small spirals or with the circles
on the small knobs. Among the linking elements there are also hooks and simpler spirals
(MA, MB, MH, MI, MJ) that usually have a secondary role in the general ornamentation of
the vessels. The most frequent are large spirals of the types ML, MN, MD, and MF (Pl. 24/1,
31/4,6,9, 32). A more reduced frequency is encountered in the case of ME and MG motifs
(Pl. 13, 37, 43/2, 53/1, 64/1) from among the large spiral motifs. Small spirals and hooks
have a relatively high occurrence in the two settlements. As it was said, these have a
secondary role in the general ornamentation of the vessels, however in the case of vessels
with a simpler decoration these can be the main ornament (Pl. 45/5) 270. The following
motifs: MI (Pl. 51/2), MQ (Pl. 53/2) and MP (Pl. 52/8) are unique.
Excised-incised decorative motifs originating from groups of spirals and coiling spirals combined with
other elements (the N group of ornaments – Typ. pl. 4). NA and NB are rows of spirals going
upward or downward. They have been placed in the same decorative register (Pl. 13). The
ND motif comprises a group of three spirals (Pl. 27/7). The NC motif is a spiral surrounded
by four arches (Pl. 10/12). Each of these ornaments is unique in the settlement at Petea –
Csengersima, and have not been encountered on other vessels of the Suciu de Sus culture.

III.5. Metal, Clay and Stone Objects.
Some of the bronze pieces was discovered in the archaeological complexes of the
settlement, while others were found in the cultural stratum. Four needles made up a bronze
deposit, and the other bronze finds and moulds belong to the inventory of some
archaeological complexes or were found on the surface of the settlement.
Needles with discs and protuberances. Each of the four examples found within a bronze
deposit has a globular head, a disc and four protuberances (Pl. 1/1-4). Three examples have
handles, while two of them have ribs between the disc and the protuberances. The length of
the pieces is: 42,8-53,2 cm, the diameter of the discs are: 2,3-4,3 cm, their weight is: 77,7 g,
89,4 g, 93,2 g, 166,2 g.
Among the needles with protuberances, also called the Noua type needles, the
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examples from Petea belong to the 3rd variant established by A. Hochstetter271. This needle
variant comprises examples with discs and protuberances on the neck which usually have
very large dimensions. With the exception of one example that occurrs in Ukraine, to the
East of the Carpathians, the examples of this needle variant are grouped in the Upper Tisa
Basin272. From among the 16 needles with protuberances on the neck that have been
discovered in this area, 12 examples also have discs. The two needles with broken heads
from Chudl’ovo273 have been associated in a deposit with pieces that were fit with discs. They
were relatively long. This aspect made them specific of the Noua needle variant with disc.
We meet here the opinion of the author who published them274, namely that these needles
had discs before being broken as well. The needle from the deposit at Tiszabezdéd275, due to
its length which exceeds 50 cm, also seems to have had a disc before its head was broken.
Basically in this region, among the Noua type needles only the needle from Nyírkarász–
Gyulaháza276 haven't had a disc. The dating and the cultural attribution of the variant with
massive needles fit with protuberances is assured by their presence exclusively within the
Uriu–Opályi277 type deposits, and by two graves assigned to the Suciu de Sus culture (at
Nyírkarász–Gyulaháza together with bronze finds that are specific of the same deposit type)
278
. Recently, a needle with protuberances was discovered in the settlement at Seini together
with Suciu pottery with excised decoration279.
Lockring (Pl. 36/1). Has a circular section, both of its terminals are coiled on a
portion greater than the half of its circumference. Lockrings are common finds in the Bronze
Age settlements. As close analogies stand the examples discovered within the Igriţa group
(the Izbândiş cave) 280 and in the early Hallstattian settlement at Carei – Spitz Farm281.
Clay weights were found in a few dwellings and in a great number of pits of the
settlement at Petea–Csengersima. The majority of these finds had a fragmentary state, being
found in pits together with other ceramic categories. Two types can be distinguished, one
with a round section (Pl. 11/15, 66/7) and the other with a rectangular section (Pl. 11/14).
This type of objects are present in numerous prehistoric cultures and based on their
dimensions and context of discovery it is supposed that they were loom weights, weights of
fishing nets or weights used to hold down the straw/reeds used to cover the roofs with. Clay
weights were found also in the Suciu de Sus culture282 where, based on the presence of an
example on a hearth within a dwelling at Vad, these are considered objects related to fire283.
Clay spoons are represented by examples with compact handles (Pl.49/9) and by
examples with tubular handles (Pl. 6/3). The spoon with clay handle from Petea –
Csengersima (Pl 49/9) was discovered together with a Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ cup, however
similar finds were discovered in settlements of the Suciu de Suc culture284. On the other
hand, given the fact that spoons with clay handles are known since the Middle Bronze Age
271
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(the Wietenberg culture) 285, it can be assumed that they spread throughout several cultural
environments. One of the spoons (Pl. 6/3) has marks of hard secondary firing which
alongside spouts on some examples indicate that they were used in metallurgy.
Clay models of wagon wheels are considered to be the discs with widened area around the
central orifice (Pl. 30/10). Clay wheel models are well illustrated among the Suciu de Sus
finds286.
A representation of a bird is likely a clay object with broken head (Pl. 26/3).
Grinders made from sandstone are the most common stone tools in the settlements at
Petea–Csengersima. Fragments of grinders were found in a great number of pits together
with other archaeological materials. Only one of the pieces was found intact, round-shaped,
with one flat side and one arched side (Pl. 51/14).
Pounder or pestles used for pulverizing have been uncovered in great quantity, all in
fragmentary state. Most of their part was globular (Pl. 57/9). One elongated stone
pounder/pestle was discovered and its very small dimensions suggest that this was used to
prepare substances that were used in small quantities (Pl. 38/1).
Polished stone axes are represented by two examples discovered in the settlement (Pl.
59/10). A small axe has been discovered in the Bronze Age cultural stratum of the settlement
at Lazuri287. Stone axes with similar form and dimensions were discovered also in Seini288.

III. 6. Activities in the Settlement
Although carbonized cereals were not found, their cultivation is indicated by the
chaff imprints in the walls of the dwellings from Petea–Csengersima. The numerous storage
pits and the great number of grinding stones attest the important role cereals had in the diet
of the community.
Animal husbandry in the Suciu de Sus settlement at Petea–Csengersima is well
attested. The analysis of the archaeozoological materials indicated that swine, bovidae, sheep
and goats were used for meat. It was also established that sheep and goats were bred for
secondary products. There is no information to show how the horses were used in the
settlement, but the bones of two individuals found in two pits suggest that their role has
been more important than it was attested by the small number of individuals that were found
(4 individuals).
The metallurgical activity in the settlement is suggested by the two clay spoons
discovered here, the first of these showing secondary fired marks. The craft of metallurgy is
well attested within the Suciu de Sus settlements289.
Commercial activity or trade may be taken into account from the perspective of the
use of certain materials that cannot be found in plain areas. These include also the sandstone
of which several grinders found in the settlement had been made.
Activities with religious/ritual aspect in the settlement are expressed by the ritual
deposits and by some pieces that can be attributed religious or worship qualities. The vertical
arrangement of the pieces and the bent tips of the four needles that form the bronze deposit
(Pl. 1, Fig. 14) are arguments that favour the ritual character of the bronze deposit discovered
in the eastern edge of the Suciu settlement at Petea–Csengersima. It was observed that the
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majority of oversized needles with disc and protuberances discovered in graves and bronze
deposits had been broken or bent290. The association of these pieces with the elite’s garments
of that time is indicated by the discovery of a big needle with protuberances within a tumulus
grave at Nyírkarasz–Gyulaháza, besides gold jewellery and bronze weapons (a sword, a
dagger, a battle axe). This link is further enforced by the fact that the majority of the deposits
in which needles with disc and protuberances are present and weapons were considered
specific of the elite (swords, daggers, less frequent axe types) 291. The association of these
garment accessories with the elite and the inconvenience of an every day use suggest their
occasional use, in festive context.
In the eastern edge of the settlement five vessel deposits were also discovered, each
containing a vessel in standing position, placed with the mouth upward. Three of these can
be attributed to the Suciu de Sus culture (Pl. 4/4, 13, 11/16), one vessel to the Lăpuş II–
Gáva I habitation, and one pot could not be culturally attributed (Pl. 12/13). The pots have
been discovered complete but due to the poor quality of the clay they broke and could not
be restored. An amphora was placed on the base of pit S10 complex4 (Pl. 13, Fig. 8). The flat
base and cylindrical walls of the pit attest a certain care taken in its digging. The mouth of the
vessel was damaged by the plough. A second amphora had the same position (Pl. 4/4),
however it was buried higher than the preceding vessel, but the pit has not reached the sterile
soil. This is the reason why this vessel was severely damaged by ploughing. Single amphora
deposits, buried with the mouth upward or downward are widespread in the European
continent292. For the period of the Late Bronze Age and the beginning of the Iron Age this
vessel type deposits are well attested in the area of the Tisa Plain293. Its ritual character is in
fact given by the frequency in occurrence that outline a well defined model. One of the pots,
attributed to the Suciu de Sus culture, based on its form, can be considered a ritual deposit
(Pl. 11/6). The pot contained a clay weight, while outside the pot, next to it, there was
another clay weight (Pl. 11/14,15). Clay weights are often present in deposits, within the
finds of vessel deposits as well as within complexes with funeral character294. The human
skull discovered in pit 189 within the settlement at Petea–Csengersima is likely to have links
with the religious beliefs of the time. Human skeletons or only parts of these are often found
in settlements that date the Late Bronze Age. They belong to different cultures of the
European region. On one hand their interpretation is associated with certain religious or
funeral practices, while in other instances their presence within settlements is linked with
profane events295. In the case of pit 189 from the settlement at Petea–Csengersima, the
heterogeneous archaeological material and its dispersion throughout the fill of the pit
indicate that the filling of the pit took place during a longer time span and implicitly that it
can be attributed a profane character. However, the presence of a sheep skull in the close
proximity of the human skull, at the same level of the fill, is likely to be interpreted as a
religious ritual (fig. 20). An additional argument is the presence of the jawbones that indicate
that both skulls had been buried shortly after decapitation.
Certain finds discovered within the settlements can also be linked with religious
manifestations. The bird-shaped representations (Pl. 91/11, 26/3) are an illustration of the
symbolic nature of some religious ideas which are universally encountered within the Bronze
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Age. The wheels of clay wagons discovered in the settlement may also be connected with
expressions of religious ideas.

III. 7. Dating the Habitation in the Suciu de Sus Archaeological Culture
The bronze needles with disc and protuberances from Petea–Csengersima have a
reduced chronological dating. A great number of these were found in the Upper Tisa Basin,
all being present only in the BzD stage296. Although the bronze finds were discovered in
association with pottery, the link between them and the Suciu de Sus culture is well indicated
within the grave from Nyírkarász–Gyulaháza and the settlement at Seini. The bronze needle
deposit from Petea–Csengersima establishes a tight link between the evolution of the Suciu
de Sus settlement and the Uriu–Ópályi type deposits: in a certain moment during the
evolution of the settlement, in its border, in an area where other ritual deposits are also
present, characteristic finds of Uriu–Ópályi type deposits were buried.
The problem concerning the time interval in which the settlement at Petea–
Csengersima functioned remains open to debate, as well as that of establishing its beginning
and end. For the assessment of these problems one needs to resort to the results obtained
from the typological analyses of the pottery and from its comparison with the pottery of
other archaeological sites attributed to the Suciu de Sus culture. In this comparison the
generally accepted premise was that the transformations that the Suciu de Sus pottery
underwent during its long evolution are the result of an internal evolution/ process. So, it is
likely that these transformations take place gradually by means of adopting and generalizing
new forms and decorative elements and abandoning older ones during a longer or shorter
time span. The quantification of all the elements of form and decoration of the pottery from
the archaeological complexes discovered within the settlement of Petea–Csengersima and its
comparison with the pottery from other sites provide new information regarding the way in
which these transformations take place.
Through the analyses of vessel types and their variants or from the decoration
present on the vessels at Petea–Csengersima numerous analogies had been found in the
settlement at Culciu Mare. This situation can be explained by the connection of both these
settlements with the BzD period, the settlement at Culciu Mare being considered the
reference site for the late period of the culture297. By comparing the vessel repertoires it
became clear that each of the published ceramic forms from Culciu Mare298 can be found
within the settlement at Petea–Csengersima. However there are some vessel types, subtypes
and variants that are present at Petea–Csengersima and absent in Culciu Mare: amphora
types 1, 2A and 3, pot types 1Aa, 1Ba, 1Bb, 2B, 3, 4 and 5, bowl types 1B, 2B, 3B, 4B and 5,
cup types 1Ab, 2, 3 and 5. In the case of pot type 5 and bowl type 5 we are dealing with
unique vessels within the culture, a fact that does not allow them to be definitely attributed to
this culture.
Pots with lobed rims (variants 1Ba, 1Bb) and bowls/dishes with lobed rims (subtypes 1B, 2B,
3B and 4B), and type 4 pots and type 4 cups respectively are also vessels with reduced or
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Hochstetter 1981, p. 254; Kobal’ 1998, p. 40, Marta 2005, p. 80-81.
An axe with disc and spike is given as an argument for the date (Bader 1978, p. 75). Till 1986 107 bronze
finds and moulds had been discovered within the settlement (three axes with disc and spike, axes, bracelets,
knives, pendants etc.). With the occasion of the publishing of an axe with disc and spike of B1 type
discovered accidentally on the surface of the settlement its relation with the settlement and its possible role in
the settlements dating were not discussed. (Bader 1996, p. 265-266, 271, pl. 12/2).
298 Bader 1972, taf. I/1,3,5,7-9, II-XII; Bader 1978, pl. L/1-7, 9-12,14, LI, LII, LIII/1-2, 4-9; Bader 1979, p. 1620, taf. 7/1-7, 9-12,14, 8-9, 10/1-2,4-9; Bader – Lazin 1980, fig. 11 (sus), 12-15.
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relatively reduced frequency. Practically, from among the vessels with high frequency in
Petea–Csengersima, type 1 amphorae, pots of type 2B and 3 and type 2 cups are absent from
the settlement at Culciu Mare. While analysing these vessel types it was observed that they
are present within other settlements of the Suciu culture together with vessel forms and
ornaments that are present at Culciu Mare299. This fact might indicate that their absence from
this settlement is first of all a result of the small number of published vessels (it is worth
mentioning that only 2 examples of the pot category from Culciu Mare have been
published!). The comparison of the ornamentation indicates a similar situation. Only two of
the ornamental motifs from Culciu Mare are missing from the settlement at Petea–
Csengersima: a solar ornament and an ornament in the form of a cross300. Both ornaments
are present on the base of vessels, some vessels remark themselves for a tendency in applying
rare ornaments. It has been observed that the numerous common ornamental motifs are
from the categories with high frequency within the settlement at Petea–Csengersima and
generally within the Suciu de Sus culture.
In conclusion, a clear similarity is noticeable between the ceramic repertories of the
two settlements from the Satu Mare region that belong to the late phase of the Suciu de Sus
culture (the Suciu III phase – Bader or the Suciu II phase – Kacsó). The difference between
their potteries is reduced to a few types and to variants or a few ornamental motifs, usually
rarer, that are absent from Culciu Mare due to the fact that a smaller quantity of ceramic
material was published from this site.
In order to assess the beginning of the settlement at Petea–Csengersima it is
important to evaluate its pottery together with that of the settlements at Culciu Mic and
Boineşti. The relevance of this comparison lies in the fact that both settlements are
considered to be older than the settlement at Culciu Mare. The settlements have been
attributed to the Suciu II phase by T. Bader301, while C. Kacsó assignes them to the end of
the Suciu I phase, with elements from the Suciu II phase302. Within the pottery of these
settlements there are certain specific forms specific of the first phase of the Suciu culture,
like the small beakers303, cups with the body in the shape of a turban304 and bowls/dishes
with arched bodies305. There are also common forms with the pottery of the late phase of the
Suciu de Sus culture: pot variants 1Ab and 2A, bowl/ dish variants 1A, 1B, 2A, 2B and 4A,
cup variant 1Ba or trays and strainers. At Culciu Mic and Boineşti an outstanding note is
given by vessels that represent intermediate forms between the Suciu I vessels and the vessels
from Petea– Csengersima and Culciu Mare:
-the amphora from Culciu Mic306 is an intermediary form between some vessels from
the first phase of the culture307 and type 1 or 2 vessels from the late settlements;
-the bowls with arched bodies from Boineşti308 whose shoulders begin to be more
pronounced foreshadow the type 3 bowls from the settlements at Petea–Csengersima and
Culciu Mare;
- the cups of subtype 1A, a basic form in the late Suciu settlements, are announced by
a cup from Culciu Mic309;
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An exception is cup type 2 that is less occurring in the sites of the Suciu de Sus culture.
Bader 1978, pl. LI/6, LII/5.
301 Bader 1978, p. 75.
302 Kacsó 1987, p. 67-68; Kacsó 1995, p. 96.
303 Bader 1978, pl. XLVII/5, XLVIII/17.
304 Bader 1978, pl. XLV/3.
305 Bader 1978, pl. XLV/11, 12,14, XLVII/16,18,19.
306 Bader 1978, pl. XLVI/8.
307 Bader 1978, pl. XLIV/9,13 (Medieşu Aurit); Kacsó 1995, pl. VI/1,2, VII/1.
308 Bader 1978, pl. XLV/14, XLVII/25,29.
309 Bader 1978, pl. XLV/2. A similar cup, considered an intermediary form, was discovered in the Stanovo I/
Suciu de Sus I settlement from Kvasovo (Kobal' 2007, p. 590-591, ris. 6/1).
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Alongside the previously mentioned vessels, the specific forms of the settlements
from Boineşti and Culciu Mic may also be considered the bowl with arched neck310 and the
cup with globular body and tall neck311. It was already observed that the decoration of the
pottery from Boineşti and Culciu Mic is still strongly under the influence of the Suciu de Sus
I phase due to the central role played by incised ornaments: spirals, arches, the triangular
areas between ornaments formed from incised parallel lines etc. Other ornaments specific of
the Suciu de Sus I phase continue to be used, like the appliqué belt with finger-impressed
decoration312 and the strip of “wheat grain” impressions on the rims of vessels. Beside these,
other ornamental motifs appear to be also used during the late phase of the Suciu de Sus
culture: the decorative strips on the rims of vessels formed from hachured lines313 or oblique
incised lines314. The excised motifs that now appear are reduced to ornaments obtained in a
simple manner315 as compared to the complex ornaments from the late phase of the culture
(like for example the circular motifs: LF, LG, LI, LJ, LN and LO or the spiral motifs: MD,
ME, MF, MG, MH, MI, MJ, ML, NA and NE). By comparing the pottery from Culciu Mic
and Boineşti with that of the settlements from the late phase of the Suciu de Sus culture we
may conclude that there are a few vessels that are common of both pottery repertories, from
which an important part is represented by vessel types made from coarse clay (pots, bowls
etc.). However, a great number of the forms and ornaments present in Culciu Mic and
Boineşti are not transmitted to the settlements from Petea–Csengersima. Moreover, in the
pottery repertory of the settlement at Petea–Csengersima there are several elements of form
and especially decoration that hadn't appeared yet on the pottery from Boineşti and Culciu
Mic at that time. The differences between the potteries of these settlements indicate a
discontinuity within the pottery’s evolution, a discontinuity which could reflect a
chronological difference. Therefore the settlements at Petea–Csengersima and Culciu Mare
(based on the published material) emerge only after a time interval since the end of the
settlements at Boineşti and Culciu Mic.
The time span between the end of the settlements at Boineşti and Culciu Mic and the
beginning of the settlements at Petea–Csengersima and Culciu Mare seems to be covered –
from the perspective of the pottery’s evolution – by some sites that contain elements present
in both groups of settlements. This is indicated by the chronology of bronze pieces from
these settlements, and also by the exchanges made with the neighbouring cultural group,
Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ. In order to illustrate this situation a comparison will be made with a
few sites for which there is more extensive published ceramic material. To this, one can
notice an extensive use of the incision technique (compared to Petea–Csengersima) in the
settlements at Oarţa de Jos–Vâlceaua Rusului316, Bicaz–Igoaie317 or within the finds from
Ucraine, from Diakovo318 and from Kvasovo319. First of all it should be mentioned that there
is still a frequent occurrence in the above mentioned settlements of the ornament formed
from triangular spaces filled with incised lines placed in the space between the spirals and
arches320.
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Bader 1978, pl. XLVII/14.
Bader 1978, pl. XLV/8.
312 Bader 1978, pl. XLVII/6, XLIX/3.
313 Bader 1978, pl. XLVII/11,13,18.
314 Bader 1978, pl. XLVII/14,19,30.
315 Bader 1978, pl. XLVII/13,18, XLVIII/12 (spirale), XLVII/14,15,32,34.
316 Kacsó 2004, abb.2,3,7.
317 Kacsó 2005, pl 1,4,5,6,7.
318 Balahuri 1969, ris. 1,2,3; Balahuri 2001, ris 66, 70a.
319 Balahuri 2001, ris. 71, 71a.
320 Kacsó 2004, abb. 2/1,5, 3/3, 7/4 (Oarţa de Jos); Kacsó 2005, pl. 1/17,19, 6/9,12 (Bicaz); Balahuri 1969, ris.
1/2-3,7-10,17, 2/6,9; Balahuri 2001, ris. 66/5 (Diakovo), Balahuri 2001, ris. 71a/5 (Kvasovo).
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In these sites even the excised motifs on some vessels had been executed in a more
simple manner than at Petea –Csengersima, resembling the ornaments obtained by carving at
Boineşti and Culciu Mic321. The rim of some of the vessels from these settlements continues
to be decorated with “wheat grain” 322 impressions, not yet being totally replaced by the strip
of incised or hachured lines (ornaments HB and HC). If the finger-impressed appliqué belt
seems to have an extended existence in the south-eastern area of the culture, in the case of
the settlements at Diakovo and Kvasovo323 it very likely represents an element for early
dating reported to the settlements at Petea–Csengersima. The earlier emergence of the four
settlements compared to the settlement at Petea–Csengersima could be demonstrated by the
presence of some vessels that are absent from these but are found at Boineşti and Culciu
Mic, sometimes decorated in a very similar manner. In this sense there need to be
mentioned:
-the similarity between some bowls/ dishes with arched bodies from Culciu Mic324 with
vessels from Oarţa de Jos325 and Diakovo326;
-the analogy of a bowl with arched neck from Oarţa de Jos327 at Boineşti328;
-the tall neck of the small beakers and cups from Culciu Mic and Boineşti (already inherited
from the Suciu I phase) is still maintained in Diakovo (including the type that has a body “in
the shape of a turban” 329). The taller neck of some of the cups from Oarţa de Jos330 seems to
reflect this phenomenon;
-the similarity between an amphora from Culciu Mic331 and the forms of the same type at
Diakovo332 are obvious if we consider the undecorated cylindrical neck, the presence of four
small handles under the rim, the incised spiralled ornament on the body or the ornament on
the edge of the rim.
From what has been presented it can be said that within the pottery of the
settlements at Bicaz, Oarţa de Jos, Diakovo and Kvasovo, belonging to the Suciu de Sus II
phase (Kacsó), there are elements of form and decoration inherited from the earlier
phase/phases of the culture (Suciu I – Kacsó or Suciu I and II – Bader). These are absent
from the pottery of Petea–Csengersima, a fact that seems to indicate that it developed during
a more recent phase than the first group of settlements. The bronze finds discovered in
settlements with earlier pottery offer further elements for a differential dating of the
settlements from the Suciu II phase (Kacsó). The presence of a Cypriot needle (zyprische
Schleifennadel) within the settlements at Oarţa de Jos – Vâlceaua Rusului and Bicaz – Igoaie
was considered a clue for the dating of these settlements in a phase foregoing the Uriu–
Ópályi type deposits333. A date within a period prior to these series of deposits of the
settlement at Kvasovo II (the 2nd phase) is indicated by the discovery within it of a knob
from a bracelet with spiralled ends334.
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Kacsó 2004, pl. 3/5-7,10, 15 (Oarţa de Jos), Kacsó 2005, pl. 1/6,11, 5/7 (Bicaz); Balahuri 1969,ris. 3/7
(Diakovo); Kobal' 2007, p. 5/9, 6/5.
322 Kacsó 2004, abb. 2/1,4-6, 2/5-7,10-12 (Oarţa de Jos), Kacsó 2005, pl. 1/1-2,19, 5/1-2,10-11, 6/9 (Bicaz);
Balahuri 1969, ris. 1/8-9,11,21, 2/8-9, 11, Balahuri 2001, 66/1-2,4-5 (Diakovo), Balahuri 2001, ris.71/1-2,45,8,10.
323 Balahuri 1969, ris.2/1, 4/7 (Diakovo); Balahuri 2001, ris. 71/9, 71a/12 (Kvasovo).
324 Bader 1978, pl. XLV/14.
325 Kacsó 2004, abb. 2./1.
326 Balahuri 2001, ris. 66/5.
327 Kacsó 2004, abb. 2/3.
328 Bader 1978, pl. XLVII/13,14.
329 Balahuri 2001, ris. 70a/15,21.
330 Kacsó 2004, abb.3/9,12.
331 Bader 1978, pl.XLVI/8.
332 Balahuri 2001, ris. 66/1,2,4.
333 Kacsó 2005, p. 53.
334 Kobal´ 2007, p. 492-993, ris. 7/17.
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The exchanges made between the Suciu de Sus culture and the Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ
cultural group confirm the differential dating of the sites from the Suciu II phase (Kacsó).
The settlement at Pişcolt marks an early stage of these relations335. The evolution of this
settlement is linked with the first period of the Middle Tumulus culture336. The analyses of
the numerous Suciu de Sus imports at Pişcolt indicate the existence of some elements
specific of the pottery from the group of settlements considered to be prior to those at
Petea–Csengersima. In this sense one should mention the presence of the “wheat grain”
shaped ornament337 or the presence on a great number of vessels of the triangular spaces
filled with parallel incision338. The preponderance of the spaces filled with incised lines
compared to excised spaces, the simplicity of the excised ornaments, especially of the
spirals339 (compared to the ornaments from Petea–Csengersima), all provide good analogies
within the pottery of the settlements at Boineşti340, Oarţa de Jos341 and Bicaz342. It can be said
that within the settlement at Pişcolt the pottery from the Suciu II phase (Kacsó) has an early
aspect, linking the early period of this phase with the Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ culture (probably
to its early period). The specific cup to this culture imported in Petea–Csengersima (Pl. 49/6)
reflects the inter-cultural exchanges in a recent stage.
In conclusion it can be said that the settlement at Petea–Csengersima starts in a
subsequent period to some settlements from the Suciu de Sus II period (Kacsó) and
Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ. The settlements of both cultures contain bronze finds specific of the
period prior to the one of the Uriu–Ópályi type deposits. Thus the beginning of the Suciu de
Sus settlement at Petea–Csengersima can be placed in a period prior to the Uriu–Ópályi type
deposits or in a period contemporary with them. From the point of view of relative
chronology it can be placed within a late stage of the BzC phase or as late as the BzD period.
Having in mind the considerations concerning the wide date of the Uriu–Ópályi type
deposits343, there are no definite elements for a more exact date for the beginning of the
settlement.
In order to asses the duration of the Suciu de Sus habitation at Petea–Csengersima
we can take into account the surprisingly large surface of the settlement. Within this surface
area the absence of a great concentration of archaeological complexes does not indicate an
intense habitation of the settlement. The study of the spreading of different pottery types
showed the existence of territorial differences, capable of sustaining a successive habitation
in the settlement’s territory. In this sense one can take into account the presence of the cup
type 4 (this type was intensely used within the Lăpuş II–Gáva I habitation) and the presence
of pottery with black outside and brown-brick coloured interior only within the Suciu de Sus
complexes, in the eastern area of the settlement. Some changes within the framework of the
material culture and the successive habitation in different areas of the settlement indicate that
it functioned during a few decades (at least two generations).
In order to establish the end of the Suciu de Sus habitation at Petea–Csengersima the
Baierdorf type bronze knife discovered within the S34 complex 15 (Pl. 39/13) proves to be
of significant help. Within this complex pottery fragments specific of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I
habitation (Pl. 39/14) were found alongside excised fragments (Pl. 39/15-16, 40/2-4,7).
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Németi 1978, p. 106, 120, fig. 6/1,3, 7/1,3,5,8-9,11, 10/3-4.
Kacsó 1997, p. 88.
337 Németi 1978, fig. 7/8.
338 Németi 1978, fig. 7/3,5,8-9, 10/4.
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341 Kacsó 2004, abb. 3/5-10, 15.
342 Kacsó 2005, pl. 1/6,11, 5/7, 6/16, 7/2.
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Baierdorf type knives appear in the BzD stage and continue to be used in the HaA1 stage,
having a high frequency in Lower Austria and in the north-vest of Germany. In the
Carpathian region these finds are present only in contexts linked with the HaA1 stage344, a
fact that might indicate a narrower date for this region, during the HaA1 stage. Thus it can
be stated that during the HaA1 the Lăpuş II–Gáva I habitation already functions at Petea–
Csengersima. There is likely to be kept in use the excised-incised pottery within PeteaCsengersima. It is also possible that these are in secondary position.
A few finds from the Upper Tisa region and the north of Transylvania offer an
insight into the transition from excised-incised pottery (Suciu de Sus and Lăpuş I) to the
channelled decoration (Gáva I or Lăpuş II). Pottery fragments with excised decoration with
analogies within the Suciu or Lăpuş pottery had been found at Carei– Spitz Farm. The
settlement was attributed to the Gáva I phase, containing also a bronze deposit from the
Cincu–Suseni/ Kurd series345. The dating of the iron socketed axe from tumulus no. 1 in
Lăpuş within the Ha A1346 stage proves the use of excised pottery as far as this chronological
phase347.
The association of excised pottery with Lăpuş II type pottery is encountered in
tumulus no. 9 and no. 16 at Lăpuş and also within the find from Libotin. Based on the
presence within these finds of some pieces specific of Uriu–Ópályi type deposits, the
transition from the Lăpuş I phase to Lăpuş II was established as taking place in a previous
stage that corresponds to phase BzD348. Also within this stage the existence of a vessel was
observed, with black outside and red interior, within the deposit at Kriva349. The
interpretation of the data presented offers the following picture:
1. At Petea–Csengersima there are indications for a long survival of excised pottery
during the BzD stage. Moreover – alongside the dating of the iron axe from Lăpuş
within the Ha A1 stage and the situation within the settlement at Carei– Spitz Farm–
a continuous use of excised decoration during the HaA1 phase can also be taken into
consideration (probably during its beginning).
2. It appears to be used on a reduced scale with black-red channelled pottery. The finds
from Lăpuş, Libotin and the vessel from the bronze deposit of Kriva indicate that bichrome channelled pottery begins to be used in the BzD stage (however within the
first two sites these are together and in close connection with excised pottery).
The conclusion is that the transition from excised pottery to bi-chrome channelled
pottery took place during a shorter or longer time span from the end of the BzD stage to the
beginning of the HaA stage. This is based on the fact that within the sites in which datable
metal finds were discovered associated with great quantities of excised and channelled
pottery, the first category is linked first of all with the BzD stage while the second with the
HaA1 stage. The same picture is offered also by the vessels discovered together with bronze
deposits.
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The analogies and the problem of dating are discussed alongside the presentation of the bronze finds from
the Lăpuş II–Gáva I habitation.
345 The deposit from Carei is dated by N. Iercoşan (1988) within BzD/ HaA1 and is attributed to the Uriu type.
The same dating is given by T. Bader (1996, p. 266-267, 270). I. Németi attributes it to the Cincu–Suseni/
Kurd type. The great number of cake ingot fragments and sickle fragments are further arguments for the later
date. Alongside the published pieces a bronze ingot was also discovered (Németi 1999, p. 68), and a winged
axe and bracelet in 2007.
346 Rusu 1972, p. 16; László 1975, p. 25-26.
347 Vasiliev 1983, p. 40.
348 Kacsó 1975, p. 68; Kacsó 1990, p. 81; Kacsó 2001, p. 237-238. The variant of the end of the BzD stage was
also forwarded (Kacsó 1990a, p. 47).
349 Kobal’ 2000, p. 83, taf. 8/24.
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IV. Habitation of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I Archaeological Culture.

IV.1. The Settlement.
The settlement of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I horizon in the archaeological site at Petea–
Csengersima partially superimposed the Suciu de Sus habitation, which was in a late phase of
its evolution. Given the fact that they were chronologically close, the relation between the
two horizons became very important.
All the Lăpuş II–Gáva I archaeological complexes in the Petea–Csengersima
settlement were located in the east of the Erge brook (Fig. 2), except one pit (pit 589,
situated in zone V, Fig. 25). The number of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I archaeological complexes
grew progressively towards the eastern margin of the site, at the same time with the gradual
decrease in number of the Suciu de Sus pits (Fig. 2). The area from Hungary, east of the Erge
brook, uncovered only two pits of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I phase, and the zones II and III in
Romania registered only isolated pits among the complexes of the Suciu de Sus culture. The
number of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I pits grew towards the eastern margin of the site (zones I and
IV). A group of six dwellings was also located here and belonged to this cultural horizon.
Other three fragments from several platforms of fired clay in the sections S10 and S11 (Fig
3) did not uncover any materials that would assign them to an archaeological culture but,
given their location, they seemed to belong to the Lăpuş II–Gáva I cultural horizon. Five of
the few pits contained finds of the Suciu de Sus type and were present in the area with Lăpuş
II–Gáva I dwellings. They were ritual depositions350, likely to had been located at the margin
of the Suciu de Sus settlement.
Lăpuş II–Gáva I complexes were researched throughout a surface of approximately
1,5 hectares (100 x 150 m). Their eastern margin occurred within the archaeological
excavation and the northern margin was marked by the course of the Erge brook. Since the
archaeological complexes were spread until the east and south margins, the settlement
continued in those directions as well. There was no data recorded about the southern
settlement, which was a building area. The finds from the eastern side, which were
uncovered within some works of improvement of the customs point, suggest an extension of
the settlement on a distance of 100–150 m. The lack in archaeological materials in the
gardens of the dwellings from the peripheral area of actual Petea village showed that the
settlement was maximum 200 – 250 m long in the east-west direction. As a result, the
minimum surface of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I habitation was approximately 3–3,75 ha.
The settlements of the cultural group of Lăpuş (phase I and II) were located east and
south of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I settlements from the Satu Mare Plain – in the Basins of Lăpuş,
Sălaj and along the course of Someş river351 – and their surfaces were not recorded. They
only mention that the settlements at Oarţa de Sus – Oul Făgetului (with a larger surface) and
Lăpuş - La arini (extended and intensely inhabited) could be centres surrounded by smaller
settlements. The hierarchy of the two settlements was proved by some large tumulus
necropolis or bronze deposits352 in their vicinity. There was information recorded about two
settlements in the area of Carei, dating from the beginning of the Gáva culture (Gáva I
phase). Archaeological rescue excavations were carried out in those settlements and they
established the outlines of the inhabited surfaces rather easy because they were located on
the hills of the marshland. The settlement of Carei – Spitz Farm spread over the area of 2,5 –
350
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3 hectares, on the hill in the valley of the Mirgheş brook. The section in the drainage ditches
that cross the settlement from north to south revealed that the cultural layer was preserved
only in the higher areas of the hill, which were not liable to inundation, while several pits in
the southern side, considered to be pits for clay extraction, went into the lower area from the
margin of the island353. The settlement at Berveni – Râtul Caprei spread over a surface of a
few hectares, and was located on a small hill near the Swamp of Ecedea. The cultural layer in
the settlement was 0,20–0,30 m thick354. Many isolated finds from the beginning of the Gáva
culture were found in the Nyírseg area (north-east of Hungary) where archaeological
excavations were carried out in two settlements of the Ha A1 period: at Nagykálló –
Telekoldal and at Nyíregyháza – Oros. One of the settlements uncovered a cultural layer of
1,10 m thick, but it lacked in information about the surface of the settlement355. A surface of
200 – 250 m wide and 500 m long of a settlement was uncovered at Nyíregyháza – Oros in
2004 that was located on the high terrace of the Kálló brook. The archaeological cultural
layer of the settlement was destroyed by ploughing, but its surface revealed over 200
archaeological complexes356.

IV.2. Archaeological Complexes
There were 53 archaeological complexes with specific ceramics to the LăpuşII–
Gáva I habitation. Some of the pits in the settlement that contained Bronze Age materials,
which couldn't be assigned to an archaeological culture, belonged to the Lăpuş II–Gáva I
habitation (especially areas I and VI). In the inventory of seven complexes there were
ceramic fragments specific both to Lăpuş II–Gáva I cultural horizon and Suciu de Sus
culture357.
Dwellings
The settlement at Petea–Csengersima uncovered the remains of six constructions
that likely functioned as dwellings. Four of them were represented by daub platforms that
originated from several surface dwellings (S5 complex 1, S6, complex 1, S8 complex 1a – Fig.
4; S15 complex 1 – Fig. 13) and from one deepened dwelling (S9 complex 4 – Fig. 5).
The deepened dwelling S9 complex 4 went into the soil as deep as the upper limit of
the archaeological cultural layer that was preserved. Except S5 complex 1, all the daub
platforms were in the upper cultural layer, some of them were identified right under the
arable soil. Daub platforms occurred below some compact burnt walls, thick in the central
areas and thin towards the margins. The maximum thickness of the depositions on the burnt
walls was 20 cm in average, the thinnest being of 15 cm (S5 complex 1), and the thickest was
25 cm (S 44 complex 49).
Dwelling S9 complex 4 was fit with a post hole at two corners that were unearthed.
With 2,44 m in width and 2,60 m in length, it had an overall surface that exceeded 6,50 m².
Only dwelling S15 complex 1 was fit with two post holes among the daub platforms. They
were aligned over the length of the dwelling, in the western side (Fig. 13). The lack in post
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Németi 1990, p. 29.
Németi 1990, p. 19.
355 Mozsolics 1963, p. 252; Kemenczei 1982; p. 73-78; Kemenczei 1984, p. 62, 159.
356 E Istvánovits et al. 2005, p. 254; M. Nagy – L. Marta: Késő bronzkori edénydepók Nyíregyháza-Orosról (A report
was taken on March, 13, 2007 at the conference „Őskoros Kutatók V. Összejövetele”, Debrecen, March 1214, 2007).
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S8 complex 2, S9 complex 5, S33 complex 1, S34 complex 4, S34 compex 4, S34 complex 11, S34 complex
15, S34 comlex 15, complex 506.
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holes at the other daub platforms made impossible to establish their surface and orientation.
The relation between the area with fallen fragments of burnt walls (or delimited fragments)
and the surface of the dwelling was undoubtedly insignificant. It is likely that the remains of
the dwellings were disturbed after the fire because among the fragments of fired walls were
found only small ceramic fragments and small objects.
The only dwelling uncovered completely was S15 complex 1. The surface of the
burnt wall platform was modest, of only 7,63 m² (2,18 x 3,50 m). We ascribe to the fact that
the two pits could originate from the posts on the central axis of the dwelling, in which case
the surface of the dwelling would be twice the size. Dwellings S8 complex 1 and S15
complex 1 were oriented north-south. Dwellings S5 complex 1, S8 complex 1a, S9 complex
4, S35 complex 1 were oriented east-west.
The pieces of burnt clay fallen from the walls of the fired dwellings preserved the
traces of the materials from their composition and of the wood used in their structure. For a
better adherence, the clay paste was mixed with straws, chaff and leaves358. Each dwelling had
pieces of clay with traces of two and even three sticks of 2–4 cm thick. Some clay pieces had
stick traces on both sides. None of the dwellings revealed clay pieces with traces of wattle. In
conclusion, the walls were made by claying two rows of sticks framed in thick poles. The
prints of some poles of 10–13 cm thick were preserved by the dwellings S8 complex 1a and
S15 complex 1. Two of these dwellings had several pieces of clay with traces of some parallel
poles. The margins of the dwelling S44 complex 59 uncovered a great quantity of small
fragments of clay that preserved the traces of some sticks with the diameter less than a
centimetre. They attest that parts of the walls were built using wattle or reed359. Dwelling S15
complex 1 had pieces of clay impressed with smooth surfaces of wood that originated from
posts or faceted beams. Dwelling post holes were round or oval, with diameters between 20
and 50 cm. They revealed the maximum thickness of the posts as well as well as the convex
base (un-carved).
None of the researched dwellings had preserved the hearth360. Still, the hearth found
in S10 might belong to a dwelling of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I archaeological horizon. There was
a small assembly of burnt wall fragments nearby that could attest the existence of a dwelling
in that place. Although it did not contain relevant inventory, but it is possible it belonged to
the Lăpuş II–Gáva I archaeological horizon, given its location within an area concentrated of
dwellings of that cultural horizon. Two of the dwellings had storage pits. The fact that the
pits were used at the same time with the dwellings they were found under or nearby is
proved by the fact that the fragments of the burnt walls of the dwellings run down into the
fill of the pits. Dwelling S35 complex 1 was fit with a double pit, and each of its parts was
beehive shaped (Fig. 14). The bell shaped pit S15 complex 3 was located in the western
margin of the dwelling complex 1 (Fig. 13). In the first two pits, complete or vessels that
could be restored361 were found and they attested that their role was to store products.
Hearths
Surface 10 of the settlement at Petea – Csengersima revealed a hearth (S10 complex
6, Fig. 5), oval shaped (67 x 88 cm) and 3 cm thick. It was situated in the upper part of the
cultural layer (in 80 cm depth), within an area that contained burnt walls, which occurred as a
platform on a surface of 2,15 x 2 m. There were not any ceramic fragments among the daub
pieces. Given the fact that the area was dominated by complexes of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I
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Daub pieces with leaf fingerprints found in pit S36 complex 29.
Fingerprints of some reed bunches were identified in a dwelling of the Middle Bronze Age at Mošorin –
Feudvár (Hänsel – Medović 1991, p. 74, abb. 8).
360 Two pits of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I horizon uncovered a large number of fragments of demolished hearths (see
bellow).
361 The northern side of the pit S35 complex 2 was cut by the blade of an excavator, which also “bit” of a bowl,
too, but its other half remained on the base of the pit, standing (Pl. 40).
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culture – it was also the dwelling area that belonged to the same archaeological cultural
horizon – the hearth might be assigned to this culture. Hearth fragments were uncovered in
many pits. As well as in the case of the Suciu de Sus habitation, most of the pits contained
small fragments of hearth, likely to had been thrown into the pits with the ashes they were
cleaned of. There were also two pits that contained many fragments laid in pits when the
hearths were demolished. Pit S36 complex 15 uncovered 11 hearth fragments, and the
northern part of the pit S36 complex 31 uncovered a large quantity of hearth fragments laid
together with daub fragments.
Pits
1. Beehive shaped pits. They occurred in a great number: 11 pits were properly assigned
and 2 were uncertain362. The same happened with the Suciu de Sus pits, namely they had
round or slightly oval outline, their walls widened as they went deeper. A certain care in the
excavation of the pits was observed: the circular/oval shape of the pit, the unitary carving of
the walls (but not always)363, the flat base. The bell shaped pits that belonged to the Lăpuş II–
Gáva I horizon were larger than those of the similar pits of the Suciu de Sus horizon. The
pits went down to 0,40 and 1,20 m into the sterile soil, which made us believe they were
0,70–1,50 m deep if considering the deep from the surface. All pits had the base diameter of
1,50 m, four of them had the base diameter between 2 and 2,45 m. Two of the pits, S15
complex 3 (Fig. 13) and S35 complex 2 (Fig. 14) were situated inside some dwellings or right
next to their walls. They operated at the same time with the dwellings next to them as the
fragments of burnt walls fell into the pits. The storage pits S36 complex 6 and S36 complex 8
(Fig. 14) were very close to each other, because they were excavated on the base of a larger
pit. Not far from them were other two bell shaped pits (S36 complex 13 and S36 complex 15
– Fig. 15), and if we considered the large cylindrical pits nearby (Fig. 11, 15), we would
conclude that there had been an area concentrated in storage pits. Another group was
noticed in section S34 that comprised pits: 10, 14, 18 (Fig. 11, 13). The inventory of the
beehive shaped pits was common, it comprised ceramic fragments, pieces of hearth and
burnt walls, grinder fragments and a stone crusher, animal bones and ashes. It is possible that
some of that material occurred in the pits after they had been put out of use, as a result of
depositing refuse. Three pits uncovered finds that uphold the possibility that those pits
preserved vessels from the time they were actually used, or they were preserved in order to
be reused for special depositions364.
2. Cylindrical pits. There were 10 pits365 very carefully excavated with round or slightly
oval outline, vertical walls (or slightly inclined) and flat base. Their number increased when
they were added the pits with slightly inclined walls towards the inside and slightly rounded
base. The walls and the bases of those pits were carefully excavated. The care given to the
excavation suggests that the cylindrical walls were not meant for clay extraction or depositing
362

S7 complex 3 (Fig. 4), S10 complex 3 (Fig. 6), S16 complex 4 (Fig. 7), S15 complex 3 (fig. 13), S34 complex 4
(fig. 13), S34 complex 14, S34 complex 18, S35 complex 2, S36 complex 6, S36 complex 8 (fig. 14), S36
complex 13 (fig. 15). Pits with archaeological material not assigned to an archaeological culture, but which
were found in areas dominated by Lăpuş II–Gáva I complexes: S34 complex 10 (fig. 13), S36 complex 15
(fig. 15). Several pits with arched walls and flat base represented the inferior part of the pits that initially had
been beehive-shaped: S8 complex 1 (fig. 4), S29 complex 1 (fig. 13), S36 complex 21 (fig. 15).
363 It is possible that several pits had irregular walls as a result of their breakage in time. Another possibility is
that some pits at Petea had deeper excavated walls, in the area of the pieces of clay fallen from the walls. The
short time allocated for the first stage of the work, and the wish to excavate a large number of complexes in
the sectors 1–17, determined me to empty them in one step instead of two.
364 The base of the pit S35 complex 1 from a dwelling uncovered a large-sized bowl, in standing position (Pl.
40/ 16). Fragments of a large bowl were also found in pit S16 complex 4 (Pl. 16/ 12). Pit S36 complex 15
uncovered 11 fragments originating from a demolished hearth.
365 Petea – Csengersima: S8 complex 1 (Fig. 4), S9 complex 2 (Fig. 5), S20 complex 1, S20 complex 4 (Fig. 6),
S24 complex 1 (Fig. 7), S36 complex 22, S36 complex 29, S36 complex 30 (Fig. 15).
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refuse, but for depositing products or objects.
The smallest of the pits (S29 complex 1, 50 cm in diameter and 29 cm deep – Fig. 6),
did not appear to be a post hole because it revealed two fragments of a large bowl (Pl. 26/1)
and a layer of ashes at the base. The other pits had the diameters very close to 1 m long, or
even 2–3 m long. They went down 43–66 cm into the sterile soil, and from the trampled
surface they went down from 75 to 100 cm. Pit S20 complex 1 at Petea–Csengersima (with
the smallest diameter) was not very deep. Pit S8 complex 1 had the largest dimensions,
partially excavated on an arched surface with 340 x 220 cm in diameter (Fig. 4). Except four
cases that will be discussed later, the inventory of the cylindrical pits was poor, it contained
only a few ceramic fragments and objects remained from the time they had been used or
after they had been abandoned. Three cylindrical pits – S36 complex 22, S36 complex 29,
S36 complex 30 (Fig. 11, 15) – were close to each other, being located in an area with two
beehive shaped pits. The dense presence of conical and cylindrical pits in a small area, some
of them of large dimensions, proved that the cylindrical pits functioned as storage pits.
Except for cereals which required air-lock366, varied products were deposited: fodder,
vegetables, nuts and fruits367. It is likely people preserved food (dry or brined), which was
suggested by the fragments of some large sized vessels on the base of two pits368. Pit S20
complex 2 (Fig. 6) was special for its depth. The pit had vertical walls, and it was researched
down to 3,04 m (3,94 m from the present surface). Although it continued to go down, its
excavation was interrupted because of water infiltrations. The unusual depth and the precise
cylindrical form of the walls led to the assumption that it used to be a well. The pit contained
22 prehistoric ceramic fragments, it was not assigned to an archaeological culture, but it
partially superimposed pit S20 complex 3, which contained Suciu de Sus pottery. A well
assembly dating from the Roman Age was found in the west side, at a distance of 100–150
m. It is possible that S20 complex 2 dated from the same period. However, the presence of
the prehistoric complexes 100 m around the area offered the possibility to date the well in
the Late Bronze Age369. Pit S8 complex 1 had a very rich inventory. It was situated under S8
complex 1a (Fig. 4), but if the pit was part of the dwelling, it was an aspect that lacked in
documentation. Although the pit was partially excavated, it contained – besides other objects
– 348 ceramic fragments originating from at least 63 vessels (Pl. 8, 9). The varied inventory
represented by fragments of many vessels, as well as the presence of some thin layers of clay
in the fill (Fig. 4), showed that the pit was used for depositing refuse in its last period of use.
The other two pits with rich inventory seemed to have another purpose. Pits S14 complex 5
(Fig. 12, Pl. 16–20) and 589 (Fig. 24, Pl. 61, 62/1 – 3, 6, 8) had several common elements
that offered them a special character (Typ. pl. 8). Their inventory comprised a great number
of ceramic fragments that restored entirely or partially a small number of vessels. These,
together with other pieces were laid on the base of the pits, some of them were laid with
accuracy in the pit. The inventory of the two pits was fragmented and secondary fired on
purpose, either they were clay objects or stone objects. Besides the specific elements there
was a common complex in the inventory given by the presence of storage vessels (large-sized
storage vessels) and of the vessels for serving liquids (cups, ladle-cups and amphorae).
Another common complex of the two pits was the fact that both were situated at the margin
of the settlement (Fig. 2, 11, 25). Pit 589 was located outside the settlement, and pit S15
complex 5 was inside the settlement, but close to the bank of the Erge brook that
represented the northern limit of the settlement Lăpuş II–Gáva I. The common elements of
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Wood 2000, p. 89-111.
Stapel 1999, p. 136.
368 The base of the pit S20 complex 1 revealed fragments of a bowl (Pl. 26/1) together with a fragment of a
long obsidian blade.
369 Two wells dating from the Late Bronze Age were uncovered in the Tisa Plain. One well, which was found at
Beregovo was assigned to the Suciu de Sus culture (Balahuri 2001, p. 247), and the well at Polgár was
assigned to a dwelling of a pre-Gáva habitation of the BzD/ HaA1 (V. Szabó 2004, p. 140, 4. kep 2).
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the two pits were to be found also in pit 154 of the Late Bronze Age settlement of Lazuri
(Typ. pl. 8). It had a ritual character related to the deposition of the objects used for
consumption and making of drinks and food used within ceremonies370.
3. Amorphous pits. S34 complex 3 at Petea–Csengersima (Fig. 11, 13) was only partially
excavated, even though it was large (6,70 x 5,80 m). Its amorphous shape was determined by
the irregular outline, irregular walls or base, which was so unlike the image of a deepened
dwelling. S34 complex 3 deepened into the ground only 13–17 cm. The use of large,
amorphous pits to extract the clay used in construction prevailed in the settlement at
Jánoshida371.
4. Post holes, small pits. The areas of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I settlement at Petea–
Csengersima revealed smaller pits less in number than in the areas of the Suciu de Sus
archaeological culture. Most of them could be post holes. This was likely in the case of the
pits situated inside or at the margins of some constructions372. The small pits at the margins
of some large-sized pits373 were probably post holes of a light roof. A special case was
represented by the post holes that occurred in the middle of the short side of a rectangular
pit that might be a particular type of annex374. Ethnographic examples and the results of the
experimental archaeology offered enough illustrations for these holes that might originate
from the poles of some upraised platforms of the type hay or straw barns375.

IV.3. Surface management in the settlement
The Lăpuş II–Gáva I settlement covers a surface of 1,5 ha in the eastern part of the
archaeological site at Petea–Csengersima. The surface of the settlement was estimated to
have at least 3-3,75 ha. The western area of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I settlement overlaps a part
of the Suciu de Sus settlement.
At Petea–Csengersima, six dwellings had been examined, of which 5 were surface
dwellings and one semi-subterranean. In their area were traces of three other surface
dwellings that contained relevant archaeological material which, given their position, is likely
that they belonged to this cultural horizon. The dwellings, for which the orientation could be
determined, had their long axis on a north-south and east-west direction.
In the case of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I habitation at Petea–Csengersima a concentration
of the dwellings within a certain area (Zone 1, Fig. 2, 3) is observable. Only dwelling S15
complex 1 has a more isolated position, situated at a distance of more than 100 m from the
group of dwellings in area 1, placed on the northern edge of the settlement (Zone 4, Fig. 2,
11). However, it was observed that the two ritual pits belonging to the Lăpuş II–Gáva I
habitation were found at the margin of the settlement (S14 complex 5) and outside it
(complex 589). The marginal position of the ritual deposits in relation to the dwelling areas
of the settlements was documented also at Nagykálló376, Carei377, Bicaz378 and Kvasovo379,
outlining a possible regional custom concerning deposits.
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Marta 2008, p. 111-129.
V. Szábó 2004, p. 139-140.
372 In the case of dwellings S9 complex 4 (Fig. 5), S15 complex 1 (Fig. 13).
373 S36 complex 2, S36 complex 4, S36 complex 5 (Fig. 14), S36 complex 14a, S36 complex 19, S36 complex 23,
S 36 complex 24, S36 complex 38 (Fig. 11, 15).
374 S6 complex 2 (Fig. 4).
375 Reynolds 1979, p. 80-82.
376 The bronze deposit from Nagykálló was discovered by A. Mozsolics close to a vessel deposited with the
mouth downward. The archaeological research was undertaken in an area where during the construction
works of a road two whole amphorae had been uncovered, a fact that might indicate these had been ritually
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IV.4. Ceramics
The ceramic material from the Lăpuş II–Gáva I habitation at Petea–Csengersima is
present in a lower quantity than that of the Suciu de Sus habitation. However, its importance
is given by the fact that it enabled the identification of a new habitation horizon in the Plain
of Satu Mare which evolved within the Late Bronze Age between the end of the Suciu de Sus
culture and the Gáva culture having complexes that were characteristic of the 2nd phase. The
identification of this cultural horizon was made possible by the numerous common elements
that its pottery shares with that of the Lăpuş II phase and the Gáva I phase from the
neighbouring areas. The analysis of the pottery of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I habitation aimed at
comparing it with that of the neighbouring cultural environments, but also attempted to
identify possible links with the Suciu de Sus type pottery present in the settlement. The
existence of habitations chronologically close to each other within the settlement, whose
pottery had several common elements, determined me to take into account only the pottery
from the archaeological complexes for the statistical analysis. 375 vessels with determined
form or with distinct decoration were identified within the archaeological complexes of the
Lăpuş II–Gáva I habitation. As part of the analysis of the vessel type I were also taken into
account the vessels from the stratum whose cultural affiliation with the Lăpuş II–Gáva I
habitation was certain.
Technological considerations.
Lăpuş II–Gáva I type pottery was made from three clay categories: coarse, semi fine
and fine clay. Coarse pottery has in its composition large gained tempering material, gravel or
crushed shards. As a result of this kind of tempering material the walls of some vessels are
uneven although the surface of these was smoothed. Vessels made from coarse clay belong
to pottery forms with thick walls: pots, storage vessels, portable cooking vessels and some
bowls or amphorae. This category represents 30,17% of the pottery discovered in the
complexes of the settlement. Vessels made from semi fine clay contain fine grained
tempering material (sand, fine gravel, finely crushed shards). Semi fine clay was used in
almost all vessel forms. It is the best represented category, present in a proportion of 40,33%
in the settlement at Petea–Csengersima. Vessels made from fine clay have a very fine
tempering material. This kind of clay was used in making vessels with very thin walls used for
serving meals (especially cups, bowls and dishes). Rarely was it used for cooking vessels
(some pots or other vessels). The proportion of fine pottery (29,50%) is close to that of
coarse pottery.
Concerning the firing method used, pottery fired in oxidizing atmosphere
predominates having brick-red overtones. Vessels fired in reducing atmosphere are also
present in great numbers, having dark, grey-black overtone walls. Within this category a few
cups (three) with thin walls are remarkable because they were fired in a manner that gave
deposited, as the vessels found during research. The edge of the settlement is indicated by the rarity of pits
nearby although in the central area the cultural stratum of the settlements reaches a thickness 80-100 cm
(Mozsolics – Hegedűs 1963, p. 252; Kemenczei 1982, p. 73-78, abb. 2).
377 The bronze deposit from Carei – Spitz Farm was discovered at the edge of the settlement and the bank
ridge on which it is situated (Németi 1990, p.32, fig. 10).
378 Two bronze deposits (at a distance of 40 m one from the other) had been discovered at a small distance
from the settlement at Oarţa de Sus – Oul Făgetului and in the proximity of the necropolis at Bicaz (Kacsó
1990a, p. 48).
379 At the western edge of the settlement at Kvasovo two bronze deposits had been discovered (Kobal´ 2007, p.
592-599, ris. I).
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them a black or shiny-black colour on both faces of the walls. A third ceramic category fired
in a particular method is represented by vessels that have a black or shiny-black colouring on
one side of the wall and brick-red or grey on the other. This firing method is applied only in
the case of vessels used for serving meals: cups, bowls/dishes and amphorae. Only in the
case of two amphorae was bi-chrome firing used for the coarse category, other vessel forms
having been made from fine and semi-fine clay. In most cases the outside of the vessel’s
walls are black coloured while the interior is brown-brick red coloured. Just in the case of
three bowls is the situation reversed, the inside walls having been fired in reducing
atmosphere. Each of the vessels that are black on one side and brown-brick red on the other
have the black side finely finished, often polished. 16,42% of vessels found in the
archaeological complexes of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I had a bi-chrome firing. This percentage is
significantly lower than that of the vessels from the settlement in the late phase of the Gáva
culture380. The low percentage of vessels black on one side and brown-brick red on the other
indicates that the process of bi-chrome firing is still in an incipient stage. The presence of
light coloured stains on the black surface of some amphorae strengthens the idea that this
firing method is at the beginning of its development in the case of large vessels.

Vessel forms.
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So as to include as many of the pottery fragments from the settlement as possible
into the statistics of vessel forms I chose a primary inclusion within broad ceramic categories.
By using comprehensive categories – bowls/dishes or cups/beakers – I avoided the
exclusion of pottery fragments that could not be included into more precisely defined
ceramic forms. To benefit of a statistical coverage as complete as possible and to have at the
same time the possibility to include fragments into more strict categories – necessary for
limited categories which have chronological importance – I considered that a gradual division
would be favourable, comprising several subdivisions (general forms, types, subtypes,
variants). In what concerns the frequency of pottery forms, the first places are occupied by
bowls/dishes, cups, amphorae and pots. The frequency of vessel forms in the Lăpuş II–Gáva
I cultural horizon is mentioned at Libotin where pots, bowls/dishes and cups have the
highest occurrence381.
Amphorae
380

At Grăniceşti 27,89 % of vessels had a bi-chrome firing (categories I and II). The greatest difference is found
in the case of bowls (category II) which at Grăniceşti represent 17,35% (László 1994, p. 67) while within the
Lăpuş II–Gáva I habitation in the Petea–Csengersima these represent 3,29 % of the total bowls/ dishes.
381 Kacsó 1990, p. 81.
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These are considered the “directory type”/ the primary ceramic type used in dating in
the category of the pottery of the Gáva culture and the cultural groups that precede it, this
also being the reason why this type was wide studied382. Amphorae belong to the pottery type
used for serving meals, indicated by the fine treatment applied to the outer walls of the
vessels no matter what clay category was used in their production. Such vessels underwent a
good firing, the majority of these having a brick red colouring. 23,91% of amphorae
discovered in the archaeological complexes of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I habitation were fired so
as to obtain a double, black-red colouring. This percent is lower compared to that of blackred amphorae from the Gáva environment383. In order to establish the typology of amphorae
a primary aspect taken into account was the general form of the vessel (the form of the neck
and body or the dimensions), and also the presence of elements with a secondary role in the
morphology of the vessels (protuberances, handles). These elements were taken into account
also in the case of vessel types from the settlement we are presenting.
Type 1 has three components clearly outlined: conical body with the maximum
diameter at the level of the shoulder, tall neck and out curved mouth (rim), usually very wide.
The neck of the vessels is cylindrical or conical becoming wider toward its lower part384(Typ.
pl. 5). The characteristic decoration of type I is wide channelled decoration with tall edges
that sometimes have the aspect of appliqué ribs. The channelled decoration and appliqué ribs
on the surface of the vessels are arranged into two or three decorative registers placed on the
shoulder, neck and rim. The decorative register on the shoulder is always present,
incorporating channels and oblique, vertical, arched or spiral ribs. Decoration covering the
neck is also relatively frequent, comprising wide channels and rib decoration applied
horizontally (Pl. 4/2, 11/3, 21/15, 49/3, 79) or slightly oblique (Pl. 18/7). In the case of two
examples the wide horizontal channels are present only on one part of the length of the neck
(Pl. 4/1, 17/1). Decoration on the rims of amphorae is rarer, it always comprises ribs and
concentric channelled decoration (Pl. 4/8, 18/7, 39/14).
An important element taken into account for the dating of amphorae with
highlighted shoulders from HaA are the protuberances created by pushing outwards the
walls of the vessels. Subtype 1A includes vessels lacking in this element (Pl. 18/7,10). Subtype
1A is attested also in other sites of the Gáva I385 and Lăpuş II phase386. This form differs
from vessels with tall necks (cylindrical or conical) from Gáva II sites whose maximum
diameter tends to descend from the level of the shoulders towards the middle of the body
attaining a rounder appearance387. The rounded body with the maximum diameter
underneath the shoulders is present also in the case of a few amphorae from BzD–HaA1
discovered west of the Gáva I settlements388. Besides the body form, the vessels without
protuberances from the Gáva I and Lăpuş II environments (subtype 1A) differ also through
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László 1973; Rusu 1973, p. 108-112; Kemenczei 1984, p. 64-66; Kacsó 1981, p. 26-34; Vasiliev – Aldea –
Ciugudean 1991, p. 80-83; László 1994, p. 75-79; Pankau 2004, p. 49-53; Vasiliev 2008, p. 7-16. These studies
make references to earlier works treating this pottery forms.
383 Teleac – the vast majority of the specimens of this form are bi-chrome. Some types have their specimens
with dark outside and brown-brick-red inside (Vasiliev – Aldea – Ciugudean 1991, p. 80-82); in Grăniceşti the
bi-chrome firing is present in 86,01% of the amphorae (László 1994, p. 75).
384 The two forms of the neck are taken into account to define two different vessel types within the Gáva
culture (for example Pankau 2004, tipentafel 2). It is difficult to operate with this criteria in the case of vessels
from the HaA period because of the great number of vessels with the neck slightly tilted, and the existence of
numerous common elements of form or decoration makes their separation useless.
385 Németi 1990, fig. 2/2; 5/1 (Berveni).
386 Motzoi-Chicideanu – Iuga 1995, abb. 1/1, 6 (Bogdan Vodă); Kacsó 2001, pl. 17,18 (Lăpuş).
387 The highlighted shoulder is kept only on one example from level I at Teleac (Vasiliev – Aldea – Ciugudean
1991, fig. 29/18) and a few examples from Grăniceşti (László 1994, p. 75-76, pl. 29/7, 30/ 1-2).
388 Mozsolics 1973, taf.46 (Valea lui Mihai), V. Szabó 1996, abb.50/10, 51/4 (Deszk-A, Szőreg-C).
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the form of the neck, given the fact that examples widened towards the rim (in the shape of a
funnel), frequently encountered in the settlements of the Gáva II phase389.
Subtype 1B comprises vessels that have a general form characteristic of type 1, having
protuberances obtained by means of pushing the walls of the vessels outward. Each of the
vessels has four protuberances situated on the shoulder in a symmetric position, crossways.
The protuberances may have different shapes: arched protuberances (Pl. 17/1, 49/3), curved
protuberances (Pl. 17/4) and large conical protuberances (hypertrophied) (Pl. 4/8). The arched
protuberances (flattened) have analogies within the Gáva culture in the north-east of
Hungary390 and in the necropolis at Lăpuş where these are present on high amphorae as well
as on amphorae of smaller sizes391. In the necropolis at Lăpuş vessels with small
protuberances are also encountered and were obtained by slightly pushing the walls
outward392. One vessel is noteworthy due to its hypertrophied protuberances (which are
hollow) positioned in angular position on the shoulder. Amphorae with hypertrophied
protuberances are present in great numbers in the settlements attributed to the early phase of
the Gáva culture from the Upper Tisa region393 and the Plain of Carei394. They are also well
represented in the Lăpuş II phase395. Large protuberances continue to appear in an isolated
manner also in a few sites where fully developed Gáva pottery is encountered at: Poraszló396
Teleac397, Grăniceşti 398, Mediaş399, Köröm and Prügy400. Some amphorae from Petea–
Csengersima have small handles at the upper part of the neck (Pl. 9/1), an element which is
present only on a few vessels from the first phase of the Gáva culture401 and the Lăpuş II
phase402. The vessels of subtype 1B from the settlement at Petea–Csengersima have in their
structure elements characteristic of vessels from the early phase of the Gáva culture:
prominent belly, out standing shoulder, the presence of hypertrophied protuberances and
small handles under the rim, the neck decorated with horizontal channelled decoration, the
use of wide channels almost exclusively403. All these elements are also found on the
amphorae of the Lăpuş group, the vessels from the region of Satu Mare and Carei
established a geographical link with vessels from the Nir area attributed to the Gáva I phase.
These elements were specific of amphorae of the Gáva I phase and continue to be present
on some vessels of the developed phase of the Gáva culture although these are rare
occurrences (some even isolated) and at least two of them appearing in association on the
same vessel404.
In the case of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I pottery assemblage found in the settlement at
Petea–Csengersima one can posit the retaining of some elements of the local Suciu pottery,
389

Vasiliev – Aldea – Ciugudean 1991, p. 80 (type Ia, present especially in levels I and II at Teleac), László 1994,
p 76 (Grăniceşti).
390 Kemenczei 1984, taf. CXXXI/19.
391 Kacsó 2001, abb.16, 20.
392 Kacsó 2001, abb. 21.
393 Gávavencselő şi Nagykálló (Kemenczei 1984, taf. CXXIX/1; CXXX/1-2,7, CXXXI/10, 15; 133/1).
Vajdacska (Kemenczei 1981, 151-159; Mozsolics 1985, 210-211, Taf. 158/1a-b), Borša (Demeterová 1986,
taf. II/4). Hypertrophied protuberances have been discovered in several sites in the north-east of Hungary
although these cannot be dated with certainty to the early phase of the culture (Kemenczei 1984, taf.
CXXIX/16, CXXX/12; CXXXI/15, CXXXIII/1).
394 Németi 1990; fig.6/1, 13/1.
395 Kacsó 2001, abb.12-15.
396 Patay 1976, abb.2/1.
397 Vasiliev – Aldea – Ciugudean 1991, fig. 29/9,13-14,18.
398 Laszló 1994, fig. 29/7.
399 Pankau 2004, taf. 31/13, 48/6,7.
400 Kemenczei 1984, taf. CXL/1, CXLI/12, CXLIX/10, CLII/17, CLV/16.
401 Kemenczei 1984, pl. CXXX/1,3; 134/1.
402 Kacsó 2001, abb. 20.
403 Vasilev 2008, p. 9.
404 Vasliev 2008, p. 13.
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while the link between the amphorae from the two habitation horizons is weakly attested405.
The origin of the amphorae from the first phase of the Gáva culture is supposed to be found
within the pottery of the cultural groups from the Upper Tisa Basin, alongside an important
part played by an influence from Banat from the Pecica (Cruceni)–Belegiš environment406.
Based on the common elements of the amphorae from the two phases of the necropolis at
Lăpuş it is considered that these inherit a few elements from the Suciu culture. The common
amphorae to the Lăpuş II phase and the Gáva I phase could have appeared due to a mutual
taking over of elements, more precisely the form is specific of the Lăpuş group while the
decoration (wide channels) and bi-chrome firing belong to the Gáva culture407. The
discoveries, geographically positioned between the two cultural environments and
contemporary with both of them strengthen the idea that the means by which different
cultural elements spread in the BzD/ HaA period in the Tisa Basin and the north of
Transylvania manifests itself under the form of transmitting (or enforcing) of some cultural
and technological elements and not by means of population movement which would have
lead to the spread of certain objects. The preservation of local traditions in pottery is
encountered in the Plain of Carei and in the Plain of Satu Mare408. New pottery elements that
appear in these areas are at the same time common to the neighbouring regions to the north
and south, the Upper Tisa Basin and the north of Transylvania respectively. Common
elements of the pottery from these regions are encountered in the case of nicely decorated
serving vessels, amphorae being one of the vessel types with identical form and decoration in
all these regions.
Type 2 comprises amphorae with arched necks. In the case of these vessels the
transition from the neck to the body is very much smoother than in the case of the preceding
type, lacking in strongly emphasized shoulder characteristic of type 1 (Typ. pl 5, Pl. 16/2,
18/1,2,3). Vessels of this type usually have smaller dimensions than the preceding one and
their rims are narrow in most cases. The decoration of amphorae with arched necks
comprises wide channelled decoration and rib decoration as is that of the preceding
amphorae type. The discovery of type 1 and 2 within the same archaeological complex (S14
complex 5) indicates a simultaneous use of the two. Type 2, in form and decoration, are
similar to some vessels from the necropolis at Lăpuş409 or to vessels from Gáva I type finds
from the Plain of Carei410. The origin of such vessels may be found in the Suciu de Sus
culture (type 2B amphorae) as well as in other neighbouring cultures.
Type 3 includes amphorae formed from two conical parts whose line of contact is
found at the middle of the vessel’s height (Typ. pl. 5). The rim of these vessels is out curved
and narrow, while underneath it some examples have two (Pl. 14/5, 26/10) or four small
handles (Pl. 16/3). The good quality clay from which these were made, the careful finishing
applied to the surfaces and the bi-chrome firing of some of the vessels (Pl. 12/1, 16/3)
determines the inclusion of this type into the category of serving vessels. The type is
illustrated by four vessels two of which were discovered within vessel deposits. This is the
case of a vessel deposited in vertical position (its mouth was damaged by a plough), which
asserts its inclusion into the “single amphorae deposit” category (Pl. 12/1). Another vessel
was found among the objects of the vessel deposit from S14 complex 5 (Pl. 16/ 3), where
from among a great number of amphorae only this and another two had black-red surfaces.
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One can mention the cylindrical neck and wide rim of Suciu type B amphorae. Compared to the examples
described here, an amphorae with small protuberances surrounded by arched channelled decoration was
discovered in the settlement at Lazuri by C. Kacsó (2001, p. 241).
406 Laszló 1973, p. 595-605, Kemenczei 1984, p. 64-65.
407 Kacsó 1971, p. 44; Kacsó 1975, p. 62; Kacsó 1990a, p. 47-48; Kacsó 2001, p. 241.
408 In the Plain of Carei the Cehăluţ – Hajdúbagos pottery tradition is present (Németi 1990, p. 46)
409 Kacsó 1975, p.12/1; Kacsó 1981, p. 33 (type IIA).
410 Németi 1990, fig. 2/2 (Berveni), 12/7 (Carei).
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The presence within this complex of a bi-chrome amphora together with type 1 and 2
amphorae indicates the simultaneous use of these two types.
An example that is unlike any other bi-conical amphorae is represented by a fragment
that has a few elements that differ from those of other vessels (the reason for which it was
considered a particular type: 3B). This is the only vessel from the settlement at Petea–
Csengersima that is adorned with channelled decoration arranged to form a garland (Pl.
14/5). Channelled decoration arranged in a garland pattern is specific of the cultural groups
from the Late Bronze Age and the beginning of the Hallstatt period in Banat411, the Igriţa
cultural group412, and the pre-Gáva culture from the Middle Tisa Basin413. Moreover the
elongated form of the handle and its circular section are unusual for Lăpuş type finds as well
as for those of Gáva I type. This handle type, through its elongated form may originate from
amphorae of the Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ group414, attested also among Berkesz type finds415. In
this chronological horizon garland shaped decoration is present in great numbers in the
region of the Igriţa group. Here it adorns the necks of some bi-conical amphorae
accompanied by a register in the upper part comprising two-three horizontal channels416. The
use of the rim, the conical neck, the form and positioning of the handles in an almost
identical manner with one of the vessels from the cave at Izbândiş417 makes us consider type
3B from Petea–Csengersima likely to be an import from the Igriţa cultural group.
Bi-conical amphorae are present within the pottery of the Lăpuş418 group, within the
Gáva I pottery in the region of Carei419 and in the north-east of Hungary420. The origin of the
bi-conical amphorae used in the Lăpuş II–Gáva I environment might be found in the Suciu
de Sus culture (Pl. 25/14, 29/2, 33/1, 34/1) but also in its neighbouring cultures421. Biconical forms will continue to be used also in the developed phase of the Gáva culture422.
Pots
This category includes vessels of average dimensions with upright or oblique walls,
with their height greater than the maximum diameter. The majority was made from coarse or
intermediate clay, with sand or crushed shard temper. Even in the cases where coarse clay
was used the walls were smoothed carefully and generally had a better finish than similar
vessels of the Suciu de Sus culture. The colour of the pots is usually in light nuances: brick
colour, yellow-grey. Several examples have grey stains due to an uneven exposure during
firing. Pots represent 15% of the total of vessels present in archaeological complexes in the
settlement. It’s the most frequent pottery form after bowls/dishes and cups. Four main types
can be distinguished on the basis of the profiles of the walls.
Type 1 pots have vertical walls in their upper part, the walls become narrower only in
the proximity of the base. Two subtypes were established based on the way in which the rim
was modelled: subtype 1A includes pots with straight vertical edges (Pl. 62/6) and subtype
411

Gumă 1993, 168-180, pl. XIII-XXII; Bukvić 2000, T.:1/1, 1/6, 3/2.
Chidioşan – Emödi 1982, p. 77, fig. 1/4-5, 3/2; 6/8; Chidioşan – Emödi 1983; Andriţoiu 1992, pl. 60/5.
413 It appears in the Csorva group (Trogmayer 1963, p. 85-122, Taf.7-34) and continues to be present also in Ha
A1 (V. Szabó1996, abb. 46/1-2, 4).
414 Németi 1969, pl. XI/ 8; Kacsó 1999 fig. XII/2.
415 Kovács 1970, fig. 14/12.
416 Emödi 1980, fig. 11/68, 78; 1983, fig.3/2; Chidioşan – Emödi 1982, fig. 1/5; 3/2; Andriţoiu 1992/5, 8.
417 Chidioşan – Emödi 1983, fig. 3/2.
418 Kacsó 1981, p. 34.
419 Németi 1990, fig. 7/2.
420 The vessel from the deposit at Tállya (Mozsolics 1985, taf. 158/2); the vessel placed with its mouth
downward next to the deposit at Nagykálló (Kemenczei 1982, abb. 6/5; Mozsolics 1985, taf, 158/3).
421 Kemenczei 1984, taf. XVIII/1; XXXVIII/1,2,7 (Piliny culture); Kemenczei 1984, LVI/11 (Berkesz culture);
Bejinariu – Lakó 2000, fig. 20/1-3 (Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ cultural group).
422 Zaharia 1965, fig. 10/1; Székely 1983, fig.2/6; Kemenczei 1984, p. 67; Vasiliev – Aldea – Ciugudean 1991,
p.81 (type 1c); László 1994, p. 77-79.
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1B which comprises pots with out curved rim (Pl. 4/7, 9/17). Type 1 is one of the most
frequent of pot forms (42,30%), of which subtype 1B is the most prevalent. Several type 1
examples have two handles under the rim (Pl. 9/17, 26/6) and very rarely do these start from
the rim (Pl. 62/6). The decoration of type 1 pots consists of conical knobs (AA), small wide
knobs (AE) and in one case arched appliqué rib (BH). Subtypes 1A and 1B are encountered
in the finds of the Lăpuş group423, in those of the Gáva I type in the region of Carei424 or
within finds from the Tisa Basin dated to BzD/ HaA425. Similar forms with akin accessories
and ornaments of the Suciu de Sus culture (variants 1Aa and 1Ab) could be the source of
inspiration of type 1 pots from the Lăpuş II–Gáva I habitation. Pots with similar forms
continue to be used also in the evolved phase of the Gáva culture426.
Type 2 comprises pots with arched bodies. These are preponderantly made from
coarse clay. It represents 42,3% of the number of typologically identified pots within the
complexes of the settlement (similar to the type 1). Subtype 2A includes pots without a neck
with straight rim that is an extension of the vessel’s walls (Pl. 6/11, 62/8). The examples of
this subtype lack handles. Subtype 2B comprises pots with out curved thick rims (Pl. 9/12,
10/6, 19/1-2, 62/3). Unlike the preceding subtype the examples of subtype 2B have two (Pl.
10/6, 19/2) or even four handles placed crossways on two levels (Pl. 62/3)427. Pots with
arched bodies are rarely decorated, only one example of each subtype is fitted with small
knobs placed close to the rim (motif AA). Subtype 2A is present within the pottery of the
Lăpuş428 group and within Gáva I type pottery in the Plain of Carei429. Subtype 2B is well
represented within the finds of the Lăpuş430 group being also present within Gáva I pottery
in the area of Carei431. Pots with arched bodies were also very frequent within the Suciu de
Sus habitation at Petea–Csengersima (types 2 and 3).
Type 1 and 2 pots are common forms within the pottery of the cultures from the
Carpathian Danubian region, dating from the Late Bronze Age and the Early Hallstatt. Even
so, for both pot types present in the Lăpuş II–Gáva I settlement at Petea–Csengersima one
can take into account a local origin from the forms of the Suciu de Sus culture. An argument
is the fact that the accessories and ornaments of the pots from the Lăpuş II–Gáva I
habitation are identical with those used earlier in the region, and so different from the vessels
in the neighbouring areas which in their turn also inherit local traditions. In this sense one
can mention the finger impressed appliqué belt decoration which is inherited by the Gáva I
pots in the region of Carei from the Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ cultural group432. Concerning the
pots of the Lăpuş group, these inherit the intense use of striations433 and a few different types
423

Kacsó 1981, p. (Lăpuş, tipurile VIA şi VIIA), Kacsó 1990, fig. 6/1-17 (Libotin), Kacsó 1993, IV/1-6,24,
V/1,17, VII/1,4, IX/1 (Suciu de Sus – Pe şes), XII/5,9 (Groşii Ţibleşului).
424 Németi 1990, fig. 1/6, VII/4,6 (Berveni), 12/4, 13/4 (Carei).
425\ This kind of pots contained the type Ha A1 bronze deposits found at Pácin (Hellebrandt 1989, abb. 2) and
Ujgorod (IV) (Kobal` 2000, taf. 70/9)
426 Németi 1990, fig. 20/8 (Cămin); Vasiliev – Aldea – Ciugudean 1990, p. 83 (type IIIa), László 1994, p. 68
(type 1A); Pankau 2004, p. 56 (variant 3).
427 Pots with arched bodies fitted with four handles are also present in the necropolis at Lăpuş – variant IVB
(Kacsó 1981, p. 34).
428 Kacsó 1993, pl. II/2, XI/1 (Suciu de Sus – Pe şes), XII/4,6,7 (Groşii Ţibleşului); Kacsó 2003, pl. XII/1
(Lăpuş – Cioncaş), XX/1 (Lăpuş – Pe mlacă ).
429 Németi 1990, fig. 5/11.
430 Kacsó 1981, p. 34 (subtipul IVA – Lăpuş); Kacsó 1990, fig. 7/2,9, 9/8-10,12 (Libotin); Kacsó 1993, pl.
II/14,15, VIII/2,3, X/1,2, 12/4 (Suciu de Sus – Pe şes), XI/6,10,11, XII/10, XIII/6,9,10 (Groşii Ţibleşului);
Kacsó 1994, Pl. II/1,2 (Lăpuş – Gruiul Târgului); Kacsó 2003, pl. XII/4-7, 12-13, XIII/1-2 (Lăpuş –
Cioncaş), XIV/4-5 (Lăpuş – Podul hotarului), XV/13 (Lăpuş – La arini), XVI/11 (Lăpuş – Tuliceasa),
XVII/7,15 (Lăpuş – Tinoasa), XX/2,3,5 (Lăpuş – Pe mlacă).
431 Németi 1990, fig. 1/12, 4/5, 7/3,8, 8/1 (Berveni), 12/1, 14/2,6 (Carei).
432 Németi 1990, p. 40, fig. 1/15, 11/3, 13/5.
433 Striations are intensely applied on coarse pottery (including pots) from the necropolis at Lăpuş (Kacsó 1975,
p. 53, 59) and represent the most frequent ornament encountered on the pottery discovered at Libotin
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of appliqué ribs and finger-impressed or incised crests from the eastern and southern aspects
of the Suciu de Sus culture434.
Type 3 includes pots whose rim grows obliquely and narrower taking the shape of a
funnel, with prominent shoulder and arched body. These are made from coarse clay and
have a yellow-brick like colour with grey stains. Two vessels of this type were discovered in
the complex. 589 vessel deposit (Pl. 61/2, 62/1). The vessels are fitted with wide knobs with
two or three pointed knobs (motif AJ), an ornamental accessory present on several vessels
from the pit where these were found. This form is absent from Lăpuş or Gáva I sites and its
origin could not be established.
Type 4 comprises vessels with oblique walls which grow narrower toward the base.
Through the profile of the walls this pot type is similar with variant 1Aa of the bowls/dishes
group, being different from these due to its greater height in relation to the diameter of the
mouth. The impossibility of establishing the relation between the two dimensions is probably
the reason why only one example could be attributed to this type of pot, discovered in the
complex 589 vessel deposit (Pl. 61/1). The vessel is fitted under the rim with a pair of double
pointed knobs (motif AJ). Pots with conical bodies are absent from the finds of the Lăpuş
group or from the ones attributed to the first phase of the Gáva culture435, however they are
well documented in the evolved phase of the Gáva culture436.
Storage vessels
These are recipients of large capacity (between 80 and 200 l), with wide mouth,
conical or arched body. Compared with the diameter of the upper part of the vessel, the
diameter of the base is so small that the stability of the vessel could only be assured if it was
partially buried in the ground or supported by a wooden frame (Pl 20/8). These vessels are
quite high (34–48 cm) measuring close to the maximum diameter (32–58 cm). Storage jars
have thick walls made from clay with large grained temper. However their surface is carefully
smoothed and underwent a good oxidizing firing. Two types were distinguished based on the
profile of the walls: storage jars with maximum diameter in the region of the shoulder (Pl.
20/8) and storage jars with maximum diameter in the region of the belly at the half of its
height (Pl. 61/6).
The frequency of storage jars is pretty low: five examples of which four are type 1
and one type 2. Two examples were discovered in two ritual vessel deposits: S14 complex 5
(Pl. 20/8) and complex 589 (Pl. 61/6). The association of storage jars with drinking vessels
and grinders or vessels used for boiling (in complex 5 in S14), suggest the possibility of
linking these deposits with the production and consumption of beer, or with the storage jars
used as recipients for fermenting437. Storage jars have been discovered also in the sites of the
Lăpuş group, these often having striated decoration438. The identical form and similar
decoration of the storage jars from Lăpuş with those of the Suciu culture determined the
appreciation of the form as being directly inherited439. The same heritage in form and
(Kacsó 1990, p. 91), Suciu de Sus – Pe şes (Kacsó 1993, p. 30) and Lăpuş – Gruiul Târgului (Kacsó 1994a,
p.12). Striations decorate most of the vessel fragments from coarse clay published from the settlements at
Groşii Ţibleşului (Kacsó 1993), Lăpuş – La arini, Oarţa de Sus – Făget and a few sites (settlements or
destroyed tumulus burials) situated in the range of the village of Lăpuş (Kacsó 2003). The presence of striated
decoration is mentioned also in the case of pottery fragments discovered at ground level in Rogoz and Rohia
(Kacsó 2003, p. 116).
434 Kacsó 1981, p. 64-65; Kacsó 1990, p. 81; Kacsó 1993, p. 30.
435 An example with closely resembling form but with a more arched body originates from Berveni (Németi
1990, fig. 8/2)
436 László 1994, p. 69 (Grăniceşti, type 1Cb pots); Pankau 2004, p. 57 (Mediaş, type 3 pots); Horedt 1966, fig.
9/2,3 (Sighetul Marmaţiei); Krušelnicka 1995, abb.2 (Tekutscha).
437 Marta 2008, p. 111-129.
438 Kacsó 1981, p.35; Kacsó 1990, p. 80, fig. 7/11.
439 Kacsó 1981, p. 35.
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characteristics specific of the local Suciu de Sus pottery (the low occurrence of striations) are
arguments that suggest that there is a local transfer of storage jars in the Plain of Satu Mare
as well.
Portable cooking vessels
These are pots that have an “attached” support formed of two legs united by means
of side arches. The pots that are part of them have out curved rim and arched body. The
majority of examples were made from coarse or intermediate clay however there is a small
number of examples made from fine clay. Having a frequency of 11,07%, cooking vessels
may be considered a widely used pottery form in the Lăpuş II–Gáva I settlement.
The arches that unite the legs are very narrow compared to the vessels of the Suciu
de Sus culture. On the basis of their form two types were established. The first is represented
by vessels with simple arches (Pl. 28/6, 49/4), while the second type comprises vessels with
double arches (Pl. 28/5, 38/8). Cooking vessels are present in Gáva I type finds from the
region of Carei440 and the north-east of Hungary441. The cooking vessel is a pottery form well
represented also in the finds of the Lăpuş group442. The vessels from the necropolis at Lăpuş
belong to type 2 (with double arches) 443, a type absent from the Suciu de Sus pottery. Other
common elements of vessels from the Lăpuş II–Gáva I habitation at Petea–Csengersima and
to the one contemporary from the Lăpuş group are represented by the narrowing of the arch
that unites the legs and the almost complete disappearance of the perforations on these. In
both regions perforations were frequent in the Suciu de Sus culture. However in the cultural
horizon that follows this culture the perforations are no longer applied to the vessels from
Petea–Csengersima while at Lăpuş these are present only on a few examples which were
found in one of the Tumulus groups444.
If in what concerns the general form there are noticeable parallel changes, common
to both vessels from the Plain of Satu Mare and those from the Lăpuş Depression, a very
different situation is encountered in what concerns the decoration of cooking vessels.
Alongside some common elements there are also ornaments specific of each region, having
the possibility to link both cases with the specific local inherited traditions. The cooking
vessels from Petea–Csengersima are fitted with different types of knobs (motifs AA, AD,
AE, AF, AJ) and are decorated with striations or in one case with appliqué rib decoration
(BE). However striations are present only on 6,45% of the examples from the settlement,
unlike the necropolis at Lăpuş where striations adorn each example445. The cooking vessels
from the settlement at Petea–Csengersima lack in appliqué rib decoration and fingerimpressed or incised crests which are some of the ornaments usually applied to vessels of the
coarse pottery of the Lăpuş group (including cooking vessels) 446.
The Lăpuş II–Gáva I cultural horizon represent the final period of employment of
cooking vessels in the region of the Upper Tisa Basin and the northern region of
Transylvania447. It is likely that its abandonment from use is linked with the transformation of
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Németi 1990, p.42, fig.3/3, 8/13 (Berveni).
The vessel of the Kurd type bronze deposit at Debrecen–Fancsika is attributed to the Gáva culture (Patay
1996, p. 75-85, taf. 1/1; Mozsolics 1985, p. 110; Fischl – Kiss – Kulcsár 2001b, p. 133, abb. 5/3.
442 Kacsó 1975, p.51, 53, fig. 9/1-3 (Lăpuş); Kacsó 1990, p. 80, fig. 9/1-3 (Libotin); Kacsó 2003, pl. XIII/8-10
(Lăpuş – Cioncaş).
443 Kacsó 1975, fig. 9/1-3.
444 Kacsó 1981, p. 48.
445 Kacsó 1975, p. 51; Kacsó 1981, p. 48.
446 Kacsó 1975, p. 51, 59; Kacsó 1990, p. 81; Kacsó 1993, p.30; Kacsó 2003, pl. XVI/11, XVII/6,8, XVIII/6,
XIX/7 (Lăpuş).
447 The interpretation of a pottery fragment attributed to the Gáva habitation (2nd phase) at Tăşad as part of a
cooking vessel is questionable (Chidioşan 1983, p. 140, fig. 6/4).
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forms which led to a decrease of its boiling capacity as a special type of cooking vessel448.
Two cooking vessels from Petea–Csengersima, both of average and great capacity (Pl. 19/7,
20/9), were discovered within a deposit of object, probably with worship/festive character.
Besides the boiling vessels (cooking vessels) it also contained a grinder, storage jars and
vessels used for the handling/serving and filtering liquids (cups/ladles, amphorae and
strainers). Starting from the association of cereal grinding – boiling – storage (possibly
fermentation) – and the serving of liquids (Typ. pl. 8), there is a possibility to link these
elements with the process of preparing and consumption of beer in the case of a similar
deposit in the settlement at Lazuri, whereas the cooking vessels from the deposits could have
been used for the cooking of the raw materials needed in the process449.
Bowls/ dishes
This “family” of vessels comprises recipients with wide mouth whose diameter is
greater than the height of the vessels. In the analyses of this vessels category, based on the
relation between height and the diameter of the mouth, the forms can be more precisely
separated (bowls and dishes). This was the basis for establishing the types within the
category. However, for the statistical count, in order not to leave out the small fragments and
to not modify the general image of the frequency of the use of forms in the settlements the
use of a larger category was decided. Within the ensemble of identified vessel forms in the
complexes of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I settlement at Petea–Csengersima the “family” vessels
comprising bowls/ dishes had a large scale employment (32,5%).
The dimensions of the bowls differ quite great. The quality of the clay from which
the bowls/dishes were made varies: 32,9% were made from fine clay, 50% from semi fine
clay and 17,1% from coarse clay. The majority of vessels were fired in oxidizing atmosphere,
attaining a brick-red colour. However there are numerous examples that were fired in
reducing atmosphere obtaining grey-brown nuances. Examples with stains of different
overtones compared to the rest of the vessel’s surface are frequent. Bowls/dishes that had a
double firing of the surfaces, black and red respectively, represent a special category. This
firing method along with the decoration is dependent of the types of this form. So these
matters will be referred to when the bowl types are be described.
The bowls from the settlement at Petea–Csengersima were divided based on the
general aspect of the vessels given by the profile of the walls. The subtypes were established
based on the presence or absence of lobes on the rim, while the way in which the rim was
modelled was used as criteria for establishing the variants. The typological criteria is the same
as in the case of the bowls of the Suciu de Sus culture in order to point out the numerous
similarities (inherited?) as well as the differences that appear between the two cultural
horizons in the settlement at Petea–Csengersima.
Type 1 includes conical bowls and dishes with oblique walls. Subtype 1A comprises
examples with straight rims without lobes. This subtype was divided into several variants
based on the way the rims of the bowls were modelled. Variant 1Aa comprises examples
whose rim is an extension of the walls, being straight or cut in an angle (Pl. 8/6,8,10,11,16
18/4, 27/1). The examples of variant 1Ab have the interior part of the rim thickened (Pl.
26/1). Variant 1Ac includes bowls/dishes with oblique walls and out curved rim (Pl. 7/14,
8/7, 27/1). Subtype 1A represents 22,89% within the form category. It is documented also in
the Lăpuş II and Gáva I settlements under the form of the three variants of modelling the
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rim450. Subtype 1A is also present in the Suciu de Sus habitation in the settlement at Petea–
Csengersima but only having a straight rim or with a slightly thickened outside part. The
bowl variant with straight walls that has the interior part of the rim thickened (1Ab) is new,
appearing in the Lăpuş II–Gáva I settlements. The two typologically identified bowls that
have a black interior and a brown-red outside belong to variants 1Aa and 1Ab. Besides these
two vessels another few bowls were discovered within the pottery finds from the cultural
stratum that underwent the same firing method. These belong to the same variants as the
vessels discovered in the archaeological complexes.
Subtype 1B comprises bowls/dishes with oblique walls whose rim is drawn upwards
forming small triangular lobes (Pl. 14/4). It has a more reduced frequency (7,22% of the total
of bowls), the form having forerunners in the Suciu de Sus culture (subtype 1B) where it has
a low occurrence.
Type 2 includes bowls and dishes with arched walls. It is the best represented type in
the settlement at Petea–Csengersima with a frequency of 59,03% within the framework of
the form. Subtypes 2A and 2B were established based on the same criteria: the absence or
presence of pointed lobes. The way in which the rim of subtype 2A was modelled was taken
as criteria for its division into three variants. Variant 2Aa includes deep bowls with strongly
arched shoulder, with the outside of the rims slightly thickened or out curved (Pl. 10/1). This
variant is made from semi fine or coarse clay and has a relatively low occurrence. It is present
within the pottery of the Gáva I sites where, based on the illustrated examples, it also seems
to have a low frequency451.
Variant 2Ab comprises examples whose rims are an extension of the body with the
interior part thickened (Pl. 5/8, 7/8,10, 8/14, 12/8, 14/7, 39/7,10). Variant 2Ac includes
bowls/dishes whose rims have a thickened interior part and are out curved (Pl. 6/4, 7/7,
8/2,3,9,12, 12/8, 18/5,9, 21/15, 26/4, 39/1, 40/16). The majority of the bowls/dishes of
subtype 2A have the interior part of the rim thickened (types 2Ab, 2Ac). If we add to them
the examples of the type 1 that have the interior part of the rim thickened we will find that
more than half (51,80%) of the overall bowls and dishes from the complexes of the
settlement have the rim treated in the same manner. The bowls and dishes with curved
bodies and the interior part of the rim thickened are common within the Lăpuş II452 and
Gáva I453 pottery. Having in view the presence of bowls with the interior part of the rim
thickened within the Suciu de Sus culture (type 2Ab) we may consider a possible origin in the
framework of this culture. Bowls with thickened rims will continue to be massively used
especially in the northern region of the Gáva culture and also during its late phase. This is
illustrated at Grăniceşti where bowls and dishes with thickened rim continue to play an
important role although these have a lower frequency (10,70%)454 than during the Lăpuş II Gáva I habitation at Petea–Csengersima. In the region of Satu Mare and within the Gáva II
fortification at Călineşti Oaş an intense use of bowls with the interior of the rim thickened in
the disadvantage of the bowls with the rims curved inside is noticeable. Variant 2Ad includes
bowls with arched bodies (less deep than type 2Aa) and out curved rim (Pl. 10/2, 12/9,
21/2-3). It represents 8,43% from the total of the typologically identified bowls/dishes
discovered in archaeological complexes. This variant has a common form to all Late Bronze
Age cultures present in the region of the Upper Tisa.
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Variant 1Aa: Németi 1990, fig. 3/5, 8/6 (Berveni), fig. 15/2 (Carei), Kacsó 1993 pl. II/4, VII/7 (Suciu de
Sus – Pe şes). Variant 1Ab: Németi 1990, fig. 5/2,4 (Berveni), Kacsó 2003, pl. I/1 IX/6,7,8 (Suciu de Sus – Pe
şes), XIII/5 (Groşii Ţibleşului). Variant 1Ac: Kacsó 1993, pl. I/12, VII/5 (Suciu de Sus – Pe şes).
451 Németi 1990, pl. 8/8,11 (Berveni), 16/3 (Carei).
452 Kacsó 1990, 9/7 (Libotin), Kacsó 1993 fig. I/4,11, VII/3, IX/2 (Suciu de Sus –Pe şes), Kacsó 2003 XIII/4
(Lăpuş – Cioncaş), VIII/6,7 (Lăpuş – Tinoasa).
453 Németi 1990, fig. 1/2, 5/2,4; 8/4 (Berveni).
454 László 1994, p. 72-73 (Grăniceşti – variants Abb and Ac).
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Subtype 2B has an arched body as the preceding subtype, but unlike it this has a rim
fitted with lobes. Variant 2Ba is represented by deep bowls strongly arched at the level of the
shoulders and having straight rims fitted with small lobes (Pl. 71/8). Variant 2Bb is illustrated
by bowls with out curved rim with very large lobes, much over raised and thickened interior
part (Pl. 5/2). Variant 2Bc has an out curved rim (without thickened interior) fitted with
triangular lobes less over raised than those of the preceding variant (Pl. 39/15). The
examples of the three variants of subtype 2B are extremely rare, each of them being
illustrated by one vessel discovered in the archaeological complexes at Petea–Csengersima. A
few examples of variant 2Ba were also discovered within the cultural stratum, however given
its forerunners within the Suciu de Sus culture (subtype 2B) their attribution is uncertain.
Deep bowls with small lobes on the rim (variant 2Ba) are also present in the necropolis at
Lăpuş (variant X B3)455. These are a characteristic form of the Late Bronze Age since they do
not continue to thrive under this form within the pottery of the subsequent cultures. The
same can be said about variant 2Bc (Pl. 39/15) which through form as well as through
excised decoration is very similar to form 3B of the Suciu de Sus culture. This variant is
illustrated only by one example which could be interpreted as a reminiscence of the Suciu
culture. Variant 3Bb is represented by one example (Pl. 5/2). Such a bowl with out curved
rim which has a thickened interior side and is fitted with large triangular lobes was discovered
in the Gáva I settlement at Carei456. These vessels have been linked with the discoveries from
BzD and HaA present in a large area situated between the Plain of the Criş rivers457 and the
area of Banat458.
Type 3 comprises bowls and dishes with curved bodies, short neck and out curved rim
(Pl. 21/1, 22/9, 26/11, 28/4). Pieces of this type that could be restored have two small
handles on the shoulder. It has a relatively low frequency within the framework of the form
(4,81%). One vessel is undecorated while other three are decorated with vertical channelled
decoration or channelled arches. Examples with similar form and sometimes decorated with
vertical channels are present in recent Piliny material, where this form appears in the
Reinecke BzD459 stage. Small bowls with identical form (one even having vertical channelled
decoration) were discovered also within the Igriţa culture460. One of the vessels has a shiny
black outside and brick-coloured interior (Pl. 26/11). The unusual presence of an umbo on
the base of complete examples (Pl. 22/9, 28/4) might indicate that the form is taken over in
the Lăpuş II–Gáva I environment.
Type 4 comprises bowls and dishes with inverted rim (Pl 8/13, 61/8). It has a low
frequency, representing 4,81%. However it is frequent among the finds of the Hallstatt
period from the region of Carei situated in the south of the Plain of Satu Mare461. Bowls with
inverted rim are well represented within the Igriţa cultural group462, within the HaA1 period
finds in Transylvania463 and also within the cultural environment from the BzD–HaA1 period
on the course of the middle Tisa464. Dishes/bowls with inverted rim are absent from the
pottery of the Lăpuş group465. Their low occurrence in the settlements of Satu Mare region
suggests a decrease in their use from west towards the east. The origin of this pottery type
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can be followed in the pottery of the cultural groups of the Late Bronze Age: Cehăluţ–
Hajdubagos466, Berkes467 and Piliny468. In the Plain of Satu Mare this form will become
widespread in the developed phase of the Gáva culture.
Type 5 comprises low bowls with out curved rim decorated with concentric
channelled decoration. It is represented by a single vessel (Pl. 22/12). The vessel is
encountered in the Lăpuş II horizon469. Concentric channelled decoration in the upper part
of the vessels appear on different bowl forms of the Gáva I type finds from the area of
Carei470. Concentric channelled decoration continues to be sometimes present on bowls with
wide rims and in the more evolved phases of the Gáva culture471. These are similar also with
the bowls discovered in the Hallstattian environments in Transylvania472.
An important aspect concerning the bowls and dishes from the Lăpuş II–Gáva I
settlements is the bi-chrome firing of the inner and outer surfaces of the vessels. There is a
need to highlight the low amount of bowls and dishes that have a shiny black inner surface,
representing 3,29% from the total of bowls and dishes discovered in the archaeological
complexes. Even if these are added the examples discovered in the cultural stratum, the
percent of the employment of bi-chrome firing remains very low compared to the bowls and
dishes from the 2nd phase of the Gáva culture473.
The most frequent decoration on bowls is represented by the faceting of the rims
with 2-3 concentric facets. This manner of modelling the rim is recurrent on the
bowls/dishes of the Lăpuş group474. Among the finds of the Gáva culture, faceted bowls are
relatively numerous at Grăniceşti, their presence being related to some inherited Lăpuş II
elements475. The channelled decoration is likewise horizontally arranged on the rim, only in
the case of type 5 bowls it goes underneath it. Other types of channelled decoration are rare,
these are present only on certain types of vessels: arched channels and appliqué ribs on bowls
(type 3), a group of short oblique channels on a bowl with inverted rim. Striations are present
only on 7,69% of the bowls from Petea–Csengersima, being frequently encountered on the
bowls of the Lăpuş group476. Knobs (motif AJ) and relief appliqué ribs (motif BH) are rarely
present.
An important aspect concerning the bowls and dishes from the Lăpuş II–Gáva I
settlements is the bi-chrome firing of the inner and outer surfaces of the vessels. There is a
need to highlight the low amount of bowls and dishes that have a shiny black inner surface,
representing 3,29% from the total of bowls and dishes discovered in the archaeological
complexes. Even if these are added the examples discovered in the cultural stratum, the
percent of the employment of bi-chrome firing remains very low compared to the bowls and
dishes from the 2nd phase of the Gáva culture477.
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The most frequent decoration on bowls is represented by the faceting of the rims
with 2-3 concentric facets. This manner of modelling the rim is recurrent on the
bowls/dishes of the Lăpuş group478. Among the finds of the Gáva culture, faceted bowls are
relatively numerous at Grăniceşti, their presence being related to some inherited Lăpuş II
elements479. The channelled decoration is likewise horizontally arranged on the rim, only in
the case of type 5 bowls it goes underneath it. Other types of channelled decoration are rare,
these are present only on certain types of vessels: arched channels and appliqué ribs on bowls
(type 3), a group of short oblique channels on a bowl with inverted rim. Striations are present
only on 7,69% of the bowls from Petea–Csengersima, being frequently encountered on the
bowls of the Lăpuş group480. Knobs (motif AJ) and relief appliqué ribs (motif BH) are rarely
present.
Cups
Out of the total forms present in the complexes of the settlement, cups have a high
frequency (20,35%), taking up the second position after the category of bowls/dishes. Two
thirds of the cups discovered in the two settlements were made from fine clay, while one
third from semi fine clay. As in the case of other vessels from the table ware category, the
great attention paid to the treatment of the surfaces, especially the outer surface, is
remarkable. The colours obtained due to firing are various, ranging from brick-coloured to
darker shades, even intense black. A limited number of examples that belong to certain types
were fired in a manner that gave their outside a shiny black colour, while the inner surface
became brick-coloured, brown or grey. More than half of the cups from the Lăpuş II–Gáva I
habitation at Petea–Csengersima are decorated. The presence of decoration or the preference
for some ornamental motifs is in relation with certain types, subtypes and variants. These
were established based on the general aspect of the body and the form of some accessories.
Type 1 includes tall cups with curved bodies. The examples of this type have a greater
height than half of the maximum diameter. The rim is out curved and the handle is over
raised. It represents 43,18% from the total of cups whose form was determined, being the
most wide spread type. Based on the profile of the body the subtypes were established.
Subtype 1A comprises tall cups with bi-conical body. Within the framework of subtype 1A,
variant 1Aa has the maximum diameter half way of its height (Pl. 10/5, 38/7), while variant
1Ab has the maximum diameter right under the mouth (Pl. 9/9, 14/8, 21/4). Subtype 1B
comprises cups with a globular body (Pl. 4/6).
Type 1 cups have the diameter of the mouth ranging between 4 and 14 cm and the
height between 5 and 12 cm. Almost half of this type’s cups are decorated, the decoration
techniques used being incision-excision (motifs IB, IC), faceting and channelling (motifs KA,
GH). Type 1 cups have analogies within the pottery of the Lăpuş481 group and within the
Gáva I type pottery from the Plain of Carei482. Similarities among the cups of the three
regions are noticeable also in what concerns their ornamentation. Type 1 cups are similar
with subtypes 1B and 3B of the Suciu de Sus pottery. It is also possible that a few small
fragments decorated with excised-incised motifs might originate from cups of the Suciu de
Sus habitation, which in the Lăpuş II–Gáva I complexes represent finds in secondary
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479 László 1994, p. 74, 93.
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position. Certain cups from Berveni that are adorned with Suciu de Sus ornaments483 suggest
a taking over of this form from the Suciu de Sus culture.
Type 2 includes cups with slightly arched bodies fitted with a handle with angular
profile. It is a form distinguished through the profile of the handle but also through the
different shapes of its two component parts. The interior part of the handle has a circularoctagonal section while the outside part, with which it has an angular junction point, has a
strip like section. This type is illustrated only by two examples (Pl. 9/6, 18/6). Cups of this
type had been uncovered in the necropolis at Lăpuş, where they are present only in tumulus
burials with channelled black-red pottery484, and thus being a specific form of the second
horizon of the necropolis. The presence of a cup with angular profiled handle is mentioned
also in the case of the settlement at Nagykálló485. For the origin of this handle type one may
take into consideration a possible Komarow influence, without excluding the possibility of a
spontaneous apparition within the pottery of the Lăpuş group486.
Type 3 is represented by a cup with a wide mouth, arched body and small handle (Pl.
24/9). The rim is thickened, it lacks a neck, while the body with maximum diameter at the
level of the mouth grows narrower towards the base. It is the only cup type with a handle
that does not exceed the height of the mouth. Analogies have not been found within finds
that are close in time and space.
Type 4 includes short cups with greatly over raised handles. Their neck is cylindrical
and the shoulder marked by a strip in relief from which a very short body and strongly tilted
starts and which ends in a very narrow base and difficult to distinguish. The handle is greatly
over raised compared to the short body, having almost double its height. The diameter of the
cups ranges between 8,1 and 12 cm. One example seems to be taller than all the others and is
included into a separate subtype (subtype 4B – Pl. 9/4). Subtype 1A (very short) is frequent,
present in a proportion of 31,18% of the total of typological cups that have been assigned to
a period. The short cups from the Lăpuş II–Gáva I habitation at Petea–Csengersima have a
greater frequency than those within the Suciu de Sus habitation (type 4). Compared to the
incised horizontal lines underneath the rim of the Suciu de Sus cups, the Lăpuş II–Gáva I
cups are also present in a great number (Pl. 6/6, 14/6, 17/3, 21/13, 39/11, 41/1). Alongside
these there are also examples from which the incised lines are missing (Pl. 4/5, 7/2, 39/12).
The abandonment of incised decoration in the case of some of the type 4A cups (from the
Lăpuş II–Gáva I habitation) takes place at the same time with the adoption of some
channelled ornaments at the level of the maximum diameter (motifs CD, GE, GF) and the
use of bi-chrome firing for some examples. The presence in certain archaeological complexes
of some cups with incisions alongside those lacking incisions (Pl. 39/11,12) or of one
example fitted with incisions but also with channelled decoration on the body and a black
coloured outside and brick-coloured interior (Pl. 14/6) illustrates the transformation process
of the form. At Petea–Csengersima there are indications that the short cup with over raised
handle appears in a late period of the Suciu de Sus settlement (and implicitly of the culture)
and continues to be intensely used during the Lăpuş II–Gáva I habitation. As mentioned
earlier within the presentation of the form of the Suciu pottery, this type of cup is specific of
the Upper Tisa region and the north-east of Transylvania. Here we need to mention the great
number of examples from the settlement at Nyírmada487 or from the Gáva I finds from the
area of Carei488 but also from the north-east of Hungary489. The presence of arched channels
that frame the knobs of an example from Berveni may be related to the Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ
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traditions490. Type 4 cups are present also within the pottery of the Lăpuş group, where their
origin is confirmed to be within the Suciu de Sus culture491. In the necropolis at Lăpuş a cup
which was similar in form but taller is most common492. These are identical with the cup
from Petea–Csengersima attributed to subtype 1B.
Type 5 comprises cups with arched bodies and over raised handles. It is similar in
form with the preceding type, however it has the lower part of the body taller and the
shoulder is well marked but it is not in relief. A sole example was discovered in the complex
589 vessel deposit (Pl. 61/4), and a handle found in the same pit seems to belong also to a
type 5 cup. The rarity of this type within the Lăpuş II–Gáva I habitation at Petea–
Csengersima influences me to draw the conclusion that the type 5 cup is a result of the local
type 4 or an import from western and north-western cultural environments493. Type 5 is
present within the Gáva finds from the east of Hungary494 and Bucovina495. The Hallstattian
finds from Transylvania indicate that this cup type had a fairly long existence496.
Type 6 is represented by a cup with conical cup and over raised handle. A single
complete example was discovered (Pl. 33/9). Such cups are present within the Gáva I pottery
from the area of Carei497 but also within the pottery of the Lăpuş group498.
Strainers.
These are a pottery form with reduced occurrence, represented by three vessels. Two
strainer types can be distinguished: type 1 has perforations only on its base and type 2 has
perforations also on the walls. Within type 1 a few examples stand out and belong to larger
vessels made from intermediate clay in the shape of a pot or bowl (Pl. 26/1) (variant 1A).
Another vessel with perforations only on the base made from fine clay has the shape of a
small bowl (diam. 16 cm), fitted with two small handles (Pl. 17/2) (variant 1B). The second
type is illustrated by a sole vessel fragment (Pl. 42/15). Strainers with perforations on the
walls are present in Lăpuş II finds499 as well as those of Gáva I type from the region of
Carei500. Both types have antecedents in the Suciu de Sus pottery from the two settlements. A
special case is that of a strainer found in a ritual/ ceremonial deposit S14cx5 at Petea–
Csengersima. Its placement together with: a grinder, cooking vessels, a vessel likely to be
used in fermentation and vessels used for the serving of liquids, can suggest a connection
with the filtering of beer501, a practice taken into account also in the case of metal strainers
from the Bronze Age and Early Iron Age502.
Lids
Lids represent a less used pottery form, only three examples having been found
within the complexes of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I habitation at Petea–Csengersima. The existence
of two different types was noted. The first of these, discovered in a fragmentary state is
490
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represented by lids with holding knobs (Pl. 7/3). Such lids were uncovered in the necropolis
at Lăpuş and within the Gáva culture at Vencselő503. The second type of lids is characterized
by the absence of a handle, its place being taken by two perforations (Pl. 18/8). The
preserved example (diam. 6,4 cm) is much smaller than the lids belonging to the first type. A
lid similar to this type was discovered in the necropolis at Lăpuş 504.
Trays
A single example was discovered. Trays are also mentioned within the Gáva I finds in
the area of Carei505.
Ember protectors
A single example was discovered at Petea–Csengersima (Pl. 12/10). Its sole presence
and the lack of analogies within the finds of the neighbouring regions make us consider it as
being in secondary position (likely to belong to the Suciu de Sus habitation).

The decoration of the pottery from the Lăpuş II–Gáva I horizon.
Within the Lăpuş II – Gáva I the general aspect of the pottery changes first of all in
what concerns the manner of decorating the vessels. The preference for the use of
channelled decoration and appliqué ribs leads to a change in the repertory of motifs and
modifications in the way in which these are arranged on the vessel. The abandonment of
incised-excised decoration and the transition to channelled decoration takes place within a
process of large scale modifications. The few data that we have do not allow a clear
assessment of the duration of this process nor the reasons that determine this change. The
origin of the changes is even harder to determine due to the fact that in the Plain of Satu
Mare new elements appear on new pottery forms but are also applied upon older pottery
forms.
Knobs and groups of knobs (the A group of ornaments) are present in the following forms:
conical knobs (AA), knobs with 4 edges (AB), vertical elongated knobs (AC), big horizontal
elongated knobs (AD), small horizontal elongated knobs (AE), group of three joined knobs
(AF), group of three knobs with gaps between them (AG), group of 4 knobs (AH), group of
two knobs (AI), elongated knobs with two or three tips (AJ).
Knobs are present on almost every vessel form of Lăpuş II – Gáva I pottery at
Petea–Csengersima. These are present on vessels made from fine clay but are intensely
applied on pottery from coarse clay. As in the case of other prehistoric cultures, the knobs
made from the soft clay of the walls are arranged symmetrically, be it the case of either two
or four knobs. Specific of the vessels from Petea–Csengersima within the Lăpuş II–Gáva I
habitation as well as of the Suciu de Sus culture is the positioning of the knobs in the upper
part of the vessel’s body. Only in the case of type 4 cups do these appear lower, at the level
of the maximum diameter. The most common are pointed knobs (Pl. 39/11, 40/16, 62/8)
that are usually applied on pots, but are also present on other vessel forms. Small,
horizontally elongated knobs are relatively frequent (AE), encountered especially on type 4
cups (Pl. 7/2, 17/3, 39/11,12). Wide knobs with three tips are well illustrated (AJ), as well as
the groups of knobs with gaps between them (AG). Knobs with 4 edges are rare (AB), as
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well as vertically elongated knobs (AC) or the ornate groups of two or four knobs (AH and
AI). Some vessels are fitted with associations of different knobs types or group of knobs (Pl.
28/5). The form of knobs and their arrangement on different types of vessels are observable
in the case of Gáva I506 and Lăpuş 507 type finds.
Ribs (the B group of ornaments) are represented by horizontal appliqué ribs (BA),
horizontal appliqué ribs with a small arching (BB), horizontal ribs from which oblique ribs
descend (BC), horizontal rib including four knobs from which arched ribs descend (BD),
oblique ribs strongly slanted (BE), oblique ribs slightly slanted (BF), vertical ribs (BG), an
arch in relief (BH), arched ribs framed by vertical ribs (BI).
Within the Lăpuş II–Gáva I pottery from Petea–Csengersima there is a great number
of ornamental motifs consisting of relief ribs. Alongside channelled decoration these
represent the characteristic complex of the decoration of amphorae. At the level of this
cultural horizon there is a noticeable closeness between channelled decoration and rib
decoration, since some fine and closely placed ribs are sometimes indistinguishable from
wide channelled decoration. Type BB, BC, BD, BE, BF and BG ribs are present especially on
amphorae, sometimes in association (Pl. 9/11, 11/5, 12/12, 16/2, 18/1-3,10, 28/7).
Ornaments in relief are frequent on amphorae of the Lăpuş II phase, but also on some
vessels from the north-eastern region of Hungary. Arches in relief BG are the most common
type of rib as in the case of the pottery in the Suciu de Sus habitation. It is especially present
on pots and bowls/dishes (Pl. 8/1, 10/1,10) as well as within Gáva I508 and Lăpuş II509 finds.
The relief ornaments of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I pottery at Petea–Csengersima lack the fingerimpressed appliqué belts present on Gáva I pots in the region of Carei510 or the fingerimpressed and notched appliqué ribs present on the vessels of the Lăpuş group511.
Protuberances obtained by means of pushing the walls outwards (the C group of ornaments). These
are present in the following forms: hypertrophied conical protuberances (CA), oval
protuberances (CB), and arched protuberances (CC).
The hollow conical protuberances (motif CA) appear on an amphorae from the
settlement at Petea–Csengersima (Pl. 4/8). These are placed obliquely on the vessel’s
shoulder and are decorated with spiralled channel decoration. The channelled protuberances
placed obliquely on the vessel’s shoulder are characteristic of the early phase of the Gáva
culture512, a fact confirmed in the case of the examples discussed by the general shape of the
vessel and by the presence of other accessories and ornaments specific of this phase513.
Conical hypertrophied protuberances with spiralled or concentric channelled decoration were
discovered in great numbers within the Gáva culture in a wide area of the Upper Tisa Basin:
the north-east of Hungary514, the Plain of Carei515 and the east of Slovakia516. These are
frequently encountered on identical vessels from the Lăpuş group517. In the case of the finds
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from Nagykálló518, Vajdacska519, Carei520, Lăpuş521 the vessels with hypertrophied
protuberances adorned with spiralled wide channelled decoration are associated with
deposits and bronze pieces specific of the Cincu – Suseni/ Kurd type. We shall see the same
kind of association is encountered in the case of the vessels from Petea–Csengersima.
Hypertrophied protuberances had been discovered in reduced numbers also in the
settlements of the Gáva culture at Grăniceşti522, Paroszló523, Teleac (level 1)524 and Mediaş525.
The amphorae from these settlements are generally developed forms, other elements, specific
of the vessels form, characteristic of the first phase of the culture,526 being encountered in
isolated cases. A few protuberances had been discovered during the excavation in the
settlements at Köröm and Prügy527. These, as in the case of the hypertrophied protuberance
at Grăniceşti, were found together with fully evolved Gáva pottery, which differs from the
pottery of the Upper Tisa region associated with bronze pieces that belong to the CincuSuseni/ Kurd type deposits. As a conclusion we can state that hypertrophied conical
protuberances are characteristic of Gáva I and Lăpuş II type finds and continue to appear in
some settlements from the evolved phase of the Gáva culture. In the cases with more clear
data (Paraszló, Teleac I, Grăniceşti, Mediaş) vessels with hypertrophied protuberances can be
linked with an earlier habitation of the period in which the Gáva culture is fully developed
(Gáva II in the accepted use here) 528. Concerning the origin of the hypertrophied
protuberances in the Lăpuş II–Gáva I environment, based on two vessels discovered at
Oarţa de Jos and Lazuri, an adoption from the Suciu de Sus culture is plausible529. This is also
suggested by certain vessels from Lăpuş I type pottery530.
Oval protuberances (CB) are present only on a single vessel from Petea–Csengersima
(Pl. 17/4), being absent from the vessels of the pottery in the sites dated within the same
period. On the other hand arched protuberances (CC) are encountered on three vessels from
the same settlement, having analogies within the Lăpuş II type finds531.
Impressed and finger-impressed decoration (the D group of ornaments). This decoration
technique was used to obtain groups of finger-impressions (DA) or rows of triangles (DB).
These ornaments were made by impressing the tips of certain instruments into the soft clay
of the vessels. This decoration technique is relatively rarely used. Motif DA (Pl. 10/5) is
present also on the vessels of the Suciu de Sus culture. It continues to be used in a
chronological horizon in the nearby settlement at Lazuri532 that corresponds to that of the
settlement at Petea–Csengersima, and also in neighbouring areas, on Gáva I533 or Lăpuş534
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pottery. The rows of triangles (motif DB – Pl. 39/2) can be considered impressed decoration
as well as excised decoration.
Striated decoration (the E group of ornaments). This type of decoration appears in the form
of striation made with a brush or comb on the outer surface of vessels. Based on their
arrangement and depth, the following types of striations can be distinguished: striations of
parallel, superficial lines (EA), jumbled superficial lines (EB), groups of straight deep lines
(EC), deep striations (ED). Striations are used to decorate certain pots, bowls or portable
cooking vessels. In the settlement at Petea–Csengersima striated decoration is rare, present
on less that 1,5% of the pottery discovered in the complexes of the settlement. Striated
decoration is also rarely used in the area of Carei where it is present on some pots and
another few pottery fragments535. A very different situation is encountered in the case of the
pottery of the Lăpuş group, where striated decoration is dominant on the pottery of both
phases536. As mentioned within the presentation of the striated decoration of the Suciu
habitation, the reason of the different roles played by striations in the settlements of the
region of Satu Mare and compared with the Lăpuş pottery may be directly linked with the
cultural traditions inherited in the two regions.
Punched decoration (the F group of ornaments). These are present only on one vessel from
the settlement (Pl. 25/11). Because punched decoration adorns one of the forms specific of
the settlement (short cup type 4) makes us consider it an import. It is likely that punched
decoration is a rare ornament that represents an inheritance either from the Suciu de Sus
culture (rarely used), either from the Hajdúbagos or Piliny cultures (where it is more
frequent).
Linear channelled decoration (the G group of ornaments). Channelled decoration is frequently
encountered on the pottery of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I settlement. The ornamental motifs
obtained through channelling, alongside appliqué ribs (from which in some cases they are
hardly distinguishable), end up being characteristic of vessel forms used for serving meals:
amphorae, bowls/dishes and cups. Based on the dimension and shape of the channels we
have the following ornamental motifs: horizontal wide channels with rounded edges (GA),
wide, slightly oblique channels (GB), a row of vertical, narrow and short channels (GE), a
row of short oblique channels (GD), groups of short, oblique channels (GE), wide vertical
channels (GF), vertical, narrow, long channels (GG), separated oblique channels (GH),
narrow horizontal channels (GI).
Horizontal or slightly oblique wide channels (GA and GB) decorate the neck of
amphorae from the settlement at Petea–Csengersima. Usually these ornaments decorate the
entire neck of amphorae (Pl. 4/2, 11/3, 21/15, 49/3) as in the case of vessels from sites of
the Gáva culture537 or of the 2nd phase of the Lăpuş cultural group538. Horizontal channels
that adorn the entire surface of the necks of amphorae are considered a specific element of
the early phase of the Gáva culture as indicated by the rarity of its presence within the
pottery in the area into which the Gáva culture expands539. Two amphorae from Petea–
Csengersima have only one portion of the neck covered with horizontal channelled
decoration (Pl. 4/1, 17/1). This manner of decoration is encountered on a limited number of
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vessels from the necropolis at Lăpuş540 and the early phase of the Gáva culture541. Rarely
horizontal wide channels continue to be used in sites of the developed phase of the Gáva
culture542.
Short, narrow, oblique or vertical channels (motifs GC, GD, GE) are characteristic
ornaments of cups (Pl. 12/5, 14/6, 21/9,12, 41/1). Only in a single case does a group of
narrow channels decorate a bowl (Pl. 8/13). Short cups with greatly over raised handles of
Gáva I and Lăpuş pottery also have this type of ornament543.
Wide, long oblique or vertical channels (motifs GF and GH) adorn the shoulders of
amphorae (Pl. 5/7, 18/10, 43/3). Alongside vertical or oblique appliqué ribs these ornaments
are very common on the amphorae from Petea–Csengersima. Wide oblique or vertical
channels are frequently encountered on the amphorae of the Lăpuş group544 or of the Gáva I
finds from the region of Carei545. They are frequent also on the amphorae of the Gáva
culture from the Upper Tisa region, while in later sites of the culture they are replaced with
thin channels often arranged in a garland pattern546. Long narrow channels (GG) are present
on cups (Pl. 4/6) or on the handles of these (Pl. 18/6).
Arched and spiralled channels (the H group of ornaments). Arched channels (HA) decorate
one of the bowls discovered in the settlement at Petea–Csengersima (Pl. 26/10). These are
present on cups and amphorae from the Gáva I547 and Lăpuş II phases548. The arched narrow
channels arranged in the form of a garland (motif HB) are present on a single vessel from
Petea–Csengersima that belongs to subtype 3B of amphorae (Pl. 14/5). This motif is absent
from the pottery of the Lăpuş group or from that attributed to the Gáva I phase from the
area of Carei. Bi-conical vessels whose necks are decorated with channels arranged in a
garland pattern or specific of the cultural group that precede the Gáva culture in Banat549,
Bihor550 and the middle course of the Tisa551. The interpretation of the vessel from Petea–
Csengersima as an import is indicated by the presence of a register of horizontal channels
above the channels arranged in a garland pattern, a decorative combination specific of the
vessels of the cultural environments mentioned.
Spiralled channelled decoration (HC) adorns the hypertrophied protuberances on an
amphora (Pl. 4/8). The great part of protuberances decorated with wide spiralled channelled
decoration is present on amphorae attributed to the Gáva I552 and Lăpuş II phases553. As it
was seen in the presentation of amphorae belonging to subtype 1B, the vessels adorned with
spiralled channels are directly associated with Cincu–Suseni/ Kurd type deposits or are
discovered in settlements with deposits or bronze objects specific of this deposit type.
Another part of spiralled ornaments on hypertrophied protuberances that were discovered in
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settlements were specific elements of the fully developed Gáva pottery554. In the case of this
group certain differences are noticeable compared to earlier spiralled channels: on the vessel
from Poroszló the channels are narrower555, and a part of channels on the protuberances
from Köröm and Prügy are not completely spiralled556.
Excised-incised motifs (linear ornaments – group I; spiral and circular motifs – group J). These
are present on pottery fragments which belong to approximately 47 vessels discovered in the
fill of a relatively high number of Lăpuş II–Gáva I type complexes in the settlement at
Petea–Csengersima. Alongside these there are a few complexes with typical Suciu de Sus
elements as well as Lăpuş II–Gáva I. In these conditions it is difficult to assign them to one
of the cultural horizons of the settlement. The majority of pottery fragments with excised
decoration from the Lăpuş II–Gáva I complexes are small, the only forms that can be
restored are short cups (type 4). It is likely that one part of the pottery fragments decorated
by excision-incision is in secondary position, originating in the Suciu de Sus habitation.
However their attribution to the Lăpuş II–Gáva I phase cannot be excluded, since fragments
with excised-incised decoration continue to rarely appear also in the Lăpuş II phase557 or
within the Gáva I type discoveries from the region of Carei558. With the exception of one of
the ornamental motifs (ID), all incised ornaments are deep and wide, obtained by means of
the technique specific of the Suciu de Sus culture and of the first phase of the Lăpuş cultural
group.
The main excised-incised ornamental motifs are: a group of four long horizontal lines
(IA), a group of 1-2 straight or arched lines (IB), a strip formed from short oblique or
vertical lines (IC), triangles made from linear incision (ID), a strip of incised short lines
framed by long lines (IE), group of parallel long lines accompanied by a strip of notches (IF),
a group of long parallel lines accompanied by a row of triangles (IG), zigzag lines (IH).
The motif formed of long parallel horizontal lines (IA) is relatively common,
encountered on seven vessels from the Lăpuş II–Gáva I settlement at Petea–Csengersima
(Pl. 6/6, 14/6, 17/3, 41/1). In case that the form of these vessels could be recognized, these
were type 4 short cups. This ornament is relatively frequent on this cup type within the Gáva
I pottery in the area of Carei559 and the region of Debrecen560. This motif, common on the
cups from the necropolis at Lăpuş561 continues to be intensely used during the 2nd phase of
the Lăpuş cultural group562. The origin of the ornament IA within the Suciu de Sus culture is
proved by the fact that in both habitation horizons it is present on the same vessel type: type
4 short cups.
The most common deeply incised ornament is represented by simple or double lines
(motif IB). These decorate the small pottery fragments that belonged to 16 vessels from the
settlement at Petea–Csengersima (Pl. 5/3,4, 5/10, 10/7, 39/4). This ornament is present only
on small pottery fragments and represents small parts of more complex ornaments. Its
presence alongside ornaments specific of the Suciu de Sus culture leads to considering these
pottery fragments as being in secondary position. The strip of short oblique incised lines
(motif IC) was discovered on fragments belonging to four cups from Petea–Csengersima (Pl.
5/4, 10/3). As it was seen, this ornament is very common on the vessels of the Suciu de Sus
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culture, however it continues to appear in Lăpuş only on bowls and dishes563. On one hand,
the lack of these ornaments from the cups of the necropolis at Lăpuş564 suggests a secondary
position in the case of the cups from Petea–Csengersima. On the other hand, the presence of
these vessels within the finds from the region of Carei565 leaves also the possibility of a long
survival of cups with excised decoration.
The triangles formed from linear incisions (ID), present on a single pottery fragment
(Pl. 9/14) are the only decorative motifs obtained through delicate/fine incisions. In the late
phase of the Suciu de Sus culture there are similar motifs566, although fine incision is not
specific of this cultural phase. Concerning the technique used, the type ID ornament is
similar to certain special decorative motifs on some of the vessels from the necropolis at
Lăpuş567. The strip of short incised lines framed by two long lines (IE) is an ornamental motif
present on a few pottery fragments from Petea–Csengersima (Pl. 6/7,8). This ornamental
motif is frequently encountered also within the Suciu de Sus culture (ornament GC),
however it is especially frequent in the necropolis at Lăpuş568.
Long lines bordered by a strip of notched lines (motif IF) represents an ornamental
motif encountered only on three vessels from the two settlements (Pl. 7/11, 9/4). As it was
seen, this motif appears sometimes within the late phase of the Suciu de Sus culture, however
it is most frequent on bowls and amphorae from the Lăpuş I phase569. It is found also on
pottery attributed to the early Gáva culture in the region of Carei570. Long lines bordered by a
row of excised triangles (motif IG) are present only on vessel fragments found within the
complexes of the Lăpuş–Gáva I habitation (Pl. 10/9, 41/3). As the two previous ornaments,
this motif also starts to be used in the recent phase of the Suciu de Sus culture. In the
necropolis at Lăpuş the triangles end up being the most popular decorative motif among the
ornaments obtained through excision, frequently bordering the bundles of long parallel
lines571. This ornament is popular also within the Gáva I pottery from the region of Carei572,
indicating that it continues to be used on a wide region alongside pottery with channelled
decoration.
Excised concentric circles are encountered on the fragments from four vessels
discovered in the Lăpuş II–Gáva I settlement (Pl. 12/3). Two of the vessels with identified
forms are cups. The different forms of excised spirals are present on fragments from seven
vessels discovered in the settlement at Petea–Csengersima (Pl. 6/9, 10/7, 11/2, 21/16,
39/8). The excised circles and spirals are ornaments specific of the Suciu de Sus culture,
although they continue to appear only on bowls and amphorae of the Lăpuş I phase573.
Concerning the interpretation of the fragments with this type of ornaments from Petea–
Csengersima Lăpuş II–Gáva I settlement, we need to have in mind that all fragments that
they appear on are very few and very small in size. So their interpretation as being in a
secondary position cannot be excluded. An argument in this sense is the fact that some of
the fragments belong to cups, a pottery form which at Lăpuş lacks in excised circles or
spirals574. The presence of excised cups towards the south-west, within the Gáva I settlement
563
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in the region of Carei575, leaves the possibility of other interpretations. As a result I consider
that the research undertaken in the settlement at Petea–Csengersima does not provide
appropriate elements that would allow a certain assertion concerning the continuation of the
use of excised circles and spirals in the Lăpuş II–Gáva I habitation phase in Plain of Satu
Mare.
Ornament decorating the rims of vessels (the K group of ornaments). The most common way of
modelling the rims of vessels from the Lăpuş II–Gáva I phase is by means of applying 2-3
horizontal facets (ornament KA). It is especially present on the rims of bowls/vessels (Pl.
7/7, 8/7,9-10, 10/2, 14/7, 45/9) and more rarely on the rims of amphorae, cups or of
portable cooking vessels (Pl. 5/6, 38/7). Horizontal facets often decorate the rims of vessels
(especially of bowls) from the Lăpuş group576 or from the Gáva I finds from the region of
Carei577. This manner of decorating the rims of vessels is very common in the Late Bronze
Age (phases BzD and HaA), encountered within numerous cultures and cultural groups of
the central-eastern Europe578. Along with the expansion of the Gáva culture on a wide area,
horizontal facets continue to be used579, however their role decreases due to other methods
of decorating the rims of vessels. Sometimes the rims of amphorae and of bowls/ dishes
from the Lăpuş II–Gáva I settlement are decorated with concentric channelled decoration
(ornament KB) (Pl. 5/2, 18/7, 41/2, 78/11). As it was seen, this ornament starts to be used
in the Someş Plain already within the Suciu de Sus culture. Horizontal channels are present
on the rims of amphorae and bowls from the Lăpuş group580 and from the early phase of the
Gáva culture581. However they continue to be well represented on some vessels from the
developed period of the Gáva culture582. In the case of four bowls from Petea–Csengersima
the horizontal channels descend from the rim on a small portion of the interior of the vessels
(ornament KC - Pl. 8/5, 22/10). This ornament is extremely rare on the bowls from Lăpuş583
while in the region of Carei it is illustrated on a few vessels584. Comparing ornament KC from
the Lăpuş II and Gáva I type finds with the complex ornaments on the interior of the Gáva
II bowls and cups, this decorative motif seems more likely to be a developed variant of the
ornament represented by the horizontal channels on the rims of vessels (motif KB).

IV.5. Metal, Clay and Stone Objects
The Baierdorf type knife with the handle in the shape of a tongue and a ring at the end,
fitted with three orifices for fastening the rivets, was discovered in pit S34cx.15 (Pl. 39/13).
This knife type is relatively rare in the Carpathian region, Transylvania being the southern
region of their expansion. To the north Baierdorf type knives reach the area of the south-west
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Németi 1990, p. 41, fig. 9/6,7.
Kacsó 1975, p. 38; Kacsó 1990, fig. 5/4, 7/3,4; Kacsó 1993, pl. I/13-15, VII/6, IX/7,8, XII/1.
577 Németi 1990, p. 41.
578 A few discoveries from the neighboring cultural environments: the Igriţa group (Emödi 1980, p. 258,
Chidoşan – Emödi 1982, fig. 1/1,6, 3/3), the Cugir – Band group (Ciugudeanu 1994, fig. 3/7), the
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579 V. Szabó 1996, p. 26; László 1994, p. 86.
580 Kacsó 1981, p. 38-39; Kacsó 2001, abb. 14,16, 20, 21.
581 Németi 1990, fig. 13/3; Vasiliev 2008, p. 9.
582 Some examples: Kemenczei 1984, p. 70; Vasiliev–Aldea–Ciududean 1990, p. 92; V. Szabó 1996, p. 26; László
1994, p. 86; Pankau 2004, p. 73-74.
583 Kacsó 1981, p. 38.
584 Németi 1990, fig. 5/4, 16/1.
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coast of the Baltic See, having two concentration areas: in Austria and Bohemia, and the
north-west of Germany respectively (the region of Mecklenburg)585. In the north these knives
are dated in the Montelius III period, while in the alpine region within the interval that
comprises the BzD and HaA1 periods586. Isolated examples appear in two directions: towards
the south-west and south-east from the concentration areas. Towards the south-west an
isolated example was discovered in Switzerland587 and one in the north of Italy588. The last of
the Baierdorf type knives was found in a grave that represents a reference discovery of the
Ascona I phase of the Protogolasseca culture (HaA1)589. The remote discoveries from the
south-east of the concentration areas also appear in contexts that verify their employment
only during the HaA1 phase. So, in the case of a knife discovered in a necropolis attributed
to the Lausitzer culture at Dolný Kubín (north-west of Slovakia) the date is proposed to be
at the beginning of the HaA1 period590. The two examples from the north of Hungary were
discovered in the Kurd type deposits591 while the examples from Transylvania were
discovered in the Cincu–Suseni type deposits592.
A Rigsee type knife discovered in the stratum (Pl. 21/6) , without having a certain
cultural attribution, has a date within BzD – HaA1593.
A needle with a swell on its neck (Pl. 9/13). The needle has the head broken off, as a
result it can only be generally dated to the end of the Bronze Age and the beginning of the
Hallstatt.
Needles with a wide end (Pl. 16/1, 21/5). This type of needle has a round sectioned shaft
while one of its ends is widened and the other is pointed. This needle type has no
chronological relevance being often found in several settlements of the Bronze Age.
Clay weights (Pl. 20/1-7, 49/2). The majority of these finds were found in a
fragmentary state, present in pits together with other material categories. The existence of
two types were noted, one with a round section, the other with a rectangular section. These
type of objects are encountered in numerous pre-historical cultures, and based on their
dimensions and context of discovery are considered to be used as loom weights, weights for
fishing nets or for the securing of straw roofs. The presence of a great number of pieces
within the S14cx5 ritual deposit finds makes a close correspondence with Libotin594.
Grinders are made from sandstone, having rectangular or oval shape. Fragments of
grinding stones were found in a great number of pits. In one of the ritual pits (S14cx5) the
fragments completely reconstructed a grinder (Pl. 19/6). Concerning the treatment of the
grinder and of the other objects from the deposit, but also regarding the general composition
of the deposit, close analogies are noticeable with one of the pits from the nearby settlement
at Lazuri595.
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587 David-Elbiani 2000, p. 94.
588 De Marinis 1971-1972, pl. II/b.
589 De Marinis 1971-1972, p. 62.
590 Veliačik 1983, p. 168-169, taf. XVI/8.
591 Mozsolics 1985, taf. 181/8 (Tállya), 140/ 12 (Püspökhatvan).
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594 Kacsó 1990, p. 81.
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IV.6. Activities in the Settlement
The economic activities undertaken within the Lăpuş II–Gáva I settlement at Petea–
Csengersima are faintly attested. Grain cultivation can be deduced from the chaff imprints
and that of straw preserved by the burnt walls of dwellings or from the presence of storage
pits and of grinders. Although only a small number of bones was preserved, the activity of
breeding animals is attested with bones of bovidae, pigs and horses (Lăpuş II–Gáva I
habitation).
The only craft about which there are indications to have been performed within the
settlement is weaving. This is documented by the numerous clay weights found in the
settlement. The presence of a large group of such weights within ritual pit S14 complex 5 can
be a further indication in this sense.
The absence of moulds from the settlement at Petea–Csengersima does not offer
clues about the metallurgy carried out in the settlement. Thus, in the case of the majority of
bronze pieces it cannot be said with certainty if these were imported or made in the
settlement. The presence of moulds dated in the Ha A1 period in the area of the Someş Plain
clearly attests the intense practice of metallurgy in this plain inhabited by the Lăpuş II – Gáva
I communities. The metal used for the casting of the pieces was certainly imported. An
imported material was also the stone used to the making of grinders found in great numbers
in the settlement at Petea–Csengersima.
The foreign objects found in the settlement (two vessels and a knife) offer
information about the inter-cultural relations (possibly trade) of the settlement. The found
objects are situated along certain important routes of some clay vessels or some bronze
pieces. The points of discovery of the latter are believed to mark possible commercial routes.
The two vessel fragments having close affinities with the Igriţa group or with the finds from
the region of Banat are considered to be in relation with a longer circulation route of certain
objects (Pl. 5/2, 14/5). These two vessels alongside with other vessels found in the region of
the Upper Tisa596 link the pottery from the south of the Carpathian region and the imports
that originated here and that had been found in the south of Poland597. The Baierdorf type
bronze knife from the settlement (Pl. 39/13), together with discovery sites lined between
Transylvania and the south-west area of the Baltic Sea, also indicates long distance intercultural relations (Fig. 29).
These discovery points are found along a route on which other bronze discoveries
are also present linking, in the period between the Middle Bronze Age and the HaB period,
the western coast of the Baltic Sea with Transylvania598. The circulation on this route of
Fuchsstadt type cups, of helmets, of phalerae599, bracelets and rings with spiralled ends600 or
of fibulae of Bohdalice and Gemainlebarn types601 was considered of the HaA period. The
existence of areas of concentrations of pieces on the circulation route of Gemainlebarn/
Bohdalice type fibulae are considered as marking some kind of stations along a possible trade
route602. It can be observed that on the route between the Baltic Sea and Transylvania the
way in which the Baierdorf type knives are spread is identical with that of Gemailebarn type
fibulae and partially those of Bohdalice type. Virtually the same concentration areas are
present, Baierdorf type knives marking out in a better manner the route between them. The
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Zatlukál – Zatlukál 1937, pl. 21; Németi 1990, p. 41, fig 13/3; V. Szabó 2004, pl. 10/2.
Przibiła 2005, p. 219-225, abb. 2-7 and map of spatial distribution (abb. 8)
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knife from Petea–Csengersima links the examples from the great Transylvanian deposits603
with the examples from the north of the Carpathian Basin (Tallya604, Dolný Kubín605 and
maybe Nováky606). It is a link between two deposit areas (but probably also metallurgical
centres) among which there are noticeable large-scale technological exchanges in the HaA
period that will lead to the making for the first time in “barbaric” Europe of large vessels
previously unknown (cauldrons and especially certain early situale of Kurd type)607.
On a larger distance it can be noticed that between the western coast of the Baltic
Sea and Transylvania the circulation route of luxury pieces but also of technological
innovations is marked by objects with personal character (fibulae, bracelets, knives). It was
observed that the grave with “Banatic” vessels at Zschornewitz (the south of Saxony) 608 is
situated on the route of these bronze pieces. The origin of these vessels is considered to be
in the area of Banat to which there can be added the south and central regions of the Great
Hungarian Plain or a vast region of the Danube Plain or the south and central Moldavia. The
affinities shared by the pottery from Banat and Crişana with the pottery of the southern half
of Transylvania609 include this region also in the area where originates the imported pottery in
the northern regions. Whether coming from Banat through the Hungarian Plain, or from
Transylvania, the imported pottery from Petea–Csengersima and the other southern vessels
in the Upper Tisa area can be considered as situated on the route of the “Banatic” vessels
found at Zschornewitz (the south of Saxony) or of those found in the south of Poland.
Especially in the case of their coming from Transylvania, the sites where the clay vessels are
discovered mark some interesting points found on the route of bronze pieces between the
western coast of the Baltic Sea and Transylvania.
The ritual-religious activity in the Lăpuş II–Gáva I settlement at Petea–Csengersima
is documented by the discovery of two pits that have a partially similar structure and
composition (S14 complex 5 and complex 589). The two deposits had been placed in pits
that had the walls carefully excavated and a flat base (Fig. 12, 24). A common element of the
two pits is given by the treatment of the objects from the deposits: these had been shattered
and burnt, then carefully gathered, hence the fragments deposited in the pits entirely
recompose a great number of vessels and objects (Pl. 16-20, 61-62/1-8)610. In this sense it is a
relevant fact that the numerous stone fragments from pit S14 complex 5 can be assembled
recomposing a grinder (Pl. 19/6). A similar situation was encountered in the case of a ritual
deposit from the neighbouring settlement at Lazuri, where stone fragments recompose half
of a grinder611. Elements of the arrangement of vessel fragments had been observed in the
case of pit S14complex 5 and pit 154 at Lazuri612. Significant in this sense is the grouping of
some bones into a small pile at the base of the pit at Lazuri. The finds of the two pits at
Petea–Csengersima and those of pit 154 in the settlement at Lazuri have common elements,
but also traits specific of each of them (Typ. pl. 8). The common parts of the finds is
represented by the presence of the vessels used for storage (storage jars, pots, bowls) and of
vessels used for drinking and serving liquids (amphorae and cups). In two of the pits there
are shared elements like grinders and portable cooking vessels. Elements that were present in
only one of the pits are: animal bones in pit 154/ Lazuri; clay weights, a strainer and a bronze
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needle in pit S14complex 5/Petea–Csengersima, and a great mass of wattle and daub in pit
589/ Petea–Csengersima.
The common elements of these three deposits – the presence of the serving and
storage vessels – was used as criteria for defining a group of pottery deposits from the Tisa
Plain dated to the HaA–B period613. The cups from the deposits at Petea–Csengersima,
Lazuri or Gyoma614 seem to indicate that the vessels had been used to serve and drink
liquids. Two of the deposits (pit 154/Lazuri and S14complex 5) contained some pieces with
definite use that might allude to the activities performed before the ritual deposits were
made: crushing (grinders), boiling (portable cooking vessels), storage (storage jars), vessels
used for handling/serving and filtering liquids (cups/ladles, amphorae and strainers). Based
on the association of grain grinding – boiling – storage (possibly fermenting) – and the
serving of liquids, it was considered that these elements could represent the process of
making and consumption of beer, while the cooking vessels from the deposits could have
been used to boil the ingredients used in its preparation615.

IV.7. Dating the Habitation in the Lăpuş II–Gáva I
Archaeological Culture
The archaeological research in Petea–Csengersima led to the detection of a new
cultural horizon in the Plain of Satu Mare that developed between the end of the Suciu de
Sus culture and before the period of expansion of the Gáva culture, respectively the rise of
the great fortified Hallstattian settlements in the Carpathian region. As it was seen, the
ceramic material from the settlement has close analogies within the Lăpuş II type pottery
from the north of Transylvania (the Lăpuş Depression and the Sălaj Valley) and Gáva I from
the Plain of Carei and the Plain of Nir. The only bronze piece with chronological relevance
from the settlement is a Baierdorf type knife (Pl. 39/13). In the concentration areas the
pieces are datable in BzD and HaA1. All pieces are situated at the limit of the areas of
expansion (the Carpathian Basin and the northern region of Italy) and dated in the Ha A1
phase (Fig. 29). Therefore this type of knife from Petea–Csengersima (Pl. 39/13) links the
dating of the settlement to the HaA1 phase.
The pottery from the settlement at Petea–Csengersima presents close connections
with the bronze objects from the Cincu–Suseni/Kurd type deposits, connections that have
two aspects. The first of these is represented by two of the vessel forms from these
settlements that are present in the Cincu–Suseni/Kurd type bronze deposits. The vessel with
hypertrophied protuberances (type 1B) is present in the deposit from Vajdacska616. The type
3A (bi-conical vessel) is present in the deposit from Tállya617. The black-red colour and the
presence of handles on this vessel stand out, elements present also on one of this type of
vessels from Petea–Csengersima (Pl. 16/3).
In the second aspect, another element that comes to the aid of the dating of the
pottery from the settlement at Petea–Csengersima are the analogies of its pottery assemblage
with the pottery discovered within cultural environments or in archaeological sites that are
linked to bronze deposits from the Cincu–Suseni/ Kurd series or to pieces that are
characteristic of these.
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The analysis of the pottery shows that the assembly of the forms and ornaments that
belong to the Lăpuş II–Gáva I phase from Petea–Csengersima has numerous common
complexes with the pottery of the Lăpuş II phase. Common vessel forms are: amphorae
(types and variants 1A, 1B, 2, 3A), pots (1A, 1B, 2A, 2B), storage jars, cooking vessels618,
bowls/dishes (1Aa, 1Ab, 1Ac, 1B, 2Aa, 2Ab, 2Ac, 2Ba, 5), cups (1A, 2619, 4), strainers, lids,
trays. Almost all vessel types present in the settlement at Petea–Csengersima and which are
absent from the Lăpuş II phase are very rare forms in these settlements as well: amphora
types 3B620 and 4621, pot types 3622 and 4623, bowl/dish types 2Bb624, 3625 and 4626, cup types 3,
5 and 6627. Concerning the vessels from the Lăpuş II phase that are absent from Petea–
Csengersima because of the typological assessment of the pottery is made on the assemble of
the two phases of the necropolis, it is difficult to appreciate the role of some vessels in the
Lăpuş II phase. One of the major differences is represented by a cup type that is similar to
type 4 but is taller628. Its discovery in all the tumulus graves indicates that the form was
transmitted from the Lăpuş I phase. This cup type is represented at Petea–Csengersima only
by a vessel fragment (Pl. 9/4). Other three vessel forms of the Lăpuş II phase that are absent
from Petea–Csengersima are also very rarely encountered or are singular (two vat shaped
vessels629, a cylindrical support630, a pyxis631). Several common elements are noticeable in what
concerns the pottery decoration from Petea–Csengersima and that of the Lăpuş II type. All
types of knobs, ribs in relief, impressed ornaments, protuberances made by pushing the walls
outwards and channelled or faceted motifs from the settlements in the region of Satu Mare
are also present within the pottery of the Lăpuş II phase.
Their importance seems to be close, since the pottery has a common characteristic
trait at the level of the forms made from fine paste, marked by the wide channels, by the ribs
in relief and the faceted rims. The differences that appear within the pottery of the regions
are encountered primarily at the level of coarse pottery. While at Petea–Csengersima the
striated decoration has a minor role (under 1,5% of the pottery assemblage), within the
Lăpuş group striations are present on almost each of the vessels made from coarse clay632. In
the Lăpuş II phase the different types of finger-impressed appliqué ribs633 have an important
role, and are missing from the settlement at Petea–Csengersima. As it was already shown, the
differences in coarse pottery decoration are present already in an old phase of the Suciu de
Sus culture, conferring a specific regional trait, during a long time interval, in the Middle and
Late Bronze Ages.
In what concerns the incised-excised ornamental motifs, the research undertaken in
the settlements of the region of Satu Mare could not document a clear role for the majority
618

Type 2 attracts attention (with doublely curved arch) being specific only of the Lăpuş cultural group and the
settlement at Petea–Csengersima.
619 Type 2 attracts attention at this chronological horizon being specific only of the Lăpuş cultural group and
the settlement at Petea–Csengersima.
620 Represented by a single import vessel.
621 Represented by a single vessel.
622 2 vessels
623 1 vessel
624 A vessel considered an import.
625 Four vessels.
626 Four vessels.
627 Each of the three types is represented by a one example.
628 Kacsó 1975, fig. 10, 16.
629 Kacsó 1975, p. 53, p. 15/2.
630 Kacsó 1975, fig. 9/ 6.
631 Kacsó 1975, fig. 11/6. A conical lid from Petea–Csengersima indicates the existence of such a vessel.
(Pl. 18/ 8).
632 Kacsó 1981, p. 52 (Lăpuş – necorpolis); Kacsó 1990, p.80-81 (Libotin); Kacsó 1993, p. 30 (Suciu de Sus);
Kacsó 1994, p.12 (Lăpuş – Gruiul Târgului).
633 Kacsó 1981, p. 64-65; Kacsó 1990, p. 81; Kacsó 1993, p. 30.
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of the motifs. Their presence is well attested in the Lăpuş II phase, especially at its
beginning634. In what regards the motif represented by deeply incised horizontal lines (IA),
their survival is well documented in the Lăpuş II–Gáva I phase as well as at Petea–
Csengersima (type 4 cups).
Comparative table of the Lăpuş II – Gáva I pottery types
Vessel forms
Types,
Petea–
Subtypes
Csengersima
Variants
Amphorae
1A
4
1B
3
2
8
3A
3
3B
1
4
1
Pots
1A
2
1B
9
2A
4
2B
7
3
2
4
1
Storage vessels
1
2
2
Portable
cooking 1
2
2
3
vessels
Bowls/
1Aa
9
1Ab
6
1Ac
4
1B
5
2Aa
8
2Ab
16
2Ac
17
2B
1
3
4
4
4
5
1
Cups
1Aa
6
1Ab
5
1B
5
2
2
3
1
4
17
5
1
6
1
Trays
7
Lids
3
Strainers
3

The Lăpuş
group

The area of
Carei

X
X
X
X
–
X
X
X
X
X
–
–
X
–
?
X
X
X
X
X

–
–
X
X
–
X
X
X
X
X
–
–
–
X

X
–
–
–
–
X
X
–
X

X
X
–
X
X
X
–
–
–
–
X
–
X
X
–
X

X
–
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
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Especially in tumulus no. 9 and 16 (attributed to the begining of the 2nd phase) from Lăpuş (Kacsó 1975, p.
61-62 ) and in the discovery from Libotin (Kacsó 1990, p. 80-81).
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Concerning the relation of the pottery from Petea–Csengersima with Gáva I type
pottery, the possibilities of comparison are more clear with those of the settlements at
Berveni and Carei from which greater quantities of ceramic material had been published and
analysed635 (see the comparative table further down). In the comparison with the settlement
at Nagykálló one has to keep in mind the 110 cm thickness of the cultural stratum636 that
indicates a habitation of longer duration within this settlement. The comparison of the
pottery from Nagykálló with the pottery from the settlements of the region of Satu Mare
sustains the idea of the existence of certain ceramic materials specific of certain different
time spans. The complete vessels found close to the bronze deposit and some of the pottery
fragments from the settlement can be attributed to an early stage of the Gáva culture637.
However some pottery fragments from the stratum and from pits contain specific elements
of the developed phase of the Gáva culture638. This is the part of the pottery from Nagykálló
for which there are no analogies in the Lăpuş II phase (from the north of Transylvania),
Lăpuş II–Gáva I (from the Plain of Satu Mare), but neither within the discoveries attributed
to the Gáva I phase in the region of Carei. The limited character of what had been published
leaves a low-defined ceramic repertory of the first phase of the Gáva I culture in the northeast of Hungary. However the important role of the type 4 cup639 or the survival of the
cooking vessel in the HaA period640 are elements that bring closer the pottery of this region
with the one present in the area of Carei or in the Plain of Satu Mare.
As the analysis of the pottery from Petea–Csengersima indicated there are several
common traits with the pottery from the region of Carei. Common types and variants are
found among amphorae (1, 2, 3A), pots (1A, 2B, 2A, 2A), cooking vessels, bowls/dishes
(1Aa, 1Ab, 1Ac, 1Ba, 2A, 2Ab, 2B, 4, 5) and cups (1Aa, 4, 6). The vessel type and variants
from the settlements in the region of Satu Mare that are absent from the area of Carei are:
some amphorae (subtype 3B641 and type 4642), storage jars643, some pots (types 3644 and 4645),
type 2 of cooking vessels and certain types and variants of cups (1Ab, 1B, 2646 and 5647).
Even if some ornamental motifs present in Petea–Csengersima are missing from the
pottery in the area of Carei (motifs BB, BD, CB, CC, DB, HD, HB), there are numerous
common elements of ornamentation. In both regions the characteristic trait is given by the
intense employment of facets on the rims, of wide channels and of the ribs. An important
element is given by the extensive presence of deeply incised parallel lines (IA). In the case of
the other incised ornaments it is difficult to make an exact parallel given their uncertain
position within the settlement at Petea–Csengersima. The elements that differentiate the
pottery from the area of Carei are first of all the finger-impressed appliqué belts648 and the
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Németi 1990, p. 19-54.
Kemenczei 1982, p. 73.
637 Kemenczei 1982, abb.6/5, abb. 10/1-6, 11; pit XIII (abb. 3/6-8), the short cup with over raised handle
(Kemenczei 1982 p. 86, abb. 5/11)
638 For example the bowl with out curving rim decorated with oblique channels on the rim or the numerous
fragments with wavy line or zig-zag incisions (Kemenczei 1982, abb. 5/10,12, 6/1, 7/12, 8/5, 9/2).
639 Indicated by the great number of cups discovered at Debrecen–Haláppuszta (Kemenczei 1984, taf.
CXXV/11-19) or in the settlement at Nyírmada (Tóth – Marta 2005, p.125, abb.11/5,7).
640 Fischl – Kiss – Kulcsár 2001a, p.133, abb.5/3.
641 An example in the settlement at Petea–Csengersima (considered an import).
642 An example in the settlement at Petea–Csengersima
643 The form is difficult to identify in the absence of larger fragments.
644 A vessel in the settlement at Petea–Csengersima
645 Two vessels in the settlement at Petea–Csengersima.
646 Two examples in the settlement at Petea–Csengersima.
647 An example present in Petea–Csengersima.
648 Németi 1990, p. 40, fig. 1/15, 11/3, 13/5.
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greater importance of bowls with inverted rim649. Their origin is attributed to the inheritance
from the Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ cultural group that descends from the Otomani culture650.
The conclusion of the previously presented comparison is that the pottery
assemblage from the horizon of bi-chrome channelled pottery from Petea–Csengersima is
similar to the pottery of the Lăpuş II phase and the pottery of the Gáva I phase. The
differences that appear within the pottery of these find groups may be attributed to the local
inheritance shown by the ceramic material from different regions on the lower course of the
Someş and Crasna rivers, and respectively the Upper Tisa Basin.
Regarding the beginning of the settlement at Petea–Csengersima there needs to be
reminded that the link between the Suciu de Sus and Lăpuş II–Gáva I habitations was not
clearly detected. It was considered that the archaeological contexts in which the pottery of
the two habitations appear together are sufficiently expressive to indicate without a doubt
their simultaneous employment. The possibility that the two habitations meet from a
chronological point of view is suggested by some observations that resulted from the analysis
of the material. First of all it should be noted that already within the Suciu de Sus pottery
there are some noticeable late elements like the bi-chrome colour of the pottery (red-black)
or the presence of type 4 cups. The ornament formed from deeply incised lines found on a
great number of cups from the Lăpuş II–Gáva I habitation indicates that the decoration
technique through excision-incision is maintained (as in the Lăpuş II phase or the Gáva I
type pottery from the region of Carei). In the necropolis at Lăpuş and within the find from
Libotin the transition from excised pottery to channelled black-red pottery is well illustrated,
datable more or less towards the end of the BzD stage. The chief arguments are based on
two types of bronze pieces with analogies within the Uriu–Ópályi type deposits. These are
represented by the brackets in the shape of “8” from tumulus no. 9 at Lăpuş (analogies in the
Domăneşti II deposit) and the axe with disc and spike of type 3B, variant Dobrocina,
considered an early variant of this type651.
The employment of excised pottery (of Stanovo/ Suciu de Sus type) and of bichrome channelled pottery (of Gáva I type) was observed in the settlement at Kvasovo (I)652.
Close to the settlement two bronze deposits of the Uriu–Ópályi type had been discovered,
one of them dated in BzC and the other in BzD. The deposits had been related to the
settlement, the materials found within them were used to define the Stanovo Suciu de Sus III
phase. This phase was considered to have a similar material with the Lăpuş II phase and to
that of the settlements at Carei and Berveni653. Only after the publishing of archaeological
complexes with expressive ceramic material will there be a possibility of assessing the extent
to which the important Kvasovo I settlement illustrates a transition from the employment of
excised pottery to that of bi-chrome channelled pottery. In these conditions it is difficult to
appreciate the exact relation between the two bronze deposits and the duration of the two
settlements of the Stanovo/ Suciu de Sus culture (phases I, II and III) present in Kvasovo654.
The transition from excised pottery to channelled pottery appears to be illustrated in
an interesting manner in the settlements at Berveni and Carei (The Plain of Carei). The
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simultaneous employment of the two ornamental stiles is even clearer since a possible
secondary position of the excised pottery here is ruled out: the settlements at Berveni and
Carei are situated in the former cultural area of the Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ culture and not
within that of the Suciu de Sus culture. Considering the import character of the excised
pottery in the area, its frequency in the settlement at Carei can be considered as being
intense. The bronze deposit found within the settlement (Cincu–Suseni/ Kurd type) 655
indicates that the use of the excised-incised pottery here continued untill the HaA stage
(alongside bi-chrome channelled pottery). A late date for excised-incised pottery (in the Ha
A1 stage) is suggested also by its association with the iron celt in tumulus no. 1 at Lăpuş656.
Summing up what has already been stated, it can be said that for the beginning of the
Lăpuş II–Gáva I settlements at Petea–Csengersima there can be considered a time span
between the end of the BzD and the beginning of the Ha A1 stage. The proposed time
interval has in view the long life of some bronze pieces in this period which are present in
Uriu–Ópályi type deposits as well as in those of Cincu–Suseni type. The proposed longer
dating of these types of deposits is also taken into account657. The settlement at Petea–
Csengersima, as the assembly of discoveries from the Upper Tisa Basin and the north of
Transylvania (settlements, necropolises, bronze deposits with clay vessels) attest close ties
between excised-incised pottery and deposits of Uriu–Ópályi type and between those of
Lăpuş II – Gáva I type with Cincu–Suseni type deposits.
The researched area in the settlement at Petea–Csengersima did not offer data
concerning the duration of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I habitation or about the end of this cultural
horizon. The pottery is relatively unitary, non of the archaeological complexes offer data for
a possible closeness to the finds of the habitation that follows (Gáva II). The settlements
from Carei area do not provide additional elements concerning a link with the Gáva II phase,
the settlements at Berveni and Carei being dated during the BzD–HaA1 phases658. Based on
the attribution to the Kurd type of the bronze deposit from Nagykálló659, but also on the
association between bronze finds and pottery, the Gáva I phase is dated in the north-east of
Hungary during the Late Bronze 2/b stage (Ha A1)660. The Lăpuş II phase is dated by C.
Kacsó till the middle of the HaA phase661. A later date for the necropolis at Lăpuş (till the
middle of the HaA2 phase) was proposed by V. Vasiliev662. The main argument for this date
is based on the fact that some bronze finds from the necropolis have a longer existence that
exceeds Ha A1. Recent research in the necropolis at Lăpuş lead to the discovery of new finds
of this kind663 but also of a more recent pottery attributed to the Lăpuş III phase664.
For the dating of the final period of the Lăpuş II phase the finds of the Gáva culture
can be taken into consideration, regarded as subsequent to the Lăpuş II phase. In this sense
the discoveries from the north of Moldova are important, within which the Lăpuş II phase is
considered an element of genesis. Based on some clear affinities of the pottery with that
from Lăpuş and based on the dating in the HaA phase of certain metal finds, the beginning
of the Gáva–Holihrady culture in the north of Moldova is placed in the first half, or towards
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the middle of the HaA period665. In the Upper Tisa Basin the Gáva II type discoveries (that
follow those of Gáva I type and Lăpuş II type), are dated during the HaA2 and HaB1
periods, brought to stand parallel with the Turia–Jupalnic/ Gyermely and Moigrad–Tăuteu/
Hajdúböszörméni type bronze deposits. The small number of deposits and the presence of
some of its specific finds within Moigrad–Tăuteu/ Hajdúböszörméni type deposits lead to a
questioning of the ability of those of Turia–Jupalnic/ Gyermely type to express a distinct
chronological period in the Carpathian region666. In this context there is a major difficulty in
tracking the cultural evolutions that take place during the Ha A2 period.
Based on these facts, the end of the settlement at Petea–Csengersima cannot be
established in a precise moment of the HaA stage. The evolution of the settlement as well as
of the finds is closely linked with that of the Cincu–Suseni/Kurd type deposits. The
researched area within the settlement does not offer elements of closeness to the Gáva II
phase.
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V. Conclusions. Contribution of the Petea–Csengersima Excavations to the
Knowledge of the Late Bronze Age.
The rescue archaeological excavations undertaken at Petea–Csengersima allowed the
study of one of the most extensive areas of a settlement of the Late Bronze Age from the
Carpathian region (aprox. 4 ha). The analysis of the large pottery assemblage discovered here
offers the possibility to evaluate the cultural phenomena that took place during the Late
Bronze Age in the region of the Upper Tisa and in the north of Transylvania.
The Suciu de Sus culture.
The analysis of the pottery assemblage from the settlement at Petea–Csengersima
indicates that the settlement functioned in the late phase of the culture, in a period
considered as coinciding with the final stage of the Suciu de Sus culture. The comparison
with the archaeological material from the archaeological sites present in other regions of the
culture points towards the existence of some differences in pottery that illustrate regional
particularities and also different chronological moments within the culture’s evolution.
Through its general characteristics, the settlement’s pottery offers a few elements that allow
observations to be made concerning the evolution in the early stages of the culture. These
come as a contribution to the internal evolution forwarded by T. Bader667 and by C. Kacsó668.
The Suciu de Sus I phase. The generally accepted contribution of the Otomani culture to
the genesis of the Suciu de Sus culture was expressed as part of a more ample phenomenon
that takes place in a vast region of the Tisa Plain. This phenomenon is represented by the
expansion of the Otomani culture, which comes from the south-west in the region of the
Upper Tisa. It is considered that the background it overlaps and the proportion in which the
Otomani communities infiltrate determines local particularities, which in the case of the Plain
of Satu Mare lead to a “detachment” having as a result the birth of the Suciu de Sus
culture669. As it was seen, researchers place this process in different chronological stages,
based on the cultural contact with neighbouring areas due to the lack of metal finds.
Alongside the vessels from the tumulus at Medieşu Aurit that had been used to illustrate the
Suciu de Sus I phase670, the finds from Solotvino671 and Lăpuşel672 are representative. The
first of the settlements, and the Suciu I phase in general, was synchronised with the Otomani
III and Wietenberg III phases673. On the other hand, by publishing the finds from Lăpuşel,
C. Kacsó forwards a long evolution of the Suciu I phase, parallel with the Otomani II and III
phases (from the period of the Hajdusámson – Apa deposits and in the period of the
Koszider type deposits)674.
The main argument for the Suciu I–Otomani II–Wietenberg II synchronism is the
situation in the settlement at Medieşu Aurit – Ciuncaş675. Striated pottery is present here in a
proportion of 90%, alongside Otomani II, Wietenberg II, Suciu I type pottery and excised
pottery676. The rescue archaeological research undertaken in 2003 in the settlement at Ciuncaş
allowed the observation in the area of two successive habitations: Suciu I and Suciu II, both
having different habitation characteristics attributed to the Otomani I and II phases,
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previously observed during the excavations undertaken by T. Bader şi S. Dumitraşcu677. The
research undertaken in the area of the northern border of the site (between the earlier
excavation and the tumulus attributed by T. Bader to the Suciu I phase) uncovered some pits
that contained Suciu I type finds (some of the vessels being identical with those found in the
tumulus nearby) and Otomani III type material, within the framework of which Wietenberg
III material was well represented.
Compared to the research undertaken in the southern part of the site, in each of the
recently excavated pit the striated pottery is weakly represented. Although incisions were
present here that announce the excision of the type encountered at Solotvino678, no pottery
fragment from these pits had excisions. At the level of the surface, fragments with excised
decoration started appearing to the south-east of the excavated area, concentrated in an area
found in the east of the Middle Bronze Age habitation. As a result, at Medieşu Aurit there is
a primary habitation layer with Otomani II type elements (studied within the excavations of
T. Bader and S. Dumitraşcu) and which through its high striated pottery content still has
numerous elements specific of the habitation from the Early Bronze Age. On the other hand
there is a Suciu de Sus I habitation layer synchronous with the Otomani III and Wietenberg
III phases679, a fact that makes this site inadequate to uphold a possible Suciu de Sus I–
Otomani II–Wietenberg II synchronism.
It is still unclear whether at the level of the Otomani II phase the finds from the
Plain of Satu Mare have a regional aspect so obvious that they could be considered Suciu de
Sus I manifestations, a fact that leaves the beginning of this phase undetermined. The final
moment of the Suciu de Sus I phase and the beginning of the Suciu de Sus II phase is much
clearer, marked by the appearance of excised decoration. The adoption of this decoration
technique took place in the period in which the settlements at Boineşti and Culciu Mic
functioned. The absence of the fragments with excised decoration from the layers with
Otomani III type material within the tells or graves of this period in the Plain of Carei680 can
be taken into consideration for the dating of the Suciu de Sus I phase during the entire
Otomani III phase. This fact is even more noteworthy since within the sites of Hajdúbagos–
Cehăluţ of this region the Suciu de Sus imports with excised decoration are very frequent. An
element that needs to be had in mind is the specific character of the beginning of the Suciu
de Sus II phase that the imported excised pottery has in the settlement at Cehăluţ from
Pişcolt. The bronze finds from this settlement are used to chronologically determine the early
phase of the Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ cultural group681. Thus, the Suciu de Sus I phase seems to
develop prior to the Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ cultural group. The numerous Wietenberg III
imports from the Suciu de Sus I settlements attests the Suciu de Sus I–Wietenberg III
synchronism. Also, in the north of Transylvania (The Sălaj Valley682, the course of the
Someş683 and in the Lăpuş Depression684) the succession of the phase Suciu IIa after the
Wietenberg III phase is well demonstrated. However, the Suciu de Sus II – Wietenberg III
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contacts685 are still faintly attested, compared to the clearer link between the Suciu II pottery
and Wietenberg IV type pottery686.
Concerning the date of the Suciu I phase, given the lack of some clear elements to
uphold the Suciu I – Otomani II – Wietenberg II synchronism, the date forwarded by T.
Bader remains valid (although he advocated the mentioned cultural synchronism) and
sustained (initially) with additional arguments by C. Kacsó: Reinecke BzB1 = Mozsolics IIIb
=Hänsel MD I – MD II687. From a historical point of view, within this period the future
areas of the culture are still inhabited by Wietenberg III communities (The Sălaj Valley, the
middle course of the Someş, the Lăpuş Depression) 688, and in the north by the late
Füzesabany communities (the Bereg area) 689. The different weight of the striated pottery in
the western and eastern regions of the Suciu I phase already indicates one of the differences
that will mark the entire Late Bronze Age, even if we are still dealing with a limited territory
of the Suciu de Sus culture, restricted to the Plain of Satu Mare and the Oaş, Maramureş and
Baia Mare Basins.
The Suciu IIa phase. The settlements of Boineşti and Culciu Mic are considered by T.
Bader as illustrative of the Suciu de Sus II phase690. C. Kacsó considers them as settlements
specific of the Suciu de Sus I phase, while the presence of excised pottery (in small
quantities) is considered to be an element that attests that these settlements continued to
exist at the beginning of the 2nd phase691. Within the pottery from Boineşti and Culciu Mic
there are several common elements with the pottery of the sites from the first phase of the
Suciu de Sus culture (Solotvino, Lăpuşel)692. Comparing the pottery from Culciu Mic and
Boineşti with that from Petea–Csengersima ceramic elements had been brought into view
that they continue to the final phase of the Suciu de Sus culture. It has been observed that
together with these two categories, present at the beginning or at the end of the Suciu de Sus
culture, within the pottery from Boineşti and Culciu Mic there is a third category, which
through form and decoration is specific of these settlements. A different part of the pottery
from Boineşti and Culciu Mic has a transitional character between phase I and the
settlements from the end of the culture. The style of the decoration indicates the existence
alongside older ornamental motifs of some more complex incised ornaments than those of
the first phase of the Suciu de Sus culture. On the other hand the excised ornaments that
appear are made in a simpler manner than in the late phase of the culture, represented by the
settlements at Petea–Csengersima and Culciu Mare. Numerous ornamental motifs from the
late phase (Suciu de Sus IIb) have not appeared yet at this evolutionary level of the culture.
The idea can be verified in the settlements at Boineşti and Culciu Mic which have an early
period in which only incision is used while excised pottery appears at the end of these
settlements693. However it is noticeable that the thin cultural layer and especially their very
small surfaces694 do not uphold the idea of a long existence of these sites. In this sense the
unity of the ceramic repertory from Boineşti and Culciu Mic can be considered as expressive
for both the end of the Suciu I phase, but also one needs to have in mind their
expressiveness in illustrating the pottery from the beginning of the Suciu de Sus II phase.
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As it was seen, the sites of Oarţa de Jos – Vâlceau Rusului, Bicaz – Igoaie (the north
of Transylvania), Diakovo and Kvasovo (Ukraine) have a more developed pottery. Here
excision plays a more important role than at Culciu Mic and Boineşti, other elements of form
and ornamentation specific of the late Suciu de Sus phase also find their place among the
types encountered at Petea–Csengersima and Culciu Mare. Through this they differ from the
pottery of the settlements at Petea–Csengersima and Culciu Mare (attributed to the phase
Suciu IIb), where early elements are absent or have an insignificant quantitative meaning. Till
the analysis of greater pottery assemblages from the Suciu IIa phase it is difficult to know
with certainty what is the chronological value of the vessel types and variants or of the
numerous ornaments that are absent from the repertory of this phase, but are present in
great numbers in the Suciu IIb phase. The lack of more published pottery assemblages Suciu
de Sus IIa leaves uncertain the separation of the two sub-phases. This is one of the reasons
why it is considered necessary to operate with two sub-phases and not with two phases (IIa
and IIb and not II and III). It also needs to be kept in mind that it is improbable that certain
pottery types or ornaments appear to facilitate the observation of a moment strongly and
clearly expressed within the evolution of the Suciu de Sus II phase. This is due to the fact
that the transformations and incorporations within the pottery seem to take place slowly,
elements of older tradition surviving alongside newly adopted elements or invented ones.
The existence of sub-phases during the Suciu II phase (Kacsó) was posited by C. Kacsó
based on the presence of bronzes specific of different deposit types, though it was
considered that there are still no certain elements to date the different settlements of the
Suciu culture695. The materials discovered at Petea–Csengersima still attest the existence of a
pottery assemblage with specific, unitary character, with elements that separates it from the
pottery of other sites, confirming the clues offered by the different dates of the bronze finds
that appear within the Suciu de Sus IIa and IIb phases.
Concerning the association with bronze finds, the settlements of the Suciu de Sus IIa
phase can be linked with finds of the types present in the deposits from Koszider (in
Boineşti, Culciu Mic and Kvasovo)696 but also with other bronze finds with a longer
existence, however these end up being present also in Uriu–Ópályi type deposits (the Cypriot
needles from Bicaz and Oarţa de Jos697). On the other hand the finds from the Suciu IIb
phase are linked with bronze finds that are also part of the Uriu–Ópályi type deposits. In
order to associate the Suciu IIa phase with neighbouring cultural evolutions, the presence of
its pottery in the settlement at Cehăluţ (early) from Pişcolt or its contact with Wietenberg IV
type elements observable in the northern areas of Transylvania are significant698. Considering
these elements, but also the long existence of some Koszider type finds (especially the
adornments discussed here) the narrow dating of the beginning of the Suciu II phase to the
end of the BzB1 stage is uncertain699.
However the date of the Suciu IIa phase generally corresponds to the BzB2 phase
and at least with one part of the BzC phase. The end of the Suciu IIa phase is linked with the
“moment” when the Uriu–Ópályi type deposits occurred and to which the following phase is
in a close relation. The wide date of the beginning of the Uriu–Ópályi type deposits700 and
the fact that the beginning of the Suciu II phase is the result of a process (and not a
“moment”) leaves an extended transition period between phases IIa and IIb, within the Bz C
phase or at the beginning of the Bz D phase. The Suciu IIa phase corresponds to the Late
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Bronze 1 phase in the chronology of T. Kemenczei put forward for the east of Hungary701 or
the Late Bronze I phase located by C. Kacsó in the north-west of Romania702 and by F.
Gogâltan in Transylvania703.
From the perspective of historical evolution, the Suciu IIa phase emerges in a
moment of ample cultural difficulties and transformations observable in the north and west
as well as in the southern part of its initial cultural area704. In the first of the areas the
Otomani and Füzesabany cultures come to an end, while in these areas the Hajdúbagos –
Cehăluţ culture emerges/penetrates. The most marking element of the changes in this area is
reflected by the end of the social-economic system represented by the tell type settlements in
the Tisa Plain. In this period profound changes take place within the interior of interCarpathian Transylvania due to the penetration of the Noua culture (in the eastern part) 705
and of the Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ cultural group706. These transformations do not affect the
Suciu de Sus communities from the Upper Tisa region. Moreover, the Suciu de Sus
communities gain benefits from these and take over territories to the south and to the north.
Towards the south the Suciu communities of the IIa phase occupy areas in the Sălaj Valley707
to the disadvantage of the Wietenberg culture, the middle basin of the Someş reaching the
Lăpuş Depression708. The penetration to the proximity of the area of convergence of the
Someşul Mare and the Someşul Mic rivers at this moment remains uncertain, as long as the
settlement at Căşei is dated later, in the Bz D period. To the north, the moment of expansion
of the Suciu de Sus culture is not dated with certainty. The presence of imported vessels with
excised decoration in an early phase of the Piliny culture709 suggests that the expansion took
place also in the Suciu de Sus IIa stage. Within the area occupied by the Suciu de Sus culture,
though the weight of the striated pottery, the differences are noticeably maintained between
the Satu Mare area and the eastern regions of the culture. Striated pottery also plays an
important part in the new regions occupied in the southern and south-eastern area.
Phase Suciu IIb. Representative of this phase are the settlements at Petea–Csengersima
and Culciu Mare. As already stated, within the pottery of these settlements there are a few
vessel types and variants and numerous ornamental motifs that are absent from several sites
attributed to the Suciu de Sus II phase. Even if the chronological value of all these remains
uncertain, some new elements can be considered as conveying a more recent date for the
settlements they are present in. This is the case of cup type 4 that appears in the late phase of
the settlement at Petea–Csengersima, and also of the amphora with cylindrical neck (type
2A). The appearance of bi-chrome black-red pottery, still used on a reduced scale, is another
element that expresses the late evolution of these sites. In addition, from a great number of
the ornaments from the Suciu de Sus IIb, absent (or have a much reduced weight) from the
Suciu IIa type sites, a good part is represented by the category of complex ornaments (some
spirals, associations of spirals or circles combined with other ornamental motifs). As a result
it is likely that at least one part of these ornaments are specific of the Suciu IIb phase. As
already stated, a series of early vessel forms and decorative motifs end in the Suciu IIa phase,
without being used again or becoming “rarities” in the Suciu IIb phase. The settlements of
Petea–Csengersima, Lazuri and Culciu Mare, though the bronze finds specific of Uriu–
Ópályi type deposits, link the Suciu IIb phase with the Bz D phase. These links also appear
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expressed in two or three sites from the western area of the culture (the grave at Nyírkarász–
Gyulaháza710, the bronze deposit at Rozsály711 and the possibly the settlement at Noroieni712)
and in a site in the eastern area (the settlement at Căşei)713. The strong correspondence
between the Suciu IIb phase and the Uriu–Ópályi type deposits needs to be considered as an
element of reference in dating. The great number of Suciu de Sus IIb/Uriu–Ópályi bronze
finds associations, but also the information concerning the functioning of the large
settlement of Petea–Csengersima suggest a long evolution of the Suciu de Sus IIb, during the
Bz D stage. The habitation that follows (Lăpuş II–Gáva I) is strongly linked to the series of
Cincu–Suseni/ Kurd deposits. As already shown, there are some finds from Lăpuş, Libotin,
Kriva that indicate on the one hand the employment of black channelled pottery in
association with Uriu–Ópályi type bronze finds (in the first two sites in association with
excised pottery). On the other hand, in the settlement at Carei – Spitz Farm there is a
relatively high quantity of excised pottery in a settlement where a deposit from the Cincu–
Suseni/ Kurd series was discovered. These finds, some originating from closed complexes,
express very nuanced associations. However in this moment they seem to offer slight
chances for more exact dating, as long as some of the pieces from Uriu–Ópályi type deposits
are also present in Cincu–Suseni type deposits. In this sense it needs to be kept in mind that
there is more information indicating that each of these types of deposits had been buried
during long time intervals and not due to political events that took place in certain moments.
Thus the Uriu–Ópályi type deposits ended up dated in a larger period from Reinecke BzC
(C2) till the beginning of the Ha A714, and those of Cincu–Suseni/ Kurd type during a longer
interval in Ha A (possible due to the weak expressiveness of the Turia–Jupalnic series) 715. As
a result a more cautious dating of the Suciu IIb phase is required during the BzD phase, since
there is no certain data to argue for (or against) a beginning in the BzC period or a
continuation along a certain course of the HaA stage. The Suciu IIb phase corresponds to
the Late Bronze 2a stage in the east of Hungary716 and in the Late Bronze II stage in the
north-west of Romania and Transylvania717.
The settlement at Petea–Csengersima confirms the long evolution of the Suciu de
Sus culture in the Plain of Satu Mare, as it was already attested by the research in the
settlement at Culciu Mare. In this region the potential presence of the Berkesz group is not
taken into consideration, this location having functioned during the BzD stage, after the end
of the Suciu de Sus culture718. Recent research from the north-east of Hungary seriously
questions even the existence of this cultural group. In a wider region of Nyírseg conclusive
data appeared concerning the presence of the Hajdúbagos –Cehăluţ group, that ends up
inhabiting this region also in the BzD stage719. The settlement at Nyírmada witnessed a
Hajdúbagos – Suciu IIb cohabitation, which thus is similar with the Egyek–Suciu mix,
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Mozsolics 1960, 113-123; Almássy– Istvánovits – Kurucz 1997, abb.9.
Mozsolics 1973, p. 204, p. 90.
712 Lazin 1996, p. 57-58, fig.1. (The B4 type- Uioara variant axe found on the surface of a Suciu de Sus
settlement, where later black-red channelled pottery was uncovered) .
713 Gogâltan 2001, p. 192, pl. VI.
714 For the discussions concerning the larger dating of the Uriu–Ópályi type deposits see: Gumă 1993, p. 262;
Kacsó 1996, p. 238-239; Kacsó 1990a, p. 46; Kobal' 2000, p. 17-19; Gogâltan 2001, p. 196.
715 The expressiveness of the few deposits of the Turia–Jupalnic group for a distinct chronological interval is
contested (Vulpe 1981, p. 429, Chicideanu 1983, p. 14-15, Kacsó 1996, p 251). The dating of the Cincu–
Suseni deposits in the second half of the Ha A1 phase and the first half of the Ha A2 phase was upheld by M.
Gumă (1993, p. 262). The Gyermely type was refused the possibility of expressing a chronological interval
distinct from that of the deposits dated in Ha B1 (Hansen 1994, p. 404).
716 Kemenczei 1984, p. 88-92, 96 (chronological table).
717 Gogâltan 2001, p. 197-198.
718 The situation forwarded by Kacsó (1987, p. 75, chronological table) was later corected (Kacsó 1990a, p. 46 şi
Kacsó 2001, p.239-240).
719 Nagy 2007, p. 84-85; Nagy 2007, p. 145-146; Bejinariu – Székely – Sana 2008, p. 206.
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proposed to illustrate the Berkesz group. The absence of Noua elements (faintly evidenced
earlier as well) and the geographical position (between the settlements that belong to the
Suciu de Sus and Hajdúbagos cultures) lead to considering of the settlement as being a
cultural mix that reflects the border region of the two cultures720. As in the Suciu IIa phase,
close contacts with the Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ group continue to be present, indicated by the
cohabitation mentioned in the settlement at Nyírmada, but also by the mutual pottery
imports present in the settlements from the BzD stage at Oros (Hungary)721 and Petea–
Csengersima (Pl. 49/6). In the case of the settlement at Căşeiu contacts with the Wietenberg
IV phase are attested722. Compared to the settlement at Petea–Csengersima, at Căşei the
small quantity of excised pottery stands out, although the affinities are expressed by the
presence of a small quantity of black-red pottery in both settlements. Based on these
elements the common complexes established with the find from Libotin are important
(placed by C. Kacsó at the beginning of the Lăpuş II phase), due to which the settlement was
dated in a transitional phase from the Suciu de Sus culture to the Lăpuş group723. The
research undertaken at the settlement of Petea–Csengersima offers some new elements for
the study of the relation between the Suciu de Sus IIb and Lăpuş I. Up to this point it was
unclear whether the late Suciu finds from the western area of the culture are
contemporaneous with the Lăpuş I phase or if these are successive cultural phenomena724. In
other words it remains debatable whether the Lăpuş I phase is a regional manifestation of the
Suciu de Sus culture, or if it is a cultural phenomenon that succeeds the Suciu de Sus culture.
This problem is difficult to assume because the only known Suciu de Sus discovery
from the Lăpuş Basin remains the eponymous necropolis. The second aspect is the fact that
the Lăpuş I phase is present (or at least represented) only in the necropolis at Lăpuş725. As a
result there is a difficulty in considering the excised pottery from Lăpuş as being the
expression of a first phase of the necropolis726, or there is a need to consider the possibility
that it represents only the heritage of a tradition, captured especially within the graves of the
military elite727. Even if the second model has important arguments it relies on the
coincidence that graves with excised pottery accumulate only older pieces (be these also
weapons). Moreover an assessment on a larger aria around the necropolis (the Upper Tisa
Basin) indicates much closer links between early channelled pottery and the bronze finds
from Cincu–Suseni/ Kurd type deposits.
Without commencing a detailed analysis of the uncertain pottery assemblages from
the levelled necropolis at Suciu de Sus, it can be said that its pottery alongside the general
characteristics of the Suciu de Sus II phase (Kacsó), has a few elements specific of the Suciu
de Sus IIa site728. As a result, just as in the region of Satu Mare two cultural phenomena
(Suciu II and Lăpuş I) are not attested by finds during the BzD stage, there are elements
which suggest that the Suciu de Sus II–Lăpuş I succession took place in the Lăpuş
Depression at least in an early time interval of the BzD stage. The material from Petea–
Csengersima also indicate a Suciu de Sus IIb–Lăpuş I synchronism, through the existence of
720Tóth

– Marta 2005, p.123-128.
Bejinariu – Székely – Sana 2008, pl. X/1,3.
722 Gogâltan 2001, p. 192-194.
723 Gogâltan 2001, p. 195.
724 Kacsó 1990a, p.46; Kacsó 2001, p. 240.
725 In the repertories concerning the Lăpuş group discoveries there is no separation of these made based on
phases. The exception is only the Lăpuş I settlement at Oarţa de Sus – Oul Făgetului. This overlaps a Suciu II
settlement and is overlaid by a Lăpuş II settlement! (Kacsó 1990a, p 44; Kacsó 2004a, p.54)
726 Kacsó 1975, p. 51-68.
727 Teržan 2005, p. 246, 250.
728 The pottery published from Suciu de Sus is little and mixed up (Roska 1942, p. 209; Mozsolics 1960; Vlassa
1963; Bader 1976); among the Suciu IIA elements remarkable are: the great quantity of incisions and simple
spirals (Bader 1976, pl. II/1,2,5, IV/6,7, V/1, VII, VIII, IX), the wheat grain shaped ornament on the rim
(Bader 1976 pl. II/7, pl. IV/2,8).
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some elements that predict the following cultural Lăpuş II–Gáva I (just like in Lăpuş) aspect:
the occurrence of the black-red by-chrome colouring, the appearance of amphorae with tall
cylindrical neck (type 2A) and of short cups with very tall handles (type 4).
Another relevant aspect for the Suciu de Sus IIb and Lăpuş I synchronism are the
specific elements that are passed down to the Lăpuş II–Gáva I habitation. It can be stated
that in the area of Lăpuş, a “Lăpuş I” “fingerprint” is passed down while in the region of
Satu Mare a Suciu de Sus IIb “fingerprint” is transmitted.
The Lăpuş II–Gáva I cultural horizon.
The genesis of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I cultural horizon is part of a larger process that
unfolds in a vast area of the Carpathian region: the beginning and the generalisation of the
employment of channelled “black-red” pottery. Chronologically established for one region or
to other in a greater or lesser extent, this process takes place in the Tisa Plain at the end of
the BzD stage and the beginning of the HaA1 stage. In the area of the Upper Tisa the new
cultural horizon that emerges is expressed through a set of pottery forms and ornaments that
are well distinguishable from the neighbouring cultural environments: Igriţa or Biharea (the
area of Bihor), pre–Gáva (the area of the middle Tisa) or the Cugir–Band type discoveries
(Transylvania). The main elements that set apart the pottery from the Upper Tisa region are:
the amphorae with a single row of protuberances and whose decoration comprises wide
channels or ribs, a few bowl types with thickened rim and which have faceted decoration or
horizontal channels (never oblique), short cup with very over raised handle decorated with
knobs (type 4). Alongside these elements that can be considered emblematic, the different
regions of the Upper Tisa area have a great number of vessels and common ornaments.
Regarding the better known in the Lăpuş Depression, the Plain of Carei and the Plain of Satu
Mare, almost each vessel variant or ornamental motif is usually present in each of the
regions, or if not, at least in two of these regions. Practically in the large areas initially
inhabited by the Cehăluţ–Hajdúbagos cultural group, the Suciu de Sus culture (phase IIb)
and the Lăpuş cultural group (phase I), there is a noticeable process of cultural
homogenisation. The pottery from the area of Satu Mare, through its numerous similarities
with the pottery of the two neighbouring areas, provides several common elements between
the Gáva I phase (the Nir area and the Carei area) and the Lăpuş II phase (the Lăpuş
Depression and the Sălaj Valley). Thus the material culture of the area of Satu Mare can be
considered as a reflection of the intermediary geographic position between the areas
attributed to the Lăpuş II phase and of those attributed to the Gáva I phase. Even if in these
areas there are a few specific elements, these are practically too weakly consistent to uphold
different cultural evolutions. Almost all the differences are visible especially at the level of the
ornamentation of coarse pottery, which as we have seen have a long existence, being
“ancestral” elements, inherited by each of the micro-areas already from the final period of
the Middle Bronze Age/the beginning of the Late Bronze Age.
The attempt to place the origins of the emergence process of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I
type manifestations in one of the micro-regions does not provide data that indicates a
prominent role of one among these. There are no clear elements to indicate that the cultural
material from one area penetrates other areas. On the other hand, from the perspective of
the fundamental role of channelled pottery, its important role is proved within the Cehăluţ–
Hajdúbagos pottery (for example the knobs framed by channels). The bi-chrome pottery is
also seen as coming from the west729. However, as we have seen, the bi-chrome colouring
appears at a relatively early horizon, in the late Suciu de Sus IIb. At the same time some
channelled motifs and ribs can be found also in Suciu de Sus IIb or Lăpuş I discoveries (for
example the knobs framed by arched channels or wide channels). On the other hand, the
transition to black-red channelled pottery attested very early in the Lăpuş area, although the
729

Kacsó 1990a, p. 48.
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common Lăpuş II–Gáva I antecedents are indicated on a reduced scale in the Lăpuş I phase
than in the north-western areas. The presence of excised pottery in the sites from the Carei
area indicate an important influence transmitted from the region of Lăpuş or that of Satu
Mare towards the western region of the Upper Tisa Basin. As a result, the synthesis of some
elements with different origins is reflected, frequently difficultly attributed to a certain microregions from the Upper Tisa area, given the fact that in time some specific elements of
certain regions had been adopted in other regions. This makes the localisation of the origin
of some forms or ornaments difficult.
The finds from the Satu Mare area show that the transformation process that led to
the adoption of black channelled pottery takes place in the western area of the Suciu de Sus
culture in a similar way to the Lăpuş Depression. The discoveries from the Carei area
indicate that a similar process took place also to the west of the Suciu de Sus cultural area, in
the former area of the Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ culture. The same process seems to unfold in the
north-eastern area of Hungary (Nyírség and Szatmár). The discoveries made so far between
the Gáva I type finds and those of Lăpuş II seem to be very reduced, determined more likely
by the inherited cultural background. The ceramic elements that used to set apart the Lăpuş
II phase from the Gáva culture had been focused on the pottery of the Gáva II phase730.
Almost the same elements of dissimilarity can be observed even if the pottery of the Gáva I
phase is compared with that of the Gáva II phase. As a result, the pottery from the HaA
phase from the regions of Sătmarului şi a Careiului is closer to the Lăpuş II pottery than to
Gáva–Holihrady pottery fully formed.
In conclusion it can be stated that in the area of the Upper Tisa Basin the process of
adopting black-red channelled pottery has two major stages. In a primary stage, through the
emergence of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I type manifestations, this pottery is quantitatively limited
and knows a set of specific forms and ornaments. At this primary cultural-chronological
horizon, the adoption of new elements prowess not so powerful so as to remove some
traditional characteristics specific of the former cultural manifestations. These are dispersed
along with the genesis of the classical stage of the Gáva culture (considered the 2nd phase),
when some new pottery forms and ornaments appear scattered in a large region that
comprises the Middle and Upper Tisa Basin, Transylvania, Galiţia and Bucovina. In the
Upper Tisa Basin the Lăpuş II–Gáva I type manifestations are linked with Cincu-Suseni/
Kurd type deposits. The Lăpuş II– Gáva I cultural horizon is dated as a result in the Ha A1
stage, it still being difficult to establish in what degree it continues to exist in the Ha A2
stage731. The analyses of C14 that have been recently made, attest the dating of Lăpuş II
phase at the end of the 14th century and the beginning of the 13th century BC732.
The link between the Lăpuş II–Gáva I type manifestations and the Cincu–Suseni/
Kurd type deposits is confirmed by the fact that the habit of breaking up the finds in these
types of deposits is present also in the deposits in the settlements (the vessel deposits from
Petea–Csengersima and Lazuri) or in funerary deposits (the tumulus necropolis at Lăpuş).
Once with the beginning of the Gáva II phase, linked with more recent deposits type, the
habit of depositing whole objects is encountered not only in bronze deposits but also in
ritual vessel deposits in the settlements. Also in this stage large scale fortifications appear in
the Someş Plain (Călineşti Oaş, Căuaş and Andrid). Even if in the case of some settlements
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Specific of the Gáva culture and not encountered in the Lăpuş group are some pottery forms (bi-conical
vessels, vessels with levels, bowls with incurving rim, bowls with lobed rims, bowls with twisted rim in the
shape of a turban, wide cup with over raised handles, beakers with relatively tall neck and curved body,
vessels with hollow foot, conical vessels, vessels with lobed rims) and some ornaments (wavy incisions, belts
in relief, polished star shaped motifs) (Kacsó 1990a, p. 48).
731 The HaA2 phase is difficultly observable in the Carpathian region due to the weak chronological
expressiveness of the Turia—Jupalnic type deposits (Vulpe 1981, p. 429; Chicideanu 1983, p. 14-15; Kacsó
1996, p. 251) and of those of Gyermely type (Hansen 1994, p. 404).
732 Kacsó– Metzner-Nebelsick– Nebelsick 2009.
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there is a habitation in the same place, a situation present both in the Lăpuş II–Gáva I and
Gáva II phases (Lazuri, Nagykáló), in the case of several opened settlements there is an
observable transition between these phases, the bulk of Gáva II type settlements being
placed in new location. All these elements indicate that starting whit was is usually called the
2nd phase of the Gáva culture, profound changes take place not only at the level of the
material culture but also in what regards the society’s organisation. Again, at the present stage
of knowledge, it is difficult to state to what degree the new elements of material and spiritual
culture that appear in the Upper Tisa region are due to a population penetration and in what
degree these can be considered only assimilated cultural influences.
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VI. ANNEXES

The Description of Archaeological Complexes733
Katalin Almássy and Liviu Marta

Sector A (Fig. 11).
S “A” Complex 1 (Fig. 11, 12). A pit with an oval outline (200 x 230 cm) was dug into the sterile soil,
in 80 cm depth. Its walls were 57 cm high, with various inclinations. The base showed two convex
shapes. The fill was brown-grey with black inclusions towards the top, and brown-yellowish additions
at the base. Inventory: 122 pottery fragments originated from at least 14 vessels, 5 daub pieces. Five
fragments have incised and excised decoration (Pl. 3/6-7) that originated from at least 3 vessels. A
sheep or goat mandible laid on the base of the pit. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
Pottery shape
_
amphora
strainer
pot
_
pot
dish
cup
pot
cup
dish
cup
dish
pot
strainer

Paste
c
s
s
c
c
c
f
f
f
c
f
s
_
_
_
_

Decoration type
EA
_
_
_
GA
_
DA
M
GA
_
_
DA
_
_
_

Pottery type
_
2B
2A
1Bb
_
2B
2Aa
3B

No. of elements
1
1
1
1
1
1

_
_
2A
3B
2A
2B
2A

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

Plate
2/10
2/11
2/12
2/15
3/1
3/2
3/3
3/6
3/7
–
_
_
_
_

Sector B (control trench) (Fig. 11).
S “B” Complex1 - Bronze hoard (Fig. 11, 12). The needles were placed vertically into the ground.
Their upper parts were buried into the dark layer of soil, below the existing topsoil, and their bent
tips and most of their bodies were placed into the sterile clay. There was a black spot with a diameter
of 20 cm which was situated around the needles, in the confines between the cultural layer and the
sterile layer. This suggested that for the burial of those needles a hole was dug. The existence of the
pit was illustrated by the presence of the disc and of the protrusions that restrainted the needles to
penetrate the ground with their upper part. The small, black spot of soil that appeared in the upper
sterile layer was likely to be the very base of the pit that was excavated for the pieces to be laid in it.
Sector S2 (10 x 1 m, 10 m², Fig. 7).
No significant complexes.
Sector S3 (10 x 1 m, 10 m², Fig. 7).
733

This chapter embraces the description of the shape of the complexes as well as a short description of the
artifact’s categories found on them. The tables contain the ceramic elements (vessel’s shape and ornaments)
identified on the archaeological complexes.
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No significant complexes.
Sector S4 (20 x 1 m, 20 m², Fig. 7).
No significant complexes.
Sector S5 (20 x 2,5 m, 50 m², Fig. 3).
S5 Complex 1 (Fig. 3, 4). A dwelling structure represented by a mass of daub that was concentrated
in the west side of the section and spread over its entire excavated width (2,5 m), with a length of 8
and 9,5 m. Most of the platform of this dwelling structure extended beyond the margins of the trial
trench and only its eastern margins were revealed in its confines. It is likely that the platform was
oriented N-NW – E-SE. The daub platform was identified at the base of the cultural layer, 70–75 cm
under the surface. It was 8-15 cm thick and extended down to the level of the sterile soil. Inventory:
44 pottery fragments, 14 of which were re-fired. They originated from 7 vessels. Date/culture: Lăpuş
II–Gáva I.
Pottery shape
cup
amphora
amphora
p. cooking v.
p. cooking v.

Paste
c
s
c
c
f

Decoration type
_
GA
GA
_
BF

Pottery type
4
1A
1A
_
_

No. of elements
1
1
1
1
1

Plate
3/11
4/1
4/2
_
_

S5 Complex 2 (Fig. 3, 4). The pit was dug into the sterile soil reaching a depth of 86 cm from the
surface. It had an oval ground plan (110 x 80 cm). Its walls sloped towards the base which was flat
and laid 14 cm under the outline of the complex. The fill was dark grey with brown and black
inclusions. It contained carbonized plant remains and daub fragments. Date/culture: Late Bronze
Age; not assigned to an archaeological culture.
S5 Complex 3 (Fig. 3, 4) – Amphora deposition. The base of an amphora (Pl. 4/4) was preserved
down to the level of the lowest row of bosses. It was buried upside-down in the cultural layer, but no
evidence of a pit was found in its vicinity. The upper edge of the preserved part of the amphora
appeared immediately under the surface. This illustrates that the lower part of the amphora was
destroyed by cultivation. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
Pottery shape
amphora

Paste
s

Decoration type
KK

Pottery type
_

No. of elements
1

Plate
4/4

Sector S6 (10 x 4 m, 40 m², Fig. 3)
S6 Complex 1 (Fig. 3, 4). Dwelling structure preserved in the shape of a burnt daub platform and
carbonized plant remains. It was uncovered in the western half of the trench, over an area of 5 m in
length and 4 m in width. Only a part of its western margin was investigated as the rest laid outside the
trench. These daub fragments spread over the entire trench, over an area of 220 x 100 cm, and
extended into the southern side of the section S6. While the remains of burnt walls were identified in
the upper part of the cultural layer in 50 cm depth, the platform itself laid 60 cm under the surface,
10-15 cm above the sterile soil. The dwelling structure superimposed the pits Complex 1a, Complex 2
and Complex 3. Inventory: 118 pottery fragments (14 of which were re-fired) that originated from at
least 6 vessels. Date/culture: Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
Pottery shape
cup
cup
pot
amphora
lid

Paste
f
f
s
f
c

Decoration type
_
GG
_
KB,HC
_

Pottery type
4
1B
1B
1B
1

No. of elements
1
1
1
1
1

Plate
4/5
4/6
4/7
4/8
4/9
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S6 Complex 1a (Fig. 3, 4). A pit with a quasi-circular outline (130 x 140 cm) was seen at the base of
the cultural layer, 78 cm under the surface. Its sides were sloped and had a slightly concave base. Its
maximum depth was 22 cm below its outline. The dark fill was similar to the cultural layer in which it
was cut, and it contained burnt charcoal fragments and daub pieces. Inventory: 16 pottery shards, 8
re-fired fragments, 28 pieces of daub, 1 grinding stone fragment. The pottery shards originated from
at least 7 vessels, of which one had fine incisions (likely in secondary context). Date/culture: Lăpuş
II – Gáva I.
Pottery
shape
dish
dish
_
_

Paste

Decoration type

Pottery type

No. of elements

Plate

s
f
f
s

_
KB
IB
BF

2Aa
2Bb
_
_

1
1
1
1

5/1
5/2
5/3
_

S6 Complex 2 (Fig. 3, 4). – A pit with an oval outline (186 x 117 cm) found at the base of the
cultural layer 78 cm below the surface was superimposed by dwelling Complex 1. It was hardly 8-10
cm in depth, with a small circular pit in the north with 10 cm diameter and 15 cm deep. Its base was
flat and its fill was light brown. Inventory: 14 pieces of daub, 6 pottery fragments that originated from
5 vessels, one of them had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Lăpuş II– Gáva I.
Pottery shape
_
amphorae
amphora
cup
dish
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s

Decoration type
GG
GK
KB
IB,IC
_

Pottery type
_
_
_
_
2Ac

No. of elements
1
1
1
1
1

Plate
_
_
_
_
_

S6 Complex 3 (Fig. 3, 4) – A pit with an oval outline (60 x 42 cm), with hardly visible margins was
identified at a depth of 79 cm. It laid at the base of the cultural layer, under Complex 1. It was only 34 cm deep; it had a flat base and dark brown fill. No pottery was found in the pit and it could not be
assigned to an archaeological culture.
Sector S7 (40,50 x 2 m, 81 m², Fig. ).
S7 Complex 1 (Fig. 3, 4). – A pit situated in the north of the trench which could only be partially
excavated. Its outline (145 x 105 cm) appeared at the base of the cultural layer in 92 cm depth, but the
profile showed that it went down from 70 cm into the cultural layer. Its sides were strongly arched,
and extended 30 cm under the cultural layer. Its base was flat. The maximum depth of the complex
was 30 cm. The upper part of the fill was dark grey and the middle part was dark brown. Inventory:
30 pottery shards (2 were re-fired), and 3 pieces of daub. The pottery shards, of which one was
incised, originated from 14 vessels. Date/culture: Lăpuş II– Gáva I.
Pottery shape
cup
amphora
amphora
dish

Paste
f
s
f
s

Decoration type
IB,IC
KA
GG
_

Pottery type
l
_
_
2Ab

No. of elements
1
1
1
1

Plate
5/4
5/6
5/7
5/8

S7 Complex 2 (Fig. 3, 4). – A pit with quasi-circular outline (140 x 128 cm in diameter), was found at
the base of the cultural layer in 0,90 m depth. The 38 cm high sides were almost perpendicular on the
flat base. Its upper fill was brown-grey and the middle part was dark brown and contained many
carbonized plant remains. Inventory: 161 pottery fragments that originated from 18 vessels, 5 pieces
of daub, 7 fragments of a portable cooking vessel, one fragment of polished and perforated stone.
Most of the pottery was preserved in small fragments. 6 sherds that originated from two cups had
incised-excised decorations. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Pottery shape
cup
cup
cup
dish
tray
p. cooking v.
p. cooking v.
pot
pot

Paste
f
f
s
c
c
s
c
c
c

Decoration type
GA,HB
_
LP,LN,HB
_
_
AH
_
_

Pottery type
1A
1
1Aa
4B
2
_
_
1Ab
2B

No. of elements
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Plate
5/10
5/11
5/12
5/13
5/14
6/1
6/2
6/3
_

S7 Complex 3 (Fig. 3, 4). – A pear shaped pit with quasi-circular outline (125 x 130 cm) occurred at
the base of the cultural layer, 91 cm under the outline. The arched sides widened 10–20 cm towards
the flat base. The maximum depth of the pit was 49 cm and the fill was dark grey. Inventory: 78
pottery fragments that originated from 19 vessels, 4 pieces of daub. 3 fragments that originated from
two vessels had incised-excised decorations. Date/culture: Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
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S7 Complex 4 (Fig. 3, 4). – A (post) pit with quasi-circular outline (50 x 60 cm) occurred at the base
of the cultural layer in 90 cm depth. The walls were arched. The base was convex. The fill was darkgrey and the maximum depth was 18 cm below its outline. Inventory: 26 pottery shards and 9 pieces
of daub; 1 fragment of a pot rim (Pl. 6/10), 3 fragments that originated from a vessel with a black
outside and brick red coloured interior. It is likely that a shard decorated with incisions from this pit
was in secondary context as it was the only one that was hard fired. Date/culture: The 3 red and
black pottery fragments which were specific to the Lăpuş II–Gáva I horizon were likely to date the
complex.
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S7 Complex 5 (Fig. 3, 4). – A pit in the southern side of the section was partially excavated. It
occurred at the base of the stratum in 90 cm depth. A 103 cm long and 42 cm wide semicircular
segment laid within the confines of the trench. The sides were asymmetrical; either perpendicular or
slightly inclined in and outward. Its base was rather flat and laid in 35 cm depth. The uppermost fill
of the pit was grey and dark brown in the middle containing inclusions of charcoal and daub grains.
Inventory: 7 pottery fragments that originated from 4 vessels, 2 pieces of daub. The presence of three
pottery fragments, black on one side and brick red on the other make it likely that the pit can be
assigned to the cultural horizon Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
Sector S8 (11 x 4 m, 44 m², Fig. 3, 4).
S8 Complex 1a (Fig. 3, 4). – Dwelling structure? A daub platform occurred in the upper part of the
cultural layer, 30 cm under its contour. Its maximum thickness was 20 cm. The daub spread over a
square area, on a surface of 340 x 340 cm. In the southern side, the clay platform came out from the
investigated surface, indicating the north-south orientation of the longer sides of the construction.
The fragments of fired walls preserved the traces of pile impressions (including parallel piles) and
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rods. Inventory: 34 pottery fragments (some were fired) that originated from 18 vessels. A pottery
fragment had incised and excised decorations with specific motifs for the Suciu culture, as well as for
the Lăpuş group (Pl. 7/11). It was found together with a fragment from a bowl having the interior
coloured in shiny black. Date/culture: Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
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S8 Complex 1 (Fig. 3, 4). – A pit lied on the northern border of the sector and thus it was only
partially excavated. The D shaped area exposed measured 220 x 304 cm and was seen at the base of
the cultural layer in 60 cm depth. The walls were 66 cm high, straight or slightly arched. The base was
rather flat. The fill was grey with a few thin layers of yellow clay. It also had much carbonized plant
remains and scattered daub fragments. It was found under S8 Complex 1a and it superimposed the
northern area of S8 Complex 2. A bronze needle with broken head was found at 10 cm in depth, in
laid position. Inventory: 348 pottery fragments that originated from 63 vessels, a bronze needle, 2
pieces of stone. The pottery fragments were small, except the fragments that made up the half of a
pot (Pl. 9/17). Together with a great number of fluted fragments were found two fragments painted
in shiny black on one side and brown on the other (Pl. 8/1, Pl. 9/11). There were 5 fragments that
originated from 4 vessels with incised and excised decorations, 3 of them looked like they were rolled.
Date/culture: Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
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S8 Complex 2 (Fig. 3, 4). – A pit found in the southern confines of the sector was only partially
excavated. It was seen at the base of the cultural layer 60 cm below the surface. The sides were
asymmetrical varying from steeply inclined to sloping, and the base was convex. The maximum depth
of the complex was 38 cm. The fill was grey. It was covered by complex 1a and it was cut by complex
1 and complex 3. Inventory: 103 pottery fragments that originated from 22 vessels and 8 pieces of
daub. Except for 15 fragments of a pot (Pl. 10/10), all the pottery fragments were re-fired. Two of
the 4 fragments with incised and excised decorations originated from cups (Pl. 10/3,11) which were
specific to the Suciu culture. A wide, black amphora rim and a bowl with faceted rim (Pl. 10/2)
belonged to the Lăpuş II–Gáva I horizon. Date/culture: In this pit the pottery was characteristic
for both the Suciu de Sus culture and the cultural horizon Lăpuş II–Gáva I. Thus, exact
dating was not possible, perhaps it dated to the transition.
S8 Complex 3 (Fig. 3, 4) – A pit had quasi-circular outline (106 x 110 cm in diameter). Its sides were
arched. The base was slightly convex. The maximum depth was 18 cm and the fill was dark grey.
Inventory: 5 pottery fragments. One shard which had excised decoration might have been in a
secondary context as it was badly eroded. Date/culture: Not assigned to an archaeological
culture.
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Sector S9 (36,20 x 3 m, 108,6 m², Fig. 3, 5).
S9 Complex 1 (Fig. 3, 5) – It first occurred at 84 cm in depth, like a large sized archaeological
complex (240 x 590 cm) that came out from the trench in the southern and eastern side. It’s likely
that it represented the convex shape in the cultural layer, because after it had been dug 6 cm under, 3
different pits occurred:
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S9 Complex 1a (Fig. 3, 5) – A partially excavated pit that had an irregular arched outline (223 x 312
cm). The walls were asymmetrical, varying from sloping to steeply inclined towards the inside; uneven
base. The maximum depth was 42 cm. Its fill was black, like the fill of the cultural layer in which it
was cut. Inventory: 9 small pottery fragments that originated from 5 vessels and a piece of daub. It
was not assigned to an archaeological culture.
S9 Complex 1b (Fig. 3, 5) – A pit with quasi-circular outline (142 x 150 cm), cylindrical shape and
with an arched step in its eastern side. Its base was flat and laid 58 cm under the outline. The fill was
dark, like the cultural layer in which it was cut. Inventory: 10 pottery fragments and a large quantity of
daub (approximately 20 kg). Among the pottery fragments that originated from 8 vessels, there was
one fragment with 2 incised lines and also another one with black outside and brick red coloured
inside. The last pottery fragment suggests the pit could be assigned to the Lăpuş II–Gáva I horizon.
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S9 Complex 1c (Fig. 3, 5) – A pit with semi-oval outline, with uneven walls and uneven base in three
steps that went down from north to south (-15 cm, -25 cm, -30 cm). The fill was black, as well as the
cultural layer in which it was cut. Inventory: 72 pottery fragments, 66 pieces of daub, portable
cooking vessel shards. Most of the pottery fragments were atypical; there was a fragment with
excised, spiral decoration (Pl. 11/2). Two fragments of an amphora with wide fluting indicated that
they were assigned to the Lăpuş II–Gáva I horizon.
S9 Complex 2 (Fig. 3, 5). – A pit with irregular, quasi-oval outline (203 x 145 cm) was delimited by
the cultural layer ( 84 cm). The walls were steep, except the eastern side, where a step was uncovered
in 20 cm depth. The base was convex and was 45 cm deep under the outline. Its fill was dark, like the
cultural layer in which it was cut. Inventory: 58 pottery fragments, 8 pieces of daub, one large
fragment of a grinding stone, one shard of a polishing stone. Pottery fragments originated from 13
vessels. Date/culture: Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
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S9 Complex 3 (Fig. 3, 5) – A pit lied in the confines of the sector and thus was partially excavated. It
had a quasi-oval outline. It occurred below the cultural layer in 85 cm depth. The walls went down 25
cm steeply inclined towards the inside. The base was flat and the fill was grey. Another pit that
contained the same fill was uncovered on the east side of the former pit, and went down from the
first one with 45 cm. The cultural layer and Complex 4 superimposed pit Complex 3. Inventory: a
small fragment of corroded bronze, 76 pottery fragments that originated from at least 13 vessels,
fragments of animal bones. 5 pottery fragments had incised-excised decorations and they originated
from 3 vessels (one of them had shiny black outside and light brown inside). Date/culture: Suciu de
Sus.
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S9 Complex 4 (Fig. 3, 5) – A dwelling structure deepened into the ground? was partially researched
on a polygonal surface. It laid below the cultivable soil, and the fill was darker than the cultural layer.
It had two parallel margins that appeared to be the long sides of the construction, and one of them
was 260 cm long. Another side had 244 cm and fell perpendicularly on the sides that were first
mentioned. The excavated area represented the eastern side of the construction that appeared to be
rectangular, oriented east-west. The walls of the construction were 45–50 cm tall, steeply inclined or
sloping, and they cut the sterile layer in 20 cm depth. The base was flat or convex. Two pile pits were
found in two uncovered corners. The one in the north-eastern corner with circular outline (40 cm in
diameter) was 33 cm below the floor of the construction. The base was convex. The other pit with
oval outline in the north-western corner (20 x 40 cm) was 26 cm below the floor of the building. The
base was flat. Inventory: 119 pottery fragments, two pieces of daub, 1 fragment of a grinding stone.
The pottery fragments originated from 31 vessels. Two fragments that originated from two vessels
had excised and incised decorations. One bowl with linear rim and a fragment of a short cup with
upraised handle was decorated with vertical fluting, suggesting it assigned to the Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
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Sector S9 Complex 5 (Fig. 3, 5). – The confines of a deposition that contained daub and vessel
shards occurred in the upper side of the cultural layer, in 70 cm depth. The deposition was partially
excavated over an area of 3,64 m long and 1,50 m wide, in the north-eastern corner of the section.
The fill went down 1,10 m, of which 10 cm cut into the sterile clay. Inventory: 45 pottery shards
(some of them were fired) and daub fragments. Pottery shards originated from 7 vessels. 19
fragments of an amphora that was hard re-fired had incised-excised decorations. Besides them, there
were also shards of a bowl with thickened interior rim and a fragment of an amphora neck with wide,
horizontal fluting (Pl. 11/11). Date/culture: The latter fragments were specific to the horizon Lăpuş
II– Gáva I, and the cup with excised fragments belonged to the Suciu de Sus culture.
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S9 Complex 6 (Fig. 3, 5). – A pit was partially excavated and had an oval outline. It was delimited by
the cultural layer (100 m). The walls of the pit were irregular, varying from steeply inclined to sloping
for 30–36 cm in height, and went steep for 90 cm. Inventory: 29 pottery fragments that originated
from 14 vessels, 5 pieces of daub (one has prints of three parallel piles). Most of the pottery
fragments originated from the body of 2-3 pots. There were also 2 bowl rims (one had lobbed rim),
also a fired fragment with excised decoration, a fragment from the shoulder of an amphora with wide
and horizontal fluting and vertical ribs. A pottery fragment with excised decoration might have been
rolled; the amphora fragment was specific of the horizon Lăpuş II– Gáva I.
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S9 Complex 7 (Fig. 3, 5) – A red pot in situ was found in the cultural layer and had its upper part 20
cm above the sterile soil (Pl. 11/16). There was a clay weight in the vessel and a few small fragments
of bones, and another clay weight laid next to it (Pl. 11/14, 15). Not assigned to an archaeological
culture.
S9 Complex 8 (Fig. 3, 5) – A pit with circular outline (83 cm in diameter) in which one third of an
amphora was buried. The upper part of the amphora came out from the cultural layer, and cut into
the sterile clay. The shape of the pit was conical as it took the shape of the inferior part of the vessel,
as the amphora was in standing position on the base of the pit. The 84 pottery shards made up one
third of the vessel. Date/culture: Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
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Sector S10 (35,40 x 3 m; 106, 2 m², Fig. 3 ).
S10 Complex 1 (Fig. 3, 6) – A pit had circular outline (153 cm), it was shallow (10 cm) with the
outline hardly visible. It had flat base, dark-brown fill with inclusions of daub fragments and scattered
charcoal. Inventory: 20 pottery shards (2 were fired) and 10 pieces of daub. Pottery fragments
originated from at least 3 vessels made of coarse paste. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
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S10 Complex 2 (Fig. 3, 6) – A pit, or likely two crosscut pits were found at the base of the cultural
layer, in 90 cm depth. One of the pits was large and deep (the maximum depth was 75 cm from the
outline) with quasi-rounded outline (165 x190 cm). It had convex base and steep walls or, it had a
step in the north-western side. The other pit was narrow, with round outline (102 cm in diameter), it
was less deep than the previous pit (22 cm in depth); it had straight walls and a flat base. Both pits
had dark grey fill, almost black, with scattered daub fragments. The small pit contained a larger
amount of daub than the large pit. Inventory: 186 pottery fragments (a few of them were fired), a
fragment of a river stone, 2 pieces of daub. The pottery shards originated from 31 vessels, the
majority of them belonged to the body of some large sized and middle sized vessels. Of the pottery
fragments with excised decorations, 3 had decorative motifs specific of the Lăpuş group (Pl. 12/4),
but 3 shards originated from the Suciu de Suciu cups (Pl. 12/2,3). It is likely that they laid in a
secondary position because a miniature of an amphora, a bowl with thickened inside lip and a low
cup decorated with fluting belonged to the Lăpuş II– Gáva I horizon.
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S10 Complex 2a (Fig. 3, 6) – A pit laid on the border of the sector and thus it was partially excavated
(100x168 cm). It was identified in the sterile soil in 105 cm depth. It had steep walls or sloping. Its
base was flat and 46 cm deep. The fill was dark grey and contained small fragments of scattered daub
and charcoal. Inventory: 29 pottery fragments (2 were fired), a piece of daub and a river stone
fragment. The pottery fragments originated from 5–7 vessels. Date/culture: Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
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S10 Complex 3 (Fig. 3, 6) – A bell shaped pit occurred in the sterile soil (100 cm deep). Its outline
was slightly oval (130 x 144 cm). The walls were steep and inclined towards the outside. The base was
flat (190 cm in diameter). The pit was 38 cm deep. The top 8–10 cm of black fill of the pit turned
grey as it lowered to the base, and contained pottery fragments and charcoal, as well as small,
scattered daub pieces. Inventory: 29 pottery fragments that originated from at least 8 vessels.
Date/culture: Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
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S10 Complex 4 (Fig. 3, 6) – A pit that contained an amphora. The pit had dark-grey fill, and the
outline was oval (70 x 80 cm in diameter). The walls were vertical and cut the sterile soil in 13 cm in
depth. It had flat base. An amphora in situ was found in the upper part of the cultural layer, and its
shape could be defined only in the sterile soil (100 cm). Another amphora was laid standing on the
base of the pit (Pl. 13). The fragments of the upper part of the amphora were found in the cultural
layer, 10 cm above the level of the pit outline, and a part of the fragments were scattered in the
vegetal layer, likely as a result of tilling. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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S10 Complex 5 (Fig. 3, 6) – The base of a pit was found in the upper part of the cultural layer (80 cm
in depth). Many broken pottery shards were laid around the vessel they originated from, which was
also likely that was broken by the tilling equipment. The vessel was in standing position, in 95 cm
depth, and 8 cm above the sterile soil. The deposition pit couldn't be defined. Together with the pot
made of coarse paste were present 6 pottery fragments from other vessels and a small animal bone.
Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
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S10 Complex 6 (Fig. 3, 6) – A hearth was found in 80 cm depth in the cultural layer, in an area
varying from 75 cm to 90 cm in depth. It is likely that the hearth belonged to a dwelling because
many daub fragments were found in the area, forming a platform of 215 x 200 cm. The hearth was
oval (67 x 88 cm) and was 3 cm thick. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
Sector S11 (36 x 3 m, 108 m², Fig. 3)
S11 Complex 1 (Fig. 3, 6) – A pit was laid in the confines of the sector and thus it was partially
excavated and had irregular outline (86 x 100 cm). It was defined at the base of the cultural layer (91
cm deep). In the centre, it was circular and had 84 cm in diameter. The walls were steeply inclined
towards the inside and the base was flat. The pit was filled with daub. Inventory: 6 pottery shards
from a light brown vessel among the daub pieces. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
S11 Complex 2 (Fig. 3, 6) – Pottery fragments and a daub deposition occurred in the cultural layer, in
88 cm depth. The deposition cut 15 cm into the sterile layer, and as deep as 100 cm it appeared like a
rectangular pit (100 x 130 cm). A bowl was laid on the slightly inclined, flat base. The dark grey fill
contained much charcoal. Inventory: a complete bowl, 32 pottery fragments (some of them were refired to vitrification), a bone and a grinding stone fragment. The pottery fragments originated from
other 7 vessels. Date/culture: Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
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S11 Complex 3 (Fig. 3, 6) – A pit was partially excavated and had arched outline (113 x 154 cm). It
was delimited in the sterile soil which it cut in 10–30 cm. The base was irregular and the fill was grey.
Inventory: 26 pottery fragments that originated from 9–12 vessels. Not assigned to an
archaeological culture.
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S11 Complex 4 (Fig. 3, 6) – A pit was partially excavated on a surface with arched outline (68 x 106
cm). It occurred in the sterile soil (88 cm deep), which it cut in 18 cm depth. The walls were steep and
had a step in the eastern corner. The base was flat and the fill lacked in pottery inventory, but it
contained a few daub fragments. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
Sector S13 (14 x 4 m, 56 m², Fig. 11)
S13 Complex 1- Roman Age Complex.
Sector S14 (171 m², Fig. 11)
S14 Complex 1- A Roman Age pit. It contained 792 small pottery shards of the Late Bronze Age. 36
pottery fragments among them had excised and incised decorations.
S14 Complex 2 (Fig. 11, 12) – A pit was laid in the confines of the sector and thus it was partially
excavated on a semi-oval surface (190 x 390 cm). Its walls went steeply inclined 32 cm towards the
flat base. Inventory: 242 pottery fragments that originated from at least 33 vessels, 2 fragments of
hearth clay, 1 piece of daub, 3 small fragments of stone, one bone splinter. 30 pottery fragments have
incised-excised decorations that originated from at least 9 vessels. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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S14 Complex 3 - Roman Age dwelling
S14 Complex 4 (Fig. 11, 12) – A pit had irregular contour but round margins (120 x 126 cm). It
occurred in the sterile soil. The walls went steep or steeply inclined 65 cm towards the flat base. The
fill was dark grey, like the cultural layer.
S14 Complex 5 (Fig. 11, 12) – A pit had irregular oval outline (195 x 250 cm). A step took shape at
20 cm in depth, in the southern side of the pit. Further deep, the walls were steep, or steeply inclined,
or arched towards the inside for 56 cm to the flat base, which was superimposed by a 25-32 cm thick
layer of ceramic shards, grinder fragments and weights of fired clay. A bronze needle was found in
the objects deposition. Some of the vessel fragments were re-fired, but others were not fired at all,
even if they were part of the same vessels. It turned out that several shards of the 4 vessels were laid
grouped. The fill of the pit was grey and contained many traces of charcoal and a few small fired
bones among the objects laid on the pit base. Inventory:
1) 23 ceramic shards, of which 20 were re-fired, restored a half of an amphora; the body was refired. (Pl. 16/2)
2) 36 fragments (31 were re-assembled), of which 31 were re-fired (some of them were vitrified)
and restored the most part of an amphora. (Pl. 17/1)
3) 54 ceramic shards (42 were re-assembled), of which 24 were re-fired and restored a part of an
amphora. The rim, the neck and the body contained re-fired shards as well as not-fired
fragments, indicating that the first shards had been fired after the vessel was broken. (Pl.
17/4)
4) 23 ceramic shards (19 were re-assembled) were re-fired. They were part of the neck and body
of a small amphora. It's possible that 6 pottery fragments that were hard re-fired restored a
part of the lip and neck of the same vessel. (Pl. 18.1)
5) 15 ceramic shards (4 were re-fired) of a small amphora decorated with oblique ribs and
bosses (Pl. 18/2).
6) 22 fragments (12 were assembled), 6 of which were re-fired, restored more than 2/3 of the
neck and body of a small amphora (Pl. 18/3).
7) 25 fragments, 10 of which were re-fired, restored approximately 10–12% of the inferior part
and shoulder of an amphora with shiny-black outside and brown-yellowish on the inside (Pl.
18/10)
8) 46 ceramic shards originated from a conical vessel with black outside and brick red coloured
inside. More than half of the mouth was preserved, as well as several shards from the body
and base. The shards lack in decorations, thus they could be attested only according to their
inside and outside colour as well as according to the texture of the paste. In this case, it was
difficult to establish if some re-fired fragments belonged to this vessel.
9) 27 pottery fragments (re-fired) from the upper side of a portable cooking vessel. The
fragments it comprised were differently fired, indicating this process took place after it had
been broken into pieces. It's difficult to establish if one of the vessel bases from the pit was
its, but the colour and texture of one of the bases seemed to be similar with the vessel's (Pl.
20/2).
10) 15 fragments (13 were re-fired) from the upper part and from the legs of a portable cooking
vessel. The upper part of the portable cooking vessel was hard re-fired to distortion. One of
the shards of the feet was not fired, but the other one was (Pl. 19/7). Some scattered
fragments could be assigned to the vessel, according to colour, thickness and paste texture,
some of them being re-fired. In the same context, one of the vessel bases seemed to belong
to it (Pl. 19/8).
11) 66 fragments (45 re-assembled, 28 re-fired) from a large-sized vessel had thick walls made of
coarse paste – it was probably a storage v.essel. Three of the fragments from the upper side
of the body were hard re-fired. Among other few fragments that were partially fired, there
were some parts of the vessel that were fired after breakage. It's possible that 20 more
fragments that were re-fired belonged to this vessel because they corresponded in thickness,
composition and intensity in firing. The thicker and stronger fired fragments of the pit walls
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12)
13)

14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)

20)
21)

might be parts of the same vessel (Pl. 20). Another base fragment seemed to belong to the
same vessel.
6 hard re-fired fragments from the upper part of a pot (Pl. 19/1). Other 4 fragments of the
base seemed to belong to this pot (Pl. 19/3).
3 fragments restoring the half base and a part of the inferior part of a brick red- reddish
coloured inside of a pot and brown-yellowish with grey inclusions outside of the same pot
(Pl. 19/4). Four hard fired fragments of an out-turned mouth looked like they belonged to
this pot (Pl. 19/5). It is not certain if other pieces from the mass of re-fired shards belonged
to this pot.
9 fragments of the bulged body of a pot made of a coarse paste, brick red – yellowish
coloured. One of the fragments preserved a handle. It is most likely that the vessel had one
more handle (Pl. 19/2).
5 re-fired fragments of a strainer perforated at the base (Pl. 17/2).
One third from the surface of a short cup (Pl. 17/3). By the similarity in their colour, other
three fragments seemed to belong to it.
A shard from the handle of a cup. The cup had two different handles: the inside handle was
almost round, and the outside handle was wide and band-shaped, with 4 vertical fluting (Pl.
18/6).
A re-fired lid, but only at the upper part.
Clay weighs. Complete parts or fragments that originated from 8 clay weights were found (Pl.
20/1–7). They had conical or tapered shapes. Two of them were convex at the upper part.
Some of them were made of fine paste, while others were made of a paste that turned coarse
after firing.
A bronze needle (Pl. 16/1)
19 grinder fragments. All the pieces were re-assembled except two of them, and a stone
grinder was almost entirely restored. The two unassembled pieces seemed to originate from
the grinder, according to the thickness and the colour of the broken part. Few small
fragments were missing from the grinder (Pl. 19/6).
There were several other ceramic shards in the pit among the objects that were mentioned,
but they certainly belonged to other vessels (Pl. 18/4, 5, 9). There were also few small
fragments of daub among the vessels (one of them still preserved the traces of two parallel
rods). Date/culture: Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
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S14 Complex 6 (Fig. 11, 12) – A pit had irregular, oval outline, (82 x 105 cm), and was identified in
the sterile soil. The walls were 53 cm high, steeply inclined towards the inside. The base was slightly
irregular, the fill was dark-grey with small, scattered fragments of daub and charcoal. Inventory: 28
ceramic shards that originated from 10 vessels. Date/culture: Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
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S14 Complex 7 (Fig. 11, 12) – A pit had semi-oval rim (132 x 156 cm) and step-like walls or with
various inclinations. They were 44 cm high. The pit had irregular base, and the fill was dark-grey with
small fragments of daub and scattered charcoal pieces. No ceramic inventory, not assigned to an
archaeological culture.
Sector S15 (62,5 m², Fig. 11)
S15 Complex 1 (dwelling) (Fig. 11, 13) – A rectangular daub platform (218 x 320 cm) was found in
the uppermost part of the cultural layer, at 37–40 cm deep. The daub platform was 15-20 cm thick,
and cut the soil as much as 8-12 cm above the lowermost limit of the cultural layer, in 63 and 70 cm
depth. Oriented north to south, the platform was originally about 3,50 cm long and, in the northern
part, it was destroyed over a length of 20–30 cm during excavations. The corners of the platform
revealed 4 pits of which 2 were in the eastern part and appeared to be pillar pits (Complexes 2 and 5).
The pit in the north-western corner (Complex 3) was beehive shaped and had the role of a storage
pit. The functionality of the oval pit couldn't be determined in the south-western corner. Pits 3, 4 and
5 were superimposed by a layer of daub that went down into their fill. This situation attested the fact
that they operated at the same time with the construction that had been burnt. The daub from the
platform preserved impressions of faceted, wooden surfaces, carved in right angle (pillars or beams),
as well as of some circular poles or rods. Several fragments of daub preserved traces of poles with
10–13 cm in diameter, laid parallel, one after another. Other pieces of daub preserved the traces of
some rods with 3–4 cm in diameter, laid parallel, one after another. Inventory: 56 ceramic shards (4
were re-fired) that originated from at least 7 vessels. Date/culture: Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
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S15 Complex 2 (Fig. 11, 13) – A pit (of a pillar) had circular outline (44 cm in diameter) and was
identified in the lowermost part of the cultural layer. The profile was convex. The walls were 20 cm
high. The fill was blackish. No archaeological materials.
S15 Complex 3 (Fig. 11, 13) – A beehive shaped pit occurred at the lowermost limit of the cultural
layer, in the north-western corner of Complex 1, in 57 cm depth. It had a slightly oval shape (120 x
143 cm). The walls were 82 cm high, inclined towards the outside. The walls were irregular, likely
because of some collapsing clay cakes from the margins of the pit. The base was flat. The length of
the base contour was 20–25 cm longer than the outline. The fill was dark-grey and contained much
daub and charcoal, but towards the base it prevailed in ash. Inventory: 105 ceramic shards (4 were refired), 2 polishing/ sharpening stones, 1 fragment of a grinding stone, bone splinters, some of which
were calcined. The ceramic shards originated from 9 vessel forms. 4 fragments that originated from a
vessel with excised decorations (Pl. 41/6) suggested they belonged to the Suciu culture, but the bowl
shards with thick and fluted rim pointed to the Lăpuş II– Gáva I horizon.
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S15 Complex 4 (Fig. 11, 13) – A pit had oval outline (60 x 181 cm) and was identified in lowermost
part of the cultural layer (57 cm deep), in the south-eastern corner of Complex 1 that partially
superimposed the pit. The walls and the base were convex (the maximum depth was 37 cm), except
the south-eastern side that uncovered two steps. The fill was grey-blackish. The inventory of the pit
contained daub fragments from the platform Complex 1.
S15 Complex 5 (Fig. 11, 13) – A pit (of a pillar) with circular outline (73 cm in diameter) occurred at
the lowermost point of the cultural layer (57 cm), partially covered by the south-western corner of
Complex 1. It was only 12 cm deep, with the walls slightly inclined, flat base and blackish coloured
fill. No archaeological inventory.
Sector 16 (23,20 x 3 m, 68 m², Fig. 7)
S16 Complex 1 (Fig. 7) – A pit had irregular oval outline (40 x 140 cm) and was identified in the
sterile soil (50 cm deep). The walls were steep or slightly arched and the base was irregular. The fill
prevailed in ash. Inventory: 53 small ceramic shards (one was re-fired), 4 pieces of fired clay (one of
them preserved traces of rods), one fragment of a grinding stone. Inventory: 68 ceramic shards (one
had excised decoration) that originated from at least 18 vessels. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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S16 Complex 2 (Fig. 7) – A pit (of a pillar?) was partially excavated on an arched surface (32 x 60
cm). It was identified in the sterile soil in 50 cm depth. The walls were steeply inclined or arched.
They were 42 cm high. The base was flat, slightly inclined. The fill was dark-brown with thin layers of
burnt material and contained few daub fragments.
S16 Complex 3 (Fig. 7) – A pit laid in the confines of the sector and thus it was partially excavated
on an arched surface with irregular margins. It occurred in the sterile soil in 50 cm depth. The
uppermost fill was dark, and the fill at the base was brown. Inventory: 5 ceramic shards (one had
incised-excised decorations) that originated from 4 vessels. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
S16 Complex 4 (Fig. 7) – A pit had pear-shaped profile and circular outline (125 cm in diameter). It
was identified in the sterile soil in 50 cm depth. The walls were 74 cm high. They were arched, so that
the diameter of the base of the pit reached 208 cm. The base was inclined and slightly convex, the fill
was dark-grey, with inclusions of daub and charcoal. Inventory: a bowl (fig. 22), 36 ceramic shards, 8
pieces of daub, 2 fragments of a grinding stone. The ceramic shards originated from 6 vessels.
Date/culture: Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
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S16 Complex 5 (Fig. 7)– An amphora was laid in a circular pit with 45 cm in diameter. It was
identified in the sterile soil in 50 cm depth. It cut 14 cm into the clay layer which took the shape of
the inferior part of the vessel. The amphora was made of a friable paste, therefore it couldn't be
restored.
S16 Complex 6 (Fig. 7)– A pit (of a pillar?) had 30 cm in diameter. It was identified in the sterile soil
in 50 cm depth. It went 23 cm under its outline . Its base was flat and the fill was black-grey.
Inventory: 9 pottery fragments that originated from at least 2 vessels with unclear shapes. It couldn't
be assigned to a certain archaeological culture.
S16 Complex 7 (Fig. 7)– A pit was partially excavated on an arched surface (90 x 70 cm). It was
identified in the sterile soil in 50 cm depth. its sides were sloped and inclined towards the inside. They
were 24 cm high. The base was flat, the fill was blackish. Inventory: 93 ceramic shards that originated
from 14 vessels. Two ceramic shards that originated from 2 cups (Pl. 23/2) had incised and excised
decorations. The faceted bowls and especially the arched fluting of an amphora suggested they
belonged to the horizon Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
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Sector 17 (132,5 m², Fig. 7)
S17 Complex 1 (Fig. 7)– A pit laid in the confines of the sector and thus it was partially excavated. It
had an arched contour and irregular margins (105 x 150 cm). The pit occurred in the sterile soil in 52
cm depth. Its sides were sloped and inclined towards the inside. They were 13 cm high, but in the
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western corner of the pit they reached 35 cm. The base was irregular and much inclined in the
western corner. The fill was dark-grey and black in the western corner, and it contained scattered
fragments of charcoal and daub. It's possible that subsequently a pit was dug in the western corner.
Inventory: 170 ceramic shards that originated from at least 32 vessels, 2 pieces of daub and a stone
cracker. 17 ceramic shards had incised and excised decorations that originated from 2 cups (Pl.
24/6,8). Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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S17 Complex 2 (Fig. 7) – A pit had round outline but irregular margins (170 – 175 cm in diameter).
It was identified in the sterile soil in 52 cm depth. Its eastern side was not excavated. The walls were
steeply inclined towards the inside and were 40 cm high. The base was slightly irregular. The fill was
dark-grey and contained traces of scattered fragments of charcoal and daub. Inventory: 89 ceramic
shards, 9 pieces of daub, 4 stones. The ceramic shards, of which one had incised and excised
decorations, originated from at least 15 vessels. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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S17 Complex 3 (Fig. 7) – A pit (of a pillar?) was identified in the sterile soil in 52 cm depth, at a
distance of 30 cm from pit 2. It had round outline with irregular margins (50 cm in diameter), arched
walls that went 24 cm in depth. The fill was black – grey. No archaeological materials. Not assigned
to an archaeological culture.
S17 Complex 4 (Fig. 7) – A pit had oval outline but irregular edges (104 x 142 cm). It was identified
in the sterile soil in 52 cm depth. The walls were steeply inclined towards the inside and 40 cm high.
The base was slightly inclined. The fill was brown-grey and contained scattered fragments of charcoal
and daub. Inventory: 8 ceramic shards (one had excised decorations) that originated from 5 vessels.
Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
S17 Complex 5 (Fig. 7) – A pit laid in the border of the sector and thus it was partially excavated. Its
surface was semi-oval (102 x 180 cm). It was identified in the sterile soil in 53 cm depth. The pit was
8-11 cm deep and had irregular base. Inventory: 6 ceramic shards (one of them had excised
decorations) that originated from 5 vessels. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
S17 Complex 6 (Fig. 7) – A pit (of a pillar?) had almost round outline (80 x 90 cm). It was identified
in the sterile soil in 53 cm depth. The walls were slightly arched and 20 cm high. The base was slightly
convex and the fill was black-grey. No inventory, not assigned to an archaeological culture.
S17 Complex 7 (Fig. 7) – A pit had oval outline (45 x 83 cm). It was identified in the sterile soil in 53
cm depth. The walls were arched or irregular. They were 30 cm high. The base was irregular, the fill
was black-grey, with scattered fragments of charcoal and daub. No inventory, not assigned to an
archaeological culture.
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S17 Complex 8 (Fig. 7) – A pit (of a pillar?) laid in the confines of the sector and thus it was partially
excavated on a semi-arched surface. It occurred in the sterile soil in 54 cm depth, in the eastern
margin of the surface. No materials. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
S17 Complex 9 (Fig. 7) – A pit laid in the confines of the sector and thus it was partially excavated
on a semi-arched surface (102 x 164 cm). It was identified in the sterile soil in 53 cm depth, in the
northern side. In the south, it cut into the uppermost part of the cultural layer in 35 cm depth. The
walls were 58 cm high and steeply inclined towards the inside in the northern side of the pit. The fill
was dark with scattered fragments of charcoal and daub. Inventory: 232 ceramic shards that
originated from 35 vessels, 10 pieces of daub and one clay weigh. 16 ceramic shards had incisedexcised decorations. They originated from 7 types of vessels among which several fragments were
black and shiny on one side. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus?
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Sector S18 – (22 x 2 m, 44 m² in area, Fig. 3)
S18 Complex 1 (Fig. 3, 6) – A pit laid in the border of the sector and thus it was partially excavated
on a semicircular area (112 x 65 cm). The walls were 25 cm high and vertical. The base was slightly
irregular. The fill was black-grey and contained scattered fragments of charcoal and daub. No
inventory, not assigned to an archaeological culture.
Sector S19 (22 x 2 m, 44 m² in area, Fig.) – no archaeological Complexes
Sector S 20 (20 x 3 m, 60 m², Fig. 3)
S 20 Complex 1 (Fig. 3, 6) – A pit had round outline (50 cm in diameter) and occurred in the sterile
soil. The walls were 20 cm high, inclined towards the inside. The base was flat. The fill was 18–20 cm
blackish and turned grey at the base where traces of an ash layer were found. Inventory: 36 ceramic
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shards, 3 small pieces of daub, 1 fragment of an obsidian blade. The ceramic shards originated from
7–8 vessels. It's possible they belonged to the Lăpuş II–Gáva I horizon.
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S20 Complex 2 – A pit had circular outline (200 cm in diameter) and was identified in the sterile
soil, in 90 cm depth. Its excavation superimposed the eastern side of complex 3, from which it
appeared rather distinct because of the black fill. The pit had steep walls but it was only excavated
3,04 m in depth (in fact,the pit was 3,94 m deep, if we considered the present trampled surface). The
pit went deeper, but water infiltration ceased the excavation. Inventory: 22 ceramic shards and a river
stone. The ceramic shards originated from 6–7 vessels that were not assigned to an archaeological
culture. It partially superimposed a Suciu de Sus pit (Complex 3). Not assigned to an
archaeological culture.
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S20 Complex 3 (Fig. 3, 6) – A pit was identified in the sterile soil in 90 cm depth. Its eastern side was
destroyed when another pit was excavated (Complex 2). The initial form of the rim was oval (125 x
approximately 170 cm). The walls of the pit were steeply inclined and were 20 cm high. The base was
flat, the fill was grey with fragments of scattered charcoal and daub. Inventory: 159 ceramic shards (4
were re-fired) originated from at least 14 vessels, one clay object (Pl. 26/3), 2 pieces of daub, one
piece of stone. 13 ceramic shards had excised and incised decorations and originated from a Suciu
cup and/or from 1 or 2 amphorae. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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S20 Complex 4 (Fig. 3, 6) – A pit had arched outline, and was shaped like a 'bean seed' (1,90 x 2,30
cm). It occurred in the sterile soil in 90 cm depth. A step occurred at 38 cm in depth in the northern
side of the pit. From that step downwards, the pit became cylindrical. The base was flat (the
maximum depth was 60 cm). The fill was black-grey with scattered fragments of charcoal and daub.
Inventory: 111 ceramic shards, 12 daub pieces, 5 animal bones and one piece of stone. The ceramic
shards belonged to at least 23 vessels. Date/culture: Lăpuş II–Gáva I horizon.
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_
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Sector S 21 (17 x 3 m, 53 m², Fig. 3)
S21 Complex 1 (Fig. 3, 6) – A pit with oval outline (208 x 258 cm) occurred in the sterile soil (85 cm
in depth). The walls were 38 cm high, varying from steep to slightly oblique. The base had two
convex shapes, the fill was black with scattered fragments of charcoal and daub. No inventory. Not
assigned to an archaeological culture.
S21 Complex 2 (Fig. 3, 6) – A pit laid in the confines of the sector and thus it was partially excavated
on an arched surface (148 x 119 cm). It occurred in the sterile soil in 83 cm depth. The walls were 36
cm high and a step was revealed at their half way. Inventory: 139 ceramic shards, 9 pieces of daub, 5
stones (also a fragment of a grit stone mould). The ceramic shards originated from 6–7 vessels.
Date/culture: Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
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S21 Complex C3 (Fig. 3, 6) – A pit (of a pillar?) had a slightly oval contour (61 x 70 cm). It occurred
in the sterile soil in 85 cm depth. The walls were 19 cm high and steep, the base was flat and the fill
was brown-grey. Inventory: 45 ceramic shards, 2 fragments of grinding stones and an animal bone.
The ceramic shards originated from 6–7 vessels. 2 fragments originated from two vessels and had
incised and excised decorations. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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S21 Complex 4 (Fig. 3, 6) – A pit had round outline (260/ 270 cm in diameter). It occurred in the
sterile soil in 80 cm depth. Most of the sides were only 10 cm high, and in the southern side they
were 40 cm high. The fill was brown-yellowish, with scattered fragments of charcoal and daub.
Inventory: 6 ceramic shards. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
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S21 Complex 5 (Fig. 3, 6) – A pit had oval contour (140 x 210 cm). It occurred in the sterile soil in
80 cm depth. The walls were inclined towards the inside and were 31 cm high. They revealed a step in
the half way and went round the circumference of the pit. The fill was grey and contained scattered
fragments of charcoal and daub. The ash was laid on the base of the pit. Inventory: 17 ceramic shards
that originated from 3 vessels and 5 pieces of daub. Date/culture: Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
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Sector S22 (13 x 4 m, 52 m², Fig. 7).
No archaeological complexes
Sector S23 (35 x 2 m, 70 m², Fig. 7)
S 23 Complex 1 (Fig. 7) – A daub platform occurred in the cultural layer in 66 cm depth. It was 36
cm thick (varying from 42 to 78 cm in depth). It surpassed the width of the surface (2 m). Along the
length of the section (oriented north to south) it was 3,55 m long. The thickness of the deposition
was 8-10 cm and its base was 4-5 cm above the sterile clay. Inventory: 32 ceramic shards that
originated from 11 vessels. Ceramic shards had excised and incised decorations that originated from:
a bowl (Pl. 27/7) and 2 cups with incised-excised decoration (Pl. 27/4, 6). Date/culture: Suciu de
Sus.
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Sector S24 (11,80 x 2 m, 23,6 m², Fig. 7)
S24 Complex 1 (Fig. 7) – A pit occurred in the southern side, in the sterile clay, in 76 cm depth, and
in the northern side in 60 cm depth, at the bottom part of the cultural layer that began in 43 cm
depth. The western margin wasn't excavated, but the outline appeared to be circular (156 cm in
diameter). The fill was black-grey and contained scattered fragments of charcoal and daub. Inventory:
51 ceramic shards that originated from 10 vessels, one fragment of grinding stone. Date/culture:
Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
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Sector S25 (25 x 2 m,50 m², Fig. 7)
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S25 Complex 1 – A pit laid in the confines of the sector and thus it was partially excavated in a semiarched area (94 x 192 cm). It occurred in the sterile soil, in 57 cm depth. The walls were steep and 47
cm high, and they grew narrow towards the base of the pit in 104 cm depth. The fill was greyblackish, identical to the fill of the cultural layer. Inventory: 27 ceramic shards that originated from 4
vessels were assigned to the Suciu de Sus culture. Other 5 ceramic shards with black, shiny sides
(originated from at least 2 vessels) were assigned to the horizon Lăpuş II – Gáva I.
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S25 Complex 2 (Fig. 7) – A beehive shaped pit with circular outline (80 cm in diameter) was
identified in the sterile soil, in 61 cm depth. The walls of the pit were 20–30 cm high, steep or slightly
inclined towards the inside and then they widened towards the outside. The base was flat and had 102
and 117 cm in diameter. Inventory: 51 ceramic shards, one fragment of a grinding stone, bone
splinters. The ceramic shards originated from at least 12 vessels. 3 fragments that originated from 2
vessels had excised and incised decorations. Two ceramic shards had excised decorations (pot and
cup). Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Sector S26 (35 x 7 m, 245 m², Fig. 8)
S26 Complex 1 (Fig. 8, 9) – A large sized pit had amorphous shape (maximum length of 7, 10 cm,
maximum width of 4, 93 cm) and was situated 4 m far from Complex 2. Its outline was identified in
the sterile soil in 43 cm depth. The walls were irregular, varying from inclined towards the inside to
arched, or to steep, here and there. The base was irregular, it varied from 19 to 26 cm in depth in the
central area, and towards the limits it reached 45-52 cm in depth. The fill had different coloured
inclusions, with shades from mustard-yellow to dark grey, and contained scattered fragments of daub
and traces of charcoal and ash here and there. Inventory: 431 ceramic shards (9 were re-fired), 12
fragments of grinding stone (one was slightly fired), 6 river stones (crushers or stones used for
polishing or sharpening), one cart wheel and one clay weigh, a piece of a clay from a hearth, a
fragmentary fired bone. None of the vessels was complete. The ceramic shards originated from 32
vessels. 22 ceramic shards had excised and incised decorations that originated from at least 5 vessels.
Even though the pit revealed a faceted rim and one fragment of an amphora with a black-shiny
outside and brick red coloured inside, the great number of fragments with excised and incised
decorations that originated from 5 vessels were assigned to the Suciu de Sus archaeological
culture.
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S26 Complex 2 (Fig. 8, 9) – A daub platform was identified in the cultural layer in 38 cm depth. It
was situated in the north-western corner of the surface and it was researched 6,70 m in length and
3,80 m in width. The fragments of fired clay and the large quantity of burnt wood made up one
compact layer of 12–14 cm thick, with the lowermost limit into the sterile soil. The burnt walls that
collapsed spread over a flat area, and went down into the fill under 3 pits (complex 3, complex 4,
complex 5). The pits were supposed to had been filled when the dwelling collapsed. The dimensions
of two of them (complex 4 and complex 5) pointed to the fact that they were pillar pits. Inventory: 43
ceramic shards (2 were re-fired) originated from 7-9 vessels. 2 fragments had incised and excised
decorations and originated from one vessel. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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S26 Complex 3 (Fig. 8, 9)– A pit had oval outline but irregular shape (93 x 112 cm). It occurred
below Complex 2, in the sterile soil, in 53 cm depth. The walls were 54 cm high, varying from steep
to inclined towards the inside. The base was inclined, the fill was black and contained daub that cut
into the level of the ruins of the dwelling Complex 2. The fill also contained much burnt wood at the
base. Inventory: 30 ceramic shards, of which one had excised decoration (it's possible it was part of
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the same vessel with fragments from complex 2) originated from 8-9 vessels. Date/culture: Suciu de
Sus.
Pottery shape
pot

Paste
f
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Pottery type
1Aa

No. of elements
1

Plate
30/14

S26 Complex 4 (Fig. 8, 9) – A pit (of a pillar?) had oval shaped outline (54 x 90 cm) and occurred
under Complex 2, in 53 cm depth. Its walls were 42 cm high, steep, and the base was slightly convex.
The fill was black and contained much daub and burnt wood. It hadn't a ceramic inventory, but it
could be assigned to the Suciu de Sus culture as it was superimposed by Complex 2.
S26 Complex 5 (Fig. 8, 9)– A pit (of a pillar?) with oval outline (48 x 72 cm) was identified under
Complex 2, in 53 cm depth. Its walls were vertical and 41 cm high and the base was slightly irregular.
The fill was black with lots of daub and burnt wood. It lacked in ceramic inventory, but it could be
assigned to the Suciu de Sus culture as it was superimposed by Complex 2.
Sector S27 (35 x 7 m, 245 m², Fig. 8)
S27 Complex 1 (Fig. 8, 9) – A pit with circular outline (145 cm in diameter) occurred in the sterile
soil in 56 cm depth. The walls were 92 cm high, slightly inclined towards the inside and had a step in
the north-western side. The base was flat and the fill was black-grey and contained much burnt wood
and scattered fragments of daub. Inventory: 79 ceramic shards that originated from 15 vessels. Two
fragments had excised-incised decorations. They originated from two vessels which were present in
the pit with two 2 fragments of an amphora with black outside and brick red coloured inside. The
latter two ceramic shards were specific to the horizon Lăpuş II–Gáva I, but the presence of two
excised fragments assigned them to the Suciu de Sus culture.
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S27 Complex 2 (Fig. 8, 9) – A pit with circular outline (42 cm in diameter) occurred in the sterile soil
in 55 cm depth. The walls were 35 cm high, inclined towards the inside. The base was flat and the fill
was yellow-grey. Inventory: 36 ceramic shards (15 were re-fired), one piece of daub. 13 ceramic
shards had excised-incised decorations and originated from a cup and 1 or 2 were re-fired amphorae.
A fragment of a strainer and fragments of two large sized vessels (amphorae?) were also present in
the pit. One of them had shiny black outside and, and grey inside. The latter fragment was specific to
the horizon Lăpuş II – Gáva I, but the great number of excised fragments that originated from 2-3
vessels assigned them to the Suciu de Sus culture.
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S27 Complex 3 (Fig. 8, 9) – A pit with oval outline (175 x 230 cm) occurred in the sterile soil in 56
cm depth. The walls were steep and 30 cm high. The base was flat. The fill was grey-blackish. The pit
contained a great quantity of ceramic shards and a vessel deposition (one pot – Pl. 31/14, together
with other ceramic shards) at the base. 95 ceramic shards that restored an amphora almost completely
(Pl. 32) were laid at the upper part of the pit. The shards were found together but it was difficult to
determine if the amphora had been broken in the pit or elsewhere. Several ceramic shards of a Suciu
de Sus cup were also laid in the pit (Pl. 31/9). The presence of the three vessels (one of them was
complete and the other two were broken) questioned the archaeological Complex, namely was it a
deposition made on purpose, as part of a ritual? Inventory: 334 ceramic shards that originated from at
least 18 vessels, and small bones. 104 ceramic shards had excised-incised decorations and restored an
amphora almost entirely (Pl. 32) and a cup only partially (7 fragments, Pl. 31/9), and 2 small
fragments originated from 2 small amphorae. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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S27 Complex 4 (Fig. 8, 9) – A pit had amorphous shape and outline (314 x 420 m) and occurred in
the sterile soil in 58 cm depth. The walls were irregular varying from different inclinations to arched.
They were 33–41 cm high. There were three round pits in the irregular base of the pit that reached 64
cm in depth from the level they occurred. The fill was grey and contained scattered fragments of
daub. Inventory: 131 ceramic shards, 8 fragments of clay of a hearth, 2 daub fragments. The ceramic
shards originated from at least 16 vessels. 8 ceramic shards that originated from 5 vessels had excisedincised decorations. There were also two cups (one of them had the outside painted in burnished
black–Pl. 33/3), an amphora (Pl. 33/1) and other two vessels with not-identified shapes.
Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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S 27 Complex 5 (Fig. 8, 9) – A long and small pile of daub (225 x 40 cm) occurred in 45 cm depth.
Inventory: 18 small ceramic shards that originated from 4 vessels with not-identified shape. Not
assigned to an archaeological culture.
Sector S28 (87,5 m², Fig. 11).
No archaeological complexes.
Sector S29 (82,5 m², Fig. 11)
S29 Complex 1 (Fig. 11, 13) – A pit with oval outline (112 x 178 cm) was found under the cultural
layer in 1,00 m depth. The walls were steep and 37 cm high; the base was flat. The fill was black-grey
and contained scattered fragments of charcoal and daub. Inventory: one cup, 34 ceramic shards that
originated from other 8 vessels and 2 pieces of daub. One ceramic shard had excised-incised
decorations. The pit uncovered a fragment of the neck of an amphora with horizontal fluting
together with one small fragment with excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
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Sector S30 (207 m², Fig. 8)
S30 Complex 1 (Fig. 8, 9) – A pit had pear shaped profile and circular outline (137 cm in diameter).
It occurred in the sterile soil in 46 cm depth. The walls widened in the upper part, and were 59 cm
high. The base was flat and reached 185 cm in diameter. The fill was yellow-grey, with scattered
fragments of charcoal and daub. Inventory: 148 ceramic shards (that originated from at least 22
vessels), animal bone splinters, 4 fragments of a hearth clay, a river stone. 13 ceramic shards that
originated from at least 5 vessels had incised-excised decorations: 4 cups (Pl. 33/10, 34/1, 2) and a
large vessel (amphora or bowl). Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Sector S31 (37 x 1,5 m, 55,5 m², Fig. 8). Row of 3 control trenches that extended to the northern end
of S 30.
S31 Complex 1 (Fig. 8, 9) – A pit with oval outline (91 x 134 cm) occurred in the sterile soil in 45 cm
depth. It was a shallow pit (8-10 cm deep) with irregular base. The fill was yellow-grey and contained
scattered fragments of charcoal and daub. Inventory: 13 ceramic shards, of which one had excisedincised decoration, which originated from at least 5 vessels, and a fragmentary stone crusher.
Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Pottery shape
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Sector S32
S32 Complex 1 – A pit with circular outline (125 cm in diameter) was identified in the sterile soil in
46 cm depth. One side of the pit was steep or slightly inclined towards the inside. They were 25 cm
high. The base was flat, the fill was grey-yellowish and contained scattered fragments of daub.
Inventory: 62 ceramic shards that originated from at least 18 vessels, 9 pieces of a hearth. Five
fragments that originated from three vessels had excised-incised decorations. Suciu de Sus.
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S32 Complex 2- A post hole with oval shaped outline (55 x 40 cm in diameter) was identified in the
sterile soil in 46 cm depth. The walls were 14 cm high and were slightly inclined towards the inside.
The base was slightly convex, the fill was grey-yellowish with scattered fragments of daub. Inventory:
one small, excised fragment and another shard coloured in burnished black on both sides.
Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Sector S33 (34 x 6 m, 204 m², Fig. 8 )
S33 Complex 1 (Fig. 8, 9) – A pit with oval mouth and irregular outline (277x214 cm) was found in
the sterile soil in 46 cm depth. The walls were 44 cm high, inclined and arched towards the inside.
The base was irregular. The fill was dark-grey and it contained scattered fragments of daub.
Inventory: a fragmentary grinding stone, a crusher, a hone, animal bone splinters and 73 ceramic
shards that originated from at least 20 vessels. Fourteen ceramic shards that originated from five
vessels had excised-incised decorations. Three more fragments that originated from a burnished bowl
with black outside and brick red coloured inside (Pl. 35/3) were present in the pit, as well as a
fragment of a burnished vessel with black outside, and brown inside. Date/culture: In this pit the
pottery was characteristic for both the Suciu de Sus culture and the cultural horizon Lăpuş
II–Gáva I. Thus, exact dating was not possible, perhaps it dated to the transition.
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S33 Complex 2 (Fig. 8, 9)– A pit with almost round mouth and irregular outline (197 x 210 cm) was
found in the sterile soil in 46 cm depth. The walls were 40 cm high varying from steeply inclined to
arched. The base was slightly convex and the fill was black with scattered fragments of daub.
Inventory: eleven ceramic shards that originated from at least seven vessels, two fragments of clay
weighs, one bronze ring (Pl. 36/1). Date/culture: Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
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S33 Complex 3 (Fig. 8, 9) – A post hole (?) with round outline (40 cm in diameter) occurred in the
sterile soil in 46 cm depth, 50 cm far from pit 2. The walls were 10 cm high and inclined towards the
inside. The fill was black and lacked in archaeological materials. Not assigned to an archaeological
culture. (It's likely that it was related to pit 2).
S33 Complex 4 (Fig. 8, 9) – A post hole (?) with oval outline (32 x 43 cm) was identified in the sterile
soil in 46 cm depth. The walls were15 cm high and inclined towards the inside. The base was flat and
the fill was dark-grey. Inventory: one ceramic shard with excised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de
Sus. (It's likely that it belonged to Complex 11, which was 80 cm far and oriented east).
S33 Complex 5 (Fig. 8, 9) – A post hole (?) with circular outline (33 cm in diameter) occurred in the
sterile soil in 46 cm depth. The walls were 11 cm high, inclined and arched. The base was slightly
convex and the fill was dark grey. No ceramic inventory. Not assigned to an archaeological
culture.
S33 Complex 6 (Fig. 8, 9) – A pit with circular outline with a prominent corner in the north-western
side (120 cm in diameter) occurred in the sterile soil in 46 cm depth. The walls were steep and 81 cm
high. The base was flat, the fill was yellow-grey. No ceramic inventory. Not assigned to an
archaeological culture.
S33 Complex 7 (Fig. 8, 9) – A pit with round outline (130 cm in diameter) occurred in the sterile soil
in 46 cm depth. The walls were 28 cm high and inclined towards the inside. The base was irregular,
the fill was dark grey. Inventory: fragments of a hearth, daub, small fragments of bones, a stone
fragment, 80 ceramic shards that originated from at least 20 vessels. Three ceramic shards that
originated from two vessels had excised-incised decorations. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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S33 Complex 8 (Fig. 8, 9) – A post hole (?) with quasi-circular outline (78 cm in diameter) was
identified in the sterile soil in 46 cm depth. The walls were 26 cm high, inclined, and were fit with a
small step in the western side. The base was flat; the fill was yellow-grey. No ceramic inventory. Not
assigned to an archaeological culture.
S33 Complex 9 (Fig. 8, 9) – A post hole (?) with circular outline (58 cm in diameter) occurred in 46
cm depth. The walls were inclined towards the inside. They were 13 cm high. The base was flat, the
fill was yellow-grey with scattered fragments of charcoal and daub. No ceramic inventory. Not
assigned to an archaeological culture.
S33 Complex 10 (Fig. 8, 9) – A pit with circular outline. It had a prominent corner of 131 cm in
diameter in the northern side. In the southern side, the walls were almost steep. They were 42 cm
high. The base was slightly inclined in the north. The fill was yellow-grey. No ceramic inventory. Not
assigned to an archaeological culture.
S33 Complex 11 (Fig. 8, 9) – A pit was partially excavated on a surface with arched contour (82 x 106
cm). It was identified in the sterile soil in 43 cm depth. The walls were 27 cm deep and inclined
towards the inside. The base was flat, the fill was yellow-grey with scattered fragments of daub. No
ceramic inventory. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
Sector S34 (50 x 12 m, 600 m², Fig. 11)
S34 Complex 1 (Fig. 11, 13) – A storage v.essel with the upper part at the level of the cultural layer
and the base in the sterile soil (Pl. 38/2). Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
S34 Complex 2 (Fig. 11, 13) – A pit laid on the margin of the sector and thus it was partially
investigated. It occurred as an archaeological complex in the south-western corner of the trench (and
in Complex 3). Another pit occurred in its corner after the first level was excavated. As a result, the
complex was named complex 2a, and the pit in the corner, was named complex 2b. Inventory of both
pits: 12 ceramic shards that originated from at least 5 vessels: 3 fragments of an amphora neck with
wide, horizontal fluting and fragments of a bowl.
S34 Complex 2a: A pit with amorphous outline (260 x 334 cm), whose walls were irregular and 2025 cm high. The base was irregular. The fill was dark-grey and contained much scattered daub.
Inventory: 33 ceramic shards that originated from at least 9 vessels. One fragment, black on both
sides (with burnished outside) had excised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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S34 Complex 2b: a pit occurred in the south-western corner of complex 2a. It had brown fill and
black inclusions. The walls were irregular varying in inclination, They were 43 cm high. The base of
the pit was irregular. Inventory: 38 ceramic shards that originated from at least 13 vessels. Two
fragments that originated from two vessels had excised-incised decorations. Date/culture: Suciu de
Sus.
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S34 Complex 3 (Fig. 11, 13) – A pit with amorphous shape (6,40 x 8,60 cm) was partially excavated.
It occurred in the south-western corner. The irregular walls were inclined towards the inside and were
13–17 cm high. The base was flat, the fill was grey and contained scattered daub. Its excavation
superimposed the pit from Complex 4. Inventory: 54 ceramic shards (2 were re-fired), 2 pieces of
burnt walls and three fragments of grinding stone, and bone splinters. Date/culture: Lăpuş II–Gáva
I.
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S34 Complex 4 (Fig. 11, 13) – A pit with pear shaped profile, with circular outline (156 cm) was
identified at the base of complex 3. In the upper part, the walls were steeply inclined towards the
inside varying to convex. The pit reached the maximum diameter of 167 cm. The base was flat, the
fill was dark grey at the upper part, and light grey above the base. Inventory: 114 ceramic shards (two
were re-fired), one fragmented stone and three bone splinters. The ceramic shards originated from at
least 3 vessels. Nine fragments which originated from 2 vessels had excised-incised decorations (they
were found at the upper part of the pit fill). Apart from those, there were other five fragments in the
pit that originated from two bowls with the outside surface coloured in burnished black and
decorated with fluting, and with brick red or brown coloured inside (found at the base of the pit), as
well as fragments of two bowls with faceted rim (Pl. 39/3). Date/culture: In this pit the pottery was
characteristic for both the Suciu de Sus culture and the cultural horizon Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
Thus exact dating was not possible, perhaps it dated to the transition.
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S34 Complex 5 – A pit with circular outline (108 cm in diameter) occurred in the sterile soil. The pit
was shallow (16 cm in depth). The base was slightly round, the fill was yellow-grey with scattered
daub. No ceramic inventory. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
S34 Complex 6 (Fig. 11, 13) – A post hole (?) with circular outline (62 cm in diameter) was identified
in the sterile soil, near the north-western corner of complex 3. Its sides were sloped and 19 cm high.
The base was flat, the fill was dark-grey with scattered fragments of daub. No ceramic inventory. Not
assigned to an archaeological culture.
S 34 Complex 7 (Fig. 11, 13) – A pit with circular outline (240 cm in diameter) occurred in the
northern side of complex 3. The walls were inclined towards the inside and irregular. The base was
irregular, laid in 36 cm depth. The fill was dark-grey. No ceramic inventory. Not assigned to an
archaeological culture.
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S34 Complex 8 (Fig. 11, 13) – A post hole (?) with circular outline (73 cm in diameter) occurred in
the sterile soil, nearby the eastern margin of complex 3. The walls were 15 cm high, inclined towards
the inside. The base was flat and the fill was dark-grey. No ceramic inventory. Not assigned to an
archaeological culture.
S34 Complex 9 (Fig. 11, 13) – A pit with oval-shaped outline (110 x 146 cm) was identified in the
sterile soil. The walls were 30 cm high, inclined towards the inside. They were fit with a step in the
southern side, the fill was yellowish-grey with scattered fragments of daub. No ceramic inventory.
Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
S34 Complex 10 (Fig. 11, 13) – A pit with oval outline (140 x 170 cm) was found in the sterile soil.
The walls widened towards the outside and were 72 cm high. The base had 183 cm in diameter, and
was 20 cm inclined. No ceramic inventory. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
S34 Complex 11 (Fig. 11, 13) – A pit with irregular contour (approximately like a bean seed)
occurred in the sterile soil. The walls were 18-22 cm high, varying from steeply inclined towards the
inside to vertical. The base was inclined, the fill contained yellow-blackish clay. Inventory: 68 ceramic
shards that originated from at least 14 vessels, a bronze ring, much daub and twelve fragmentary
bones. Besides three fragments that originated from two vessels which had excised-incised
decorations was laid a bowl with faceted rim (Pl. 39/7), as well as a fragment that had one burnishedblack side with fluting, and the other side was brick red coloured and laid on the base of the pit (Pl.
39/5). Date/culture: In this pit the pottery was characteristic for both the Suciu de Sus culture
and the cultural horizon Lăpuş II–Gáva I. Thus exact dating was not possible, perhaps it
dated to the transition.
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S34 Complex 12 (Fig. 11, 13) – A pit laid in the confines of the sector and thus it was partially
excavated over an arched surface (90 x 108 cm). The outline was identified in the sterile soil. The
walls were inclined towards the inside and were 18 cm high. The base was flat, the fill was yellow-grey
with charcoal inclusions and scattered fragments of daub. No ceramic inventory. Not assigned to an
archaeological culture.
S34 Complex 13 (Fig. 11, 14) – A pit with oval outline (126 x 154 cm) occurred in the sterile soil.
The walls varied in inclinations, and were 16 cm high. The base was flat, the fill was dark-grey.
Inventory: small fragments of daub. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
S34 Complex 14 (Fig. 11, 14) – A pit had pear-shaped profile and oval contour (119x140 cm). It was
identified in the sterile soil. The walls were 72 cm high, and widened towards the outside. The pit
reached a maximum diameter of 1,62 m at the base. In the upper part, the fill contained soil with
scattered fragments of yellow clay and, at the base, the fill turned dark-grey. A layer of ash was laid on
the base, and it contained a few bone fragments. Inventory: 21 ceramic shards (two originated from
the same vessel as they were re-fired), two fragmentary bones, a piece of a grinding stone. The
ceramic shards originated from at least 15 vessels. Date/culture: Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
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S34 Complex 15 (Fig. 11, 14) – A pit with oval outline (280 x 397 cm) occurred in the sterile soil.
The walls were 78 cm high, and uncovered one or two steps. The steps were situated in the area of
the walls that were inclined towards the inside. The fill was dark-grey. The base was irregular and a
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layer of ash laid over it. Inventory: one bronze knife (Pl. 39/13) found in the outline of the pit, 75
ceramic shards (two were re-fired) that originated from at least 15 vessels, one piece of daub, one
fragmentary stone, bones. Ten fragments that originated from at least five vessels had excised-incised
decorations: one fragment of a bowl (Pl. 39/15), one fragment of a vessel with black outside and
brick red coloured inside (Pl. 39/16). Besides them, were also found one ceramic fragment with a
black-burnished side and with another brick red side, as well as one fragment of a fluting rim (Pl.
39/14) that was found in the ash layer on the base of the complex together with a few bone
fragments. The bronze knife was found at the level of the pit outline, in the soil of the same colour
with the rest of the pit fill. Date/culture: In this pit the pottery was characteristic for both the
Suciu de Sus culture and the cultural horizon Lăpuş II–Gáva I. Thus exact dating was not
possible, perhaps it dated to the transition.
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S34 Complex 16 (Fig. 11, 14) – An amorphous pit occurred in the sterile soil. Its maximum length of
the outline was 324 cm and the maximum width was 190 cm. The walls varied from steeply inclined
towards the inside to arched, and were 25–35 cm high. The base was irregular. In the northern side it
was as deep as 84 cm. The fill was dark-grey. Inventory: 55 ceramic shards that originated from
sixteen vessels, daub, fragmentary bones. One ceramic fragment had excised-incised decoration.
Date/culture: Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
S34 Complex 17 (Fig. 11, 14) – A pit with oval outline (115 x 160 cm) was identified in the sterile
soil, in the western corner of complex 16. The walls were 18 cm high, inclined towards the inside.
The base was slightly round. Pit 17 had a dark-grey fill, which was lighter than the fill in the pit 16.
The excavation of the latter superimposed the eastern margin of complex 17. No ceramic inventory.
Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
S34 Complex 18 (Fig. 11, 14) – A pit with slightly oval outline (112 x 136 cm) occurred in the sterile
soil. The walls were 79 cm high, steep in the upper part and convex downwards. The base was slightly
irregular and had a maximum diameter of 152 cm. Inventory: two fragments of daub from a hearth,
bones, 59 ceramic shards (one was re-fired), that originated from at least 7 vessels. Date/culture:
Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
S34 Complex 19 (Fig. 11, 14) – A pit with oval outline (112 x 164 cm) was found in the sterile soil, in
the northern side of complex 16. The walls were 30 cm high and inclined towards the inside. The
base was convex. The fill was dark-grey. Its excavation superimposed the northern margin of
complex 16. This aspect was obvious as complex 19 was deeper than complex 16. Inventory: 21
ceramic shards (one was re-fired), daub and small bones. The ceramic shards originated from at least
8 vessels. According to the inventory, the pit was not assigned to an archaeological culture but it
belonged to the Lăpuş II– Gáva I horizon as it dated a subsequent period to Complex 16.
Sector S35 – An excavated cassette in the southern side of an area was destroyed by the works
carried out at the construction of the cross-border point (28 m² in area, Fig. 11, 14).
S35 Complex 1 – A daub platform (dwelling structure) was identified in the cultural layer, in 84 cm
depth. The daub fragments spread over the entire surface of the cassette, which was 10 m long and
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4,10 m wide. In the northern side it was destroyed by the works of construction and in the other
directions it outran the trial trench. In the western side of the cassette, the platform was 20 cm thick,
and it grew narrower in the eastern side of the trench. The margin of the platform laid in the confines
of the cassette. The platform cut deep into complex 1.
S35 Complex 1 – A pit was excavated in the sterile soil, under complex 1a. It was partially destroyed
in the southern side. The outline had initially the shape of an „eight” within the ground-plan, and was
2,30 cm long and 1,68 cm wide. The walls of the pit were 40 cm high and convex. The base was
slightly convex and 2,6 cm wide. The fill of the pit comprised a large quantity of daub and carbonized
plant remains. The half of a bowl which laid standing in the northern side of the pit was untouched
by the excavator. The „eight” shape of the contour indicated the existence of two pits, but the
common fill and the similar duct of the walls showed that it was only one pit that was filled at the
same time with the waste of complex 1a.
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Sector S36 (340,61 m², Fig. 11)
S36 Complex 2 (Fig. 11, 14) – A pit with amorphous shape and with the outline (138 x 142 cm)
delimited in the sterile soil. The walls were shallow (16 cm high), but in the southern corner they were
36 cm high. In that depth, the outline of the pit became circular (70 cm in diameter). The base was
irregular. The fill was dark-grey and it contained charcoal and scattered fragments of daub. Inventory:
87 ceramic shards, three pieces of daub of a hearth, small bones, many daub fragments, of which, the
majority preserved impressions of tree rods and leaves. Some ceramic shards originated from 32
vessels. Seven fragments that originated from 6 vessels had excised-incised decorations. Suciu de Sus.
S36 Complex 3 (Fig. 11, 14) – A pit laid in the border of the section and thus it was partially
excavated on an arched surface (90 x 133 cm). It occurred in the sterile soil in 60 cm depth, in the
south-eastern corner of the trench. The walls were arched and 34 cm high. The base was irregular.
The grey fill contained brown inclusions, charcoal and scattered fragments of daub. No ceramic
inventory. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
S36 Complex 4 (Fig. 11, 14) – A pit was partially excavated on an arched surface (64 x 143 cm). It
had irregular outline that occurred in the sterile soil in 60 cm depth, in the southern margin of the
trench. The walls were steep and 23 cm high. The base was irregular and the fill was brown-grey with
scattered fragments of daub. Two post holes laid in the north-eastern corner of the pit: 4A and 4B.
They had circular outline (45 cm) or oval outline (45 x 57 cm), steep walls, 24 cm or 21 cm high, flat
base, brown-grey fill with scattered fragments of daub. No ceramic inventory. Not assigned to an
archaeological culture.
S36 Complex 5 (Fig. 11, 14) – Two crosscutting pits occurred as an amorphous inclusion (maximum
diameter 181 x 196 cm) in the sterile soil, in 60 cm depth. The pit was very shallow in the northeastern side (5–7 cm deep), but in the half-western side it was oval (108 x 170 cm) with vertical walls
and 58 cm high. The fill was dark-brown, with scattered fragments of daub. North-eastwards from pit
5 were two post holes (?), 5A and 5B, both with circular outline (48 cm and 40 cm, respectively, in
diameter). They had steeply inclined walls towards the inside, of 10 cm and 8 cm high, respectively.
Their base was flat and the fill was dark-brown with scattered fragments of daub. Inventory: 74
ceramic shards, 20 pieces of daub, four fragments of a hearth clay, two fragments of grinding stone
and a few fragmented bones. Fourteen ceramic shards originated from five vessels and had excisedincised decorations. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complexes 6, 7, 8 – two pits appeared as three distinct complexes in the sterile soil in 60 cm depth.
S36 Complex 6 (Fig. 11, 14) – A pit with bell-shaped profile and oval outline (158 x 210 cm) was
found in the sterile soil, in 60 cm depth. The walls were 97 cm high, convex, and reached a maximum
diameter of 218 cm at the level of the base. The base was flat. The fill was black, with much daub in
the upper part, and was dark-brown downwards. Inventory: 22 ceramic shards, 37 daub pieces, one
fragment of a hearth. The ceramic shards originated from at least 12 vessels. Date/culture: Lăpuş II–
Gáva I.
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S 36 Complex 8 (Fig. 11, 14) – A pit with pear-shaped profile and almost round outline (290 x 310
cm) was dug in the sterile soil, in 60 cm depth. The outline of the pit grew narrower until it became
circular (160 cm in diameter) at the depth of 20–28 cm. The walls were 125 cm high, arched, so that
the base reached a diameter of 208 cm. The base was flat, the dark-grey fill became lighter at the
upper part, turning brown. It contained charcoal and scattered daub especially in the upper part.
Inventory: 79 ceramic shards (three were re-fired), one clay object (Pl. 42/ 8), 52 pieces of daub, three
fragments of a hearth clay, two pieces of grinding stones, one animal bone. The ceramic shards
originated from at least 14 vessels. Three ceramic shards that originated from two vessels had
excised-incised decorations. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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S36 Complex 9 (Fig. 11, 15) – A pit with oval outline (72 x 108 cm) occurred in the sterile soil in 60
cm depth. The walls were 12 cm high. The base was slightly convex. The fill was light brown and
contained scattered fragments of daub. Inventory: seven ceramic shards, that originated from at least
four vessels with unidentified forms, six pieces of daub, one fragment of a grinding stone. Not
assigned to an archaeological culture.
S36 Complex 10 (Fig. 11, 15) – A pit occurred on an arched surface (320 x 390 cm) in the eastern
side of the trench. There were two large, darker inclusions visible from the beginning. One of them
was named complex 11. The walls were only 15–23 cm deep over the entire investigated contour of
the pit. The fill was light brown and the base was irregular. Inside the pit, the walls were
homogeneously steep and 1,04 cm high over an oval surface (130 x 180 cm). The fill was dark brown
with grey inclusions. Inventory: 67 ceramic shards that originated from nine vessels, six fragments of
daub, one hearth clay. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
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S36 Complex 11 (Fig. 11, 15) – A pit with oval outline was found inside complex 10, in the sterile
soil in 60 cm depth. Its dark-brown fill was different from the fill of complex 10 (which was light
brown, and was only 9 cm deep). No inventory. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
S36 Complex 12 (Fig. 11, 15) – A pit laid in the margins of the sector and thus it was partially
excavated on an arched surface. Its outline (144 x 252 cm) occurred in the sterile soil, in 60 cm depth,
in the eastern side of the surface. The walls were 43 cm high, concave, and were fit with a step in its
southern side. The base was irregular. The fill was grey with scattered fragments of charcoal and daub
in the centre, and dark brown towards the margins. Inventory: 89 ceramic shards, one small fragment
of a bronze blade or 24 pieces of daub, one fragment of a grinding stone. Ceramic shards originated
from at least seven different vessels: one portable cooking vessel, one cup and two bowls. Not
assigned to an archaeological culture.
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S36 Complex 13 (Fig. 11, 15) – A pit with quasi-circular outline and pear-shaped profile (130 cm in
diameter). The walls were 80 cm high, steeply inclined towards the outside. The pit reached 2,05 cm
in base diameter. The fill was light brown with grey inclusions and scattered fragments of charcoal
and daub. Inventory: 61 ceramic shards (two were re-fired), 73 pieces of daub, two stone splinters.
The ceramic shards originated from at least 15 vessels. Together with a fragment that had incised
decoration, in the pit were nine fragments that originated from two vessels with burnished black
outside and brick red coloured inside (one of the vessels had vertical fluting and originated from a
bowl with two handles). Date/culture: Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
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S36 Complex 14 (Fig. 11, 15) – A pit with oval outline (204 x 270 cm) was found in the sterile soil. It
had an arched corner in the north-eastern side, as deep as 20 cm, as the rest of the pit (it doesn't look
like a distinct complex). Its fill was light brown in the north-western side, and dark-grey with charcoal
and daub in the rest. Pit 15 superimposed complex 14, thus it was rather difficult to draw out a line
between them, because they were similar in fill. Inventory: 12 ceramic shards that originated from five
vessels. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
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S36 Complex 15 (Fig. 11, 15) – A pit with slightly oval outline (142 x 160 cm) was dug in the sterile
soil, in 60 cm depth. It was excavated beyond the north-western side of the pit 14, from which it was
rather difficult to distinguish. The walls were 100 cm high, steeply inclined towards the outside. The
base was flat. The fill was dark-grey and contained much scattered fragments of daub and charcoal.
Inventory: 145 ceramic shards (two were re-fired), one small clay wheel (Pl. 42/17), 48 daub pieces,
eleven fragments of a disused hearth. The ceramic shards originated from at least eleven different
vessels. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
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S36 Complex 16 (Fig. 11, 15) – A post hole (?) with slightly oval outline (50 x 66 cm) occurred in the
sterile soil, in 60 cm depth. The walls were 43 cm high. The base was slightly round. The fill was
dark-grey at the upper part, and brown-grey towards the base, and contained scattered fragments of
charcoal and daub. No archaeological inventory. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
S36 Complex 17 – A post hole (?) laid in the confines of the sector and thus it was partially
excavated on an arched surface. The outline occurred in the sterile soil in 60 cm depth. The walls
were 50 cm high, steeply inclined towards the inside. The base was flat. The fill was brown-grey with
scattered fragments of daub. No archaeological inventory. Not assigned to an archaeological
culture.
S36 Complex 18 (Fig. 11, 15) – A post hole (?) with oval outline (65 x 90 cm) was dug in the sterile
soil in 60 cm depth. The walls were only 15 cm high. The base was irregular, the fill was dark-brown
and contained scattered fragments of daub. Inventory: five small ceramic shards that originated from
one portable cooking vessel, one piece of daub and one fragment of a hearth. Not assigned to an
archaeological culture.
S36 Complex 19 (Fig. 11, 15) – A post hole (?) with circular outline (58 cm in diameter) was
identified in the sterile soil in 60 cm depth. The walls were arched and 30 cm high. The base was
slightly convex. The fill was brown-grey and contained scattered fragments of daub. Inventory: eleven
ceramic shards, that originated from seven vessels and 49 pieces of daub. Date/culture: Lăpuş II–
Gáva I.
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S36 Complex 20 (Fig. 11, 15) – A pit was partially investigated on an arched surface (32 x 81 cm). It
was situated in the eastern margin of the surface. Its outline occurred in the sterile soil, in 60 cm
depth. The walls were 50 cm high, the base was flat, and the fill was light brown with scattered
fragments of daub. No archaeological inventory. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
S36 Complex 21 (Fig. 11, 15) – A pit with quasi-circular outline (163x180 cm) was dug in the sterile
soil, in 60 cm depth. The walls were 42 cm high, they were arched and steeply inclined towards the
inside. The base was flat. The fill was grey with scattered fragments of charcoal and daub. Inventory:
seventeen ceramic shards, one fragmentary bone, seventeen daub fragments of which two preserved
the impressions of rods. The ceramic shards belonged to nine vessels among which there were: one
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fragment of a cup with excised-incised decoration, one fragment of a bowl with thickened inside lip,
one ceramic fragment black on one side and brick red coloured on the other. Date/culture: Lăpuş
II–Gáva I.
S36 Complex 22 (Fig. 11, 15) – A pit with oval outline (108 x 137 cm) occurred in the sterile soil, in
60 cm depth. Inventory: nine ceramic shards that originated from seven vessels. The presence of a
fragment from the body of a bowl, which was decorated with strongly incised lines, and of an
amphora rim decorated with horizontal fluting is worth mentioning. Date/culture: Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
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S36 Complex 23 (Fig. 11, 15) – A post hole (?) with circular outline (42 cm in diameter) was
identified in the sterile soil in 60 cm depth. The walls were steep and 24 cm high. The base was
slightly inclined and the fill was light brown. No ceramic inventory. Not assigned to an
archaeological culture.
S36 Complex 24 – A post hole (?) with oval contour (50 x 58 cm) was identified in the sterile soil, in
60 cm depth. The walls were steep and 45 cm high. The base was flat and the fill was brownyellowish. No ceramic inventory. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
S36 Complex 25 and Complex 26 – disturbances by modern-day tillage, but with no archaeological
materials.
S36 Complex 27 (Fig. 11, 15) – A pile of daub fragments, almost circular (160 x 170 cm) was
identified in the cultural layer in 45 cm depth. It was preserved with its initial thickness of 15 cm, and
it was laid on the sterile clay. No ceramic inventory. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
S36 Complex 28 (Fig. 11, 15) – A pit with oval outline (155 x 178 cm) was identified in the sterile
soil, in 50 cm depth. The walls were 35 cm high and steeply inclined towards the inside. The fill was
light grey and contained scattered fragments of daub. No ceramic inventory. Not assigned to an
archaeological culture.
S36 Complex 29 – A pit with oval outline (118 x 130 cm) occurred in the sterile soil, in 50 cm depth.
The walls were almost steep and 90 cm high. The fill was brown-grey. Inventory: 64 ceramic shards (
three of which were vitrified), 58 pieces of daub (one of them preserved leaves impressions) and two
stone fragments. The ceramic shards originated from 16 vessels. Three fragments that originated
from one vessel had excised-incised decorations (Pl. 43/2). There were also ceramic shards with
characteristics of the Lăpuş II – Gáva I phase ( namely bi-chrome painted pottery: red-black, fluted
decorations and ribs or faceted rims – Pl. 43/1, 3). Date/culture: Lăpuş II–Gáva I phase with
Suciu de Sus elements.
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S36 Complex 30 (Fig. 11, 15) – A post hole (?) was identified in the sterile soil, in 60 cm depth. The
walls were 30 cm high and inclined towards the inside. The base was flat. The fill was dark-brown and
contained scattered fragments of daub. Inventory: five ceramic shards and five daub fragments.
Date/culture: Lăpuş II – Gáva I.
S36 Complex 31 (Fig. 11, 15) – A pit with almost circular outline (120 x 130 cm) occurred in the
sterile soil. The walls were 34 cm high and inclined towards the inside. The base was convex, the fill
was dark grey with many scattered fragments of daub and charcoal. Inventory: one fragment of a
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vessel base, many fragments of hearth clay and daub, of which one preserves the trace of a rod. Not
assigned to an archaeological culture.
S36 Complex 32 (Fig. 11, 15) – A pit with almost circular outline was dug in the sterile soil, in 60 cm
depth. The walls were 23 cm high, inclined towards the inside. The base was slightly irregular. The fill
was brown-grey with scattered fragments of daub and charcoal. No ceramic inventory. Not assigned
to an archaeological culture.
S36 Complex 33 (Fig. 11, 15) – A pile of daub had oval shape (60 x 80 cm) and was identified at the
upper part of the cultural layer. It was 30-35 cm thick, and cut into the sterile soil. It's possible the pit
contour was not identified in the cultural layer. No ceramic inventory. Not assigned to an
archaeological culture.
S36 Complex 34 (Fig. 11, 15) – A pile of small fragments of daub (40 x 20 cm) occurred in the
cultural layer, in 25 cm depth. The daub pile was 20-25 cm thick. Inventory: 20 ceramic shards, of
which five were re-fired and originated from eight vessels. Two fragments that originated from
different vessels had excised-incised decorations. There were also two fragments from amphorae with
wide fluting. Date/culture: Lăpuş II–Gáva I with Suciu de Sus elements.
S36 Complex 35 (Fig. 11, 15)– A circular pile of daub (170 cm in diameter) was found in the cultural
layer at 0,25 m in depth. It was 35 cm thick and cut into the base of the cultural layer. No ceramic
inventory. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
S36 Complex 36 (Fig. 11, 15) – A pit with oval outline (165 x 220 cm) was identified in the sterile
soil in 60 cm depth. The walls were steep and 23 cm high. The base was slightly round. The fill was
dark-brown. No ceramic inventory. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
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S36 Complex 37 (Fig. 11, 15) – A pit was partially excavated over an arched surface (168 x 175 cm).
It was identified in the sterile soil, in 60 cm depth, in the eastern margin of the surface. It had arched
walls, only 14 cm high. The fill was light brown with scattered fragments of fired clay. The pit was
excavated in the northern side of S36 complex 38. No ceramic materials. Not assigned to an
archaeological culture.
S36 Complex 38 (Fig. 11, 15) – A pit with oval outline (80 x 93 cm) occurred in the sterile soil. The
walls were steeply inclined and were 23 cm high. The base was dark-brown. Complex 37 was
excavated in the southern side. No ceramic finds. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
Sector S 37 (39 cm long, the width varied between 20 and 15 cm, 351 m² in area, Fig. 8)
S37 Complex 1 (Fig. 8, 10) – A pit with almost circular outline (255 cm) was dug in the sterile soil, in
60 cm depth. The walls were 112 cm deep and steeply inclined towards the inside. The base was
irregular. The fill was brown-grey with scattered fragments of daub in the upper part, and light brown
with inclusions of yellow clay towards the base. Inventory: 23 ceramic shards (three of which were refired), ten pieces of daub. The ceramic shards originated from at least 9 vessels, among which the
only form identified was a pot. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
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S37 Complex 2 (Fig. 8, 10) – A pit laid in the border of the sector and thus it was partially excavated
over an arched surface (210 x 120 cm). It occurred in the sterile soil in 60 cm depth, in the eastern
wall of the investigated surface. The walls were 100 cm high, steeply inclined towards the inside. The
base was irregular. The fill was brown-grey, homogeneous in the upper and central parts of the pit,
and yellowish with black inclusions and a brown-grey spot towards the base. Twenty-two pieces of
daub, thirteen small ceramic shards were identified from at least seven vessels, one of which had
excised-incised decorations. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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S37 Complex 3 (Fig. 8, 10) – A pit with oval outline and a prominent corner in the northern side
(324 x 173 cm) was identified in the sterile soil in 0,60 cm depth. The walls were 46 cm high, steeply
inclined towards the inside. The base was convex, varying to irregular here and there. The fill was
light brown and contained scattered fragments of daub and charcoal. It also had small yellowmustard-like inclusions. Several fragments of a vessel were laid in the prominent corner in the
northern side. Inventory: 224 ceramic shards, 23 pieces of daub, one fragment of a hearth. The
ceramic shards originated from at least 22 vessels. Nineteen fragments that originated from seven
vessels had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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S37 Complex 4 (Fig. 8, 10) – A pit with quasi-circular outline (98 x 106 cm) was dug into the sterile
soil in 60 cm depth. The walls were steep and 43 cm high. The base was flat, the fill was dark-brown,
and contained daub fragments and scattered charcoal. Inventory: 50 ceramic shards, one fragment of
a hearth. The ceramic shards originated from at least 15 vessels. Four fragments that originated from
two vessels had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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S37 Complex 5 (Fig. 8, 10) – A pit with oval outline (124x141 cm) occurred in the sterile soil in 60
cm depth. The walls were steep and 50 cm high. The base was flat. The fill was dark-brown with
scattered fragments of charcoal and daub. Inventory: 175 ceramic shards that originated from at least
28 vessels, three pieces of daub, seven fragments of a hearth. Twenty fragments that originated from
seven vessels had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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S37 Complex 6 (Fig. 8, 10) – A pit with oval outline (81x99 cm) was dug into the sterile soil in 60 cm
deep. The walls were steep and 40 cm high. The base was flat and the fill was light brown with
scattered fragments of daub and charcoal. Inventory: 67 ceramic shards (two were re-fired), four
pieces of daub, one daub fragment of a hearth, a piece of a clay weigh. The ceramic shards originated
from at least eleven vessels. There was one shard among them with spiral, incised decoration.
Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
S37 Complex 7 (Fig. 8, 10) – A pit with oval outline (130x159 cm) was dug into the sterile soil, in 60
cm depth. The walls were steep and 87 cm high. The base was flat. The fill was dark-grey, and
contained much charcoal in the upper part, and brown inclusions downwards. Inventory: 166 ceramic
shards that originated from at least 14 vessels, one fragment of a hearth. Ten ceramic shards that
originated from three vessels had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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S37 Complex 8 (Fig. 8, 10) – A pit with oval outline was identified in 60 cm depth. The walls were
steep or slightly inclined and 44 cm high. The base was flat. The fill was dark brown with much
scattered daub in the upper part, and turned yellowish downwards. Inventory: five ceramic shards,
together with a fragment of a pot margin, and a part of the body of a bi-chrome vessel (red and
black), a small number of fragments of burnt clay. Date/culture: Lăpuş II–Gáva I ?
S37 Complex 9 (Fig. 8, 10) – A pit with oval outline (104 x 132 cm) occurred in the sterile soil in 60
cm depth. The walls were 42 cm high, slightly inclined towards the inside. The base was flat. The fill
was dark grey with much scattered daub in the upper part, and yellowish downwards. Inventory: six
ceramic shards, that originated from four vessels, eight pieces of daub. Not assigned to an
archaeological culture.
S37 Complex 10 (Fig. 8, 10) – A pit with quasi-circular outline (120 x 134 cm) occurred in the sterile
soil, in 60 cm depth. The walls were steep and 86 cm high. The base was flat. The fill was darkbrown, with daub at the upper part. Inventory: 66 ceramic shards, one grinding stone, bone splinters.
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The ceramic shards originated from at least 17 vessels. 17 ceramic shards that originated from at least
4 vessels had incised-excised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
S37 Complex 11 (Fig. 8, 10) – A pit with oval outline and irregular margins (124 x 141 cm) occurred
in the sterile soil, in 60 cm depth. The walls were steep and 33 cm high. The base was flat. The fill
was dark grey with many scattered fragments of daub at the upper part, and light-brown half way to
the bottom. Inventory: 32 ceramic shards that originated from eight vessels, among which two
fragments of different vessels had incised-excised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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S37 Complex 12 (Fig. 8, 10) – A pit with quasi-circular outline (130 x 138 cm) was dug into the
sterile soil, in 60 cm depth. The walls were 35 cm high and slightly inclined towards the inside. The
base was slightly convex. The fill was dark grey with much daub. Inventory: 54 ceramic shards, four
pieces of daub, 19 pieces of a hearth. The ceramic shards originated from eleven vessels. Four
fragments that originated from at least two vessels had excised-incised decoration; Together with the
other vessels were two pots in the pit. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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S37 Complex 13 (Fig. 8, 10) – A pit with oval outline (150 x 178 cm) occurred in the sterile soil, in
60 cm depth. The walls were 35 cm high and steeply inclined towards the inside. The base was flat.
The fill was dark-brown and contained scattered fragments of charcoal and daub. The fragments of a
disused hearth were grouped in the south-eastern part of the pit, between 10 and 20 cm in depth.
Inventory: 85 ceramic shards, 19 of which were re-fired, 24 fragments of a hearth, five pieces of daub
(one of them was faceted on one side and preserved the traces of a pole of 8 cm in diameter). The
ceramic shards originated from 10-12 different vessels. Thirteen ceramic shards that originated from
2-3 vessels had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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S37 Complex 14 – (Fig. 8, 10) - A pit with oval outline (70 x 87 cm) was dug in the sterile soil, in 60
cm depth. The walls varied from steep to slightly inclined towards the inside. They were 30 cm deep.
The base was flat. The fill was dark brown with much daub from the cultural layer. The pile of daub
cut in 10 cm into the pit fill. Inventory: seven ceramic shards that originated from seven vessels, 36
pieces of daub. One ceramic fragment had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
S37 Complex 15 (Fig. 8, 10) – A post hole (?) had circular outline and round corners (100x110 cm).
It occurred in the sterile soil, in 60 cm depth. The walls were 44 cm high, inclined towards the inside.
The base was flat. The fill was light-brown and contained much daub. It was crosscut by complex 15.
Inventory: 50 ceramic shards that originated from 13 vessels, seven small pieces of a hearth, two bone
splinters. Two ceramic shards originated from two vessels and had excised-incised decoration.
Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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S37 Complex 17 (Fig. 8, 10) – A post hole (?) with circular outline (45 cm in diameter) was excavated
into the sterile soil, in 60 cm depth. The walls were vertical and 21 cm high. The base was convex.
The fill was brown-grey with scattered fragments of charcoal and daub. No ceramic inventory. Not
assigned to an archaeological culture.
S37 Complex 18 (Fig. 8, 10) – A post hole (?) with circular outline (35 cm) occurred in the sterile
soil, in 60 cm depth. The walls were 19 cm high, steeply inclined towards the inside. The base was
flat. The fill was dark brown with scattered fragments of daub. No ceramic inventory. Not assigned
to an archaeological culture.
S37 Complex 19 (Fig. 8, 10) – A post hole (?) with circular outline (41 cm in diameter) was found
into the sterile soil, in 60 cm depth. The walls were 22 cm high, inclined towards the inside. The base
was convex. The fill was dark brown with scattered fragments of daub. Inventory: one ceramic shard
of a vessel with unidentified form. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
S37 Complex 20 (Fig. 8, 10) – A pit laid in the margins of the sector and thus it had a partially
excavated outline on an arched trench (60 x 103 cm). It was revealed into the sterile soil, in 60 cm
depth, in its eastern confines. The walls were arched and 40 cm high. The base was convex. The fill
was dark brown and contained scattered fragments of daub. Inventory: 17 ceramic shards, five pieces
of hearth. The ceramic shards originated from nine vessels. Four fragments that originated from two
vessels had excised-incised decoration, one of which was a cup. Other vessels: one fragment of a
bowl with bulged body, one fragment of a perforated portable cooking vessel. Date/culture: Suciu
de Sus.
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S37 Complex 21 (Fig. 8, 10) – A post hole (?) with circular outline (55 cm in diameter) occurred in
the sterile soil, in 60 cm depth. The walls were 22 cm high and inclined towards the inside. The base
was flat. The fill was dark-brown with scattered fragments of daub. No ceramic inventory. Not
assigned to an archaeological culture.
S37 Complex 22 (Fig. 8, 10) – A pit with slightly oval outline (102 x 113 cm) was unearthed in the
sterile soil, in 60 cm depth. The walls were 38 cm high and sloping inside. The fill was dark brown
with much daub. Complex 23 crosscut pit 22 in its northern corner. No ceramic inventory. Not
assigned to an archaeological culture.
S37 Complex 23 (Fig. 8, 10) – A post hole (?) with circular outline (50 cm in diameter) occurred in
the sterile soil, in 60 cm depth. The walls were 20 cm high, varying from steep to arched. The base
was flat, the fill was light brown. Inventory: five ceramic shards that originated from one vessel and
which had excised-incised decoration and slightly out-turned rim. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
S37 Complex 24 (Fig. 8, 10) – A post hole (?) laid in the margin of the sector was partially excavated
on an arched trench (28 x 40 cm). It was uncovered in the sterile soil, in 60 cm depth. The walls were
25 cm high and inclined towards the inside. The base was inclined. The fill was dark grey. No ceramic
inventory. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
S37 Complex 25 (Fig. 8, 10) – A pit with oval outline (103 x 120 cm) occurred in the sterile soil, in
80 cm depth. The walls were 49 cm high, steeply inclined towards the inside. The base was slightly
convex. The fill was dark brown with a few scattered fragments of daub. Inventory: one ceramic
shard and nine pieces of daub. No ceramic inventory. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
S37 Complex 26 (Fig. 8, 10) – A pit with circular outline (1,40 cm in diameter) was identified in the
sterile soil, in 80 cm depth. The walls were 84 cm high, varying from steep in the half western side to
slightly inclined towards the inside in the eastern half. The base was irregular with a few scattered
fragments of daub. Inventory: 27 ceramic shards that originated from at least 5 vessels had
undetermined shape, 21 pieces of daub. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
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S37 Complex 27 (Fig. 8, 10) – A post hole (?) with oval outline (61 x 72 cm) was identified in the
sterile soil, in 80 cm depth. The walls were 25 cm high, inclined towards the inside. The base was flat.
The fill was dark grey. Inventory: six ceramic shards that originated from four vessels, one piece of
daub. One ceramic fragment had incised-excised decoration, and another fragment occurred from
another cup lacking in decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
S37 Complex 28 (Fig. 8, 10) – A pit with oval outline (86–96 m) occurred in the sterile soil, in 80 cm
depth. The walls were 77 cm high, slightly arched. The base was flat with one variation in level in the
eastern side. The fill was light brown. Inventory: 50 ceramic shards that originated from 13 vessels,
three pieces of daub. One ceramic shard with deep incised and spiral decoration was laid beside a
bowl with faceted rim (Pl. 45/9) and two burnished-black fragments on one side and brick red
coloured on the other. Date/culture: Lăpuş II–Gáva I (with one fragment of the Suciu de Sus
culture).
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CSENGERSIMA
Complex 2 (Fig. 16, 17) – A pit with oval outline (155 x 250 cm) and shallow (with the maximum
depth of 20 cm) was destroyed by the excavator in its western side. The walls were concave. The base
was slightly irregular. The fill was dark-grey, with small fragments of scattered daub. Inventory:
ceramic shards (some of them were re-fired) that originated from at least 6 vessels, 18 pieces of daub
with one fragment of a fired stone. Four fragments originated from two cups that had excised-incised
decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 3 (Fig. 16, 17) – A pit laid in the confines of the sector and thus it was partially excavated
on a semi-oval contour (335 x 203 cm). It occurred in the sterile soil. It was a shallow pit with slightly
concave walls. The base was slightly irregular. The fill was dark grey and contained scattered
fragments of burnt wood and much daub. Inventory: 20 ceramic shards, of which three were re-fired,
14 pieces of daub. The ceramic shards originated from n vessel forms. Date/culture: Bronze Age.
Complex 4a-b (Fig. 16, 17) – Two pits were uncovered during the excavation. Before the two pits
were separated, they revealed the following finds: 46 ceramic shards, 6 of which were re-fired, 24
pieces of daub. The ceramic shards originated from at least 6 vessels. One ceramic shard with black
surface, decorated with wide fluting assigned them to the Lăpuş II–Gáva I horizon.
Complex 4a (Fig. 16, 17) – A pit with oval outline (196 x 85 cm) and shallow (maximum depth of 40
cm) had arched walls and grey fill that contained yellow inclusions and fragments of fired daub.
Inventory: 25 ceramic shards of which two were re-fired, 9 pieces of daub, 1 fragment of a grinding
stone. The ceramic shards, of which one had excised-incised decoration, originated from at least 6
vessels. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus. Complex 4b (Fig. 16, 17) – A pit in the confines of the surface,
with partially excavated rim over a semi-arched surface (168 x 117 cm in diameter). The walls were 90
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cm high and rather steep. The base was convex. The fill was grey with small fragments of daub and
charcoal. Inventory: 109 ceramic shards, 11 fragments which were re-fired, 32 pieces of daub, two
fragments of a grinding stone. The ceramic shards originated from 13 vessels, and one of them was
decorated with two parallel, deeply incised lines. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus?
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Complex 7a-b (Fig. 16, 17) – Two small pits with circular contour occurred at the surface. They
were equal in depth. Inventory: 89 ceramic shards, of which 3 were re-fired, 4 pieces of faceted clay
of a hearth. The ceramic shards originated from at least 24 vessels. 7 fragments that originated from 4
vessels had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 7a – A pit with circular outline and slightly oval contour (130 x 150 cm) cut into the
cultural layer and went down into the sterile soil. The walls were 30 cm high, inclined towards the
inside. The fill was dark-grey and brown in the first 20 cm of the upper part, and it was light grey and
yellow as it went downwards. The fill contained ceramic shards, daub fragments and charcoal
inclusions. Inventory: 52 ceramic shards that originated from at least 13 vessels and 2 ceramic shards
from a vessel with excised, spiral decoration.
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Complex 7b – a pit with circular outline and slightly oval contour (125 x 150 cm in diameter) that
cut into the cultural layer and went down into the sterile soil. The walls were 33-40 cm high, steeply
inclined towards the inside. They were fit with stairs. The base was irregular. The fill was brown-grey
in the upper part and it turned brown-yellowish downwards. Inventory: 56 ceramic shards and 2
stones (one fragment of a grinding stone and a basalt splinter). The ceramic shards originated from at
least 12 vessels. 10 fragments that originated from 4 vessels had incised-excised decoration.
Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 16 (Fig. 16, 17) – A pit occurred in the sterile soil in 35 cm depth of the existing trampled
surface. The margins were difficult to identify and the outline was probably round (105 cm in
diameter). It was a shallow pit (8 cm deep). The fill was grey with small fragments of fired clay.
Inventory: 42 ceramic shards that originated from 5 vessels, 17 fragments of a hearth. A cup had
excised-incised decorations. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
Pottery shape
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Complex 19 (Fig. 16, 17) – The excavation revealed two pits in fact, which occurred in the sterile
soil. The fill of both pits was grey and contained fragments of daub and charcoal. Before the two pits
were delimited, they uncovered: 120 ceramic shards, 18 pieces of daub, 10 pieces of a hearth and a
river stone. The ceramic shards originated from at least 15 vessels. 19 fragments that originated from
at least 4 vessels had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
Pottery shape
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Pit 19A had oval outline (1,30 x 2,10 m). Its walls were 38 cm high and varied from inclined to
arched. Pit 19b had similar fill to pit 19 A, only the first was deeper (the maximum depth of 60 cm).
The walls were irregularly inclined towards the inside. The base was inclined east-westward.
Inventory: 16 ceramic shards, 2 pieces of clay with a faceted side and which were hard fired. The
ceramic shards originated from at least 4 vessels. Two fragments with excised decoration originated
from two vessels. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
Complex 21 (Fig. 16, 17) – A pit with circular outline (105 cm in diameter) was uncovered. Its fill
was grey and contained scattered fragments of charcoal and daub. The maximum height of the walls
was 20 cm. Inventory: 22 ceramic shards, 2 daub pieces of a hearth. The ceramic shards originated
from at least 8 vessels, but the only form identified was of a portable cooking vessel. Date/culture:
The Late Bronze Age.
Complex 22 (Fig. 16, 18) – A dwelling structure was only excavated in its western side. 4 post holes
were found along the western wall (22a, 22c, 22d, 22g). The contour of the dwelling wasn't entirely
uncovered because the pit didn't run into the sterile clay with its entire surface. It seems like the
north-western side uncovered a post hole inside the structure, and the other holes were outside.
During the excavation, pits 22b and 22f occurred inside the construction which seemed to be part of
the dwelling, but pit 22h was dated before it. The fill of the dwelling was grey and contained scattered
fragments of charcoal and daub. It was similar to the fill in the pits 22a, 22d and 22g. Pit 22b
contained fragments of shells, and large fragments of daub in its eastern side. Post hole 22c had a
brown-grey fill. Pit 22e had the shape of a boat. Although it contained 3 ceramic shards, it looked like
it had been dug by animals. Pit 22f had a dark-grey fill with scattered fragments of charcoal and daub.
Pit 22h had a light-grey fill and was crossed by pit 24. The dwelling was 5,8 cm long and 0,28 cm
deep. 22a: 38 cm in diameter; 22b: 114 x 145 cm in diameter, 22 cm in depth; 22c: 63 cm in diameter,
M: 15 cm + the post approximately 10 cm; 22d: 60 x 70 cm; 22f: 130 x 175 cm in diameter, 42 cm in
depth; 22g: 52 x 57 cm in diameter, 25 cm in depth; 22h: 100 x 110 cm in diameter. Date/culture:
Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 23 (Fig. 16, 17) – A pit with oval outline (130 x 150 cm) had a slight contour of the
margins. It occurred in the sterile soil. The walls were 70 cm high and arched. The walls grew
narrower towards the base. The base was flat, the fill was brown-grey with scattered fragments of
daub and charcoal. The fragments originated from the mouth of an amphora and were grouped in the
eastern side of the pit, in 20-30 cm depth from the outline. Inventory: 73 ceramic shards, one
fragment of a clay weigh, 7 pieces of daub. The ceramic shards originated from at least 10 vessels.
Most fragments originated from an amphora, but there also were other two fragments that originated
from vessels with excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
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Complex 24 – A pit with oval outline (110 x 150 cm in diameter) was excavated in the sterile soil,
next to dwelling 22. The walls were 20 cm high and arched. The fill was grey and contained charcoal
and scattered fragments of fired clay. Inventory: 14 ceramic shards, 2 pieces of daub. The ceramic
shards that originated from 5 vessels had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 25 (Fig. 16, 17) – A pit with oval outline (100 x 75 cm) was found into the sterile soil. Its
walls were 37 cm high, varying from steep in the western side to inclined in other directions. The base
was flat. The fill was grey and contained scattered fragments of daub. Inventory: 49 ceramic shards,
one spindle-whorl, one piece of a stone. The ceramic shards, of which one had incised-excised
decoration originated from 13 vessels. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 26 (Fig. 16, 17) – A pit laid in the confines of the sector and thus it was partially excavated,
with the outline delimited on an arched surface was uncovered in the sterile soil, in 55 cm depth. The
walls were 25 cm high and arched. The base was convex. The blackish fill contained daub fragments.
Inventory: 23 ceramic shards, of which one had excised-incised decoration, originated from at least 9
vessels. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 27 (Fig. 16, 18) – A circular post hole? (50 cm in diameter) occurred in the sterile soil. It
was a shallow pit that was found in 5 cm depth. The base was oblique. The fill was grey and
contained scattered fragments of charcoal and daub. Inventory: 1 ceramic fragment, 2 pieces of fired
clay on one side. Culturally not attributed.
Complex 28a – b (Fig. 16, 17) – 2 crosscutting pits. Both pits had grey fill with scattered fragments
of charcoal and daub. The following materials were recovered until the two pits were separated: 18
ceramic shards originated from 8 vessels, 23 pieces of daub. Pit 28 A had oval outline (110x140 cm in
diameter) and inclined walls, growing in inclination down to 55 cm in depth. Inventory: 37 ceramic
shards, 6 pieces of daub, 2 fragments of grinding stone. The ceramic shards originated from at least
10 vessels. 2 fragments that originated from one cup had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture:
Suciu de Sus. Pit 28 B had an almost circular outline (120 x 130 cm), the walls were 38 cm high and
arched. The base was irregular. Inventory: 45 ceramic shards, 4 pieces of daub from a hearth, 4
fragments of daub. The ceramic shards originated from 10 vessels. 7 fragments that originated from 2
vessels had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 29 (Fig. 16, 17) – A pit with oval outline (110 x 140 cm) was excavated into the sterile soil.
It was a shallow pit as deep as 20 cm. It had a slightly irregular base. The fill was grey with scattered
fragments of daub. Inventory: 15 ceramic shards, 2 pieces of daub. The ceramic shards originated
from at least 8 vessels. 4 fragments that originated from 2 amphorae had incised-excised decoration.
Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 30 (Fig. 16, 17) – A shallow pit as deep as 20 cm was partially destroyed by the excavator.
It had grey fill with scattered fragments of charcoal and daub. First diameter: 90 cm. Inventory: 3
ceramic shards. Date/culture: The Late Bronze Age.
Complex 35a-b (Fig. 16, 17) – Two pits with the margins difficult to delimit were found. They had
similar fill: dark-grey fill with scattered fragments of charcoal and daub. The common inventory for
both pits was as follows: 60 ceramic shards, 4 pieces of daub, one fragment of a daub from hearth, 1
fragment of a grinding stone. The ceramic shards originated from at least 15 vessels. 4 fragments that
originated from 3 vessels had excised-incised decoration. Pit 35 A dated from the Roman Age, but pit
35 B contained a ceramic fragment dating from the Roman Age (it is likely to had been revealed in pit
35 A(?) besides 23 fragments of the Late Bronze Age, that originated from 6 vessels. The pit had oval
outline (130 x 240 cm), the walls were arched and the base was convex. Date/culture: The Late
Bronze Age.
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Complex 40 (Fig. 16, 18) – A pit with slightly visible margins occurred in the sterile soil, in 25 cm
depth. The outline was approximately circular (85 x 95 cm). The walls were 25 cm high and steep in
the western side. The fill was grey-yellowish with scattered fragments of daub. Inventory: 10 small
ceramic shards. Date/culture: The Late Bronze Age.
Complex 45 (Fig. 16, 18) – A pit with circular outline (140 cm in diameter), with unclear margins,
was found in the sterile soil in 45 cm depth. The walls were 35 cm high and arched, the base of the
pit was slightly irregular and the fill was grey-yellowish with fragments of charcoal. Inventory: 57
small ceramic shards that originated from at least 10 vessels and two pieces of daub. Date/culture:
Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 46 (Fig. 16, 18) – A pit with almost circular outline (115 cm in diameter) was identified in
the sterile soil, in 40 cm depth. Its contour was unclear, the walls were only 10 cm deep, the base was
flat and the fill was yellow-grey. Inventory: 10 ceramic shards of a pot, two pieces of daub. Not
assigned to an archaeological culture.
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Complex 47 (Fig. 16) – A pit with oval outline (110 x 150 cm) was found in the sterile soil. The walls
were 20 cm high and arched. The base was irregular. The fill was grey and contained scattered
fragments of charcoal and daub. Inventory: 73 ceramic shards, 6 pieces of daub. The ceramic shards
originated from at least 9 vessels. 9 ceramic shards that originated from a cup had excised-incised
decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 52 (Fig. 16, 18) – A pit with oval outline (230 x 335 cm). In the northern side it was fit with
a step, or that step might have been the result of two crosscutting pits: one oval pit and a round one.
The step was located at 30 cm in depth and the pit was 60 cm deep. The fill was dark-grey with little
charcoal and much scattered fragments of daub. Inventory: 136 ceramic shards that originated from
at least 23 vessels, 10 pieces of daub, 2 fragments of stone. One ceramic shard had excised-incised
decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 53 (Fig. 16, 18) – A pit with unclear margins and oval outline (70 x 95 cm) was found in
the sterile soil. The walls were 20 cm high and arched. The fill was grey-yellowish. No materials. Not
assigned to an archaeological culture.
Complex 54 (Fig. 16, 18) – A pit with oval outline (100 x 90 cm in diameter), shallow, as deep as 15
cm. It had grey-yellowish fill with scattered fragments of charcoal and daub. It contained several
ceramic shards. Date/cultue: Suciu de Sus.
Complex 55 (Fig. 16, 18) – A pit with unclear contour, circular outline (80 cm in diameter), shallow,
as deep as 20 cm. The grey-yellowish fill contained scattered fragments of charcoal and daub.
Inventory: none. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
Complex 57 (Fig. 16) – A pit was dug in 55 cm depth. It was very shallow, as deep as 25 cm. It had
oval outline (80 x 110 cm). The fill was dark-grey with many scattered fragments of daub. Inventory:
137 ceramic shards (of which 44 that originated from one vessel were re-fired), 3 pieces of daub. The
ceramic shards originated from at least 15 vessels. 5 fragments that originated from two vessels had
excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 58 (Fig. 16, 19) – A pit occurred in 55 cm depth. It had circular outline (75 cm). The fill
was dark-grey with scattered fragments of daub. Inventory: one cup, one spoon, two pieces of daub
and two stones. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus?
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Complex 60 (Fig. 16, 19) – A post hole (?) It was round (35 cm) and shallow, as deep as 15 cm. The
fill was dark-grey with scattered fragments of daub. It contained 2 small ceramic shards. Date/culture:
Bronze Age?
Complex 61 (Fig. 16) – 4 post holes were excavated (each about 35 cm in diameter). They were
shallow, as deep as 15 cm. Their fill was grey with scattered fragments of daub. They were arranged in
pairs, at 40 cm next to each other. Pit A contained scattered, small fragments of daub. Pit B
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contained 3 ceramic shards, and pits C and D revealed 4 fragments each. Pit C contained 4 ceramic
shards that originated from one vessel. Date/culture: The Late Bronze Age.
Complex 64 (Fig. 16, 19) – A pit with oval outline (170 x 210 cm) was found in the sterile soil. The
walls were 40 cm high and inclined. The base was flat. The fill was grey with scattered fragments of
daub and charcoal. Inventory: 34 ceramic shards originated from at least 11 vessels. 4 fragments that
originated from 4 vessels had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 65 (Fig. 16, 19) – A pit with oval outline (170 cm) occurred in the sterile soil. Except the
northern side, where the walls were inclined, in rest the walls were fit with a step at 14 cm deep. The
maximum depth was: 30 cm. The fill was black and contained daub pieces. It turned grey-yellowish in
10 cm towards the base. Inventory: 25 ceramic shards that originated from at least 12 vessels, 3 pieces
of daub. 9 fragments that originated from 4 vessels had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture:
Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 66 (Fig. 16, 19) – A post hole (?) was found next to pit 65. It had circular outline (40 cm).
The fill was dark-grey. The maximum depth of the pit was 15 cm. Inventory: 2 small ceramic shards
of the Late Bronze Age.
Complex 70 (Fig. 16, 19) – A pit with circular outline (50 cm) had the maximum depth of 10 cm.
The grey fill had many scattered fragments of daub. Inventory: 2 ceramic shards that originated from
different vessels, 26 pieces of daub, 4 fragments of a hearth. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
Pottery shape
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Complex 71 (Fig. 16, 19) – A post hole (?) had circular outline (65 cm). It was found in 25 cm depth.
The margins were slightly visible. The fill was grey-yellowish with much charcoal that seemed to
originate from a piece of burnt post. Inventory: 5 ceramic shards that originated from 4 vessels with
unidentified form, two pieces of daub. Date/culture: The Late Bronze Age.
Complex 72 (Fig. 16, 19) – A pit with unidentified contour was found. It is likely that it was round
(65 cm). The pit was as deep as 20 cm. The fill was grey-yellowish with inclusions of daub and
charcoal. Inventory: 26 ceramic shards from 8 vessels, 1 piece of daub, 2 burnt bones. Date/culture:
The Late Bronze Age.
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_

Pottery type
_
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1
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Complex 74 (Fig. 16, 19) – A circular pit (80 cm) was shallow, as deep as 15 cm. It had grey fill with
scattered fragments of daub and charcoal. Inventory: 5 ceramic shards, 8 pieces of daub. The ceramic
shards originated from three vessels, one of them had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture:
Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 75 (Fig. 16, 19) – A post hole with circular outline (40 cm in diameter) was shallow, as deep
as 15 cm. The fill was dark grey with scattered fragments of daub and charcoal. Inventory: 3 ceramic
shards from different vessels, 7 pieces of daub. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
Complex 76 (Fig. 16, 19) – A pit with slightly visible margins had oval outline (140 x 150 cm). The
walls were 30 cm high and were inclined towards the inside. The fill was grey in the upper-central part
and contained scattered fragments of daub and charcoal. Towards the margins and in the core, the fill
turned grey-yellowish with daub. Inventory: 42 ceramic shards that originated from 11 vessels, 8
fragments of fired clay, 6 of which had one fine side, but hard fired. 5 fragments that originated from
2 cups had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 79 (Fig. 16, 19) – A pit with oval outline (diameter of 140 x 160 cm) was identified in the
sterile soil. The walls were inclined towards the inside for 20 cm, and then they went vertically down
to 50 cm. The dark-grey fill contained scattered fragments of daub. Inventory: 6 ceramic shards that
originated from 5 vessels, 2 pieces of daub. One ceramic shard had excised-incised decoration. Suciu
de Sus.
Complex 80a (Fig. 16, 19) – A pit with circular outline (140 cm) was shallow, as deep as 15 cm. The
fill was dark grey with scattered fragments of daub and charcoal. The post hole B was situated nearby.
It had a diameter of 40 x 50 cm, and it was 27 cm high. Inventory: 13 ceramic shards that originated
from 5 vessels, 8 fragments of grinding stone, 2 pieces of fired clay. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
Complex 82 (Fig. 16, 19) – A pit with oval shaped outline (100 x 130 cm) was dug in the sterile soil.
The walls were 34 cm high, varying from steep to slightly inclined towards the inside. The fill was
dark grey with scattered fragments of daub and charcoal. Inventory: 6 ceramic shards of different
vessels, 5 pieces of daub. Date/culture: Late Bronze Age.
Complex 89 (Fig. 16, 19) – A post hole with oval outline (60 x 80 cm) occurred in the sterile soil.
The pit was shallow, as deep as 15 cm. Inventory: 1 ceramic shard. Date/culture: Late Bronze Age.
Complex 94 (Fig. 16, 19) – A pit with oval outline (120 x 160 cm) was found in the sterile soil. It was
shallow, as deep as 15 cm. The fill was dark grey and contained much scattered daub. Inventory: 7
ceramic shards originated from one vessel. Date/culture: Late Bronze Age.
Complex 118 (Fig. 16, 19) – 4 small post holes occurred in the sterile soil. The pits were 160–250 cm
far from each other, and their location didn't point to an obvious contour of a construction. Pits A
and B had circular outline and 40 cm in diameters. Pits C and D had oval outlines (45 x 65 cm, 24-25
x 65 cm). The pits were in 10-15 cm depth into the sterile soil. The base was flat and the fill was grey
with scattered fragments of daub. Inventory: 2 ceramic shards that originated from one vessel with
incised-excised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 121 (Fig. 16, 19) – A pit with oval outline (180 cm) occurred in the sterile soil. The walls
were 50 cm high and slightly inclined towards the inside. The pit was an other 30 cm deeper in the
central part, over a circular area of 80 cm in diameter. The fill was black with scattered fragments of
daub. Inventory: 5 small ceramic shards, 2 pieces of daub, one fragment of grinding stone.
Date/culture: Late Bronze Age.
Complex 122 (Fig. 16, 19) – A pit with oval outline (80 cm) occurred in the sterile soil. The walls
were 30 cm high, slightly inclined towards the inside. The base was flat. The fill was grey, with one
yellow inclusion in the southern side. Inventory: 7 small ceramic shards. Date/culture: Late Bronze
Age.
Complex 123 (Fig. 16, 19) – A pit with oval outline (170 x 190 cm) occurred in the sterile soil. The
walls were 40 cm high and slightly inclined towards the inside. The base was flat. The fill was grey in
the upper part and yellowish downwards. Inventory: 36 ceramic shards, 2 stones, one piece of daub. 6
fragments that originated from 3 vessels had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 125 (Fig. 16, 19) – A pit with oval and flattened outline (220 x 365 cm) which occurred in
the sterile soil. The walls were 25 cm high, irregular and stairs-like shaped. The base was irregular and
convex and had 70 x 100 cm in diameter. The fill was black with much daub. Inventory: 66 ceramic
shards, 3 of which dated from the Roman Age, 26 fragments of fired clay, 6 of which were faceted
and originated from a hearth. Thee ceramic shards originated from 21 vessels. 4 fragments that
originated from 2 vessels had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 128 (Fig. 16) – A pit had a kidney-shaped outline (100 x 175 cm). It was dug into the sterile
soil. The walls were 25–30 cm high and vertical. The base was flat. The fill was grey with much
scattered daub. Inventory: 24 ceramic shards that originated from 9 vessels and one piece of daub.
One ceramic fragment had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 129 (Fig. 16, 19) – A pit with circular outline (230 x 240 cm) had slightly irregular margins
and it occurred in the sterile soil. In the eastern side it had an arched extension (animal pit?). The
walls were 20-30 cm high and convex. The fill contained scattered fragments of charcoal and daub. It
was grey in the upper part and yellowish towards the base. Inventory: 171 ceramic shards, 3 stones of
which 2 originated from grinders, 8 fragments of a hearth with fine surface and hard fired. The
ceramic shards originated from at least 26 vessels. 10 fragments that originated from 6 vessels had
incised-excised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 130 (Fig. 16) – A small pile of ceramic shards dating from the Bronze Age were found at
the base of the cultural layer, near pit 128. Inventory: 53 ceramic shards, one of which was re-fired, 6
pieces of daub. The ceramic shards originated from 14 vessels. 7 fragments that originated from one
vessel had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 131 (Fig. 16, 19) – A large-sized pit had the outline in the sterile soil. It was almost oval and
had irregular margins (320 x 400 cm). The walls were 55–80 cm high and inclined towards the inside.
The fill in the upper part was dark and contained much daub in 25–60 cm depth. As it went down, in
10–20 cm depth, it turned yellowish with daub fragments. The soil at the base was yellowish-grey
with charcoal and scattered small fragments of fired clay. The base was irregular and was slightly
deepening in the eastern side. Inventory: 213 ceramic shards, 296 pieces of daub, 13 fragments of
grinding stones (one was almost complete), a fragment of a crusher. The ceramic shards originated
from 40 vessels. 10 fragments that originated from 7 vessels had excised-incised decoration.
Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 132 (Fig. 16) – A pit with almost circular outline (130 x 135 cm). The walls were 20 cm
high. The yellow-grey fill, with little charcoal and scattered clay, hardly distinguished from the
margins of the pits. Inventory: 49 ceramic shards, 2 pieces of daub. The ceramic shards originated
from 12 vessels. 4 fragments that originated from 3 vessels had excised-incised decoration.
Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 134 (Fig. 16, 20) – A pit with oval outline (105 x 120 cm) occurred in the sterile soil. The
walls were 60 cm high and inclined towards the inside. The base was flat. The fill was black and
contained many fragments of a hearth and pieces of daub in the upper part and was yellow-grey
towards the base. Inventory: 42 ceramic shards, 14 pieces of daub, 23 fragments of a hearth. The
ceramic shards originated from 13 vessels, and only 3 ceramic shards that originated from 2 vessels
had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 135 (Fig. 16, 20) – A pit with oval outline (145x160 cm) was found in the sterile soil. The
walls were 45 cm high and slightly inclined towards the inside. They were fit with a step in the
western side. The base was flat. The fill was grey with scattered fragments of fired clay. Inventory: 71
ceramic shards, 8 pieces of fired clay of which 2 originated from a hearth. The ceramic shards
originated from 16 vessels. 11 ceramic shards originated from 3 vessels. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 136 (Fig. 16, 20) – A pit with circular outline (80 cm) was found in the sterile soil. It had
slightly visible margins The walls were 25–32 cm high and arched. The base was irregular. The fill was
brown-grey with several pieces of scattered fired clay. Inventory: 17 ceramic shards, 4 pieces of daub.
The ceramic shards originated from 9 vessels. One fragment of an amphora had excised-incised
decoration and was complementary to another fragment of an amphora from Complex 132.
Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 138 (Fig. 16, 20) – A pit with circular outline (110 cm) was identified into the sterile soil.
The walls were 25 cm high and strongly inclined towards the inside. The base was irregular. The fill
was grey-yellowish with inclusions of fired clay. Inventory: 33 ceramic shards from 13 vessels. 3
fragments that originated from a cup had excised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 143 (Fig. 16) – A post hole (?) with circular outline (40 cm) occurred in the sterile soil. The
walls were 10 cm high and strongly arched. The base was convex. The grey fill contained a great
quantity of small fragments of fired clay. Inventory: 7 ceramic shards that originated from at least 2
vessels. Date/culture: The Late Bronze Age.
Complex 144, Complex 145 and Complex 146 (Fig. 16) – Post holes with circular outline (45 cm)
occurred in the sterile soil. They seemed to originate from a construction. The grey fill contained
many scattered fragments of fired clay. Complex 146: it had vertical walls in 12 cm depth. The base
was flat. Inventory: 1 ceramic fragment of the Late Bronze Age. Inventory: 3 fragments of daub. Not
assigned to an archaeological culture.
Complex 147 (Fig. 16) – A post hole (?) with oval outline (50 x 70 cm) was found in the sterile soil.
The walls were 20 cm high and steep. The base was flat.. The dark-grey fill contained many scattered
fragments of fired clay. Inventory: 21 pieces of daub. It probably dated from the Late Bronze Age,
and originated from the same complex which also comprised pits 145 and 146, because they were all
in a line.
Complex 148 (Fig. 16) – A pit with slightly visible margins, with arched and angular areas (80 x 110
cm in diameter). The walls were 10 cm high, inclined towards the inside. The base was flat. The fill
was grey-yellowish. Inventory: 11 ceramic shards originated from 7 vessels. Date/culture: Late
Bronze Age.
Complex 150 (Fig. 16) – A pit with oval outline (170 x 195 cm). The walls were 20-60 cm high
varying from vertical to inclined towards the inside. The base of the pit was inclined as well. The fill
was dark grey with a great quantity of scattered fragments of daub and burnt wood. Inventory: 22
ceramic shards among which one dated from the Roman Age. The ceramic shards originated from 5
vessels. 11 shards that originated from an amphora had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture:
Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 154 (Fig. 16) – A post hole (?) with circular outline (45 cm) was dug into the sterile soil.
The walls were steep and 26 cm high. The base was flat. The fill was sandy, yellow-grey. Inventory: 4
pieces of daub. Not assigned to an archaeological culture.
Complex 161 (Fig. 16, 20) – A pit with oval outline (98 x 120 cm) occurred in the sterile soil. The
walls were 40 m high, varying from vertical to slightly inclined towards the inside. The base was flat.
The fill was yellow-grey and contained scattered fragments of daub. Inventory: 26 ceramic shards
originated from 11 vessels, 2 pieces of daub, one stone fragment. Date/culture: Late Bronze Age.
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Complex 164 (Fig. 16, 20) – A pit with oval-flattened outline occurred in the sterile soil. The walls
were 50 cm high and sloping. The base was flat and the fill was yellow-grey with scattered inclusions
of charcoal and daub. Inventory: 88 ceramic shards, 8 stone fragments. The ceramic shards, of which
one had incised-excised decoration, originated from 8 vessels. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 167 (Fig. 16) – A pit with almost circular outline (90x100 cm) had the margins hard to
identify. It occurred in the sterile soil. The walls were 22 cm high, inclined towards the inside. The
base was flat. The fill was yellow-grey with scattered fragments of daub. Inventory: 18 ceramic shards
that originated from 5 vessels, 1 piece of daub and one river stone. Date/culture: Late Bronze Age.
Complex 175 (Fig. 16, 20) – A post hole? with circular outline (45 cm) occurred in the sterile soil.
The walls were 15 cm high, inclined towards the inside. The base was irregular. The fill was yellowgrey with little scattered daub. Inventory: 5 ceramic shards originated from 4 vessels, one piece of
daub. Date/culture: Late Bronze Age.
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Complex 180 (Fig. 16, 20) – A pit with round outline (110 x 120 cm) was dug into the sterile soil.
The walls were 30–35 cm high, varying from steep to slightly sloping. Inventory: 151 ceramic shards
originated from 34 vessels. The fill was dark-grey with scattered fragments of charcoal and daub. 11
fragments that originated from 7 vessels had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 181 (Fig. 16, 20) – A pit with oval outline (160 x 220 cm) occurred in the sterile soil. The
walls were 30 cm high. The base was flat. The fill was grey and contained much scattered daub and
burnt wood. Inventory: 2 pieces of a hearth clay and two river stones, 67 ceramic shards, a square awl
in its section and a bone handle, 42 animal bones. Date/culture: Late Bronze Age.
Complex 183 (Fig. 16, 20) – A pit with oval outline (98 cm) was found in the sterile soil. The walls
were 42 cm high, inclined towards the inside. The base was flat and the fill was grey. Inventory: 31
ceramic shards, 3 pieces of a hearth, 1 fragment of a river stone. The ceramic shards, of which one
had incised-excised decoration, originated from 7 vessels. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 184 (Fig. 16, 20) – A pit with round outline (128 x 130 cm in diameter) occurred in the
sterile soil. The walls were 22 cm high and slightly arched. The base was convex. The fill was grey.
Inventory: 22 ceramic shards, of which 8 were re-fired, one piece of daub. The ceramic shards
originated from 7 vessels. Date/culture: Late Bronze Age.
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Complex 186 (Fig. 16, 20) – A pit with oval outline (100 x 120 cm) occurred in the sterile soil. The
walls were 48 cm high, arched towards the inside. The base was convex. The fill was black with
scattered fragments of daub in the centre, and mustard-like coloured towards the margins. Inventory:
6 small ceramic shards that originated from different vessels, 2 pieces of daub. Date/culture: Late
Bronze Age.
Complex 187 (Fig. 16, 20) – A pit with rectangular outline and rounded corners (145 x 133 cm)
occurred in the sterile soil. The walls were 48 cm high and sloping. The base was flat. The fill was
grey in the upper part and it turned brown-grey below a thin layer of yellow clay that contained small
scattered fragments of burnt wood. Inventory: 3 small ceramic shards from different vessels, one
piece of daub. Date/culture: Late Bronze Age.
Complex 189 (Fig. 16, 20) – A pit with irregular oval outline (560 x 360 cm) was identified in the
sterile soil. At first it was considered to had been a building, but its shape after the excavation looked
like they was rather two crosscutting pits. The walls were more than one meter high, arched towards
the inside. A human skull was found with the face to the ground, in 1 m depth. Its dislocated
mandible was nearby the skull. Next to the human skull was a dog skull and a fragment of a mandible
was found in its proximity. A post hole with charcoal inclusions occurred in the eastern side of the
pit. The fill of the pit was yellow-grey at the upper part with black areas towards the base and
contained scattered fragments of daub and pieces of carbonized plant remains all over. The latter
took the shape of inclusions here and there. Inventory: 2072 ceramic shards (a part of them were refired) one fragment of a clay weigh, 75 pieces of daub, 41 stones (among which 23 fragments
originated from several grinders and a fragment of a crusher). The ceramic shards originated from
approximately 121 vessels. 77 fragments that originated from almost 26 vessels had excised-incised
decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 192 (Fig. 16, 21) – A pit with oval outline (100 x 170 cm) occurred in the sterile soil. The
walls were 18 cm high and were inclined towards the inside. The base was flat and the fill was black
with much daub. Inventory: 22 ceramic shards originated from 5 vessels. 2 fragments that originated
from a cup had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 193 (Fig. 16, 21) – A pit with almost circular outline (160 x 170 cm) occurred in the sterile
soil. The walls were 30 cm high, varying from inclined towards the inside to straight. The base was
slightly irregular, but the black fill contained scattered fragments of daub. Inventory: 4 ceramic shards
that originated from 3 vessels, one piece of daub. One ceramic fragment had excised-incised
decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 200 (Fig. 16, 21) – A bell-like shaped pit with almost circular outline (150 x 160 cm)
occurred in the sterile soil. The walls were 65 cm high and arched. The base varied from irregular to
flat. The fill was yellow-grey with scattered fragments of daub. Inventory: 1 ceramic fragment, 14
pieces of daub. Date/culture: Late Bronze Age.
Complex 208 (Fig. 16, 21) – A pit with oval outline (40 x 50 cm) occurred in the sterile soil. The
walls were 12 cm high and sloping. The base was convex. The fill was grey with little scattered
fragments of daub. Inventory: 1 ceramic fragment, 2 pieces of daub. Date/culture: Late Bronze Age.
Complex 212 (Fig. 16, 21) – A pit with oval outline (65 x 75 cm) occurred in the sterile soil. The
walls were 16 cm high and arched. The base was convex. The grey fill had few scattered fragments of
daub. Inventory: 25 ceramic shards originated from 14 vessels. 3 fragments that originated from 3
vessels had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 236 (Fig. 16, 21) – A pit with oval outline (85 x 110 cm) was identified into the sterile soil.
The walls were 36 cm high in the western side and only 12 cm high in the eastern side. The base was
strongly inclined, and went deeper from the outline in the west side. The fill was black with scattered
fragments of daub. Inventory: 53 ceramic shards originated from 17 vessels, one piece of hearth clay.
16 fragments that originated from 4 vessels had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de
Sus.
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Complex 240 (Fig. 16)– A pit with oval outline (240 x 320 cm) was found into the sterile soil. The
walls were 20 cm high in most part of the pit. They were slightly inclined towards the inside. The pit
was as deep as 90 cm in the south-western corner. The fill was in most part grey with little scattered
daub, but towards the base of the pit it turned black in 10 cm thick because it contained a large
quantity of charcoal. Inventory: 17 ceramic shards, 4 pieces of daub, one fragment of a hearth. The
ceramic shards, among which one had excised-incised decoration, originated from 11 vessels.
Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 241 (Fig. 16, 21) – A pit with circular outline (110 cm) occurred in the sterile soil. The walls
were 15 cm high and slightly inclined towards the inside. The base was flat. The fill was grey with
scattered fragments of daub. Inventory: 21 ceramic shards originated from almost 13 vessels. 4
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fragments that originated from one vessel had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de
Sus.
Complex 243 (Fig. 16, 21) – A pit with oval outline (90 x 130 cm) and amorphous margins was
identified into the sterile soil. The walls were 20–25 cm high and convex. The base was irregular. The
fill was yellow-grey with little scattered daub. Inventory: 2 ceramic shards, among which one had
excised-incised decoration, one piece of daub. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 244 (Fig. 16, 21) – A pit with circular outline (70 cm) was found into the sterile soil. The
walls were 10 cm high and arched, and then they ran deeper 15 cm more into the central area. The
grey fill contained little scattered daub. Inventory: 2 ceramic shards, among which one had excisedincised decorations, 3 pieces of daub. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Paste
s

Decoration type
GM

Pottery type
_

No. of elements
1

Plate
_

Complex 246 (Fig. 16, 21) – A pit with oval outline (70 x 110 cm) was found into the sterile soil. The
walls were 16 cm high, sloping. The base was convex and the grey fill contained little charcoal.
Inventory: 2 ceramic shards, 10 fragments of daub, 1 piece of stone.
Pottery shape
_
_
_

Paste
_
s
s

Decoration type
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_
GM

Pottery type
_
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_

No. of elements
1
1
1

Plate
_
_
_

Complex 247 (Fig. 16) – A pit with quadrilateral outline (100x120 cm) was partially researched and
was found into the sterile soil. The vertical walls were 25 cm high. The eastern wall was burnt to the
brick. The base of the pit was flat and the grey fill contained much daub and fragments of burnt
wood. Inventory: 18 ceramic shards originated from 10 vessels, 17 fragments of daub, one stone. 2
fragments that originated from one vessel had excised-incised decoration. The inventory contained
Suciu de Sus ceramic shards, but the quadrilateral shape with fired walls was specific to the Roman
Age.
Complex 254 (Fig. 16) – A pit with slightly oval outline (145 x 155 cm) occurred in the sterile soil.
The walls were 30–45 cm high and inclined towards the inside. The base was inclined. The fill was
dark at the upper part and yellowish at the base. Inventory: 42 ceramic shards that originated from 20
vessels. 3 fragments that originated from 3 vessels had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture:
Suciu de Sus.
Pottery shape
_
amphora
cup
cup
dish
dish
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s
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_
_
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_

Pottery type
_
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_
_
_
_
_
_

Complex 265 (Fig. 16, 21) – A pit with oval outline (290 x 480 cm) had the margins difficult to
identify in the sterile soil. The mechanic excavation of the surface uncovered at first the base of a
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vessel and numerous ceramic shards. The pit was only 10 cm deep, and only the base was revealed.
An animal bone was laid on the flat base. The grey fill contained several fragments of daub.
Inventory: 15 ceramic shards that originated from 12 vessels, 11 daub fragments. One ceramic
fragment had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
Pottery shape
_

Paste
s

Decoration type
GM

Pottery type
_

No. of elements
1

Plate
_

Complex 266-268 (Fig. 16, 21) – Post holes (?) with circular outlines were laid in angular position. It
occurred in the sterile soil. its sides were sloped. The base was convex. The fill was grey. Complex
266: 80 cm; 30 cm in depth; inventory: 3 ceramic shards of 3 vessels. Complex 267: 70 cm in
diameter, 20 cm in depth (it contained a stone fragment); Complex 268: 60 cm in diameter, 20 cm in
depth (it contained 3 ceramic shards that originated from 2 vessels dating from the Bronze Age).
Date/culture: Late Bronze Age.
Cx No.
267b
268

Pottery shape
p. cooking v.
amphora
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s
s

Decoration type
_
HB,DF

Pottery type
_
_

No. of elements
1
1

Plate
_
_

Complex 278 (Fig. 16, 21) – A pit with oval outline (100 x 120 cm) with the margins difficult to
identify in the sterile soil. Its sides were sloped and 20 cm high. The base was slightly convex. The fill
was yellow-grey with scattered fragments of fired clay. Inventory: 21 ceramic shards originated from
11 vessels, 3 fragments of a hearth. 1 ceramic fragment had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture:
Suciu de Sus.
Pottery shape
_
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p. cooking v.
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1
1
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_
_
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Complex 305 (Fig. 16, 22) – A pit with oval outline (110 x 120 cm) occurred in the sterile soil. The
walls were 20 cm high. The base was flat. The fill was light-grey. Inventory: 9 ceramic shards that
originated from 4 vessels, 2 pieces of daub. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
Pottery shape
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pot
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c
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_
_

Pottery type
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_
1Ba

No. of elements
1
1
1
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_
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Complex 309 (Fig. 16, 22) – A pit with circular outline (100 cm) occurred in the sterile soil. The walls
were vertical and 55 cm high. The base was flat. The fill was yellow grey with scattered fragments of
charcoal and fired clay. Inventory: 33 ceramic shards that originated from 12 vessels, 3 pieces of
daub, 1 fragment of a hearth. Date/culture: Late Bronze Age.
Pottery shape
pot

Paste
s

Decoration type
_

Pottery type
1Ab

No. of elements
1

Plate
_

Complex 313 (Fig. 16, 22) – A pit with oval outline (150 x 230 cm) occurred in the sterile soil. The
walls were 20 cm high and sloping. The base was flat. The fill was black and contained many
fragments of a hearth and pieces of daub in the upper part. At the base it was yellow-grey. Inventory:
5 ceramic shards that originated from 5 vessels. Date/culture: Late Bronze Age.
Complex 314 (Fig. 16, 22) – A pit with circular outline (185 cm) occurred in the sterile soil. The walls
were 45 cm high, and varied from arched to irregular. The base was slightly round and the fill was
yellow-brownish with scattered fragments of burnt wood and fired clay. Inventory: 68 ceramic shards
that originated from 35 vessels, one piece of a grinder, one polishing stone and one piece of a fired
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wall. 2 ceramic shards that originated from 2 vessels had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture:
Suciu de Sus.
Pottery shape
_
_
amphora
dish
pot
pot
pot
pot
pot
p. cooking v.
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c
c
c
s
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LM
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Pottery type
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1Aa
_
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_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Complex 335 (Fig. 16, 22) – A post hole with circular outline (40 cm) was found into the sterile soil.
The walls were 15 cm high. The base was flat. The fill was yellow-grey with scattered fragments of
daub. Inventory: 2 ceramic shards that originated from a pot, one piece of clay. Date/culture: Late
Bronze Age.
Pottery shape
pot

Paste
s

Decoration type
_

Pottery type
_

No. of elements
1

Plate
_

Complex 353 (Fig. 16, 22) – A post hole (40 x 50 cm) was dug into the sterile soil. The walls were 10
cm high and inclined towards the inside. The base was flat. The fill was yellow-grey with small
scattered fragments of daub. Inventory: 1 ceramic fragment, 2 pieces of daub. Date/culture: Late
Bronze Age.
Complex 362 (Fig. 16, 22) – A pit with oval outline (115 x 120 cm) occurred in the sterile soil. Its
sides were sloped and 15–20 cm high. The base was slightly round. The fill was light grey. Inventory:
67 ceramic shards that originated from at least 22 vessels, 4 pieces of daub, 3 fragments of a hearth. 9
fragments that originated from 6 vessels had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
Pottery shape
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pot
p. cooking v.
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_
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Complex 372 (Fig. 16, 22) – pit with circular outline (140 cm in diameter) occurred in the sterile soil.
Its sides were sloped and 40 cm high, the base was slightly round. The fill was grey and towards the
base it turned yellow-grey. Inventory: 7 ceramic shards (3 were re-fired) that originated from 7
vessels, 3 pieces of daub. Date/culture: Late Bronze Age.
Complex 373 (Fig. 16, 22) – A pit with almost circular outline (270 x 285 cm) was identified in the
sterile soil. The walls were 20–40 cm high, varying from arched to sloping. The base went deeper in
the northern side. The fill was grey-blackish, but in the southern side it was yellowish-grey with little
scattered daub. Inventory: 74 ceramic shards that originated from 21 vessels, 4 stones (among which
was a grinder fragment and a crusher), one fragment of a hearth. 2 fragments that originated from
two vessels had excised-incised decorations. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
Pottery shape
_
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f
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Pottery type
_

No. of elements
1

Plate
_
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_
_
_
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pot
p. cooking v.
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_
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_
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2
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57/5
57/6
57/7
57/8

Complex 386 (Fig. 16, 22) – A pit with circular outline (160 cm) was dug into the sterile soil. The
walls were 55 cm inclined towards the inside. The base was flat and contained many fragments of a
vessel with fluting decoration. The fill was yellow-grey with scattered fragments of daub and much
scattered charcoal. Inventory: 101 ceramic shards that originated from 22 vessels, 1 fragment of a clay
weigh, 19 pieces of daub, 2 stones. 9 fragments that originated from 3 vessels had excised-incised
decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
Pottery shape
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p. cooking v.
storage v.
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Complex 392 (Fig. 16) – A pit with oval outline (85 x 100 cm) was identified into the sterile soil. The
walls were 10 cm high and arched. The fill was light grey with scattered daub and a medium
concentration of ceramic shards at the base. No inventory. Not assigned to an archaeological
culture.
Complex 432 (Fig. 16, 22) – A pit with oval outline (80 x 90 cm in diameter) was found in the sterile
soil. The walls were 20 cm arched. The base was convex. The fill was yellow-grey with few scattered
fragments of daub. Inventory: 26 ceramic shards from 15 vessels, 1 piece of daub. 2 fragments that
originated from 2 vessels had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
Pottery shape
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_
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Complex 467 (Fig. 16, 22) – A dwelling structure. It slightly occurred at the beginning of the
excavation and had the shape of two pits (467a and 467b). After a wider area was uncovered it came
out it was rectangular. This aspect might be interpreted as representing the traces of a deep
construction, named 467c. Its walls were 40 cm high from the level of the sterile. The fill was black
with much daub in the upper part. It turned grey as the pit advanced downwards, but it still contained
daub as well as ash. Inventory: 248 ceramic shards that originated from 58 vessels, 11 pieces of hearth
clay, 10 stones (7 fragments of grinder and a fragmented stone axe). 5 ceramic shards that originated
from 4 vessels had excised decorations. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus. 467 D pit was in the northwestern side. It had a circular outline (75 cm in diameter), its walls were 20 cm deep from the level of
the sterile soil. The fill was yellow-grey with little charcoal. No inventory. Date/culture: Suciu de
Sus.
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Cx No.
467b
467b
467b
467b
467b
467b
467b
467b
467b
467b
467b
467b
467b
467b
467c
467c
467c
467c
467c
467c
467c
467c
467c
467c
467c
467c
467c
467c
467c
467c
467c
467c

Pottery shape
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cup
cup
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pot
pot
pot
pot
pot
p. cooking v.
p. cooking v.
storage v.
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amphora
amphora
cup
cup
cup
pot
pot
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pot
p. cooking v.
p. cooking v.
p. cooking v.
p. cooking v.
p. cooking v.
wheel
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AC,HB,GM
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AE
_
_
_
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GM
HB
FA,GF
DA,AC,GC
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_
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_
AA
_
p
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1Ba
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_
1Ab
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_
_
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3A
_
5
_
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_
_
_
_
_

No. of elements
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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4
1
1
1
2
1
1
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_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Complex 468 (Fig. 16, 23) – A pit with oval outline (155 x 205 cm) was dug in the sterile soil. The
walls were 15 cm high, varying from arched to inclined towards the inside. The base was flat. The fill
was grey with little scattered fragments of daub. There was a smaller pit in the east named 468 b, with
dark fill and a great concentration of daub. Inventory: 6 ceramic shards that originated from 4 vessels,
one fragment of a grinding stone. Date/culture: Late Bronze Age.
Complex 469 – Roman Age dwelling structure
Complex 475 (Fig. 16, 23) – A post hole with circular outline (60 cm) occurred in the sterile soil. The
walls were 25 cm high, inclined towards the inside. The base was flat. The fill was yellow-grey and
homogeneous. Inventory: 2 ceramic shards that originated from 2 vessels, of which one had incisedexcised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
Pottery shape
cup

Paste
f

Decoration type
GM

Pottery type
_

No. of elements
1

Plate
_

Complex 482 (Fig. 16, 23) – A post hole with circular outline (30 cm) was excavated in the sterile
soil. The walls were 10 cm high, inclined towards the inside. The base was flat. The fill was grey with
daub fragments. Inventory: one ceramic shard and one piece of daub. Date/culture: Late Bronze
Age.
Complex 490 (Fig. 16, 23) – A pit with circular outline (140 cm in diameter) was dug in the sterile
soil. The walls were 20 cm sloping. The base was slightly arched. The fill was grey and homogeneous.
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Inventory: 41 ceramic shards that originated from at least 12 vessels. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
Pottery shape
_

Paste
s

Decoration type
DB

Pottery type
_

No. of elements
1

Plate
_

Complex 492 (Fig. 16, 23) – A post hole with circular outline (40 cm in diameter) occurred in the
sterile soil. The walls were 12 cm high, inclined towards the inside. The base was flat. The fill was
grey and homogeneous. Inventory: 1 ceramic fragment. Date/culture: Late Bronze Age.
Complex 493 (Fig. 16) – A post hole with circular outline (35 cm in diameter) was excavated in the
sterile soil. The walls were 10 cm high, inclined towards the inside. The base was flat. The fill was
grey and homogeneous. No inventory. Date/culture: Late Bronze Age.
Complex 494 (Fig. 16, 23) – A pit with oval outline (160 x 180 cm in diameter) was identified in the
sterile soil. The walls were 20 cm high, inclined towards the inside. The base was irregular. The fill
was grey with little daub. Inventory: 51 ceramic shards of at least 13 vessels, 2 stones (1 grinder
fragment), 2 pieces of daub. One ceramic fragment had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture:
Suciu de Sus.
Pottery shape
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pot
pot
pot
pot
pot
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c
c
c
s
s
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_
_
_
_
BB

Pottery type
_
_
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1Ba
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1
1
1
1
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_
_
_
_
_
_

Complex 495 – a post hole with almost circular outline (60 x 65 cm in diameter) was identified in the
sterile soil. The walls were 20 cm high and arched to the base, which was arched. The dark-grey fill
contained little daub. Inventory: 8 ceramic shards that originated from 5 vessels, one piece of hearth
clay. Date/culture: Late Bronze Age.
Complex 496 b, c, d (Fig. 16, 23) – Post holes with circular outline were uncovered in a dark layer
that contained daub and charcoal. They were situated north-east of pits 496-519. The pits were placed
in the corners of a square. It is possible that the fourth pit wasn't noticed. All the pits had brown-grey
fill with scattered fragments of daub. Pit 496 D was larger and had convex walls. 496 B: 40 cm in
diameter, 35 cm in depth; 496 C: 30 cm in diameter, 22 cm in depth; 496 D: 60 cm in diameter, 28 cm
in depth. Inventory: 9 ceramic shards of 8 vessels. 1 fragment of a vessel had excised-incised
decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
Pottery shape
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cup
cup
cup
pot
p.cooking v.
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_
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_

Pottery type
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No. of elements
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_
_
_
_
_
_

Complex 499 (Fig. 16, 23) – A deepened dwelling structure (?) occurred in the sterile soil like a large
inclusion with irregular margins and 640 x 490 cm in diameter. A rectangular surface was revealed in
the north-east of this pit while the excavation was carried out, reason for which it was interpreted as
dwelling. The dimensions of the surface were 380 x 490 cm, oriented north-west–south-east. The
walls were 40 cm high and inclined towards the inside. The base was rather flat, with variations in
level. The fill was dark grey and contained daub and charcoal, but towards the base it turned yellowgrey. Traces of three pits which might originate from post holes (pits 497, 499b and 516a) were
preserved along the long side of the structure, in the north-western direction. It isn't certain if pit
499d belonged to it. Inventory: 513 ceramic shards that originated from at least 61 vessels, 13
fragments of a hearth, 5 pieces of daub, 11 stones (of which one axe, 5 grinder fragments, 3
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fragments of a crusher). 16 ceramic shards that originated from 10 vessels had excised-incised
decorations. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus. 499b: 16 ceramic shards originated from at least 14 vessels.
One ceramic fragment had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
Cx No.
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499b
499d

Pottery shape
cup
cup
cup
cup
cup
lid
pot
pot
pot
pot
pot
pot
p.cooking v.
p.cooking v.
cup
pot
dish
pot
_
pot
dish
dish
dish
cup
amphora
pot

Paste
g
s
s
s
s
s
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
s
s
f
s
s
c
s
f
f
c

Decoration type
_
_
_
AA
EC
_
_
_
AA
AA
AE
BB
_
AA
_
AA
AA
_
CG
_
BB
AA
EA
KG,LM,LB,HB,GN
MD,MN
_

Pottery type
2B
1Aa
3A
3B
3A
2
2A
2B
1Aa
1Ab
_
1Ab
_
_
2B
1Aa
3A
1Aa
_
2B
2A
3B
4A
1Ba
1
2B

No. of elements
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Plate
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
58/10
58/11
58/6
58/8
59/3
59/4
59/5
59/6
59/11
60/1
59/1
_

499c Inventory: 15 ceramic shards that originated from 11 vessels. Date/culture: Bronze Age.
499d. Inventory: 5 ceramic shards that originated from 3 vessels, 3 fragments of daub, one stone.
Date/culture: Bronze Age.
Complex 500 (Fig. 16, 23) – A pit with oval outline (205 x 250 cm in diameter) occurred in the sterile
soil. The walls were 20 cm inclined towards the inside. The base was flat. The fill was grey and
contained daub, but in a greater concentration in the north-east. Inventory: 60 ceramic shards that
originated from 21 vessels, 1 fragment of a hearth, 3 pieces of daub. 7 ceramic shards that originated
from 5 vessels had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
Pottery shape
_
cup
cup
cup
cup
cup
dish

Paste
s
f
f
f
f
f
c

Decoration type
MN
HC
MN,MJ,LA,HB
FD
FD,MJ
_
_

Pottery type
_
_
1Aa
1Ba
1Ba
_
1Aa

No. of elements
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Plate
_
_
60/2
60/3
60/4
60/5
60/6

Complex 501 (Fig. 16, 23) – A pit with slightly oval shaped outline (150 x 165 cm in diameter) was
identified in the sterile soil. The walls were 20 cm high, inclined towards the inside. The base was flat.
The fill was yellow-grey. Inventory: 22 ceramic shards that originated from 10 vessels, 1 fragment of a
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hearth, 6 stones (among which there were 5 fragments of a grinder). They had excised-incised
decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
Pottery shape
amphora
amphora
pot

Paste
s
s
s

Decoration type
_
BA
_

Pottery type
_
_
1Ab

No. of elements
1
1
1

Plate
_
_
_

Complex 502 – A pit with oval outline (110 x 175 cm in diameter) occurred in the sterile soil. The
walls were 10 cm high, slightly inclined towards the inside. The base was flat. The fill was yellow-grey
with scattered fragments of daub. Inventory: 4 ceramic shards that originated from 4 vessels, 2 pieces
of daub, stones. Date/culture: Late Bronze Age.
Complex 503 (Fig. 16, 24) – A pit with circular outline (approximately 135 cm in diameter) with a
slight contour of the margins. Towards the south it was cut by the margin of another pit. The walls
were 10 cm high. The base was flat. The fill was yellow-grey. Inventory: 42 ceramic shards that
originated from 15 vessels and 4 pieces of daub. 2 ceramic shards that originated from 2 vessels had
excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
Pottery shape
p.cooking v.
tray

Paste
c
c

Decoration type
_
GN

Pottery type
_
2

No. of elements
1
1

Plate
_
_

Complex 504 (Fig. 16, 24) – A pit with oval outline (220 x 240 cm in diameter) was found in the
sterile soil. The walls were 40–45 cm high and arched. The base was flat, but concave in the northwestern side of the pit. The fill was yellow – grey with little daub, and in the hollow area it turned
yellow. Inventory: 151 ceramic shards that originated from at least 23 vessels, 9 pieces of daub, 7
stones (among which 6 were grinder fragments). 12 ceramic shards that originated from 6 vessels had
excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
Pottery shape
_
dish
p. cooking v.
cup
cup
cup
dish
pot
cup
_

Paste
s
c
c
f
f
s
c
s
f
s

Decoration type
EA
_
_
GK,KH,JB
HB,HK
BF
AA
_
HB,LB
MN

Pottery type
_
1Aa
_
1Ba
1Ba
5
1Ba
2B
1Aa
_

No. of elements
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Plate
_
_
_
60/8
60/9
60/10
60/11
60/12
60/13
60/14

Complex 505 (Fig. 16, 24) – A pit with oval outline (140 x 200 cm in diameter) was dug in the sterile
soil. The walls were 10-20 cm high, inclined towards the inside. The base was flat. The fill was
homogeneous and dark-grey. Inventory: 52 ceramic shards that originated from 13 vessels, 5 pieces
of daub. 2 ceramic shards that originated from 2 vessels had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture:
Suciu de Sus.
Pottery shape
cup
cup

Paste
s
s

Decoration type
_
LB

Pottery type
1Ba
_

No. of elements
1
1

Plate
_
_

Complex 506 (Fig. 16, 24) – A pit was partially excavated on an arched surface (280 x 75 cm). The
walls were 20–35 cm high and arched, but on one side of the pit they were 55 cm high. The fill was
light-grey with scattered fragments of charcoal and daub. Inventory: 46 ceramic shards that originated
from 9 vessels, 11 pieces of daub, stones. 2 ceramic shards that originated from 2 vessels had excised-
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incised decoration. There was also a fragment from the neck of a black outside amphora and brick
red coloured interior, decorated with horizontal flutings. Date/culture: In this pit the pottery is
characteristic for both the Suciu de Sus culture and the cultural horizon Lăpuş II – Gáva I.
Thus exact dating is not possible perhaps it dates to the transition.
Pottery shape
_
_
amphora

Paste
f
f
f

Decoration type
GA
HA
FJ

Pottery type
_
_
_

No. of elements
1
1
1

Plate
_
_
_

Complex 507 (Fig. 16) – A pit with oval outline (110 x 130 cm in diameter) occurred in the sterile
soil. The walls were 40 cm high, varying from vertical to arched. The base was flat. The fill was darkgrey with little daub. Inventory: 7 ceramic shards that originated from 7 vessels, 1 fragment of a
hearth, 9 pieces of daub, 1 grinder fragment. Date/culture: Late Bronze Age.
Complex 508 (Fig. 16) – A pit with circular outline (185 cm in diameter) was found in the sterile soil
with a slightly contour. A part of the pit wasn't excavated because it was prominent in the trench. The
walls were 20 cm high, inclined towards the inside. The fill was dark-grey, homogeneous. Inventory: 7
ceramic shards that originated from 7 vessels, 9 pieces of daub, 1 fragment of a grinder. Date/culture:
Late Bronze Age.
Complex 509b (Fig. 16, 24) – A pit with oval outline (185 x 230 cm in diameter) occurred in the
sterile soil. The walls were 35 and 50 cm high, inclined towards the inside. The base was flat. The fill
was yellow-grey, but in the northern side it was grey with scattered fragments of charcoal and daub.
Inventory: 27 ceramic shards from 18 vessels, 15 pieces of daub, 2 stones (one of them was a
fragment of a grinder). One ceramic fragment had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu
de Sus.
Complex 510 (Fig. 16) – A pit with oval outline (105 x 135 cm in diameter) occurred in the sterile
soil. The walls were 20 cm high, inclined towards the inside; the base was flat. The fill was browngrey, homogeneous. The inventory comprised a clay spoon with broken handle. Date/culture: Late
Bronze Age.
Pottery shape
cup

Paste
s

Decoration type
_

Pottery type
2

No. of elements
1

Plate
_

Complex 514 (Fig. 16, 24) – A partially excavated pit over a surface of 330x300 cm. The walls were
80 cm high, vertical or inclined; the base was irregular. The fill was black with scattered fragments of
daub. Inventory: 127 ceramic shards that originated from at least 36 vessels, 8 pieces of daub, 6
grinder fragments. 10 ceramic shards that originated from 9 vessels had excised-incised decoration.
Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 517 (Fig. 16) – A pit with oval outline (150 x 180 cm in diameter) occurred in the sterile
soil. The walls were difficult to identify. They were 20 cm high, varying from arched to inclined
towards the inside. The base was inclined. The fill was brown-grey, homogeneous. Inventory: 77
ceramic shards originated from at least 19 vessels, 2 pieces of daub, 2 fragments of a hearth. 3
ceramic shards that originated from 2 vessels had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de
Sus.
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Complex 519 (Fig. 16, 24) – A large-sized pit with oval outline (260x340 cm in diameter) was
identified into the sterile soil. While it was emptied, it revealed 2 circular pits. Inventory (for both
pits): 184 ceramic shards from at least 28 vessels, 1 fragment of a hearth, 7 pieces of daub, 3
fragments of a grinder. 8 ceramic shards that originated from 6 vessels had excised-incised
decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus. Pit 519a – had the outline diameter of 240 cm. It had darkgrey fill with scattered fragments of charcoal and daub. The walls were 50 cm inclined towards the
inside. The base was flat. Inventory: 29 ceramic shards that originated from 11 vessels, 2 fragments of
a hearth, 2 pieces of daub. Pit 519b – with the rim diameter of 220 cm. It had yellow-grey fill, with
much daub, charcoal and small, burnt materials (bones, small ceramic shards). The walls were 30-40
cm high. The base was flat. Inventory: 29 ceramic shards that originated from 14 vessels, 3 fragments
of a hearth, 6 pieces of daub, 2 stones. One ceramic fragment had excised-incised decoration.
Date/culture: Suciu de Sus. Complex 519c – A pit with oval shaped outline (100 x 130 cm in
diameter) was excavated under 60 cm of sterile soil. The fill contained a 10 cm thick layer of ash,
followed under it by a yellow-grey-greenish clay layer of 10 cm thick. Inventory: 5 ceramic shards that
originated from 5 vessels. Date/culture: Bronze Age.
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Complex 589 (Fig. 24, 25) – A pit with oval outline (180 x 155 cm in diameter) was dug in the sterile
soil. The walls were 48 cm high and slightly inclined towards the inside. The base was flat. The fill
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contained red-grey burnt fragments. There was a square shaped pile of fired walls at the base. A few
ceramic shards occurred among the fired walls, most of them were laid on top of the pile. Inventory:
376 ceramic shards, 127 pieces of fired clay. The daub fragments originated from the walls. One of
them was smooth on both sides and preserved the 7 cm thickness of the wall. Several fragments
preserved traces of some poles of 3-4,5 cm in diameter. Those poles were parallel, as the traces of
three poles on a wall fragment showed. The ceramic shards originated from the following vessels: 1)
Storage v.essels: 67 ceramic shards restored approximately 1/3 of the vessel. Most of them were refired. 2) Amphora: 57 ceramic shards restored approximately 2/3 of an amphora. Except 5
fragments, the rest were re-fired. 3) Pot: 14 ceramic shards originated from the upper part of a pot. 4)
Pot: 17 ceramic shards, of which 11 were re-fired and restored ¼ of a pot. 5) Pot: 20 ceramic shards
restored half of a pot. 6) Pot: 28 ceramic shards, of which 22 were re-fired, and restored ¾ of a pot.
7) Pot: 2 ceramic shards, one was re-fired, and originated from one pot. 8) Pot: 15 ceramic shards
restored ¾ of a 4 handled pot which was re-fired over its most surface. 9) Pot: 3 ceramic shards
originated from one pot that had the handle starting from the rim. 10) Pot: 10 ceramic shards
restored ¼ of a pot with buttons. 11) Bowl: 4 ceramic shards restored ¼ of a bowl. 12) Cup: 16
ceramic shards restored ¾ of a cup with upraised handle. 13) Cup: 4 fragments restored the upraised
handle of a cup. Date/culture: Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
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Complex 703 (Fig. 25, 26) – pit with oval outline (90 x 180 cm in diameter), occurred in the sterile
soil. The walls were 20 cm high, inclined towards the inside, the base was flat. The fill was grey and
contained charcoal and daub. Inventory: 8 ceramic shards from 6 vessels, 6 stones. Date/culture:
Bronze Age.
Complex 768 (Fig. 25, 26) – pit with circular outline (120 x 125 cm in diameter) occurred in the
sterile soil. The walls were vertical, 60 cm high, the base was flat. The fill was grey, it contained
charcoal and few scattered fragments of daub. Inventory: 14 ceramic shards that originated from 8
vessels. Date/culture: Bronze Age. Complex 768 b – post hole with circular outline (30 cm in
diameter) occurred in the sterile soil. its sides were sloped and 10 cm high. The base was slightly
convex. The fill was yellow-grey. The margins of the walls fell into the pit. No archaeological
inventory. Date/culture: Bronze Age.
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Complex 897a-b (Fig. 25, 26) – Two pits. 897a: a pit with circular outline (90 cm in diameter) was
dug into the sterile soil. the walls were arched and 15 cm high. The base was slightly round. The fill
was yellow-grey. Inventory: 1 ceramic fragment. Date/culture: Bronze Age. 897b: a pit with oval
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outline (190 x 260 cm in diameter) was identified into the sterile soil. Its sides were sloped and 40 cm
high. The base was convex. The fill was yellow-grey with many scattered fragments of daub and
charcoal. Inventory: 48 ceramic shards of at least 18 vessels, 3 pieces of a hearth, one stone. S8
ceramic shards that originated from 4 vessels had excised-incised decorations. Date/culture: Suciu
de Sus.
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Complex 911 (Fig. 25, 26) – A pit with slightly oval outline (160 x 185 cm in diameter) was found
into the sterile soil. Its sides were sloped and 30 cm high. The base was irregular. The fill was greyyellowish with scattered fragments of daub and charcoal. There was a post hole dating from the
Roman Age in the northern side. Inventory: 9 ceramic shards that originated from at least 5 vessels. 3
ceramic shards that originated from 1 vessel had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de
Sus.
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Complex 947a-b (Fig. 25, 26) – Two pits next to each other with yellow-grey fill were hardly visible.
947a: pit with slightly oval outline (100 x 125 cm in diameter) was found into the sterile soil. Its sides
were sloped and 10 cm high. The base was slightly round. Inventory: 16 ceramic shards from at least
7 vessels. 2 ceramic shards that originated from 1 vessel had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture:
Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 947b – A pit with slightly oval outline (110 x 150 cm in diameter) was identified into the
sterile soil. its sides were sloped and 15 cm high. The base was slightly round. No ceramic inventory.
Complex 1320 (Fig. 25, 26) – A pit with oval outline (120 x 130 cm in diameter) occurred in the
sterile soil. Its sides were sloped and 30 cm high. The base was slightly round. The fill was yellow-grey
with charcoal and few scattered fragments of daub. Inventory: 23 ceramic shards that originated from
at least 7 vessels, 3 pieces of daub. Two ceramic shards that originated from 2 vessels had excisedincised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 1495 (Fig. 25, 26) – A pit with slightly oval outline (122 x 195 cm in diameter) was
identified in the sterile soil. Its sides were sloped and 36 cm high. The base was slightly round. The fill
was grey and contained charcoal and fragments of daub at 25 cm deep, then it turned yellow-grey and
homogeneous. Inventory: 30 ceramic shards that originated from at least 12 vessels, 3 pieces of daub.
4 ceramic shards that originated from 4 vessels had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu
de Sus.
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Complex 1500 (Fig. 25, 27) – A large, square complex with round corners (460 x 440 cm; 20 cm
deep) was identified into the sterile soil. The fill was yellow with scattered fragments of daub and
charcoal. Pits A, B, C and D communicated with that complex. Inventory: 143 ceramic shards that
originated from at least 26 vessels, 3 pieces of daub, 9 fragments of a hearth, 1 fragment of a grinder.
10 ceramic shards that originated from 5 vessels had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu
de Sus.
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Complex 1500a: a circular pit (190 cm) was 60 cm deep and had similar content. No inventory:
Complex 1500b: a pit with circular outline (170 cm in diameter) was placed in the middle of complex
1500 and contained similar fill. Its sides were sloped and 40 cm high. The base was slightly convex.
Inventory: 53 ceramic shards that originated from at least 18 vessels, 2 pieces of daub, 1 fragment of
a grinder. 5 ceramic shards that originated from 4 vessels had excised-incised decoration.
Date/culture: Suciu de Sus. Complex 1500c: a pit with oval outline (280 x 50 cm in diameter). The
walls were 90 cm high. The base was slightly convex, with an inclusion of fired clay. Inventory: 76
ceramic shards that originated from at least 19 vessels, 4 pieces of daub, 2 fragments of a hearth. 10
ceramic shards that originated from 3 vessels had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de
Sus.
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Complex 1500e: a pit with rectangular outline and round corners (190 x 230 cm in diameter) that
occurred in the sterile soil. The walls were 10 cm high and arched. The base was convex. The fill was
yellow with few scattered fragments of daub and charcoal. No inventory. Complex 1500f: A pit with
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round outline (80 x 90 cm in diameter) was dug into the sterile soil in the northern side of complex
1500 E. The walls were 15 cm high and arched. The base was slightly convex. The fill was grey with
scattered fragments of daub and charcoal. Inventory: 111 ceramic shards that originated from at least
18 vessels, 12 pieces of daub, 4 fragments of a grinder. 5 ceramic shards that originated from 3
vessels had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 1501 (Fig. 25, 27) – A pit with circular outline (94 cm in diameter) was found into the
sterile soil. Its sides were sloped and 20 cm high. The base was flat. The fill was grey, with few pieces
of scattered fragments of daub. Inventory: 14 ceramic shards (4 were re-fired) that originated from 3
vessels, 3 pieces of daub. Date/culture: Bronze Age.
Complex 1502 (Fig. 25, 27) –A pit with ellipsoidal outline (160 x 220 cm in diameter) occurred in the
sterile soil. its sides were sloped and 40–45 cm high. The base was slightly convex. The fill was
yellow-grey. 5 cm above the base was a layer of daub fragments of about 20 cm thick. Inventory: 51
ceramic shards that originated from at least 9 vessels, 7 pieces of hearth. 1 ceramic fragment had
excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 1503 (Fig. 25, 27) – A pit with ellipsoidal outline (100 x 130 cm in diameter) was excavated
into the sterile soil. Its sides were sloped and 5-7 cm high. The base was flat. The fill was yellow with
few pieces of scattered fragments of daub. Inventory: 7 ceramic shards that originated from 7 vessels,
1 piece of daub, 5 fragments of a hearth. One ceramic fragment had excised-incised decoration.
Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 1504 (Fig. 25, 27) – A pit with rectangular outline and round corners (60x90 cm in
diameter) was identified into the sterile soil. Its sides were sloped and 10 cm high. The base was
slightly convex. The fill was yellow-grey with scattered fragments of charcoal. Inventory: 1 ceramic
fragment. Bronze Age.
Complex 1505 (Fig. 25, 27) – A pit with circular outline (125 x 170 cm in diameter) was dug in the
sterile soil. The walls were 70 cm high and arched. The base was slightly convex. The fill was grey and
yellow at the margins. There was an area of yellow clay, probably a margin that had fallen into the pit.
Inventory: 1 ceramic fragment and one piece of daub, 2 ceramic shards that originated from 2 vessels,
1 piece of daub. Date/culture: Bronze Age.
Complex 1521 (Fig. 25, 27) – A large-sized pit with the margins rather difficult to identify, only by
the burnt pieces in its content. Inventory: 73 ceramic shards that originated from 14 vessels. 1
ceramic fragment had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Three pits occurred in pit 1521. Complex 1521c – A pit with circular outline (140 cm in diameter)
which was easy to identify by its content of many burnt pieces. Its sides were sloped and 55 cm high.
The base was slightly round. The fill was yellow-grey with scattered fragments of daub and charcoal.
Inventory: 2 ceramic shards that originated from at least 2 vessels. Date/culture: Bronze Age.
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Complex 1521b – a post hole with circular outline (50 cm in diameter) occurred in the sterile soil, in
the eastern side of pit 1521 C. Its sides were sloped and 25 cm high. The base was slightly convex.
The fill was grey and homogeneous. No inventory. Complex 1521a – a pit with oval and irregular
outline (200 x 130 cm in diameter) was hardly visible in the sterile soil, in the eastern side of the pit
1521 C. its sides were sloped and 40 cm high. The base was slightly round. The fill was yellow-grey
with scattered fragments of daub and charcoal. Inventory: 43 ceramic shards that originated from 9
vessels, 4 pieces of a hearth. Date/culture: Bronze Age.
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Complex 1705 (Fig. 25, 27) – A pit with oval outline (145 x 185 cm in diameter) was found in the
sterile soil. The walls were 50 cm high. The base was slightly convex. The fill was yellow-grey with
few scattered fragments of charcoal. The concentration of charcoal grew towards the base, within a
layer of 20 cm. There was a red layer of daub laid 10 cm above the base and 20 cm towards the
inside. It went all around the pit. Inventory: 21 ceramic shards that originated from 9 vessels. 1
ceramic fragment had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 1721 (Fig. 25) – A pit with circular outline (100 cm in diameter) was identified into the
sterile soil. Its sides were sloped and 32 cm high. The fill was yellow-grey with scattered fragments of
charcoal. Inventory: 13 ceramic shards from 6 vessels. 5 ceramic shards that originated from 3 vessels
had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture: Suciu de Sus.
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Complex 1856 (Fig. 25, 27) – A pit with circular outline (160 x 40 cm in diameter) was found into
the sterile soil. its sides were sloped and 40 cm high. The base was slightly round. The fill was yellowgrey with charcoal and few pieces of scattered fragments of daub. Inventory: 13 ceramic shards that
originated from at least 12 vessels. 1 ceramic fragment had excised-incised decoration. Date/culture:
Suciu de Sus.
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The archaeozoological description of the faunal material.
Elisabeta Berendi
The faunal material found at Petea-Csengersima was little in quantity as well as in number
of species734. This aspect was the consequence of the site’s acid soil that allowed poor
conservation. However, the analysis of the preserved, scanty material tried to reflect735 reality
to the best possible, and the provided data is very important since there is little
archaeozoological information from the Upper Tisa Basin.
The distribution in number and percentage of the Late Bronze Age species is as follows
(in the following, the questionable human remain will not be taken in consideration):
Species

No

%

Bos taurus

189

36,27

Sus scrofa

25

4,79

Ovicaprinae

18

3,45

Equus caballus

20

3,83

Canis familiaris

83

15,93

Indet. (large mammals)

98

18,8

Indet. (medium size mammals)

36

6,9

Indet.

51

9,78

Homo sapiens?

1

0,19

Total
521
100
Table 1. The distribution in number and percentage of the species at the PeteaCsengersima site
Presentation of the archeozoological material
1. Suciu de Sus culture
Species

No

%

Bos taurus

183

37,11

Sus scrofa

23

4,66

Ovicaprinae

18

3,65

Equus caballus

19

3,85

Canis familiaris

83

16,83

Indet. (large mammals)

89

18,05

734

Consulted literature for determinations: Boessneck et. al. (1964), Morlan (1983), Pales et. al. (1971), Schmid
(1972), Vitt (1952).
735 Consulted literature for final structure: Bălăşescu et. al. (2004), Haimovici (1987).
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Indet. (medium size mammals)

29

5,88

Indet.

49

9,93

Total

493

100

Table 2. The distribution in number and percentage of the species and faunal remains, the
Suciu de Sus culture
One consequence of the acid soil that destroyed the bones was the high number of
indeterminable elements. The most important among domestic animals bred by that
population were the Bovidae because they provided besides meat, also milk, leather etc. Swines
provided mostly teeth and mandible elements. Artificial bone alterations were hardly visible:
18 elements with chewing marks, 25 elements with cutting marks (all of them originated from
large mammals), and only two burnt elements. One fragment had traces of processing (Fig.
1.): one right radius of a Bos taurus, the 'burnisher' type (the bone was probably used to make
smooth surfaces, for example when processing leather). Unfortunately, the fragment is
broken in its length, thus the surface that was processed is scarcely visible (only its edges).

Fig. 1. Processed bone from Csengersima, C514
Most of the archaeological complexes at Petea-Csengersima uncovered only 1-2 bone
fragments. There were some pits with a larger number of bones. In the following we shall
make a detailed presentation of the most interesting ones:
Complex 180: Except for some splinters and a sheep/goat radius with chewing marks, it
comprised only Bovidae remains (and also 3 indeterminable elements that originated from large
mammals, probably Bovidae):
- Bos taurus: 2 skull fragments, 3 mandible (and teeth) fragments that originated from at least 2
individuals with different ages, a fragment of a cut vertebra from an adult animal, a fragment
of an adult humerus that was gnawed and cut, a fragment of a metapodium, a cut metacarpus,
and a complete phalanx.
- Ovicapra: a gnawed radius.
- large mammals: a splinter of a flat bone, a splinter of a cut diaphysis, the body of a vertebra
of a young animal.
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Almost all skull elements preserved artificial alterations, especially cutting marks, which
attested that they were used for alimentary purposes. The presence of skull elements might
refer to the same aspect: either they were remains of cooked specialities (cerebrum, tongue),
or they were simply waste. Thanks to these information, the pit can be categorized as one
specifically used for 'food waste'.
Complex 189: This complex uncovered a relatively great variety of animal bones. All could
be defined, and those which could not (40 pieces of splinters and the 'bone powder') probably
originated from other elements in the pit.
-Bos taurus: 3 molar fragments; 3 fragments of humerus that originated from at least 2
different individuals; a fragment of a radius; a calcaneus bone of a subadultus; an astragalus; a
fragment of a broken metatarsus (those 3 elements did not match anatomically);
-Sus scrofa: one tooth and 2 fragments of a right side mandible; according to size and
condition, they might be fragments of the same element;
-Ovicapra: a fragment of a humerus; 3 molars, they probably belonged to the same individual;
-Equus caballus: one left inferior tooth; a praemaxilla; a fragment of a radius; a fragment of a
metapodium; an astragalus; a phalanx;
-Canis familiaris: a skull with completely desintegrated mandibles, which might have been
complete at the moment of the excavation, but probably broke while cleaned – when opening
the box, there were only splinters, bone powder and teeth noticeable, the latter were more or
less well preserved.
It seemed that the pit uncovered at least 2 complete or fragmentary skulls: a pig’s and a dog’s.
The elements that originated from a horse were specific to the 'not used' elements in
nourishment (but not entirely inconsumable!). In the case of Bovidae, most of the elements can
be categorized as the best quality meat.736 No elements showed artificial alterations.
Complex 514: Pit with a great variety of species with many post-cranial elements.
-Bos taurus: a skull? splinter, a premolar, a fragment of an atlas, a radius fashioned into tool
(pic. 1), a gnawed pelvic bone, a tibia bone that was probably boiled, and a tibia bone without
artificial marks, a fragment of humerus, an astragalus and an incomplete metatarsus;
-Sus scrofa: a fragment of a maxilla, a gnawed humerus;
-Ovicapra: a fragment of a gnawed metatarsus, 2 fragments of tibia – one originated from a
young animal;
-Equus caballus: 2 rib fragments, one from area IX, the other from area XII, both belonged to
adults; a pelvis fragment; an incomplete mandible of an adult male; and a gnawed, secondary
metapodium;
-Canis familiaris: a tibia fragment and a gnawed mandible of an adult that belonged to a
short/medium size breed;
- large mammals: 4 diaphysis splinters, 2 splinters of cut diaphysis, one splinter of a cut flat
bone, 2 cut splinters of femoral diaphysis;
-medium size mammals: 4 diaphysis splinters;
With the same degree of preservation, there was a high variety of bones, and even a
processed bone occured. Most bones were related to best quality meat. The presence of the
processed bone, of horse and dog bones (some of them gnawed) indicated the function of a
domestic pit of a house/dwelling with specific function, rather than an occasional ‘food
waste’ pit.
Bos taurus (cattle).
Bovidae represented 37,11% of the osteological material and 56,23% of the defined
material. The majority of the undefined fragments originated from tall stature animals,
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to Uerpmann (1973)
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probably Bovidae. The minimum number of individuals (calculated on the basis of upper and
lower 2nd molars) was 16. The slaughter age was clear only in the case of 32 bones: there were
23 bones that originated from adults, 7 from subadults and 2 from juveniles (calf). This aspect
doesn’t plead for a majority of adults because, in general, ossified bones are preserved better.
Their presence attested that besides a source of meat, they were used for milk, leather and as
beasts of burden. The percentage for each area of the body (in order to identify the guality of
meat) is a little forced and off balance because of the ligh number of teeth).Teeth are the
most resistant elements in the body, thus their large number is not necessary related to the big
number of skull elements in the site. According to that, the situation stands as follows (Table
3):
- category A (the best quality): 17,7%
- category B (good quality): 22,91%
- category C (the worst quality): 5,37%, teeth prevailed in number: 40,62 % of the Bovidae
bones!
The great quantity of teeth might distort the real situation. The other categories of bones had
similar quantities which proved that the Bovidae were the animals preferred by that society and
were bred for all the functions they could provide: food, milk, leather and probably even for
traction.

17.70%
cat. A

40.62%

cat. B
cat. C/1
22.91%

cat. C/2 (dinti)

18.75%

Table 3. The distribution in percentage of the Bovidae bones according to meat quality, the
Suciu de Sus culture.
Sus scrofa (swine)
Pigs, although much less in number than cattle (23: 4,66%), took the second place in
what concerns the quantity of elements present at the site. As in the case of Bovidae, a large
number of elements from adult animals was noticed, especially elements of the mandible/
maxilla/ teeth (68%!), which are the most resistant parts of mammals. The minimum number
of individuals is established based on the mandibles/3rd molars: MNI=8. When establishing
the slaughter age, the high acidity of the soil should be taken into consideration, which
influenced the better representation of adults, as they have resistant bones. The distribution in
percentage of the pig bones according to meat quality is presented in table 4, which illustrates
that the number of elements with low quality meat was little – only two teeth – thus, except
for the mandible fragments (that belonged to category B) and the teeth, all elements belonged
to category A. Thus, the finds proved that pigs were the main providers of meat and fat
(assumed to have been their main role).
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10.53%

21.05%
categoria A
categoria B
categoria C

68.42%

Table 4. Distribution in percentage of pig remains according to meat quality, the Suciu de Sus
culture
Ovicaprinae (sheep and/or goat):
This category is represented by 18 pieces of bones. It should be considered that most
of the undefined elements that originated from medium size mammals probably belonged to
this category. Besides teeth there was a significant quantity of elements that represented high
quality meat (Table 5). Unfortunately the slaughter age can be established only on 5 elements,
of which 4 were teeth: 3 adults, one subadult and a juvenile (tibia). The size and condition of
bones did not allow the observation of artificial alterations, except one gnawed radius
(Csengersima Complex 180) and one gnawed metacarpus (Csengersima Complex 514). The
conclusion to this is that sheep and goats seemed to be bred primarily for meat and less for
wool and milk.

26.66%

20.00%
categoria A
categoria B
categoria C
dinti

20.00%

33.33%

Table 5. The distribution in percentage of sheep/goat remains according to meat quality, the
Suciu de Sus culture
Equus caballus (horse):
Horses of the Bronze Age had, in general, a 'superior role'. At that time they hardly
began to spread and they were highly appreciated for their power and impetuosity. The site
Petea-Csengersima uncovered 19 fragments and a minimum number of individuals of 7. The
bones originated from various areas of the body without any visible relation among them, and
these elements belonged in most part to category C (Uerpmann). Their position was
interesting: they didn't seem very scattered, 7 pieces occurred in Complex 514, and 6 occurred
in 189, each of them contained at least 2 different individuals. Concerning the slaughter age,
there were 7 adults identified and the undefined individuals are questionable subadults or
adults. Only one fragment of a metapodium had traces of teeth on it, so it can be stated that
the artificial alterations were missing. The partial mandible of a stallion provided metrical data
(Table 6.)
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Fig. 2. Left mandible Equus caballus, Csengersima Complex 514
Measuring
spot
mm
Measuring
spot
mm
Measuring
spot
mm

Gc-Id

Gc-p2 p2-m3 Cp-Id

m3-Id

Gv-Cp

Gv-Mn

414

311

167

275

228

213

Gv-C

Ld

p2-p4 hm3

hm1

wi

Wd

253

68

84

94.5

48.5

62

42

p3

p4

m1

m2

m1-m3 p2-p4 p2
79

84

447

m3

33/16 27.5/18.5 25.3/18 23/17.5 24.2/17.5 33/15.2

Gc-gonion caudale, Id-Infradentale, Cp-condyle process, Gv-gonion ventrale, Mn-mandibular notch, Ccoronion, Ld-diastema length,hm3-height at m3, wi-width at incisivus, wd-width at diastema, lengths and
widths on the biting surface of each tooth
Table 6. Dimensions of horse mandible737
Canis familiaris (dog):
The great number of dog bones can be explained by their fragmentary condition.
Their detailed analysis proved that 80 fragments belonged to the same individual, thus we had
to consider the minimum number of individuals which was 4. Two elements originated from
adults, but due to their fragmentary condition, the metrical analysis could not be done. One
of the mandible fragments was assumed to originate from a small size dog (based on the
ossification, the dog was an adult, but of short stature, Complex 514).
2. The Lăpuş II – Gáva I culture
The number of preserved bones was rather small: 27 fragments found in 10 archaeological
complexes. Their distribution in number and percentage is detailed in Table 7:
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Species

No

%

Bos taurus

6

22,22

Sus scrofa

2

7,4

von den Driesch (1976)
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Equus caballus

1

3,7

Indet. (large mammals)

9

33,33

Indet. (medium size mammals)

7

25,92

Indet.

2

7,4

Total

27

100

Tabel 7. Distribution in number and percentage of the species, the Lăpuş II-Gáva I culture
These elements were too scanty to allow separate analysis. One fragment of a Bovidae
mandible (of Complex 4/ Csengersima) showed traces of strong burning, same like another
two undefined fragments at Petea S8 Complex 1, S9 Complex 5. Three bones were cut (S15
Complex 3, S25 Complex 1, S36 Complex 6) and two were gnawed (S25 Complex 1, S36
Complex 6). Only 10 elements could be defined and offered minimum data about the animals
in the settlement.
Bos taurus:
Represented a relatively important number among the bone assembly, especially if we
consider that the undefined bones originated from large mammals are probably Bovidae. There
were present only some elements of mandible, horns and teeth, and the slaughter age could
be defined only for three teeth (adults). The body of the mandible from S15 Complex 3 was
cut, and the one mentioned above (Complex 4) was burnt.
Sus scrofa:
Both elements were teeth – one molar strongly fragmented (S10 Complex 2) and a canine
tooth that originated from an adult male.
Equus caballus:
There was only one tooth fragment of a horse in pit S15 Complex 3, that had a rib with a
particular wave, namely the metaconid seems to be somehow separated at the middle. This
characteristic could be individual or it may mean something typical/endemic (as the tooth
was not complete and because other samples were missing at the site, a certain statement is
impossible to conclude).
The lack of other species of animals, at this small number of samples, can not be
relevant to assume their total missing from the settlement.
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Aşezările din epoca târzie a bronzului
de la Petea–Csengersima
I. Locuirea Suciu de Sus.
Suprafaţa aşezării. Din zona de 7,8 ha cuprinsă între secţiunile şi sectoarele săpate ale
sitului (Fig. 2), complexele arheologice ce ţin de cultura Suciu de Sus sunt răspândite pe o
suprafaţă de aprox. 5,34 ha ( 4,41 ha pe malul sudic şi 0,93 ha pe malul nordic al pârâului
Erge). Dacă pornim de la accepţiunea că cele două zone cu complexe Suciu de Sus
(porţiunea formată din zonele I–V şi aceea reprezentată de zona VI) sunt părţi ale aceleiaşi
aşezării, atunci suprafaţa aşezării Suciu de Sus poate fi estimată la 11-12 ha. Estimarea
porneşte de la premiza că lăţimea zonei locuite de pe malul sud-vestic rămâne constantă şi de
la ipoteza că raritatea complexelor de pe malul nordic al pârâului sugerează că zona VI se află
se află în marginea vestică a aşezării.
Complexele arheologice. Numărul complexelor arheologice care conţineau ceramică
specifică fazei recente a culturii Suciu de Sus este de 145. Dintre cele 114 de gropi din aşezare
ce aveau în inventar doar materiale de epoca bronzului ce nu pot fi atribuite cultural,
aproximativ 50 pot fi considerate ca aparţinând culturii Suciu de Sus, dată fiind prezenţa lor
în zone din aşezare în care complexe arheologice preistorice sunt atribuite doar culturii Suciu
de Sus (zonele II, III, V). Mici fragmente ceramice izolate de tip Suciu de Sus au fost
descoperite în mai multe complexe ale locuirii Lăpuş II–Gáva I, ele fiind probabil în poziţie
secundară în cadrul acestora (ajunse din strat). Şapte complexe au însă au mai multe piese
specifice ambelor culturi, fapt ce lasă loc şi la o eventuală „atingere cronologică” a celor două
locuiri.
Locuinţele au fost evidenţiate prin două platforme de chirpici şi prin trei posibile
locuinţe adâncite. Prezenţa gropilor de stâlp în jurul gropii cx. 22 oferă indicii importante
pentru interpretarea sa ca şi construcţie adâncită. La nici una dintre platformele de chirpic nu
s-a distins un aranjament clar al gropilor de stâlp. Materialele utilizate pentru suprastructura
locuinţelor sunt atestate de amprentele bine păstrate al unor bârne şi pari. Unele bucăţi de lut
păstrează urmele a câte doi-trei pari paraleli. Structura pereţilor era realizată din nuiele şi
trestie, aceasta din urmă fiind utilizată şi la acoperirea locuinţelor. În lutul folosit la lipirea
pereţilor s-a păstrat amprentele plevei de cereale, iar la două locuinţe amprenta unor frunze
de arbori.
Din numărul mare de gropi de mici dimensiuni răspândite pe suprafaţa aşezării, doar
în patru cazuri a fost sesizată o aranjare dreptunghiulară a lor ce ar putea atesta rolul de gropi
pentru stâlpi ce au susţinut construcţii. Pornind de la suprafaţa pe care o delimitează aceste
gropi, într-un caz poate fi avută în vedere funcţia de locuinţă (Pl. 28/A), în alte două cazuri
în care suprafeţele delimitate sunt mai mici este avută în vedere mai degrabă funcţia de
construcţii anexe (Fig. 28/B, C). Într-un alt caz, dată fiind distanţa deosebit de mică dintre
stâlpi (40 cm) poate fi luată în calcul tot funcţia de construcţie anexă, de tipul stog de fân sau
hambar1. Pentru un mare număr de gropi în formă de pâlnie şi pentru unele gropi de formă
cilindrică există indicii că erau utilizate la stocarea proviziilor. Între acestea, mai ales gropile în
formă de pâlnie, cu diametrul fundurilor cuprins între 1 m şi 1,90 m şi cu adâncimea ce
ajungea la 1–1,30 m, aveau capacitatea de a fi utilizate la păstrarea cerealelor, legumelor sau a
unor fructe. Descoperirea într-o groapă de dimensiuni mijlocii (S25cx.2) a unei oale (Pl.
28/13) scoate în evidenţă posibilitatea utilizării gropilor la conservarea unor produse de altă
1

Reynolds 1979, p. 80-81.
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natură. Gropile de formă neregulată, amorfă ce au pereţii cotloniţi sau fundul denivelat,
considerăm că au fost utilizate pentru extracţia lutului necesar la construcţia şi la repararea
locuinţelor sau a vetrelor, dar şi la confecţionarea ceramicii. Materialele descoperite într-un
număr mare de gropi arată că acestea erau folosite pentru depunerea resturilor menajere.
Foarte probabil aceasta era o utilizare secundară a gropilor, ce avea loc după renunţarea la
întrebuinţarea iniţială, pentru care au fost săpate.
Unele dintre gropile în formă de pâlnie se află amplasate în apropierea zonelor în care
a fost semnalată existenţa locuinţelor. O concentrare a gropilor de provizii se constată în
zona secţiunii 37, porţiune de la marginea aşezării ce ar putea fi apreciată ca zonă utilizată
pentru păstrarea proviziilor. (Fig. 8, 10).
Elemente de organizare a spaţiului din aşezare. O zonă cu o destinaţie aparte se conturează
cu mai multă claritate în partea de est a aşezării (Fig. 2) Aici a fost descoperit un depozit de
bronzuri şi cinci depuneri de vase, din care trei pot fi atribuite culturii Suciu de Sus. După
cum se va vedea mai jos, aceste depuneri au un caracter ritual. Concentrarea lor în marginea
estică a aşezării pune în discuţie existenţa unei zone folosite pentru depuneri la marginea
aşezărilor, altfel spus o ”zonă sacră” a aşezării2.
Activităţi desfăşurate în aşezare. Deşi nu au fost descoperite cereale carbonizate,
cultivarea acestora este atestată de amprentele de pleavă identificate în pereţii locuinţelor de
la Petea–Csengersima. Numeroasele gropi de provizii şi mai ales numărul mare de pietre de
râşniţe atestă rolul important pe care îl aveau cerealele în alimentaţie.
În cadrul locuirii Suciu de Sus de la Petea–Csengersima, activitatea de creştere a
animalelor este bine documentată. Analiza materialelor arheologice arată că în alimentaţie era
utilizată carnea suinelor, bovinelor şi ovicaprinelor. S-a putut constata că ultimele două
categorii erau utilizate şi pentru produse secundare. Nu există date referitoare la modul în
care erau utilizaţi caii din aşezare, însă descoperirea oaselor de la câte o pereche de indivizi în
două gropi, lasă să se înţeleagă un rol mai important decât acela pe care îl atestă numărul mic
al exemplarelor descoperite (doar 4 indivizi).
Activitatea metalurgică din aşezare este sugerată de cele două linguri de lut
descoperite (Pl. 6/3, 49/9). Primul dintre exemplare păstrează urme de ardere secundară.
Meşteşugul metalurgiei este relativ bine atestat în aşezările culturii Suciu de Sus 3. Activitatea
comercială sau de schimb poate fi luată în considerare din perspectiva utilizării în aşezarea de
la Petea–Csengersima a unor materiale ce lipsesc în zona de câmpie. Printre acestea se
numără pietrele de gresie din care s-au confecţionat numeroasele râşniţe descoperite în
aşezare.
Activităţile religioase/ rituale din aşezare sunt ilustrate de depunerile rituale din
aşezare sau de unele piese cărora li se pot atribui valenţe religioase sau cultice. Aranjarea
verticală a celor patru ace de bronz din depozitul de bronzuri şi îndoirea vârfurilor lor (Fig.
14, Pl. 1) sunt argumente pentru a lua în calcul valenţele rituale ale depozitului de bronzuri
descoperit în marginea estică a aşezării Suciu de la Petea–Csengersima. Majoritatea acelor
supradimensionate cu disc şi protuberanţe descoperite în morminte şi în depozite de
2Posibilitatea

existenţei unor astfel de zone este sugerată de câteva depuneri cu posibil caracter ritual descoperite
la marginea unor aşezări datate în BzD–HaA. Aceste aşezări se află pe un teritoriu restrâns din apropierea
frontierei nordice dintre România şi Ungaria. Este cazul unui depozit de bronzuri cu piese aranjate de tip
Uriu–Ópály descoperit în anul 2008 la marginea aşezării Suciu de Sus de la Császló (informaţie de la G.
Pintye). Depozitul de bronzuri de la Carei– Ferma Spitz a fost descoperit în marginea aşezării şi a grindului pe
care se află aceasta (Németi 1990, p. 32, fig. 10). Depozitul de bronzuri de la Nagykálló a fost descoperit de
A. Mozsolics în apropierea unui vas depus cu gura în jos. Săpătura arheologică a fost realizată în zona în care,
ca urmare a construcţiei unui drum au fost scoase întregi două amfore, fapt ce sugerează o probabilă
depunere rituală a lor. Poziţia depunerilor la marginea aşezării este atestată de raritatea gropilor din apropiere,
deşi în zona centrală (spre vest) stratul de cultură a aşezării atinge grosimi de 80–100 cm (Mozsolics–Hegedűs
1963, p. 252; Kemenczei 1982, p. 73-78, abb. 2).
3 Bader 1996, p. 266 (Culciu Mare); Kacsó 2004, abb 7/13 (Oarţa de Jos).
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bronzuri au fost rupte sau îndoite4. Asocierea acestor piese cu vestimentaţia elitelor vremii
este atestată de descoperirea unui ac mare cu protuberanţe în mormântul tumular de la
Nyírkarász–Gyulaháza, împreună cu podoabe de aur şi arme de bronz (spadă, pumnal, topor
de luptă). Această legătură este întărită de faptul că în majoritatea depozitelor în care apar
acele cu disc şi protuberanţe sunt prezente şi arme atribuite elitelor (spade, pumnale, tipuri de
topoare rare)5. Asocierea acelor supradimensionate categoriei elitelor şi luarea în considerare
a incomodităţii folosirii lor cotidiene, sugerează o folosire ocazională, în context festiv.
În marginea de est a aşezării au mai fost descoperite cinci depuneri de vase, fiecare
din ele având câte un vas în poziţie verticală, aşezat cu gura în sus. Culturii Suciu de Sus îi pot
fi atribuite trei dintre ele (Pl. 4/4, 13, 11/16), locuirii Lăpuş II–Gáva I un vas (Pl. 12/8), iar o
oală nu a putut fi atribuită cultural (Pl. 12/13). Oalele, deşi au fost descoperite întregi, din
cauza pastei de calitate slabă s-au sfărâmat şi nu au mai putut fi restaurate. O amforă a fost
aşezată pe fundul gropii S10cx4 (Pl. 13, Fig. 8). Fundul plat şi pereţii cilindrici ai gropii atestă
o anumită grijă în săparea sa. Gura vasului a fost tăiată de plug. Aceeaşi poziţie o avea cea de
a doua amforă (Pl. 4/4), însă ea a fost îngropată mai sus ca vasul precedent, groapa sa ne mai
ajungând în steril. Acesta este motivul pentru care vasul a fost distrus într-o măsură mai mare
de plug. Depunerile de amfore singulare, îngropate cu gura în sus sau în jos sunt considerate
un tip de depunere cu o largă răspândire pe continentul european6. Pentru perioada epocii
târzii a bronzului şi începutul epocii fierului depunerea acestui tip de vase este bine atestată şi
în zona Câmpiei Tisei7. Valenţele sale rituale sunt date tocmai de frecvenţa apariţiilor ce
conturează un model bine definit. O depunere rituală poate fi considerată una dintre oale,
atribuită pe baza formei sale culturii Suciu de Sus (Pl. 11/6). În interiorul oalei exista o
greutate de lut, iar în afara oalei, aşezată lângă ea, era prezentă o altă greutate de lut (Pl.
11/14,15). Greutăţile de lut sunt prezente adesea în depuneri, atât în compoziţia unor
depozite de vase, dar şi în inventarul complexelor cu caracter funerar8. Posibile legături cu
credinţele religioase ale vremii le are şi craniul uman descoperit în groapa 189 a aşezării de la
Petea–Csengersima. Schelete umane sau doar părţi ale acestora sunt adesea descoperite în
aşezările datate în epoca târzie a bronzului ce aparţin unor culturi diverse din spaţiul
european. Pe de o parte interpretarea lor este asociată cu anumite practici religioase sau
funerare, iar alteori prezenţa lor în aşezări este pusă în legată cu evenimente de natură
profană9. În cazul gropii 189 din aşezarea de la Petea–Csengersima inventarul eterogen şi
răspândirea sa în toată umplutura gropii pledează pentru o umplere într-un interval lung de
timp a gropii şi implicit pentru atribuirea unui caracter profan. Însă existenţa unui craniu de
câine în imediata apropiere a craniului uman, la acelaşi nivel de umplere a gropii lasă loc şi
unor posibile interpretări ritual–religioase (fig. 20). Un argument suplimentar îl asigură
prezenţa mandibulelor, care arată că ambele cranii au fost îngropate la un interval de timp
scurt după decapitarea lor.
În legătură cu manifestările religioase din aşezări pot fi puse şi unele piese descoperite
în cadrul acestora. Reprezentarea aviformă descoperită în aşezare (Pl. 26/3) este o reflectare
de natură simbolică ale unor idei religioase cu o răspândire universală în epoca bronzului. Tot
în legătură cu unele manifestări şi idei religioase pot fi puse rotiţele pentru cărucioare de lut
descoperite în aşezare.
4

Marta 2005, p. 85-86.
Ópály (Mozsolics 1963), Tiszabezdéd (Mozsolics 1973, p. 182-183, taf. 57D), Beltiug (Mozsolics 1973, taf.
57C; Bader 1978, p.120, taff. 77), Chudl’ovo (Kobal’ 1998, p. 33-34 taf. 1-4). Singurele depozite în care
asocierea lipseşte este acela de la Petea şi depozitul descoperit în anul 1937, într-un punct neprecizat al
localităţii Obava (Kobal’ 2000, p. 91, taf. 17G).
6 Stapel 1999, p. 104-106.
7 V. Szabó 2004, p. 86.
8 Kacsó 1990, p. 80-81 (la Libotin groapa G1 aflată sub o depunere de arsuri conţinea 23 de greutăţi de lut);
Dumitraşcu 1995, p. 106 (Biharea – M3); S14cx.5 (Petea–Csengersima, faza Lăpuş II–Gáva I).
9 Peter-Röcher 1994; Stapel 1999, p. 221-255.
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Perioada de evoluţie şi cronologia aşezării de la Petea–Csengesima. Un element important
pentru datarea locuirii Suciu de Sus de la Petea–Csengersima îl au acele de bronz cu disc şi
protuberanţe, care sunt strâns legate cronologic de etapa Bz D, iar cultural de cultura Suciu
de Sus (exemplarele de la Nyírkarász–Gyulaháza şi de la Seini) 10.
Rămâne însă deschisă problema intervalului de timp în care a funcţionat aşezarea de
la Petea–Csengersima, respectiv a stabilirii începutului şi sfârşitului său. Pentru evaluarea
acestora s-a făcut apel la rezultatele obţinute în urma analizei tipologice a ceramicii şi la
compararea acesteia cu ceramica din alte situri arheologice atribuite culturii Suciu de Sus. În
această comparaţie pornim de la premiza, general acceptată, că transformările pe care le
cunoaşte ceramica culturii Suciu de Sus de-a lungul evoluţiei sale îndelungate sunt rezultatul
unei evoluţii interne. Ca urmare este de presupus că aceste transformări se petrec treptat prin
adoptarea şi generalizarea unor elemente de formă şi decor mai noi, respectiv prin renunţarea
la elementele vechi, de-a lungul unei perioade mai lungi sau mai scurte. Cuantificarea tuturor
elementelor de formă şi decor ale ceramicii din complexele arheologice descoperite în
aşezarea de la Petea–Csengersima şi compararea lor cu ceramica altor situri vine să aducă
elemente suplimentare referitoare la modul în care se petrec aceste transformări.
Prin analiza tipurilor şi variantelor de vase sau a ornamenticii prezente pe vasele de la
Petea–Csengersima s-a constat existenţa a numeroase analogii în aşezarea de la Culciu Mare.
Această situaţie se explică prin legătura ambelor aşezări cu perioada BzD, aşezarea de la
Culciu Mare fiind considerată situl etalon pentru faza târzie a culturii11. În urma comparării
repertoriilor de vase se constată că fiecare dintre formele ceramice publicate de la Culciu
Mare12 se regăsesc în cadrul aşezării de la Petea–Csengersima. Tipuri, subtipuri şi variante de
vase care sunt prezente la Petea–Csengersima şi lipsesc de la Culciu Mare sunt fie vase foarte
rare (unele apariţii singulare), fie se datorează slabei ilustrări a unor tipuri de la Culciu Mare
(în acest sens este de menţionat că din categoria oale de la Culciu Mare sunt publicate doar 2
exemplare!). Compararea ornamenticii arată o situaţie similară. Doar două motive
ornamentale de la Culciu Mare lipsesc din aşezările de la Petea–Csengersima: un ornament
solar şi un ornament în formă de cruce13. Ambele ornamente sunt prezente pe fundul vaselor,
porţiune unde se constată tendinţa aplicării unor ornamente rare. Se poate observa că
numeroase motive ornamentale comune sunt din categoria acelora care au o frecvenţă mare
atât în cadrul aşezării de la Petea–Csengersima, dar şi în general în cadrul culturii Suciu de
Sus.
Compararea ceramicii din aşezările de la Petea–Csengersima şi Culciu Mare cu aceea
a aşezărilor mai timpurii de la Culciu Mic şi Boineşti14 ne duce la concluzia că la Petea–
Csengersima nu mai sunt transmise un număr mare dintre formele şi ornamentele de la
Culciu Mic şi Boineşti. Diferenţele dintre ceramica acestor aşezări exprimă o discontinuitate
în evoluţia ceramicii, discontinuitate ce reflectă un decalaj cronologic. Altfel spus, aşezările de
la Culciu Mare (pe baza materialului publicat) şi Petea–Csengersima iau naştere abia după
trecerea unui interval de timp de la sfârşitul aşezărilor de la Boineşti şi Culciu Mic.
10

Hochstetter 1981, p. 254; Kobal’ 1998, p. 40; Marta 2005, p. 80-81. Pentru informaţiile referitoare la acul de la
Seini îi mulţumesc lui D. Pop.
11 Ca argumente ale datării sunt menţionate un topor cu disc şi spin (Bader 1978, p. 75). Până în 1986 în aşezare
au fost descoperite 107 piese de bronz şi tipare ( trei topoare cu disc şi spin, celturi, brăţări, cuţite, pandantive
etc.). Cu ocazia publicării unui topor cu disc şi spin de tip B1 descoperit întâmplător pe suprafaţa aşezării nu a
fost discutat raportul său cu aşezarea şi eventualul rol în datarea acesteia (Bader 1996, p. 265-266, 271, pl.
12/2).
12 Bader 1972, taf. I/1,3,5,7-9, II-XII; Bader 1978, pl. L/1-7, 9-12,14, LI, LII, LIII/1-2, 4-9; Bader 1979, p. 1620, taf. 7/1-7, 9-12,14, 8-9, 10/1-2,4-9; Bader–Lazin 1980, fig. 11 (sus), 12-15.
13 Bader 1978, pl. LI/6, LII/5.
14 Aceste aşezări sunt atribuite de T. Bader fazei Suciu de Sus II (Bader 1978 , p. 75), în timp ce C. Kacsó le
consideră ca evoluând pe parcursul fazei Suciu de Sus I şi parţial pe parcursul fazei a II-a (Kacsó, 1987, p. 6768; Kacsó 1995, p. 96).
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Intervalul cronologic dintre sfârşitul aşezărilor de la Culciu Mic şi Boineşti, respectiv
începutul aşezărilor de la Petea–Csengersima şi Culciu Mare ne apare ca fiind acoperit – din
perspectiva evoluţiei ceramicii – de unele situri încadrate în faza Suciu de Sus II (Kacsó), dar
care mai folosesc intens incizia (Oarţa de Jos15, Bicaz16, Diakovo17 şi Kvasovo18). Ceramica
acestor situri conţine elemente prezente atât în aşezările de la Culciu Mic şi Boineşti, cât şi în
acelea de la Petea–Csengersima şi Culciu Mare. Situaţia intermediară a ceramicii acestor
aşezări este completată de cronologia pieselor de bronz descoperite în ele19, dar şi de
schimburile cu grupul cultural învecinat, Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ20.
În concluzie se poate spune că aşezarea de la Petea – Csengersima începe într-o
perioadă ulterioară unor aşezări din faza Suciu de Sus II (Kacsó) şi Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ
(aşezările care conţin piese de bronz specifice perioadei anterioare aceleia în care se datează
depozitele de tip Uriu–Ópályi). Ca urmare, începutul aşezării Suciu de Sus de la Petea–
Csengersima poate fi considerat a se petrece în perioada contemporană depozitelor de tip
Uriu–Ópályi sau, cel mai timpuriu, într-o perioadă uşor anterioară acestora. Din punct de
vedere al cronologiei relative, începutul aşezării de la Petea–Csengersima poate fi plasat cel
mai devreme într-o perioadă târzie a etapei BzC şi, cel mai târziu, pe parcursul etapei BzD.
Având în vedere consideraţiile referitoare la datarea largă a depozitelor de tip Uriu–Ópályi21,
nu există elemente certe pentru o fixare mai strânsă a începutului aşezării.
Pentru aprecierea duratei locuirii Suciu de Sus de la Petea–Csengersima putem lua în
calcul suprafaţa deosebit de mare a aşezării. În cadrul acestei suprafeţe, lipsa unei concentraţii
mari de complexe arheologice nu susţine o locuire intensă a aşezării. Pe de altă parte
studierea modului de răspândire a diferitelor tipuri ceramice a scos în evidenţă existenţa unor
deosebiri zonale, capabile să susţină o locuire succesivă a unor teritorii de pe suprafaţa
aşezării. În acest sens poate fi adusă în discuţie prezenţa doar în complexele Suciu de Sus din
zona estică a aşezării a ceştilor de tip 4 (un tip intens folosit în locuirea Lăpuş II–Gáva I) şi a
ceramicii negre la exterior şi brună-cărămizie la interior. Unele modificări din cadrul culturii
materiale şi locuirea succesivă în zone diferite ale aşezării presupune o funcţionare a acesteia
pe parcursul câtorva decenii (cel puţin două generaţii).
Pentru stabilirea finalului locuirii Suciu de Sus de la Petea–Csengersima ne ajută
cuţitul de bronz de tip Baierdorf descoperit în complexul S34cx15 (Pl. 39/13). În acest
complex arheologic au fost descoperite fragmente de vase specifice locuirii Lăpuş II – Gáva I
(Pl. 39/14), dar şi fragmente excizate (Pl. 39/15-16, 40/2-4,7). Cuţitele de tip Baierdorf apar
în etapa BzD şi continuă să fie utilizate şi în etapa HaA1, având o frecvenţă mare în Austria
de Jos şi nord-vestul Germaniei. În spaţiul carpatic aceste piese sunt prezente doar în
contexte legate de etapa Ha A122, fapt ce poate susţine pentru această zonă o datare mai
strânsă, pe parcursul fazei HaA1. Ca urmare la Petea–Csengersima, se poate susţine că în
etapa HaA1 funcţionează deja locuirea Lăpuş II–Gáva I, putând fi adusă în discuţie o
eventuală rămânere în folosinţă în cadrul acesteia a ceramicii excizat-incizate. Câteva
15

Kacsó 2004, abb. 2-3,7.
Kacsó 2005, pl. 1, 4-7.
17 Balahuri 1969, ris. 1-3; Balahuri 2001, ris. 66, 70a.
18 Balahuri 2001, ris. 71, 71a.
19 Prezenţa câte unui ac cipriot (zyprische Schleifennadel) în aşezările de la Oarţa de Jos–Vâlceaua Rusului şi Bicaz–
Igoaie (Kacsó 2005, p. 53) şi a unui buton de la o brăţară cu capete spiralate în aşezarea Kvasovo II (Kobal´
2007, p. 492-993, ris. 7/17).
20 Importurile Suciu de Sus din aşezarea de la Pişcolt (Németi 1978, p. 106, 120, fig. 6/1,3, 7/1,3,5,8-9,11, 10/34) au bune analogii în grupa de aşezări Suciu II mai timpurii (Oarţa de Jos, Bicaz, Diakovo şi Kvasovo) şi
conţin mai multe elemente ce lipsesc de pe ceramica de la Petea–Csengersima. Aşezarea de la Pişcolt a fost
pusă în legătură cu faza timpurie a grupului cultural Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ (Kacsó 1997, p. 88).
21 Discuţiile referitoare la încadrări mai largi a depozitelor de tip Uriu–Ópályi la: Gumă 1993, p. 262; Kacsó
1996, p. 238-239; Kacsó 1990a, p. 46; Kobal' 2000, p. 17-19; Gogâltan 2001, p. 196.
22 Analogiile şi problema datării sunt discutate cu ocazia prezentării pieselor de bronz din locuirea Lăpuş II–
Gáva I.
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descoperiri din zona Tisei superioare şi nordul Transilvaniei vin să nuanţeze perioada şi
modul de trecere de la ceramica excizat-incizată (Suciu de Sus sau Lăpuş I) la aceea canelată
(Gáva I sau Lăpuş II). Interpretarea datelor expuse ne oferă următorul tablou:
La Petea–Csengersima există date pentru o supravieţuire îndelungată a ceramicii
excizate pe parcursul etapei Bz D. Mai mult – alături de datarea celtului de fier de la Lăpuş în
etapa HaA123 şi de situaţia din aşezarea de la Carei24 – poate fi adusă în discuţie o continuare
a utilizării exciziei pe parcursul fazei HaA1 (probabil la începutul său)25. Ea ne apare ca fiind
utilizată la scară redusă, alături de ceramica canelată neagră-roşie.
Descoperirile de la Lăpuş, Libotin şi vasul depozitului de bronzuri de la Kriva arată
că ceramica bicromă canelată începe să fie utilizată în etapa Bz D (în primele două situri însă
împreună şi în strânsă conexiune cu ceramica excizată) 26.
Concluzia este că trecerea de la ceramica excizată la ceramica bicromă canelată s-a
petrecut pe parcursul unei perioade de timp mai scurte sau mai îndelungate de la finele etapei
BzD şi de la începutul etapei HaA. Această concluzie are în vedere faptul că în siturile în care
au fost descoperite piese de metal (bine datate) asociate unor cantităţi mari de ceramică
excizată şi canelată, prima categorie este legată în primul rând de etapa BzD iar a doua de
etapă de HaA1. Aceeaşi imagine ne este oferită şi de vasele ceramice descoperite împreună cu
depozitele de bronzuri.
II. Orizontul de locuire Lăpuş II–Gáva I.
Aşezarea. Aşezarea Lăpuş II–Gáva I a fost identificată pe o suprafaţă de 1,5 ha în
partea estică a sitului arheologic de la Petea–Csengersima (Fig. 2). Suprafaţa minimă a aşezării
a fost estimată la 3–3,75 ha. Zona vestică a aşezării Lăpuş II–Gáva I suprapune o parte a
aşezării Suciu de Sus.
Complexele arheologice. Numărul complexelor arheologice care conţineau ceramică
specifică locuirii Lăpuş II–Gáva I a fost de 53. O parte dintre gropile din aşezare cu materiale
din neatribuite cultural, aparţin probabil locuirii Lăpuş II–Gáva I (în special în zonele I şi VI).
Un număr de şapte complexe arheologice aveau în inventar atât ceramică specifică locuirii
Suciu de Sus cât şi a aceleia Lăpuş II–Gáva I. Şase complexe arheologice au fost considerate
locuinţe: cinci de suprafaţă şi una adâncită. În zona acestora erau prezente rămăşiţe ale trei
locuinţe de suprafaţă ce nu conţineau materiale arheologie relevante. Acestea dat fiind
amplasamentul lor, aparţin probabil locuirii Lăpuş II–Gáva I. Locuinţele la care a putut fi
identificată orientarea s-a constat că au axul lung atât pe direcţie nord–sud, cât şi est–vest.
Elemente de organizare interioară a aşezării. În cazul locuirii Lăpuş II–Gáva I de la Petea–
Csengersima se observă o concentrare a locuinţelor într-o anumită zonă (zona I). O poziţie
mai izolată are doar locuinţa S15cx5, fiind situată la o distanţă de peste 100 m de grupul de
locuinţe din zona I, fiind amplasată în marginea nordică a aşezării. Spre deosebire de locuirea
Suciu de Sus nu constatăm o concentrare într-o zonă precisă a gropilor rituale. În schimb se
observă că cele două gropi rituale din ce ţin de locuirea Lăpuş II–Gáva I se află în marginea
aşezării (S14 cx. 5) respectiv în afara ei (cx 589) (Fig. 2, 11, 25). Poziţia marginală a
depunerilor ritule în raport cu zonele locuite ale aşezărilor a fost constată şi la Nagykálló27,
Carei28 şi Kvasovo29, conturând un posibil obicei zonal de depunere.
23

Rusu 1972, p. 16; László 1975, p. 25-26.
Este prezentă o mare cantitate de ceramică excizat-incizată într-o aşezare în care există un depozit de tip
Cincu–Suseni/ Kurd (Németi 1999, p. 68).
25 Vasiliev 1983, p. 40
26 Kacsó 1975, p. 68; Kacsó 1990, p. 81; Kacsó 2001, p. 237-238; Kobal’ 2000, p. 83, taf. 8/24; este exprimată şi
varianta mai nuanţată a sfârşitului etapei Bz. D (Kacsó 1990a, p. 47)
27 Depozitul de bronzuri de la Nagykálló a fost descoperit de A. Mozsolics în apropierea unui vas depus cu gura
în jos. Săpătura arheologică a fost realizată în zona în care în urma lucrărilor de construcţie a unui drum au
24
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Activităţile desfăşurate în aşezare. Activităţile economice desfăşurate în aşezarea Lăpuş
II–Gáva I de la Petea–Csengersima sunt relativ slab atestate. Cultivarea cerealelor o putem
deduce doar din amprentele plevei şi a paielor păstrate în pereţii incendiaţi ai locuinţelor sau
din prezenţa gropilor de provizii şi a râşniţelor. Deşi s-a păstrat un număr extrem de mic de
oase, activitatea de creştere a animalelor este atestată prin descoperirea unor oase ce provin
de la bovine, porci şi cai.
Ţesutul este singurul meşteşug despre care avem indicii că a fost practicat în aşezare.
El este documentat prin numeroasele greutăţi de lut descoperite în aşezare. Prezenţa unui
grup mare de astfel de greutăţi în groapa rituală S14cx.5 poate să fie un indiciu suplimentar în
acest sens (Pl. 20).
Lipsa tiparelor în cadrul aşezării de la Petea–Csengersima nu oferă indicii asupra
practicării metalurgiei în aşezare. Ca urmare, pentru majoritatea pieselor de bronz nu se poate
spune cu certitudine dacă au fost importate sau au fost confecţionate în cadrul aşezării.
Prezenţa tiparelor datate în perioada HaA1 în zona Câmpiei Someşene30 atestă cu claritate
practicarea intensă a metalurgiei în această zona de câmpie ocupată de comunităţile Lăpuş II–
Gáva I. Metalul utilizat pentru turnarea pieselor era cu siguranţă importat în zona de câmpie.
Un material importat era şi piatra folosită la confecţionarea râşniţelor, acestea fiind
descoperite în număr mare în aşezarea de la Petea–Csengersima.
Obiectele străine descoperite în aşezare (două vase şi un cuţit) oferă informaţii asupra
relaţiilor interculturale (posibil comerciale) în care era angrenată aşezarea. Obiectele
descoperite se află de-a lungul unor rute importante de circulaţie a unor vase ceramice sau a
unor piese de bronz. În relaţie cu un traseu mai lung de circulaţie a unor obiecte pot fi puse
cele două fragmente de vase ce au afinităţi apropiate cu grupul Igriţa sau cu descoperirile din
zona Banatului (Pl. 5/2, 14/5). Aceste două vase, împreună cu alte vase descoperite în zona
Tisei Superioare31, fac legătura între ceramica din sudul spaţiului carpatic şi importurile
originare de aici ce au fost descoperite în sudul Poloniei32. Cuţitul de bronz de tip Baierdorf
din aşezare (Pl. 39/13), prin punctele sale de descoperire ce se înşiruie între Transilvania şi
zona aflată la sud-vest de Marea Baltică, face şi el trimitere la relaţii interculturale de lungă
distanţă (Fig. 29). Puncte în care au fost decoperite aceste cuţite se află pe traseul pe care sunt
prezente şi alte tipuri de bronzuri ce leagă, în perioadă cuprinsă între epoca mijlocie a
bronzului şi perioada HaB, litoralul vestic al Mării Baltice de Transilvania33. Pentru perioada
HaA a fost scoasă în evidenţă circulaţia pe acest traseu a ceştilor de tip Fuchsstadt, a
coifurilor, a phalerelor34, a brăţărilor şi inelelor cu capete spiralate35 sau a fibulelor de tip
Bohdalice şi Gemainlebarn36. Existenţa unor zone cu concentrări de piese pe traseul de
circulaţie a fibulelor de tip Gemainlebarn/ Bohdalice se consideră că ar puncta posibile staţii
aflate de-a lungul unui posibil drum comercial37. Ipoteza este întărită de modul de răspândire
fost scoase întregi două amfore, fapt ce sugerează că probabil au fost depuse ritual, la fel ca vasele descoperite
în săpătură. Marginea aşezării este atestată de raritatea gropilor din apropiere, deşi în zona centrală stratul de
cultură a aşezării atinge grosimi de 1,10m (Mozsolics – Hegedűs 1963, p. 252; Kemenczei 1982, p. 73-78, abb.
2).
28 Depozitul de bronzuri de la Carei – Ferma Spitz a fost descoperit în marginea aşezării şi a grindului pe care
se află aceasta (Németi 1990, p. 32, fig. 10).
29 În marginea vestică a aşezării de la Kvasovo au fost descoperite două depozite de bronzuri (Kobal´ 2007, p.
592-599, ris. I).
30 Petrescu-Dâmboviţa 1977, p. 90, pl. 132/1-14, 133.
31 Zatlukál – Zatlukál 1937, pl. 21; Németi 1990, p. 41, fig 13/3; V. Szabó 2004, pl. 10/2.
32 Przibiła 2005, p. 219-225, abb. 2-7 şi harta de răspândire (abb. 8)
33 Werner 1952, p. 293-308; Sprockhoff 1954, p. 28-110; Hachmann 1957, p. 163-180; Thrane 1966, p. 157-207;
Thrane 1978, p. 1-35; Jakob 1995, p. 189-190; Soroceanu 1996, p. 272-276.
34 Thrane 1966, p. 157-171.
35 Schulz – Plate 1983, p. 41-48.
36 Bader 1983, p. 34-35, p. 36-38; taf 46 (harta de răspândire).
37 Soroceanu 1996, p. 273-274.
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a cuţitelor de tip Baierdorf, traseul şi zonele de concentrare a descoperirilor dintre Marea
Baltică şi Transilvania corespunzând cu acelea ale fibulelor de tip Gemailebarn şi parţial cu
ale fibulelor de tip Bohdalice.
Activitatea ritual–religioasă din aşezarea Lăpuş II–Gáva I de la Petea–Csengersima
este documentată prin descoperirea a două gropi ce au o structură şi o compoziţie parţial
asemănătoare (S14cx5 şi cx.589). Cele două depuneri au fost aşezate în gropi ce au pereţii
îngrijit săpaţi şi fundul plat (Fig. 12, 24). Un element comun celor două gropi este reprezentat
de modul în care au fost tratate obiectele din depunere: ele au fost sparte şi expuse la foc,
apoi au fost culese cu grijă, astfel încât fragmentele depuse în gropi recompun în întregime
un mare număr de vase şi obiecte (Pl. 16-20, 61-62/1-8)38. În acest sens, relevant este faptul
că numeroasele fragmente de piatră din groapa S14cx5 pot fi asamblate astfel încât recompun
în întregime o râşniţă (Pl. 19/6). O situaţie asemănătoare a fost întâlnită în cazul unei
depuneri rituale din aşezarea învecinată de la Lazuri, unde fragmentele de piatră recompun o
jumătate de râşniţă39. La groapa S14cx5 şi la groapa 154 de la Lazuri au fost observate şi
elemente de aranjare a bucăţilor de vase40. Semnificativă în acest sens este şi gruparea unor
oase într-o mică grămăjoară de pe fundul gropii de la Lazuri. Inventarul celor două gropi de
la Petea – Csengersima şi a gropii 154 din aşezarea de la Lazuri are elemente comune, dar şi
câteva elemente specifice fiecăreia dintre ele (Pl. tip. 8). Partea comună a inventarului este
reprezentată de prezenţa vaselor de stocat (vase de provizii, oale, castroane) şi a vaselor de
băut şi servit lichide (amfore şi ceşti). În două dintre gropi mai există ca elemente comune
râşniţele şi vasele vatră-portativă. Elemente ce au apărut doar în una din gropi sunt: oasele de
animal din groapa 154/ Lazuri, greutăţi de lut, o strecurătoare şi un ac de bronz în groapa
S14cx5/ Petea – Csengersima, şi o mare masă de chirpic în groapa 589.
Elementele comune acestor trei depuneri – prezenţa vaselor de păstrat şi servit la
masă – au fost utilizate ca şi criteriu pentru definirea unei grupe de depozite ceramice din
Câmpia Tisei ce datează din perioada Ha A–B41. Ceştile din depunerile de la Petea–
Csengersima, Lazuri sau Gyoma42 lasă să se înţeleagă că vasele erau utilizate la servitul şi
băutul unor lichide. Două dintre depuneri (groapa 154 din Lazuri şi S14cx5 din Petea–
Csengersima) au în structura lor câteva piese cu funcţionalitate precisă ce ar putea face
trimitere la acţiunile desfăşurate înainte de depunerea rituală a obiectelor: măcinat (râşniţe),
fiert (vasele vatră portativă), stocat (vase de provizii), vase pentru manipulat/ servit şi filtrat
lichide (ceşti/polonice, amfore şi strecurători). Pornind de la asocierea activităţilor reflectate
de piesele din depuneri, a fost luată în calcul posibilitatea ca aceste elemente să reprezinte
procesul de fabricare şi consumare a berii, iar vasele vatră din depuneri să fie folosite la
fierberea materiei prime pentru prepararea acesteia43.
Datarea locuirii Lăpuş II–Gáva I. Cercetările arheologice de la Petea–Csengersima au
permis surprinderea unui orizont cultural nou în Câmpia Sătmăreană, care a evoluat după
sfârşitul culturii Suciu de Sus şi înainte de perioada de expansiune a culturii Gáva, respectiv
de ridicare a marilor aşezări fortificate hallstattiene din spaţiul carpatic. După cum s-a văzut,
materialul ceramic din aşezare are analogii strânse în cadrul ceramicii de tip Lăpuş II din
nordul Transilvaniei (Depresiunea Lăpuşului, Valea Sălajului) şi Gáva I (Câmpia Careiului şi
Câmpia Nirului). Singura piesă de bronz cu relevanţă cronologică din aşezare este un cuţit de
tip Baierdorf (Pl. 39/13). După cum s-a văzut, în zonele de concentrare acest tip de cuţite se
datează în Bz. D şi HaA1. În schimb, piesele ce se află la periferia zonelor de răspândire
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Din cauza deformărilor suferite la ardere vasele mari nu au putut fi întotdeauna restaurate.
Marta 2008, p. 113, pl. IV/5).
40 Marta 2008, p. 113-114, pl. II/1.
41 V. Szabó 2005, p. 86.
42 Kemenczei – Genito 1990, p. 119, fig. 5/7
43 Marta 2008, p. 117-120.
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(Bazinul Carpatic şi zona de nord a Italiei) sunt datate în faza Ha A1. Ca urmare, cuţitul de
tip Baierdorf de la Petea–Csengersima leagă datarea aşezării de faza Ha A1.
La rândul său, ceramica din aşezarea de la Petea–Csengersima prezintă legături
strânse cu bronzurile din depozitele de tip Cincu–Suseni/ Kurd, legături ce pot fi urmărite pe
două planuri. Primul dintre acestea este reprezentat de două din formele de vase ale aşezării
care au fost descoperite în cadrul unor depozite de bronzuri de tip Cincu–Suseni/ Kurd. Este
cazul vasului cu proeminenţe hipertrofiate (tipul 1B) ce este prezent în depozitul de la
Vajdacska44 şi a vasului bitronconic de tip 3A în care a fost îngropat depozitul de la Tállya45.
Pentru analogiile cu ultimul dintre vase alături de formă poate fi puse în evidenţă culoarea
neagră–roşie şi prezenţa tortiţelor, elemente existente şi pe unul din vasele de acest tip de la
Petea–Csengersima (Pl. 16/3).
Pe un al doilea plan, elementele ce vin în sprijinul datării ceramicii aşezării de la
Petea–Csengersima sunt analogiile pe care ansamblul ceramicii sale le are cu ceramica unor
situri arheologice în care au fost descoperite depozite de bronzuri/ piese de bronz
caracteristice seriei Cincu–Suseni/ Kurd. Analiza ceramicii a arătat că ansamblul de forme şi
ornamente ce ţin de faza Lăpuş II–Gáva I de la Petea–Csengersima are numeroase puncte
comune cu ceramica fazei Lăpuş II. Întreaga gamă de ornamente de la Petea–Cengersima toate tipurile de butoni, nervuri reliefate, ornamente imprimate, proeminenţe realizate prin
împingerea pereţilor şi de motive canelate sau faţetate – sunt prezente şi în ceramica fazei
Lăpuş II. Diferenţele ce apar în ceramica celor două regiuni se focalizează mai pregnant la
nivelul ceramicii grosiere. În timp ce la Petea–Csengersima ornamentul striat are un rol
minor (sub 1,5% din ansamblul ceramicii), în cadrul grupului Lăpuş striurile sunt prezente pe
aproape fiecare din vasele realizate din pastă grosieră46. În faza Lăpuş II un rol importat îl au
diferitele tipuri de nervuri alveolate47, ce lipsesc din aşezările de la Petea–Csengersima. S-a
arătat că aceste diferenţe de ornamentare a ceramicii grosiere sunt recepţionate încă dintr-o
fază veche a culturii Suciu de Sus, dând o notă specifică regională, pe parcursul unui lung
interval de timp, din epoca mijlocie şi târzie a bronzului.
În ceea ce priveşte legăturile ceramicii de la Petea–Csengersima cu ceramica de tip
Gáva I, posibilităţile de comparare sunt mai clare cu ceramica din aşezările de la Berveni şi
Carei din care au fost publicate şi analizate loturi ceramice mai mari48. În compararea cu
aşezarea de la Nagykálló trebuie avută în vedere grosimea de 110 cm a stratului de cultură49
ce sugerează că în această aşezarea locuirea a fost de lungă durată. Compararea ceramicii de la
Nagykálló cu ceramica din aşezările sătmărene sprijină ideea existenţei unor materiale
ceramice caracteristice unor intervale de timp diferite. Vasele întregi ce au fost descoperite în
apropierea depozitului de bronzuri şi câteva din fragmentele ceramice din aşezare pot fi
atribuite unei etape timpurii a culturii Gáva50. Însă câteva fragmente ceramice din strat şi din
gropi conţin elemente specifice fazei evoluate a culturii Gáva51. Aceasta este partea ceramicii
de la Nagykálló care nu are analogii în faza Lăpuş II (din nordul Transilvaniei), Lăpuş II–
Gáva I (din Câmpia Sătmăreană), dar nici în descoperirile atribuite fazei Gáva I din zona
Careiului. Caracterul restrâns al publicării lasă încă neconturat repertoriul ceramic al primei
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Mozsolics 1985, taf. 158/1.
Mozsolics 1985, taf. 158/2.
46 Kacsó 1981, p. 52 (Lăpuş – necorpolă); Kacsó 1990, p.80-81 (Libotin); Kacsó 1993, p. 30 (Suciu de Sus);
Kacsó 1994, p.12 (Lăpuş – Gruiul Târgului).
47 Kacsó 1981, p. 64-65; Kacsó 1990, p. 81; Kacsó 1993, p. 30.
48 Németi 1990, p. 19-54.
49 Kemenczei 1982, p. 73.
50 Kemenczei 1982, abb.6/5, abb. 10/1-6, 11; groapa XIII (abb. 3/6-8), ceaşca joasă cu toarta supraînălţată
(Kemenczei 1982 p. 86, abb. 5/11).)
51 De exemplu strachina cu buza invazată decorată cu caneluri oblice pe buză sau numeroasele fragmente
decorate cu incizii în val sau în zig–zag (Kemenczei 1982, abb. 5/10,12, 6/1, 7/12, 8/5, 9/2).
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faze a culturii Gáva I din nord-estul Ungariei. Însă rolul important al ceştii de tip 452 ori
supravieţuirea vasului vatră în etapa HaA53 sunt elemente care apropie ceramica acestei
regiuni de aceea prezentă în zona Careiului, în Câmpia Sătmăreană sau zona Lăpuşului.
Aşa cum a rezultat din analiza ceramicii de la Petea–Csengersima elementele comune
cu ceramica zonei Careiului sunt foarte numeroase. Chiar dacă unele motive ornamentale
prezente la Petea–Csengersima lipsesc de pe ceramica din zona Careiului (motivele BB, BD,
CB, CC, DB, HD, HB), punctele comune ale ornamenticii sunt numeroase. În ambele zone
nota caracteristică este dată de intensa utilizare a faţetelor pe buze, a canelurilor late şi a
nervurilor. Un element comun important îl reprezintă continuarea utilizării în ambele regiuni
a liniilor adânc incizate paralele (motivul IA). Pentru celelalte motive ornamentale incizate
este greu de făcut o paralelă exactă, dată fiind interpretarea lor incertă în complexele aşezării
de la Petea–Csengersima (este posibil să fie fragmente ceramice Suciu de Sus aflate în poziţie
secundară). Elementele ce individualizează ceramica din zona Careiului sunt în primul rând
brâiele alveolate54 şi ponderea mare a străchinilor invazate55. Provenienţa lor este pusă pe
seama moştenirilor din grupul cultural Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ56.
Comparaţia realizată între ceramica diferitelor regiuni din zona Tisei superioare şi
nordul Transilvaniei duc la concluzia că vesela orizontului cu ceramică canelată bicromă de la
Petea–Csengersima este foarte asemănătoare cu vesela din faza Lăpuş II şi cu ceramica fazei
Gáva I. Se poate surprinde cu destulă claritate că diferenţele care apar în ceramica acestor
grupe de descoperiri pot fi puse pe seama moştenirilor locale pe care le exprimă fiecare dintre
loturile ceramice din diversele regiuni de pe cursul inferior al Someşului şi al Crasnei,
respectiv din bazinul Superior al Tisei.
Referitor la începutul aşezării de la Petea–Csengersima, legătura dintre locuirile Suciu
de Sus şi Lăpuş II–Gáva I nu a putut fi surprinsă cu claritate. Contextele arheologice în care
ceramica celor două locuiri apare împreună au fost considerate ca nefiind suficient de
expresive pentru a exprima fără dubiu utilizarea simultană a celor două stiluri ceramice.
Totuşi, posibilitatea ca cele două locuiri să se fi atins din punct de vedere cronologic este
sugerată de câteva observaţii rezultate din analiza materialelor arheologice. În primul rând, se
remarcă prezenţa în ceramica Suciu de Sus a unor elemente târzii ca bicromismul (roşunegru) sau prezenţa ceştilor de tip 4. Ornamentul format din linii adânc incizate de pe un
număr mare de astfel de ceşti din locuirea Lăpuş II–Gáva I atestă că tehnica de ornamentare
prin excizie-incizie se păstrează (la fel ca în faza Lăpuş II sau în ceramica de tip Gáva I din
zona Careiului). După cum s-a văzut în cazul finalului locuirii Suciu de Sus, trecerea la
utilizarea ceramicii canelate bicrome în zona Tisei Superioare nu poate fi fixată într-un
moment precis de pe parcursul perioadei târzii a etapei BzD şi a etapei Ha A1, interval de
timp ce poate fi avut în vedere şi pentru începutul aşezărilor Lăpuş II–Gáva I de la Petea–
Csengersima.
Zona cercetată din aşezarea de la Petea–Csengersima nu oferă date asupra duratei
locuirii Lăpuş II–Gáva I sau asupra finalului acestui orizont cultural. Ceramica este relativ
unitară, nici un complex arheologic nu prezintă elemente pentru o eventuală apropiere de
orizontul cultural ce urmează (Gáva II). Aşezările din zona Careiului sunt datate pe parcursul
fazelor BzD–HaA157 iar faza Gáva I este datată în nord-estul Ungariei pe parcursul etapei
Bronz târziu 2/b (HaA1)58. Faza Lăpuş II este datată de C. Kacsó până la mijlocul etapei
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Atestat de numărul mare de ceşti descoperite la Debrecen–Haláppuszta (Kemenczei 1984, taf. CXXV/11-19)
sau în aşezarea de la Nyírmada (Tóth – Marta 2005, p.125, abb.11/5,7).
53 Fischl – Kiss – Kulcsár 2001a, p.133, abb.5/3.
54 Németi 1990, p. 40, fig. 1/15, 11/3, 13/5.
55 Németi 1990, p. 41.
56 Németi 1990, p. 42, 46.
57 Németi 1990, p. 48.
58 Kemenczei 1984, p. 86, 96 (tabel cronologic).
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HaA59. O datare mai târzie a necropolei de la Lăpuş (până pe la mijlocul fazei HaA2) a fost
propusă de V. Vasiliev60. Argumentul principal al acestei datări este faptul că unele piese de
bronz din necropolă au o viaţă mai lungă, ce depăşeşte HaA1. Cercetările mai recente din
necropola de la Lăpuş au dus la descoperirea unor noi piese de acest fel61, dar şi la o ceramică
mai recentă, atribuită fazei Lăpuş III62.
Pentru datarea perioadei finale a fazei Lăpuş II pot fi luate în considerare
descoperirile culturii Gáva (II), considerate ulterioare fazei Lăpuş II. Un rol important îl au în
acest sens descoperirile din nordul Moldovei, în cadrul cărora faza Lăpuş II este considerată
un element de geneză. Pornind de la unele afinităţi cu ceramica de la Lăpuş şi pe baza datării
în faza HaA a unor piese de metal, începutul culturii Gáva–Holihrady din nordul Moldovei
este fixat în prima jumătate sau, cel târziu, către mijlocul perioadei HaA63. În bazinul superior
al Tisei descoperirile de tip Gáva II (ce urmează acelora de tip Gáva I şi Lăpuş II), sunt
datate pe parcursul perioadelor HaA2 şi HaB1, fiind asociate depozitelor de bronzuri de tip
Turia–Jupalnic/ Gyermely şi Moigrad–Tăuteu/ Hajdúböszörmény. Numărul mic de depozite
de tip Turia–Jupalnic/ Gyermely şi numeroasele elemente comune pe care le au cu depozitele
de tip Moigrad–Tăuteu/ Hajdúböszörmény a făcut ca primului grup de depozite să i se
conteste capacitatea de a exprima o perioadă cronologică distinctă în spaţiul carpatic64. În
acest context apare o dificultate majoră în urmărirea evoluţiilor culturale ce au loc pe
parcursul perioadei HaA2.
Pornind de la aceste considerente sfârşitul aşezării de la Petea–Csengersima nu poate
fi fixat într-un moment precis al etapei HaA. Evoluţia aşezării, asemenea aceleia a altor
descoperiri de tip Gáva I şi Lăpuş II, este legată strâns legată de perioada de utilizare a
bronzurilor prezente în depozitele de tip Cincu–Suseni/ Kurd. În zona cercetată din aşezare
nu au fost descoperite complexe arheologice a căror ceramică să ofere elemente de apropiere
faţă de ceramica fazei Gáva II, ce ar fi reprezentat un element important pentru o datare mai
precisă a sfârşitului aşezării.
III. Contribuţiile cercetărilor de la Petea – Csengersima la cunoaşterea epocii bronzului din Bazinul
superior al Tisei şi zona de nord a Transilvaniei.
Săpăturile arheologice de salvare de la Petea – Csengersima au permis cercetarea
uneia dintre cele mai întinse suprafeţe dintr-o aşezare de epocă târzie a bronzului din spaţiul
carpatic (aproape 4 ha). Analiza lotului mare de ceramică descoperit oferă posibilitatea unei
evaluări a fenomenelor culturale ce au loc pe parcursul epocii târzii a bronzului în zona Tisei
superioare şi în partea de nord a Transilvaniei.
Cultura Suciu de Sus. Analiza lotului de materiale din aşezarea de la Petea–Csengersima
arată că aşezarea a funcţionat în faza târzie a culturii a culturii Suciu de Sus. Compararea cu
materialele arheologice din siturile arheologice prezente în alte zone ale culturii constată
existenţa unor diferenţe în ceramică ce exprimă particularităţi regionale, dar şi momente
cronologice diferite din evoluţia culturii. Prin caracteristicile sale generale ceramica din
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Kacsó 1990a, p. 46; iniţial fiind propusă o datare mai timpurie (Kacsó 1975, p. 68).
Vasiliev 1983, p. 41.
61 Kacsó 2001, p. 238-239. În acest sens se poate menţiona şi cazul fibulei de tip Unter Radl mai recent
descoperite (Kacsó 2001, abb.28/H12, 4). Considerată ca una din fosilele directoare ale etapei HaA1, ea are în
cazul variantei Cernat o utilizare mai îndelungată, nu doar la Cernat (Vasiliev 1983, p. 50), ci şi în depozitul de
la Ghirişu Român (Metzner-Nebelsick 2005, p. 328) sau în cazul aşezării de la Porumbenii Mari (Marta 2003,
p. 356).
62 Kacsó 2006a, nr.103; Kacsó 2007a, 106.
63 László 1994, p. 94.
64 Vulpe 1981, p. 429; Chicideanu 1983, p. 14-15; Kacsó 1996, p. 251; Hansen 2004, p. 404.
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aşezare oferă câteva elemente ce permit constatări referitoare la evoluţia din fazele timpurii
ale culturii. Acestea vin să completeze evoluţia internă propusă de T. Bader65 şi de C. Kacsó66.
Faza Suciu de Sus I. General acceptat, aportul culturii Otomani la geneza culturii Suciu
de Sus a fost exprimat ca o parte integrantă a unui fenomen mai amplu ce se petrece într-o
arie vastă a Câmpiei Tisei. Acest fenomen este reprezentat de expansiunea culturii Otomani,
ce vine dinspre sud-vest în zona Tisei Superioare. Se consideră că fondurile pe care se
suprapun şi proporţiile în care pătrund comunităţile Otomani determină particularităţi locale,
care în cazul Câmpiei Sătmărene duc la o ”desprindere” în urma căreia a luat naştere cultura
Suciu de Sus67. După cum s-a văzut, cercetătorii plasează acest proces pe paliere cronologice
diferite, pentru aceasta, în lipsa pieselor metalice, apelându-se la contactele culturale cu
zonele învecinate. Alături de vasele din tumulul de la Medieşu Aurit ce au fost utilizate pentru
definirea fazei Suciu de Sus I68, reprezentative sunt materialele de la Solotvino69 şi Lăpuşel70.
Prima dintre aşezări, şi în general faza Suciu I, a fost sincronizată cu fazele Otomani III şi
Wietenberg III71. Publicând materialele de la Lăpuşel, C. Kacsó propune în schimb o evoluţie
îndelungată a fazei Suciu I, paralelă cu fazele Otomani II şi III (din perioada depozitelor
Hajdusámson–Apa şi în perioada depozitelor de tip Koszider)72. Argumentul principal pentru
sincronismul Suciu I–Otomani II–Wietenberg II este situaţia din aşezarea de la Medieşu
Aurit–Ciuncaş73. Noile cercetări realizate în anul 2003 la Medieşu Aurit arată că, alături de un
nivel de locuire ce conţine elemente de tip Otomani II, caracterizat prin prezenţa unei mari
cantităţi de ceramică striată, există şi un nivel de locuire Suciu de Sus I sincron cu fazele
Otomani III şi Wietenberg III în care ceramica striată este foarte rară.74 Ca urmare situl de la
Medieşu Aurit–Ciuncaş nu poate fi utilizat pentru susţinerea unui eventual sincronism Suciu
de Sus I–Otomani II–Wietenberg II.
Rămâne încă neclar dacă la nivelul fazei Otomani II descoperirile din Câmpia
Sătmăreană au un aspect regional atât de pregnant încât să poată fi considerate ca manifestări
de tip Suciu de Sus I, fapt ce lasă neprecizat începutul acestei faze. Mult mai clar este
momentul de final al fazei Suciu de Sus I şi începutul fazei Suciu de Sus II, acesta fiind
marcat de apariţia decorului excizat. Adoptarea acestei tehnici de decorare a avut loc în
perioada în care funcţionau aşezările de la Boineşti şi Culciu Mic. Absenţa fragmentelor cu
decor excizat în nivelurile cu materiale de tip Otomani III din tell-urile sau mormintele
acestei faze din Câmpia Careiului75 poate fi luat în considerare pentru o datare a fazei Suciu
de Sus I pe tot parcursul fazei Otomani III. Un element de care trebuie ţinut seama este
caracterul specific părţii de început a fazei Suciu de Sus II pe care îl are ceramica excizată
importată în aşezarea Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ de la Pişcolt. Bronzurile din această aşezare sunt
utilizate pentru fixarea cronologică a fazei timpurii a grupului cultural Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ76.
Ca urmare, faza Suciu de Sus I pare a evolua anterior grupului cultural Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ.
Numeroasele importuri Wietenberg III din aşezările Suciu de Sus I atestă
sincronismul Suciu I–Wietenberg III. Totodată, în nordul Transilvaniei (Valea Sălajului77,
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Bader 1978. p. 74-75.
Kacsó 1987, p. 66-75.
67 Roman – Németi 1990, p. 40.
68 Bader 1978, p. 74.
69 Kobal’ 1997, p. 117-121; Vasiliev et al.. 2002, p. 29-45.
70 Kacsó 1995, p. 83-99.
71 Vasiliev et al. 2002, p. 43.
72 Kacsó 1995, p. 97.
73 Bader – Dumitraşcu 1970, p. 127-136.
74 Marta et al. 2004, p.194 (zonele Ciuncaş şi Togul lui Schweitzer sunt apropiate, fiind de fapt acelaşi sit
arheologic).
75 Németi 1978, p. 120; Roman – Németi 1990, p. 40.
76 Kacsó 1997, p. 88.
77 Kacsó 1987, p. 70.
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culoarul Someşului78 şi în Depresiunea Lăpuşului79) este bine atestată şi succesiunea fazei
Suciu IIa după faza Wietenberg III. În schimb rămân destul de slab atestate contactele Suciu
de Sus II–Wietenberg III80, în comparaţie cu acelea mai clare dintre ceramica Suciu II cu
ceramica de tip Wietenberg IV81.
În ceea ce priveşte datarea fazei Suciu I, dată fiind lipsa unor elemente clare care să
susţină un sincronism Suciu de Sus I–Otomani II–Wietenberg II, considerăm că rămâne
valabilă datarea propusă de T. Bader (deşi pleda pentru sincronismul cultural menţionat) şi
susţinută (iniţial) cu argumente suplimentare de C. Kacsó: Reinecke BzB1 = Mozsolics IIIb
=Hänsel MD I – MD II82.
Din punct de vedere istoric, constatăm că în această perioadă zone din viitoarea arie a
culturii sunt încă ocupate de comunităţi Wietenberg III (Valea Sălajului, cursul mijlociu al
Someşului, Depresiunea Lăpuşului)83, iar în nord de comunităţi Füzesabany târzii (zona
Bereg)84. Ponderea diferită pe care o are ceramica striată în aria vestică şi estică a fazei Suciu I
ne face să constatăm deja una dintre deosebirile ce va marca întregul Bronz Târziu, chiar dacă
încă ne referim la un teritoriu restrâns al culturii Suciu de Sus, redus la Câmpia Sătmăreană şi
Depresiunile Maramureş, Oaş şi Baia Mare.
Faza Suciu IIa. Aşezările de la Boineşti şi Culciu Mic sunt considerate de către T.
Bader ca reflectât faza Suciu de Sus II85. C. Kacsó le apreciază ca aşezări specifice fazei Suciu
de Sus I, iar prezenţa ceramicii excizate (în cantităţi mici) este considerată un element ce
atestă că aceste aşezări au continuat să existe la începutul fazei a II-a86.
În cadrul ceramicii de la Boineşti şi Culciu Mic au fost observate mai multe elemente
comune cu ceramica siturilor din prima fază a culturii Suciu de Sus (Solotvino, Lăpuşel)87.
Alături de acestea, comparând ceramica acestor aşezări cu aceea de la Petea–Csengersima am
scos în evidenţă existenţa unor elemente ceramice care ajung până în faza finală a culturii
Suciu de Sus. Pe de altă parte s-a constat că împreună cu aceste două categorii, prezente la
începutul sau la sfârşitul culturii Suciu de Sus, în ceramica de la Boineşti şi Culciu Mic există
şi o a treia categorie, care atât prin forme cât şi prin decor este specifică doar acestor aşezări.
O parte din a treia categorie ceramică de la Boineşti şi Culciu Mic are un caracter de tranziţie
între faza I şi aşezările de la sfârşitul culturii. Stilistica decorului arată existenţa, alături de
motivele ornamentale vechi, şi a unor ornamente incizate mai complexe decât acelea din
prima fază a culturii Suciu de Sus. În ce priveşte ornamentele excizate acestea la Boineşti şi
Culciu Mic sunt realizate într-o manieră mult mai simplistă decât în faza târzie a culturii
(reprezentată prin aşezările de la Petea–Csengersima şi Culciu Mare). Numeroase motive
ornamentale din faza târzie (Suciu IIb) nu şi-au făcut apariţia încă la acest nivel de evoluţie a
culturii. Poate fi veridică ideea că aşezările de la Boineşti şi Culciu Mic au o perioadă de
început în care este folosită doar incizia, iar ceramica excizată apare la finele acestor aşezări88.
Însă stratul de cultură subţire şi mai ales suprafeţele foarte mici ale acestor aşezări89 nu susţin
ideea unei vieţuiri îndelungate a acestor staţiuni. În acest sens unitatea repertoriului ceramic
de la Boineşti şi Culciu Mic poate fi avută în vedere ca fiind expresivă atât pentru finele fazei
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Bejinariu 2003, p. 71.
Kacsó 2003, p. 83.
80 Costea 1997, p. 40, pl. 27/2; Bejinariu 2003, p. 71.
81 Boroffka 1994a, taf. 56/1,7 (Ciceu–Corabia), 99/12 (Nicula), Gogâltan–Cocis–Paki 1992, p. 12; Gogâltan
2001, p. 194; Bejinariu 2003, p. 71.
82 Bader 1978, p.74; Kacsó 1987, p. 68-72.
83 Kacsó 2003, p.82-83, 88-89.
84 Kovacs 2003, p. 526, 531-532.
85 Bader 1978, p. 75.
86 Kacsó 1987, p. 68; Kacsó 1995, p. 96.
87 Kacsó 1995, p. 95; Vasiliev 2002, p. 35-41.
88 Kacsó 1995, p. 96.
89 Marginile celor două aşezări sunt bine delimitate aşezarea de la Culciu Mic este mai mică de 1,2 ha iar aceea de
la Boineşti este sub 0,5 ha ( Bader 1978, p.65).
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Suciu I, dar, în aceeaşi măsură trebuie avută în vedere şi expresivitatea materialului arheologic
din aceste situri pentru perioada de început a fazei Suciu de Sus II.
După cum s-a văzut, o ceramică mai evoluată o au siturile de la Oarţa de Jos–Vâlceau
Rusului, Bicaz–Igoaie (din Valea Sălajului), Diakovo şi Kvasovo (din Ucraina). Aici excizia
joacă un rol mai important ca la Culciu Mic şi Boineşti, făcându-şi loc şi alte elemente
formale şi ornamentale specifice fazei Suciu de Sus târzii, de tipul acelora întâlnite la Petea–
Csengersima şi Culciu Mare. Totuşi, ceramica lor se deosebeşte de ceramica aşezărilor de la
Petea–Csengersima şi Culciu Mare (încadrate în faza Suciu IIb), în care elemente timpurii
sunt absente sau au o pondere cantitativă insignifiantă. Până la analiza unor loturi mari
ceramice din faza Suciu IIa este greu de precizat cu certitudine care este valoarea cronologică
a tipurilor şi variantelor de vase sau a numeroaselor ornamente ce sunt prezente în faza Suciu
IIb, dar care par să lipsească din repertoriul fazei Suciu IIa. Absenţa unor loturi mari de
ceramică Suciu IIa publicate lasă încă incertă departajarea clară a celor două subfaze. Este
unul din motivele pentru considerăm că este nevoie a opera cu două subfaze şi nu cu două
faze (IIa şi IIb, şi nu II şi III). Trebuie ţinut seama că transformările şi receptările din
ceramica culturii Suciu de Sus par a se produce lent, alături de elementele noi adoptate sau
inventate supravieţuind elemente de veche tradiţie. Existenţa unor subfaze pe parcursul fazei
Suciu II (Kacsó) a fost adusă în discuţie de C. Kacsó pornind de la prezenţa unor bronzuri
specifice pentru tipuri de depozite diferite, însă s-a considerat că încă nu există elemente
sigure de încadrare strânsă a diferitelor aşezări ale culturii Suciu de Sus90. Materialele
descoperite la Petea–Csengersima atestă însă existenţa unui lot ceramic cu caracter specific,
unitar, cu elemente care îl diferenţiază de ceramica din alte situri, confirmând indiciile pe care
le furnizează datarea diferită a pieselor de bronz ce apar în cadrul fazelor Suciu de Sus IIa şi
IIb.
În ce priveşte corelarea cu piesele de bronz, aşezările fazei Suciu de Sus IIa pot fi
puse în legătură cu piesele de tipul acelora prezente în depozitele Koszider (la Boineşti,
Culciu Mic şi Kvasovo)91, dar şi cu alte bronzuri cu viaţă mai lungă, care însă nu ajung să fie
prezente şi în depozitele de tip Uriu–Ópályi (acele cipriote de la Bicaz şi Oarţa de Jos92). În
schimb, descoperirile din faza Suciu IIb se află în legătură cu bronzuri ce intră în compoziţia
depozitelor de tip Uriu–Ópályi. Pentru corelarea fazei Suciu IIa cu evoluţiile culturale
învecinate, importantă este prezenţa ceramicii sale în aşezarea culturii Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ
(timpurie) de la Pişcolt sau contactele cu elemente de tip Wietenberg IV, ce pot fi constate în
zona de nord a Transilvaniei93. Luând în considerare aceste elemente, dar şi viaţa îndelungată
a unora din piesele de tip Koszider (mai ales a podoabelor aflate aici în discuţie) este nesigură
focalizarea strânsă a începutului fazei Suciu II la finele etapei BzB194. Datarea fazei Suciu IIa
însă poate fi bine corelată cu faza BzB2 şi cel puţin cu o partea a fazei BzC. Sfârşitul fazei
Suciu IIa ne apare a fi legat de apariţia depozitelor de tip Uriu–Ópályi cu care faza următoare
este în strânsă corelare. Datarea largă a începutului depozitelor de tip Uriu–Ópályi95 şi faptul
că adoptarea exciziei (ce corespunde începutului fazei Suciu II) este rezultat al unui proces (şi
nu reprezintă doar un ”moment”) lasă un spaţiu larg al perioadei de trecere dintre fazele IIa
şi IIb, pe parcursul etapei BzC şi poate la începutul etapei BzD. Faza Suciu IIa corespunde cu
faza Bronz târziu 1 din cronologia lui T. Kemenczei propusă pentru estul Ungariei96 sau a
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Kacsó 1987, p. 74 (faza „IIa” şi „IIb”); Kacsó 2005, p. 53.
Bader 1978, p. 75; Kacsó 1987, p. 68; Kobal´ 2007, p. 492-993.
92 Kacsó 2004, p. 339, fig. 7/15; Kacsó 2005, p. 52-53.
93 Boroffka taf. 56/1,7 (Ciceu–Corabia), 99/12 (Nicula), Gogâltan–Cocis–Paki 1992, p. 12; Gogâltan 2001, p.
194; Bejinariu 2003, p. 71.
94 Kacsó 1987, p.74.
95 Discuţiile referitoare la încadrări mai largi a depozitelor de tip Uriu–Ópályi la: Gumă 1993, p. 262; Kacsó
1996, p. 238-239; Kacsó 1990a, p. 46; Kobal' 2000, p. 17-19; Gogâltan 2001, p. 196.
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fazei Bronz târziu I propusă C. Kacsó pentru nord-vestul României97 şi de F. Gogâltan
pentru Transilvania98 (vezi tabelul privind corelaţiile culturale di zona Tisei Superioare).
Din perspectiva evoluţiei istorice constatăm că faza Suciu IIa se naşte într-un
moment de ample frământări şi transformări culturale ce au loc atât în partea de nord şi vest,
cât şi în partea de sud a ariei sale iniţiale99. În prima dintre zone se sfârşesc culturile Otomani
şi Füzesabany, în condiţiile în care în aceste zone se naşte/ pătrunde cultura Hajdúbagos–
Cehăluţ. Elementul cel mai marcant al schimbărilor din zonă este reflectat de sfârşitul
sistemului economico–social reprezentat de aşezările de tip tell din Câmpia Tisei. În această
perioadă au loc modificări profunde şi în interiorul Transilvaniei. Ele sunt cauzate de
pătrunderea culturii Noua (în partea estică)100 şi a grupului cultural Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ101.
Aceste frământări nu afectează comunităţile Suciu de Sus din zona Tisei superioare.
Dimpotrivă, comunităţile Suciu de Sus profită de noile transformări culturale şi ocupă
teritorii spre sud şi spre nord. Spre sud comunităţile Suciu din faza IIa ocupă în detrimentul
culturii Wietenberg zone din Valea Sălajului102 şi bazinul mijlociu al Someşului, ajungând până
în Depresiunea Lăpuşului103. Rămâne nesigură penetrarea la acest moment până în apropierea
zonei de confluenţă a Someşului Mare cu Someşul Mic, atâta timp cât aşezarea de la Căşei
este datată mai târziu, în intervalul BzD. Spre nord încă nu este bine fixat momentul de
expansiune a culturii Suciu de Sus. Prezenţa vaselor de import cu decor excizat într-o fază
timpurie a culturii Piliny104, sugerează că extinderea ar avea loc tot în etapa Suciu IIa. În
interiorul ariei ocupate de cultura Suciu de Sus, prin ponderea pe care o are ceramica striată,
constatăm continuarea diferenţelor dintre zona sătmăreană şi zonele estice ale culturii.
Ceramica striată ocupă un rol important şi în noile zone ocupate în aria sudică şi sud-estică.
Faza Suciu IIb. Reprezentative pentru această fază sunt aşezările de la Petea–
Csengersima şi Culciu Mare. În ceramica acestor aşezări sunt prezente câteva tipuri şi
variante de vase, respectiv numeroase motive ornamentale ce lipsesc din mai multe situri
atribuite fazei Suciu de Sus IIa. Chiar dacă rămâne incertă valoarea cronologică a tuturor
acestora, se poate considera că unele elemente de noutate ce apare în ceramica Petea–
Csengersima şi Culciu Mare exprimă o datare mai recentă. Este cazul ceştii de tip 4 ce apare
în faza târzie a aşezării de la Petea–Csengersima, dar şi a vasului bitronconic pântecos cu gât
cilindric (tipul 2A). Apariţia ceramicii bicrome neagră-roşie este un alt element ce exprimă
evoluţia târzie a aşezărilor de la Petea–Csengersima şi Culciu Mare. Se remarcă de asemenea
că un număr mare din ornamentele din faza Suciu de Sus IIb lipsesc (sau au o pondere foarte
scăzută) în siturile de tip Suciu IIa. Este cazul în primul rând de categoria ornamentelor
complexe (unele spirale, asocieri de spirale sau cercuri combinate cu alte motive
ornamentale). Ca urmare este posibil ca cel puţin o parte dintre aceste ornamente să fie
specifice fazei Suciu IIb. Pe de altă parte descoperirile de la Petea–Csengersima au arătat că o
serie de forme vase şi de motive decorative timpurii se opresc în faza Suciu IIa, ne mai fiind
utilizate sau fiind apariţii rare în faza Suciu IIb.
Aşezările de la Petea–Csengersima, Lazuri şi Culciu Mare, prin piesele de bronz
specifice depozitelor de tip Uriu–Ópályi leagă faza Suciu IIb de etapa BzD. Aceste legături
mai apar exprimate în 3 puncte din aria vestică a culturii (mormântul de la Nyírkarász–
Gyulaháza105, depozitul de bronzuri de la Rozsály106 şi, probabil, aşezarea de la Noroieni107) şi
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Kacsó 1990a, p. 41-50.
Gogâltan 2001, p. 196.
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Maramureşului (Bader 1978, p. 76, Kacsó 1990, p. 45).
100 Cavruc 1996, p. 71; Popa – Boroffka 1996, p. 55-56.
101 Kacsó 1997, p. 97-110; Bejinariu 2001, 157-162.
102 Kacsó 1987, p. 70; Bejinariu 2003, p. 71.
103 Kacsó 2003, p. 83.
104 Kalicz 1960, taf. 4/2; Kemenczei 1964, p.27, taf. 3/4,5
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într-un punct din aria estică (aşezarea de la Căşei)108. Relaţia strânsă dintre faza Suciu IIb şi
depozitele de tip Uriu–Ópályi trebuie considerat ca element de referinţă al datării sale.
Numărul semnificativ al asocierilor Suciu de Sus IIb/ bronzuri Uriu–Ópályi, dar şi datele
referitoare la funcţionarea întinsei aşezări de la Petea–Csengersima sugerează o evoluţie
îndelungată a fazei Suciu de Sus IIb, pe parcursul etapei BzD. Locuirea ce urmează (Lăpuş
II–Gáva I) este puternic legată de seria de depozite Cincu–Suseni/ Kurd. După cum s-a
arătat, există câteva descoperiri de la Lăpuş, Libotin, Kriva care atestă utilizarea ceramicii
negre-canelate în asociere cu bronzuri de tip Uriu–Ópályi (în primele două situri este
prezentă însă şi ceramica excizată). În schimb, în aşezarea de la Carei– Ferma Spitz avem o
cantitate mare de ceramică excizată într-o aşezare în care a fost descoperit un depozit din
seria Cincu–Suseni/ Kurd.
Aceste descoperiri, unele provenind din complexe închise, exprimă asocieri foarte
bine nuanţate. Ele nu oferă în acest moment elemente certe pentru datări mai fine, atâta timp
cât unele piese din depozitele Uriu–Ópályi continuă să fie prezente şi în depozitele de tip
Cincu–Suseni. În acest sens trebuie ţinut cont de faptul că există tot mai numeroase date care
arată că fiecare dintre aceste tipuri de depozite au fost îngropate pe parcursul unor lungi
intervale de timp şi nu în urma unor evenimente politice petrecute în anumite momente.
Astfel, depozitelor de tip Uriu–Ópály a ajuns să li se propună o încadrare largă din Reinecke
BzC (C2) până la început de HaA109, respectiv a acelora de tip Cincu–Suseni/ Kurd pe
parcursul unui interval mai lung din HaA (posibil prin slaba expresivitate a seriei Turia–
Jupalnic)110. Prin urmare este necesară o datare prudentă a fazei Suciu IIb pe parcursul fazei
BzD, neexistând date certe care să argumenteze (pro sau contra) un început în perioada BzC
sau o continuare pe un anumit parcurs al etapei HaA. Faza Suciu IIb corespunde etapei
Bronz târziu 2a din estul Ungariei111 şi etapei Bronz târziu II din nord-vestul României şi
Transilvania112.
Aşezarea de la Petea–Csengersima confirmă evoluţia îndelungată a culturii Suciu de
Sus în Câmpia Sătmărenă, aşa cum deja o atestau cercetările din aşezarea de la Culciu Mare.
În această zonă este infirmată eventuala prezenţă a grupului Berkesz, propus a funcţiona pe
parcursul etapei BzD, după finalul culturii Suciu de Sus113. Cercetările mai noi din nord-estul
Ungariei pun în discuţie în mod serios chiar existenţa acestui grup cultural. Într-o zonă largă
a Nyírség-ului au apărut date concludente referitoare la prezenţa grupului Hajdúbagos–
Cehăluţ, care ajunge să vieţuiască în această zonă şi în etapa BzD114.
În subfaza Suciu IIb, continuă să fie prezente contactele strânse cu grupul
Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ, puse în evidenţă de coabitarea menţionată din aşezarea de la Nyírmada,
dar şi de importurile ceramice reciproce prezente în aşezările din etapa BzD de la Oros
(Ungaria)115 şi Petea–Csengersima (Pl. 49/6). În cazul aşezării de la Căşeiu sunt atestate
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108 Gogâltan 2001, p. 192, pl. VI.
109 Discuţiile referitoare la încadrări mai largi a depozitelor de tip Uriu–Ópályi la: Gumă 1993, p. 262; Kacsó
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114 Nagy 2007, p. 84-85; Nagy 2007, p. 145-146; Bejinariu – Székely – Sana 2008, p. 206.
115 Bejinariu – Székely – Sana 2008, pl. X/1,3.
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contactele cu faza Wietenberg IV116. În raport cu aşezarea de la Petea–Csengesima, la Căşeiu
iese în evidenţă cantitatea mică de ceramică excizată, deşi afinităţile cu ceramica de la Petea–
Csengersima sunt exprimate de prezenţa, în ambele aşezări, a unei cantităţi mici de ceramică
neagră-roşie. Sunt importante punctele comune stabilite cu descoperirea de la Libotin (datată
de C. Kacsó la începutul fazei Lăpuş II), pe baza cărora aşezarea de la Căşeiu a fost încadrată
într-o fază de tranziţie de la cultura Suciu de Sus la grupul Lăpuş117. Cercetarea aşezării de la
Petea–Csengersima oferă câteva elemente noi pentru discutarea raportului dintre Suciu de
Sus IIb şi Lăpuş I. A rămas încă neclar dacă descoperirile Suciu târzii din partea vestică a
culturii sunt contemporane cu faza Lăpuş I, sau dacă acestea sunt fenomene culturale
succesive118. Cu alte cuvinte rămâne de discutat dacă faza Lăpuş I este o manifestare regională
a culturii Suciu de Sus, sau este un fenomen cultural ce succede culturii Suciu de Sus. Una
dintre greutăţile dezbaterii acestei probleme este indusă de faptul că singura descoperire
Suciu de Sus cunoscută din Depresiunea Lăpuşului rămâne necropola eponimă. Al doilea
aspect este legat de faptul că faza Lăpuş I o avem prezentă (sau cel puţin reprezentată) doar
în necropola de la Lăpuş119. Ca urmare apare o dificultate în aprecierea ceramicii excizate de
la Lăpuş ca fiind expresia unei prime faze a acestei necropole120, sau trebuie luată în calcul
posibilitatea ca ea să reprezinte doar moştenirea unei tradiţii, care este captată mai ales în
mormintele elitei războinice121. Chiar dacă al doilea model are argumente importante, el se
bazează pe o coincidenţă, şi anume aceea ca mormintele cu ceramică excizată să acumuleze
doar piesele vechi (fie ele şi arme). De asemenea, o evaluare pe un spaţiu mai larg din jurul
necropolei (bazinul superior al Tisei) arată legături mult mai strânse a ceramicii canelate
timpurii cu bronzurile din depozitele de tip Cincu-Suseni/ Kurd. Fără a intra într-o analiză
detailată a loturilor de materiale nesigure din necropola plană de la Suciu de Sus, se poate
spune că ceramica acesteia alături de caracteristici generale fazei Suciu de Sus II (Kacsó), are
câteva elemente specifice siturilor Suciu de Sus IIa122. Ca urmare aşa cum în zona Satu Mare
nu avem documentate pe parcursul etapei BzD două fenomene culturale (Suciu II şi Lăpuş
I), sunt elemente care sugerează că succesiunea Suciu de Sus II–Lăpuş I s-a produs în
Depresiunea Lăpuşului cel târziu într-un interval timpuriu al etapei BzD. Materialele de la
Petea–Csengerima pledează şi ele pentru sincronismul Suciu de Sus IIb–Lăpuş I, prin
existenţa unor elemente ce prevestesc aspectul cultural următor Lăpuş II–Gáva I (la fel ca şi
la Lăpuş): apariţia bicromismului negru–roşu, apariţia vaselor bitronconice – pântecoase cu
gât cilindric înalt (tipul 2A) şi a ceştilor joase cu toartă foarte înaltă (tipul 4).
Un alt element relevant pentru sincronismul Suciu de Sus IIb şi Lăpuş I îl constituie
caracteristicile specifice care se transmit în locuirea Lăpuş II–Gáva I. Se poate spune că în
zona Lăpuşului este transmisă o „amprentă Lăpuş I” iar în zona Sătmarului este transmisă o
„amprentă Suciu de Sus IIb”.
Orizontul cultural Lăpuş II–Gáva I. Geneza orizontului cultural Lăpuş II–Gáva I este
parte a unui proces mai larg ce se desfăşoară într-o vastă arie a spaţiului carpatic: începutul şi
generalizarea utilizării ceramicii canelate „negre–roşii”. Mai puţin sau mai bine fixat
cronologic pentru o regiune sau alta, acest proces, are loc în Câmpia Tisei într-un interval de
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timp plasat la finele etapei BzD sau pe parcursul etapei HaA1. În zona Tisei superioare
constatăm că noul orizont cultural ce ia naştere se exprimă printr-un set de forme ceramice şi
ornamente care se diferenţiază clar faţă de mediile culturale învecinate: Igriţa sau Biharea
(zona Bihorului), pre–Gáva (zona Tisei mijlocii) sau descoperirile de tip Cugir–Band
(Transilvania). Principalele elemente care individualizează ceramica din zona Tisei superioare
sunt: amforele ce au un singur rând de proeminenţe şi a căror decor constă din caneluri late
sau nervuri, câteva tipuri de străchini ce au buza îngroşată şi decorată decorate cu faţete sau
caneluri orizontale (niciodată oblice), ceaşca joasă cu toartă mult supraînălţată decorată cu
butoni (tipul 4). Alături de aceste elemente pe care le putem numi emblematice, diferitelor
regiuni din zona Tisei superioare le sunt comune un mare număr de vase şi ornamente.
Referindu-ne la zonele mai bine cunoscute – Depresiunea Lăpuşului, Câmpia Careiului şi
Câmpia Sătmăreană – aproape fiecare variantă de vas sau motiv ornamental este prezent de
obicei în fiecare dintre regiuni, sau dacă nu, cel puţin în două dintre ele. Practic pe zone largi
ocupate înainte de grupul cultural Cehăluţ–Hajdúbagos, cultura Suciu de Sus (faza IIb) şi
grupul cultural Lăpuş (faza I) constatăm producerea unui proces de uniformizare culturală.
Ceramica din zona Sătmarului, prin similitudinile numeroase cu ceramica celor două zone
învecinate, vine să ofere numeroase elemente comune între faza Gáva I (zona Nirului şi zona
Careiului) şi faza Lăpuş II (Depresiunea Lăpuşului şi Valea Sălajului). Prin aceasta cultura
materială din zonă Sătmarului se poate considera că este o reflectare a poziţiei geografice
intermediare dintre zonele atribuite fazei Lăpuş II şi acelea atribuite fazei Gáva I. Chiar dacă
în aceste zone există câteva elemente specifice, ele sunt practic prea puţin consistente pentru
a susţine evoluţii culturale diferite. Aproape toate deosebirile se manifestă îndeosebi la nivelul
ornamenticii ceramicii grosiere, care după cum am văzut coboară mult în timp, fiind
elemente „ancestrale”, pe care fiecare dintre microzone le moşteneşte încă din perioada finală
a bronzului mijlociu/ începutul bronzului târziu.
Încercarea de a plasa rădăcinile procesului de naştere a manifestărilor de tip Lăpuş II–
Gáva I în una dintre microregiuni nu oferă date care să arate un rol proeminent al uneia
dintre ele. Nu există elemente clare care să ateste pătrunderea culturii materiale dintr-o zonă
în celelalte. Pe de o parte, din perspectiva rolului definitoriu al ceramicii canelate pentru
ceramica Cehăluţ–Hajdúbagos este probat un rol important al acesteia (de exemplu butonii
încadraţi de caneluri). Tot dinspre vest este văzut ca venind şi bicromismul ceramicii123. Însă
aşa cum am văzut bicromismul îşi face apariţia la un orizont destul de timpuriu, în faza târzie
Suciu de Sus IIb. Totodată unele motive canelate şi nervuri pot fi regăsite şi în descoperiri
Suciu de Sus IIb sau Lăpuş I (spre exemplu butonii încadraţi de arcuri canelate sau canelurile
late). Pe de altă parte, foarte timpuriu ne apare probată trecerea la ceramică neagră-roşie
canelată în zona Lăpuşului, deşi antecedentele comune Lăpuş II–Gáva I sunt mai puţin
exprimate în faza Lăpuş I decât în zonele aflate mai la nord-vest. Prezenţa ceramicii excizate
în siturile din zona Careiului arată o influenţă importantă transmisă dinspre regiunea
Lăpuşului sau Sătmarului spre regiunea de vest a bazinului superior al Tisei. Ca urmare
costatăm sinteza unor elemente cu origini diverse, adeseori greu de atribuit unei anumite
microregiuni din zona Tisei superioare, dat fiind că de-a lungul timpului elemente specifice
unor regiuni au fost preluate în alte regiuni. Aceasta face dificilă localizarea originii unor
anumite forme sau ornamente.
Descoperirile din zona Sătmarului arată că procesul de transformare ce duce la
adoptarea ceramicii negre canelate are loc în aria vestică a culturii Suciu de Sus într-un mod
asemănător ca şi în cadrul depresiunii Lăpuşului. Descoperirile din zona Careiului arată că un
proces similar are loc şi la vest de aria culturii Suciu de Sus, în fosta arie a culturii
Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ. Acelaşi proces pare să aibă loc şi în zona de nord-est a Ungariei
(Nyírség şi Szatmár). În lumina noilor descoperiri, deosebirile făcute până acum între
ceramica de tip Gáva I şi Lăpuş II par să fie de fapt foarte reduse, ele focalizându-se mai
123

Kacsó 1990a, p. 48.
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mult pe seama unor elemente de fond cultural regional. Formele şi ornamentele ceramice
luate în considerare pentru a diferenţia faza Lăpuş II de cultura Gáva în ansamblu, sunt de
fapt specifice fazei Gáva II124. Se poate observa însă că aproape aceleaşi elemente de diferenţă
le constatăm şi dacă comparăm ceramica din faza Gáva I cu acelea din faza Gáva II. Ca
urmare ceramica din faza HaA din zona Sătmarului şi a Careiului este mult mai apropiată de
ceramica Lăpuş II decât de ceramica Gáva–Holihrady, pe deplin constituită.
În concluzie constatăm că în zona bazinului superior al Tisei procesul de adoptare a
ceramicii canelate negre–roşii cunoaşte două etape majore. Într-o primă etapă, prin geneza
manifestărilor de tip Lăpuş II–Gáva I, această ceramică este limitată cantitativ şi cunoaşte un
set de forme şi ornamente specifice. La acest prim orizont cultural-cronologic, adoptarea de
elemente noi se dovedeşte a nu fi atât de puternică încât să ducă la ştergerea unor
caracteristici tradiţionale specifice manifestărilor culturale anterioare. Aceste elemente
tradiţionale se vor disipa odată cu naşterea etapei clasice a culturii Gáva (considerată faza a
II-a), când apar câteva forme ceramice şi ornamente noi, răspândite într-o zonă largă ce
include bazinul mijlociu şi superior al Tisei, Transilvania, Galiţia şi Bucovina. În bazinul
superior al Tisei manifestările de tip Lăpuş II–Gáva I se află în legătură cu depozitele de tip
Cincu–Suseni/ Kurd. Orizontul cultural Lăpuş II–Gáva I se datează ca urmare în etapa
HaA1, fiind dificil de stabilit măsura în care continuă să existe în etapa HaA2125.
Legătura dintre manifestările de tip Lăpuş II–Gáva I şi depozitele de tip CincuSuseni/ Kurd este întărită de faptul că obiceiul fragmentării pieselor din acest tip de depozite
este prezent şi în depunerile din aşezări (depozitele de vase de la Petea–Csengersima şi
Lazuri) sau în depunerile funerare (necropola tumulară de la Lăpuş). Odată cu începutul fazei
Gáva II, aflată în legătură cu tipurile de depozite mai recente, constatăm că obiceiul depunerii
de obiecte întregi se manifestă nu doar în depozitele de bronzuri, ci şi în depunerile rituale de
vase din aşezări. În legătură cu această etapă poate fi pusă şi naşterea fortificaţiilor de mari
dimensiuni din Câmpia Someşană (Călineşti Oaş, Căuaş şi Andrid). Chiar dacă în cazul
câtorva aşezări constatăm o locuire pe acelaşi loc în fazele Lăpuş II–Gáva I şi Gáva II
(Lazuri, Nagykáló), în cazul celor mai multe aşezări deschise constatăm că locuirile de tip
Gáva II se stabilesc pe amplasamente noi. Toate aceste elemente tind să arate că, începând cu
faza a II-a a culturii Gáva au loc profunde transformări nu doar la nivelul culturii materiale, ci
şi în ceea ce priveşte modul de organizare a societăţii. Şi de această dată, la stadiul actual de
cunoaştere, este greu de stabilit măsura în care noile elemente de cultură materială şi spirituală
ce apar în zona Câmpiei Sătmărene pot fi puse pe seama unei interpretări istorice tranşante:
vehiculare prin aducerea lor de către o nouă populaţie sau trebuie apreciate doar ca asimilare
a unor influenţe culturale.
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Specifice culturii Gáva şi neîntâlnite în grupul Lăpuş sunt considerate unele forme ceramice (vasele
bitronconice, vasele etajate, străchinile cu buza trasă în interior, străchinile cu buza lobată, străchinile buza
răsucită în formă de turban, ceştile late cu toarta supraînălţată, cănile cu gâtul relativ înalt şi corpul bombat,
vasele cu piciorul gol, vasele tronconice, vasele cu gura lobată) şi unele ornamente (inciziile în val, brâiele
reliefate, motivele lustruite în formă de stea) (Kacsó 1990a, p. 48).
125 Faza HaA2 poate fi cu greu sesizată în spaţiu carpatic ca urmare a slabei expresivităţi cronologice a
depozitelor de tip Turia—Jupalnic (Vulpe 1981, p. 429; Chicideanu 1983, p. 14-15; Kacsó 1996, p. 251) şi a
acelora de tip Gyermely (Hansen 2004, p. 404).
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Pete–Csengersima késő bronzkori települései

A Felsőszőcs kultúra települése
Területe. A 7,8 hektárnyi területből amelyen a régészeti lelőhely szelvényei és
körzetei elterülnek (2.á.), a felsőszőcsi kultúrához tartozó régészeti komplexumok egy kb.
5,34 ha területen szóródnak szét (4,41 ha az Erge patak déli partján és 0,93 ha az északi
partján). Ha feltételezzük, hogy a két csoport objektumai egyazon település részét képezik,
a felsőszőcsi falu határa akár 11–12 hektárra-is bővülhet, így összességében a késő
bronzkori települések elérhetik a 16–17 hektáros kiterjedést is. Ez természetesen csak
akkor felelne meg a valóságnak, ha elfogadnánk azt a feltevést, hogy a település délnyugati
részének a szélessége nem változik és a pataktól nyugatra eső objektumok szórványos
előfordulása a település nyugati határát jelzi. Azt feltételezzük, hogy a dél-nyugati oldal
lakott területének szélessége állandó marad és, hogy a patak északi partján meglehetős
ritkasággal előforduló komplexumok a település nyugati szélén voltak
Régészeti komplexumok. A felsőszőcsi kultúrához tartozó komplexumok száma 145.
Feltártunk mintegy 114 gödröt, melyek leltárában csak olyan bronzkori anyag volt,
amelyeket műveltségi szempontból nem lehetett beazonosítani. Ezek közül körülbelül 50et sorolhatunk a Felsőszőcs kultúrához, mivel a település azon területein vannak, ahol a
régészeti komplexumok kizárólag a felsőszőcsi műveltséget hordozzák (II, III, V. zóna). A
Lápos II-Gáva I kultúrszint több objektumába is kis számú, elszigetelt, felsőszőcsi kerámia
anyag került elő ezek valószinűleg másodlagos elhelyezkedésűek. Azonban hét objektum
számos olyan anyagot tartalmaz mely mindkét kulturára jellemző, így nem kizárt egy
esedleges időrendi átfedés sem.
A lakások létét bizonyítja két patics talapzat és három lehetséges földbevájt lakás. A
cölöplyukak jelenléte a 22cx gödör környékén fontos adalék, hogy földbevájt építményként
értékeljük. Egyik patics talapzatnál sem vehető ki tisztán az cölöplyukak elhelyezkedése. A
felszíni építményeket egyes jól megmaradt gerenda- és karónyomokból azonosíthatjuk.
Egy-egy agyagdarab két-három párhuzamosan elhelyezkedő karó maradványait is őrzi. A
falszerkezet vesszőből és nádból készült, ez utóbbit használták a házak fedésére is. A
kötőanyagként használt agyagban megtalálták a gabonapelyva nyomait, két háznál pedig
falevelek nyomait. Számos kisméretű gödör tarkítja a lelőhely felszinét, ám csupán négy
olyan esetet említhetünk ahol ezek derékszögbe rendezödnek és az építmények
cölöplyukaiként szolgálhatnak. Fígyelembe véve a cölöplyukak álltal határolt terület
kiterjedését következtetéseket vonhatunk le az ott elhelyezkedő építmények
rendeltetéséről.
Például a 28/A t esetében egy nagyobb kiterjedésű felületről van szó így
valószínűleg egy lakóházról beszélhetünk, a 28/B, C t. szereplő cölöplyukak jóval kisebb
területet határolnak így szinte bizonyos, hogy egy melléképület állhatott ezen a helyen. A
61 objektum esetében a cölöplyukak közti terület rendkívül kicsi, csupán 40 cm így
valószínüleg széna- vagy takarmánytároló szerepe lehetett.1. A nagyszámú méhkas alakú és
néhány hengeres gödör a jelek alapján élelem tárolására szolgált. Ezek közül főleg a
méhkas alakúakat, melyeknek alapátmérője 1-1,90 m volt, magasságuk pedig elérte az 11,30 m-t, gabona, zöldségfélék illetve gyümölcsök tárolására használták. Egy középméretű
fazék (28/13 t.) felfedezése (25. szelvény, 2. objektum), arra utal, hogy a gödröket egyéb
eredetű termékek tárolására is használták. A szabálytalan alakú, öblös falú, egyenetlen alapú
1

Reynolds 1979, 80-81.o.
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gödröket az építkezéshez és lakásjavításhoz, a kemencékhez de a kerámiaedények
gyártásához is szükséges agyag kitermelésekor ásták.
Az előkerült leletek alapján nagy számú gödröt hulladéktárolásra használtak.
Valószínűleg akkor váltak szemetes gödörré, amikor ezeket eredeti céljukra már nem
lehetett használni. Néhány méhkas alakú gödör abban a zónában volt, ahol a lakásokat is
találtuk. A tárológödröket nagyobb sűrűségben a 37. szelvény zónájában fígyelhettük meg,
ez a hely a település szélén helyezkedik el, amit úgy is értékelhetünk, hogy itt volt az élelem
tárolására használt terület. (8, 10 á.)
A település szerkezete. A település nyugati (2.á.) oldalán tisztábban kirajzolódik egy
sajátságos rendeltetésű terület. Itt fedeztek fel egy bronz raktárleletet és négy
edénylerakatot, melyek közül három a felszőszőcsi kultúrába sorolható. Amint azt később
meglátjuk ez egy rituális célokat szolgáló depot. Koncentrációjuk a település nyugati
oldalán felveti egy depot-k céljára kijelölt hely létét a települések szélén, amit “szakrális
területnek ” is nevezhetünk2.
A településen végzett tevékenységek. Bár nem találtunk elszenesedett magvakat, a
gabonatermesztést mégis igazolja a Pete–Csengersima házainak falánál felhasznált
agyagban megtalált pelyvalenyomat. A számtalan tárológödör és főleg a nagyszámú őrlőkő
bizonyítja a gabonafélék étkezésben betöltött fontos szerepét.
A Felsőszőcs műveltségi kör állattenyésztési tevékenysége is jól bizonyítható a
Pete–Csengersimai telepen. A régészeti anyag elemzése kimutatta, hogy az étkezésben
disznó, marha juh és kecskehúst is használtak. Az utóbbiakat melléktermékek előállítására
is felhasználták. Nincsenek adatok a település lovainak a felhasználásáról, viszont a két
gödörben talált 1-1 pár ló csontmaradványa azt sejteti, hogy sokkal fontosabb szerepük
volt mint amit a kis számú lelet (mindössze 4 fő) igazol.
A településen zajló fémművességre utal a két megtalált agyagkanál (6/3, 49/9 t.).
Az elsőn másodlagos égés nyomait fedezhetjük fel. A fémművesség jól alátámasztható a
Felsőszőcs kultúra településein3.
A kereskedelem vagy a csere gyakorlását az indokolta, hogy a síkvidéken nem
található anyagokhoz is hozzájussanak. Ezek között említhetjük a homokkövet, amit a
településen nagy számban előkerült őrlőkő előállítására használtak.
A településen zajló vallási/ rituális tevékenységet az itt talált kultikus depok vagy az
olyan tárgyak szemléltetik, amelyeknek rituális szerepet tulajdoníthatunk. Az itt talált
bronzdepot négy bronztűjének függőleges leszúrása, hegyük behajlítása (1 t. 14.á.)
bizonyítják, hogy a település keleti szélén felfedezett raktárleletnek lehetnek rituális
vonzatai is. Megállapítható, hogy a sírokban és a raktárleletekben talált túlméretezett,
korongos és bogyós tűk hegyét letörték vagy behajlították4. Bizonyíték arra nézve, hogy
ezek a tűk az akkori idők elitjének öltözködésében játszottak szerepet, az a NyírkarászGyulaházán talált halomsír, ahol az aranyékszerek és bronzfegyverek (kard, tőr és
harcifejsze) mellett előkerült egy bogyós díszű nagy tű is. Ezt a kapcsolatot az is megerősíti,
hogy a raktárleletek nagy többségében, ahol korongos és bogyós díszű tűket találtak, a kor
2

Egyes ilyen helyek létezésének a lehetőségét sugallja az a néhány feltehetően rituális jellegű depot amelyeket
néhány BzD és HaA időszakra keltezett település szélén találtak. Ezek a települések egy viszonylag összevont
területen találhatóak Románia és Magyarország északi határa közelében. Egy bronz raktárleletről van szó,
Uriu–Ópályi típusú tárgyakkal, 2008-ban találták a császlói Felsőszőcs településen (Pintye G. információja). A
nagykárolyi Spitz farmon felfedezett bronz raktárleletet a település és a homokdűne (amire a település épült)
szélén találták (Németi 1990, 32 o., 10 á.). A nagykállói bronz raktárleletet Mozsolics A. fedezte fel egy lefelé
fordított szájú edény közelében. A régészeti ásatás környékén, útépítés során két egész amforát találtak. Ez is
olyan tény ami rituális depot-ra utal. A település széle közelében bizonyítottan kevés a gödör, jóllehet a
központi részen (nyugati irányba) a település kultúrrétege eléri a 80-100 cm-t. (Mozsolics – Hegedüs 1963,
252 o.; Kemenczei 1982, 73-78 o., abb. 2).
3 Bader 1996, 266 o. (Nagykolcs /Culciu Mare); Kacsó 2004, abb 7/13 (Alsóvárca/ Oarta de Jos).
4 Marta 2005, 85-86 o.
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elitjének jellegzetes fegyverei is ott voltak (kardok, tőrök, ritka típusú balták)5. A hosszú tűk
összekapcsolása a kor elitjének képviselőivel, valamint mindennapi használatának
kényelmetlensége azt sugallja, hogy ezeket inkább ünnepi alkalmakkor használták.
A település keleti szélén még öt edénylerakatot találtak, mindegyikben volt egy
függőlegesen, szájával felfelé elhelyezett. Közülük hármat lehet a felsőszőcsi kultúrához
kötni (4/4,13, 11/16 t.) egy edényt a Lápos II–Gáva I periódushoz (12/8 t.) egy edényt
pedig nem tudtunk egyetlen műveltségi körbe sem besorolni (12/13 t.). Az edények, bár
egészben találtuk meg őket, rossz minőségű anyaguk miatt szétporladtak, restaurálni sem
lehetett őket. Az S10cx4 gödör alján egy amforát találtunk (13 t., 8. á.). A gödör sima alja és
hengeres fala igazolja, hogy nagy gonddal ásták ki. Az edény száját sajnos levágta az eke.
Ugyanabban a helyzetben volt a második amfora is (4/4 t.), ezt viszont magasabbra tették
mint az előzőt, ennek a gödre nem érte el a talaj steril rétegét. Ezzel magyarázható, hogy ez
az edény még nagyobb mértékben károsodott az ekétől. Egy amfora elrakása, felfelé vagy
lefelé fordított szájjal, elterjedt szokásnak számított Európában6. A Tisza völgyében is jól
kimutatható az ilyen típusú edénylerakat a későbronzkor és a koravaskor idejéből7. Rituális
jellegüket éppen gyakoriságuk adja, ami egy jól meghatározott modellt körvonalaz. Rituális
depotnak tekinthetjük a fazekak egyikét, melyet formai jegyei alapján a felsőszőcsi
kultúrába sorolunk (11/6 t.). A fazék belsejében egy agyagnehezék volt, kívül mellette
pedig egy másik agyagnehezék (11/14, 15 t.). Az agyagnehezékek gyakoriak a depot-kban,
úgy az edényraktárak alkotóelemeként mint a sírleletek leltárában8. A kor vallási
hiedelmeivel állhat kapcsolatban az az emberi koponya is, amelyiket a Pete–Csengersima
település 189-es gödrében találtunk. Emberi csontvázak vagy maradványok gyakran
előkerülnek a késő bronzkor idejéből származó településeken, amelyek a európai tér
különböző kultúráihoz köthetők. Jelenlétük egyrészről a vallási, temetkezési
szertartásokhoz másfelől pedig világi eseményekhez köthető9. A 189. gödör teljes
leletanyagának változatossága arra enged következtetni, hogy a gödör hosszú
időintervallum folyamán töltődött fel ezért világi jelleget tulajdonítunk neki. Viszont az a
tény, hogy az emberi koponyával azonos szinten egy kutyakoponyát is találtunk, már
rituális, vallási értelmet is ad az objektumnak (20.á.). Még egy érvvel szolgálnak az
álkapocscsontok, amiből kiderül, hogy mindkét koponya a lefejezést követő rövid időn
belül volt elhantolva. Néhány tárgy a település vallási életével hozható kapcsolatba. A
madárforma ábrázolások (26/3 t.) a bronzkorban általánosan elterjedt vallási eszmék
szimbolikus visszatükröződései. Szintén a hitvilághoz köthetőek az agyagszekerecskék
kerekei is, amelyeket a településen találtak.
Pete–Csengersima felsőszőcsi településének fejlődése és kronológiája. A keltezéséhez fontos
elemek a korongos és bogyós díszű bronztűk, amelyek szorosan kötődnek kronológiailag a
BzD időszakhoz, műveltségi szempontból pedig a felsőszőcsi kultúrához (l. a NyírkarászGyulaháza és a szinérváraljai példány!)10. Továbbra is nyitva marad viszont a kérdés, hogy
milyen időintervallumban létezett a Pete–Csengersima település, jelesül: mettől meddig
használták. Ennek megválaszolásához felhasználtuk a kerámia tipológiai analízisét, melyet
összevetettünk a más régészeti lelőhelyekről származó felsőszőcsi kultúrához tartozó
kerámiaanyaggal. Ezt az összehasonlítást abból az általánosan elfogadott feltételezésből
5

Ópály (Mozsolics 1963), Tiszabezdéd (Mozsolics 1973, 182-183 o., 57D t.), Beltiug (Mozsolics 1973, 57C.t.;
Bader 1978,120.o., 77t.), Chudl'ovo (Kobal' 1998, 33-34 o. 1-4.t.). Egyedüli raktárak ahol hiányzik a kötődés a
petei és az 1937-ben obavai (Kobal' 2000, p. 91, taf. 17G).
6 Stapel 1999, 104-106.o.
7 V. Szabó 2004, 86.o.
8 Kacsó 1990, 80-81.o. (Libotinnál a G1 gödör az megégett lerakódás alatt 23 agyagnehezéket tartalmazott
Dumitrascu 1995, 106.o. (Biharea – M3); S14cx.5 (Petea–Csengersima, Lápos II–Gáva I fázis).
9 Peter-Röcher 1994; Stapel 1999, 221–255.o.
10 Hochstetter 1981, 254.o.; Kobal' 1998, 40.o.; Marta 2005, 80-81.o., A szinérváraljai tűről kapott információkat
köszönöm Pop D.-nek.
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kiindulva végeztük, hogy a felsőszőcsi kultúrához tartozó kerámia változásai egy belső
fejlődés eredményeként jöttek létre. Ezek a változások feltételezhetően fokozatosan
mehettek végbe, hosszabb-rövidebb időszak leforgása alatt, új formai és díszítő elemeket
fogadtak el és általánosítottak, ugyanakkor lemondtak egy-egy régebbi formai elemről. A
Pete–Csengersima területén lévő régészeti komplexumokból előkerült kerámiaanyag formai
és díszítőelemeinek összegzése és összevetése a más lelőhelyeken talált anyaggal választ ad
majd a végbement változások módjára.
A Pete–Csengersima területén talált edények változataira és díszítésére számos
analógiát találtunk a nagykolcsi (Culciu Mare) településen talált kerámiaanyagban. Ez a
helyzet azzal magyarázható, hogy mindkét település a BzD időszakhoz kapcsolódik, a
nagykolcsi település pedig mérvadónak számít a kultúra késői szakaszára11. Összevetve a
Nagykolcson talált edényekkel, megállapíthatjuk, hogy minden egyes formai változat
megtalálható a Pete–Csengersima településen is12. Azok a típusok, altípusok és formai
változatok, amelyek Nagykolcson hiányoztak, de Pete–Csengersimán jelen vannak,
egyrészről nagyon ritka edények (egyesek egyedi darabok), másrészről hiányukat a
nagykolcsi edények gyér bemutatásának tulajdoníthatjuk (meg kell említenünk, hogy a
nagykolcsi edények kategóriájából mindössze két példány van leközölve). A díszítőelemek
összevetése hasonló helyzetet mutat. Mindössze két nagykolcsi díszítőmotívum hiányzik a
Pete–Csengersima település motívumai közül, az egyik a nap-, a másik pedig a
keresztmotívum13. Mindkét díszítőelem az edény fenekén található, egyébként ez az a hely,
ahová általában a ritkább motívumokat felvitték. Számos általánosan elterjedt díszítőelemet
fígyelhetünk meg, amelyek igen gyakoriak a Pete–Csengersima településen, de magában a
felsőszőcsi kultúrában is.
Ha a Pete–Csengersima és Nagykolcs településeken talált kerámiát összehasonlítjuk
a hasonló időszak településein találtakkal (Kiskolcs/Culciu Mic, Bujánháza/ Boineşti14),
arra a megállapításra jutunk, hogy nagy számú formai és díszítő elem, amelyik Kiskolcson
és Bujánházán megtalálható Pete–Csengersimán nincs meg. A különbséget a folytonosság
hiányával magyarázhatjuk, s ez időbeli csúszásra utal. Más szóval a nagykolcsi (a közölt
anyag alapján) és a Pete–Csengersima település a bujánházi és kiskolcsi települések
megszűnte után egy bizonyos idő elteltével jön csak létre. A bujánházi és kiskolcsi
települések megszűnte és a Pete–Csengersima és Nagykolcs települések létrejötte közötti
időszakot – kerámiafejlődési szempontból – egyes lelőhelyeken a Felsőszőcs II. kultúra
(Kacsó) kerámiaanyaga fedi le, amikor még intenzíven használják a bekarcolásos módszert
(Alsóvárca/Oarţa de Jos15, Bikácfalva/Bicaz16, Diakovo17 és Kvasovo18). Ezeknek a
lelőhelyeknek a kerámiái tartalmazzák úgy a kiskolcsi és bujánházi, mint a Pete–
Csengersima és nagykolcsi településeken talált elemeket. A kerámiafejlődés átmeneti

11

A keltezés alátámasztására említenek egy tüskés, korongos baltát (Bader 1978, 75.o.). 1986-ig a településen
107 darab bronztárgyat és öntőformát találtak (három tüskés, korongos baltát, tőröket, karpereceket, késeket,
fűggőket stb.) Egy a település felszínén véletlenül talált B1 típusú tüskés, korongos balta leközlése alkalmából
nem tárgyalta Bader a tárgy viszonyulását a településhez vagy esetleges szerepét a keltezésénél (Bader 1996,
265-266, 271.o., 12/2.t.).
12 Bader 1972, I/1,3,5,7-9.t., II-XII; Bader 1978,. L/1-7, 9-12,14.t., LI, LII, LIII/1-2, 4-9; Bader 1979, 16-20.o.,
7/1-7, 9-12,14, 8-9, 10/1-2,4-9.t.; Bader–Lazin 1980, 11 (fenn), 12-15.t.
13 Bader 1978, LI/6, LII/5.t.
14 Ezeket a településeket Bader T. a Felsőszőcs II fázisba sorolja (Bader 1978, 75.o.), miközben Kacsó a
Felszőszőcs I fázisban kifejlődötteknek és csak részben a II. fázisban élőknek tartja őket (Kacsó, 1987, 6768.o.; Kacsó 1995, 96 o.).
15 Kacsó 2004, abb. 2-3,7.
16 Kacsó 2005, 1, 4-7 t.
17 Balahuri 1969, ris. 1-3; Balahuri 2001, ris. 66, 70a.
18 Balahuri 2001, ris. 71, 71a.
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időszakát ezeken a településeken kitölti az itt talált bronztárgyak kronológiája19 és a
szomszédos régészeti műveltséget hordozó, Hajdúbagos-Magyarcsaholy, csoportokkal
folytatott csere20.
Mondhatjuk tehát, hogy a Pete–Csengersima területén fekvő települést a
Felsőszőcs II kultúra (Kacsó) és a Hajdúbagos–Magyarcsaholy (települések, ahol olyan
bronztárgyak kerültek elő melyek időben megelőzik az Ópályi–Uriu horizont raktárleleteit)
kultúra utáni időszakra tehetjük. Tehát a felsőszőcsi kulturához tartozó település kezdetét
Pete–Csengersimán egyidejűnek vagy esetleg egy kicsit korábbinak vehetjük mint az
Ópályi–Uriu bronz raktárleleteket. A relatív kronológia szerint a Pete–Csengersimai
települést legkorábbra a BzC időszakának késői szakaszára és legkésőbb a BzD időszakára
tehetjük. Arra való tekintettel, hogy az Ópályi–Uriu21 típusú raktárleleteket széles idősávba
sorolják, semmi biztos elem nincs, hogy településünk kezdetét pontosabban
meghatározzuk.
Ha Pete–Csengersima felsőszőcsi településének élettartamát becsülnénk meg,
számításba kell vennünk a település meglehetősen nagy kiterjedésű területét. A régészeti
komplexumok nagy koncentrációjának a hiánya ezen a területen belül nem utal sűrűn
lakott településre. Másrészről a különböző kerámiatípusok tanulmányozása során
napfényre kerültek térségbeli különbségek, melyek alapján a település némelyik részét
folyamatosan lakták. Ebben az értelemben említhetjük meg kizárólag csak a felsőszőcsi
komplexumokban a 4-es típusú csészék (gyakran használt típus a Lápos II–Gáva I kultúra
településein) jelenlétét, és a kívül fekete, belül barna-téglavörös kerámiát. Az anyagi kultúra
változása és a folyamatos lakás a település különböző helyein feltételezi, hogy ezek legalább
egy pár évtizedig (legkevesebb két generáció idejéig) működtek. A Pete–Csengersimán levő
felsőszőcsi település végének a meghatározásában segítségünkre van az a Baierdorf típusú
kés amit az S34cx15 komplexumban (39/13 t.) fedeztek fel. Ebben a komplexumban a
Lápos II–Gáva I (39/14 pl.) kultúrára jellemző kerámiát találtak, de előkerültek még vésett
díszítésű töredékek is (39/15-16, 40/2-4,7 t.). A baierdorf típusú kések a BzD szakaszban
jelennek meg, és még a HaA1 periódusban is használatosak, Alsó-Ausztriában és
Németország észak-nyugati vidékén fordultak elő gyakran. A Kárpátmedencében ezek a
tárgyak csak a HaA122 periódus kontextusaihoz köthetőek, ami alátámasztja a területünk
korának pontosabb meghatározását a HaA1 idejére. Tehát kijelenthetjük, hogy a HaA1
periódusban létezett itt egy Lápos II – Gáva I település, ahol ennek keretén belül tovább
használták a bekarcolt-vésett kerámiát. Néhány felfedezés a Felső-Tisza vidékéről és Erdély
északi részéről árnyaltabban is bemutatja ezt a periódust és a bekarcolt-vésett (Felsőszőcs
vagy Lápos I) kerámiáról való áttérést a kannelúrás kerámiára (Gáva I vagy Lápos II). Az
adatok értékelése a következő képet adja:
1. Pete–Csengersimán adatok vannak a vésett kerámia hosszas túlélésére a BzD
időszak idején. Sőt a Láposon talált vasbalta HaA123 periódusba sorolása és a nagykárolyi24
településen tapasztalt helyzet azt sugallja, hogy beszélhetünk a kivésés tovább
19

Egy ciprusi tű jelenléte az Alsóvárca – Vâlceaua Rusului és Bikácfalva – Igoaie településeken (Kacsó 2005, p.
53) és egy karperec csat spirális végekkel Kvasovo településről (Kobal´ 2007, p. 492-993, ris. 7/17).
20 Felsőszőcs importokat említhetünk a piskolti településről (Németi 1978, p. 106, 120, fig. 6/1,3, 7/1,3,5,89,11, 10/3-4) és jó analógiái vannak a korábbi Felsőszőcs II település csoportjában (Alsóvárca, Bikácfalva,
Diakovo és Kvasovo), ill. tartalmaznak több olyan elemet is amelyek hiányoznak a pete-csengersimai
kerámiából. A piskolti települést összefüggésbe hozták a Hajdúbagos–Magyarcsaholy csoport korai fázisával
(Kacsó 1997, p. 88).
21 Értekezések a Uriu–Ópályi raktárak tágabb besorolására; Guma 1993, p. 262; Kacsó 1996, p. 238-239; Kacsó
1990a, p. 46; Kobal' 2000, p. 17-19; Gogâltan 2001, p. 196.
22 Analógiai és keltezési problémákat tárgyal a Lápos II–Gáva I telep bronztárgyainak bemutatása alkalmából
23 Rusu 1972, p. 16; László 1975, p. 25-26.
24 Nagy mennyiségű kivésett-bevésett kerámia van egy településen ahol egy Cincu–Suseni/ Kurd típusú bronz
raktárlelet is van (Németi 1999, p. 68).
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alkalmazásáról a HaA1 fázisban (valószínűleg a kezdeti időszakában)25. Úgy tűnik, hogy
csak kis mértékben használták a kannelúrás fekete-vörös kerámia mellett.
2. A láposi, libatoni leletek és a krivai bronz raktárlelet edénye az mutatja, hogy a
kétszínű kannelúrás kerámiát a BzD időszakban kezdték el használni (az első két lelőhely
esetében együtt a vésett kerámiával)26.
A következtetés az, hogy az átmenet a vésett kerámiáról a kannelúrás kerámiára
rövidebb hosszabb időszakban valósult meg a BzD peródus végén és a HaA periódus
elején. Ez a következtetés annak a ténynek a fígyelembevételével történt, hogy azokon a
lelőhelyeken, ahol (jól datálható) fémtárgyak is előkerültek, nagy számban találtak kivésett
és kannelúrás kerámiát is. Az első kategóriát a BzD peródushoz a másikat pedig a HaA1
periódushoz köthetjük. Ugyanaz a kép tárul elénk a bronz raktárleletekkel együtt talált
kerámiaedények esetében is.
II. A Lápos II–Gáva I kultúra települése
A település. A Lápos II–Gáva I kultúra települését a Pete–Csengersima régészeti
lelőhely keleti részén egy 1,5 hektáros területen azonosítottuk. A település minimáli
területét úgy 3–3,75 hektárra becsüljük. A Lápos II–Gáva I kultúra településének nyugati
része egybeesik a felsőszőcsi település keleti szélével.
Régészeti komplexumok. A Lápos II–Gáva I jellegű kerámiát tartalmazó régészeti
komplexumok száma 53. A település gödreinek egy része, amelyeknek leltárában
műveltségileg beazonosíthatatlan bronzkori leleteket találtunk, valószínűleg a Lápos II–
Gáva I kultúra településéhez tartoznak (főleg az I és VI zónában). Hat régészeti
komplexumban találtunk úgy felsőszőcsi kultúrához tartozó kerámiaanyagot mint Lápos
II–Gáva I kultúrához tartozót. Hat régészeti komlexum volt lakott, öt felszíni és egy
földbevájt. Ezek környezetében másik három felszíni lakásmaradványt találtak, ami nem
tartalmazott irányadó régészeti anyagot, viszont elhelyezkedésük miatt valószínűleg ezek is
a kultúra településéhez tartoztak. Azoknál a lakásoknál, amelyeknél meg lehetett határozni
a tájolást, megállapíthattuk, hogy hosszú tengelyükkel észak-déli illetve kelet-nyugati
irányba néznek.
A település szerkezete. A Pete–Csengersimai Lápos II–Gáva I kultúra településének
az esetében megállapítható, hogy a lakások egy bizonyos zónába (I. zóna) tömörültek. Egy
lakás volt viszonylag elszigetelten, az S15cx5, amelyik úgy 100 m távolságra volt az I. zóna
lakáscsoportjától a település északi szélén. A felsőszőcsi lakóövezettel ellentétben nem
tapasztaltuk a rituális gödrök köré koncentrálódást. Megállapíthattuk ellenben, hogy a
Lápos II–Gáva I kultúra településének két rituális gödre a település szélén, (S14cx5) illetve
a településen kívül (Cx 589) található. A rituális depot-knak a lakóövezet szélére helyezése
megállapítható volt a nagykállói27, nagykárolyi28 és kvasovói29 településeken is, ami egy
valószínűleg helyi jellegű deponálási szokást körvonalaz.
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Vasiliev 1983, p. 40
Kacsó 1975, p. 68; Kacsó 1990, p. 81; Kacsó 2001, p. 237-238; Kobal' 2000, p. 83, taf. 8/24; létezik
árnyaltabb változata is a BzD periódus végén (Kacsó 1990a, p. 47)
27 A nagykállói bronz raktárleletet, Mozsolics A. fedezte fel egy lefelé fordított szájú edény közelében. A
régészeti ásatás környékén, útépítés során két egész amforát is találtak. Ez a tény azt sugallja, hogy rituális
depot lehetett, akárcsak az ásatáson talált edények. A település széle közelében bizonyítottan kevés a gödör,
jóllehet a központi részen (nyugati irányba) a település kultúrrétege eléri a 1,10 cm-t. (Mozsolics – Hegedüs
1963, p. 252; Kemenczei 1982, p. 73-78, abb. 2).
28 A Nagykárolyban a Spitz farmon talált bronz raktárleletet a település és egyben a homokdűne szélén ásták el
(Németi 1990, p. 32, fig. 10).
29 Kvasovo település nyugati szélén két bronz raktárleletet fedeztek fel (Kobal´ 2007, p. 592-599, ris. I).
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A településen végzett tevékenységek. A Pete–Csengersimai Lápos II–Gáva I kultúra
településen folyó gazdasági tevékenységekre közvetett és közvetlen bizonyítékaink vannak.
A gabonatermesztésre az épületek megégett falaiban talált pelyva és szalma
maradványokból, a tárológödrökből valamint az őrlőkövekből következtethetünk. Jóllehet
igen kevés csontmaradvány maradt fenn, de a megtalált szarvasmarha, disznó és lócsontok
bizonyítják az állattartást.
A szövésre egyértelmű bizonyítékaink vannak. A telepen talált számos
agyagnehezék bizonyítja, hogy az itt élők szőttek. Ebben a tekintetben az S14cx 54-es
rituális gödörben talált nagy számú agyagnehezék egy plusz jel is lehet.
Az öntőformák hiánya Pete–Csengersimán arra utal, hogy a településen élők nem
foglalkoztak fémművességgel. A bronztárgyak nagy részéről nem lehet bizonyossággal
megállapítani, hogy importálták-e vagy a településen belül készítették őket. A Szamossíkságon30 talált HaA1 időszakból származó öntőformák tisztán igazolják, hogy ezen a
vidéken a Lápos II–Gáva I kultúra településeinek lakosai intenzíven gyakorolták a
fémfeldolgozás mesterségét. A tárgyak öntésére felhasznált fémet bizonyosan importálták.
Szintén importáru volt a Pete–Csengersima településen nagy számban megtalált őrlőkő is.
A településen talált idegen eredetű anyagok az interkulturális kapcsolatokról
(valószínűleg kereskedelmi) árulkodnak. A felfedezett tárgyak hosszú közlekedési utak
mentén forgalmazott kerámiaedények és egyes bronztárgyak. Ilyen lehetett az a két
agyagedénytöredék is, amelyek az Igriţa (Kisigrica) csoport és a Bánságban felfedezett
edényekkel állnak rokonságban (5/2, 14/5 pl.)31. Ez a két edény más, a Felső-Tisza vidéken
talált edénnyel egyetemben a Kárpát-medence déli részének kerámiájához és az innen
importált edényekhez köthető, amilyeneket még Lengyelország déli részén is találtak32. A
településen talált Baierdorf bronzkés (39/13 pl.) Erdélyben és a Balti-tengertől dél-nyugatra
eső vidéken sorakozó lelőhelyeivel szintén a nagy távolságú interkulturális kapcsolatokat
bizonyítja (28. á.). Ezek a lelőhelyek annak az útvonalnak a mentén találhatóak, ahol jelen
vannak más bronztárgytípusok is, melyek összekötik a középső bronzkor és a HaB közötti
időszakában a Balti tenger nyugati partját Erdéllyel33. A HaB időszakban kitűnnek az ezen
az útvonalon forgalmazott Fuchsstadt típusú csészék, sisakok, fallérok34, spirálos
karperecek35 és gyűrűk, Bohdalice és Gemainlebarn fibulák36. Egy-egy hely, ahol a
Gemainlebarn/ Bohdalice fibulák nagyobb koncentrációba fordulnak elő azt jelzi, hogy a
hosszú, lehetséges kereskedelmi utak mentén megállók voltak37. Ezt a feltevést megerősíti a
Baierdorf típusú kések terjedési módja is, mivel nagyobb számú leleteket ugyanott találtak,
ahol a Gemainlebarn fibulákat és részben a Bohdalice fibulákat.
A Lápos II–Gáva I kultúrkörhöz tartozó település lakóinak rituális, vallási
tevékenységét Pete–Csengersimán két gödör igazolja, melyeknek szerkezeti felépítése és
tartalma is részben azonos (S14 cx5 és cx 589). Két depot-ról van szó, amelyeket igen
gondosan kivájt falú és sima fenekű gödörbe helyeztek (12, 24 á.). A két gödör közös
vonása az, ahogy a bennük elhelyezett tárgyakat kezelték: összetörték és megégették azokat,
majd a tárgyak darabjait oly gondosan gyűjtötték össze, hogy a gödörbe helyezett töredékek
teljes egészükben kiadják a számos edényt és tárgyat (16-20, 61-62/1-8 t.)38. Ebből a
szempontból releváns tény, hogy a S14cx5 gödörből előkerült nagy számú kőtörmelékből
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Petrescu-Dâmboviţa 1977, p. 90, pl. 132/1-14, 133.
Zatlukál – Zatlukál 1937, pl. 21; Németi 1990, p. 41, fig 13/3; V. Szabó 2004, pl. 10/2.
32 Przybyła 2005, p. 219-225, abb. 2-7 és elterjedési térkép (abb. 8)
33 Werner 1952, p. 293-308; Sprockhoff 1954, p. 28-110; Hachmann 1957, p. 163-180; Thrane 1966, p. 157-207;
Thrane 1978, p. 1-35; Jakob 1995, p. 189-190; Soroceanu 1996, p. 272-276.
34 Thrane 1966, p. 157-171.
35 Schulz – Plate 1983, p. 41-48.
36 Bader 1983, p. 34-35, p. 36-38; taf 46 (elterjedési térkép).
37 Soroceanu 1996, p. 273-274
38 Az égetés során elszenvedett elváltozások miatt a nagy méretű edényeket nem lehetett mindig restaurálni.
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össze lehet rakni egy őrlőkövet (19/6 t.). Hasonló helyzettel találkoztunk a szomszédos
Lázári településen is, ahol a kőtörmelékekből egy fél őrlőkő rekonstruálható39. Az S14cx5
gödörben és a lázári 154-es gödörben is megfígyelhető volt az edénytöredékek gondos
elhelyezése40. Jelentőséggel bír ebből a szempontból, hogy a lázári gödör aljában kis
kupacba rakott csontokat találtunk. A Pete–Csengersimán talált két gödör és a lázári 154-es
gödör leltárának vannak közös elemei, de mindegyiknek van néhány egyedi sajátossága is
(8. típusú t.). A leltár közös eleme, a tárolóedények (hombáredények, fazekak, tálak), az
ivó- és a leveket tároló edények jelenléte (amforák, csészék). A gödrökből kettőben van
még közös elemként őrlőkő és hordozható főzőedény. Egyedi vonások: a lázári 154-esben
az állati csontok, az S14cx5-ben Pete–Csengersimán az agyagnehezékek, egy szűrő és egy
bronz tű, az 589-ben pedig egy nagytömegű patics.
E három depot közös elemét – a tároló és tálaló edények jelenléte – kritériumként
használták fel egy a HaA-B periódusból származó kerámia tároló raktárcsoport
meghatározására a Tisza alföldjén41. A Pete–Csengersima, Lázári vagy Gyoma42 depot-iban
talált csészéket italok felszolgálására és fogyasztására használták. Két depot-ba (a lázári
154-es gödörben és a Pete–Csengersimai S14cx5-ben) néhány jól meghatározható
funkciójú tárgy került, ami utal a rituális depot létrehozása előtti cselekvésekre: őrlés
(őrlőkő), főzés (hordozható tűzhely), tárolás (hombáredények) italok tárolására,
fogyasztására, szűrésére használt edények (csészék/ merőkanalak, amforák és szűrök). A
tárgyak funkcionalitásából adódó cselekvésekből kiindulva azt a lehetőséget is
számbavettük, hogy ezek az elemek a sör gyártásának és fogyasztásának a lehetséges
eszközei, a depot főzőedényei pedig az alapanyag kifőzésére szolgáltak43.
A Lápos II–Gáva I település keltezése. A Pete–Csengersimán végzett régészeti
kutatások felszínre hoztak egy új kulturális horizontot a Szamos síkságon, amelyik a
felsőszőcsi kultúra végén és a Gáva kultúra kiteljesedése előtt, vagyis még a Kárpátmedence nagy, erődített Hallstatt telepeinek létrehozása előtt bontakozott ki. Amint látható
volt, a település kerámia anyaga szorosan kapcsolódik Észak-Erdély (Láposi medence,
Szilágy völgye) Lápos II és Gáva I (Nagykárolyi síkság, Nyírség ) típusú kerámiájához.
Egyetlen kronológiailag keltezhető bronztárgy a településről a Baierdorf típusú kés (39/13
t.). Amint láttuk, azokat a helyeket ahol nagyobb sűrűségben fordul elő ez a típusú kés, a
BzD és HaA1 időszakra keltezik. Azokat a késeket viszont, amelyeket az elterjedési
övezetek perifériáján találtak (Kárpát medence, Olaszország északi övezete), a HaA1
időszakra keltezték. Ebből következően a Pete–Csengersimán talált kés a települést a HaA1
időszakra datálja.
Ami a Pete–Csengersima településen talált kerámiát illeti, szoros kapcsolatot mutat
a Cincu-Suseni/ Kurd depot-horizont bronztárgyaival. Ezeket a kapcsolatokat két síkon is
követhetjük. A hatalmas kidudorásokkal ellátott edény (1B típus) megtalálható a
Vajdácskán44 talált raktárleletben. A két csonkakúp alakú 3A típusú edény pedig a Tállyán45
talált raktárleletben fordul elő. Ez az edény kitűnik fekete-vöröses színével és kis füleivel,
amely elemek megtalálhatóak a Pete–Csengersimán talált egyik ilyen típusú edényen is
(16/3 t.).
A másik sík azoknak a párhuzamosítható leletegyütteseknek a köre, ahol a kerámiák
mellett a Cincu-Suseni /Kurd depot-horizontra jellemző, bronz raktárleletekre/tárgyakra is
bukkantak. A kerámiaelemzés alapján a formai és díszítőelemek a Pete–Csengersimai
Lápos II–Gáva I fázisba sorolhatók, de számos közös elemet találunk a Lápos II típussal
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Marta 2008, p. 113, pl. IV/5).
Marta 2008, p. 113-114, pl. II/1.
41 V. Szabó 2005, p. 86.
42 Kemenczei – Genito 1990, p. 119, fig. 5/7
43 Marta 2008, p. 117-120.
44 Mozsolics 1985, taf. 158/1
45 Mozsolics 1985, taf. 158/2
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is. Minden, a szatmári településeken megtalálható bütyök típus, kiemelkedő bordázat,
bevésés, az edény falának benyomásával elért kidudorodások, kannelúrás vagy facettált
motívumok jelen vannak a Lápos II fázis kerámiájánál is. A két régió kerámiája közötti
különbség leginkább a durva anyagú kerámia szintjén tapasztalható. Amíg a Pete–
Csengersimainál a seprűs díszítés elenyésző arányú (1,5 % a teljes anyagból), a Lápos
csoporton belül szinte minden durva anyagból készült kerámiánál megtalálható46. A Lápos
II fázisban fontos szerepük van az alveolás bordázatoknak47, amelyek teljesen hiányoznak a
Pete–Csengersima településen talált anyagból. Tehát a durva anyagú kerámia díszítési
különbségei észlelhetőek már a felsőszőcsi kultúra régebbi fázisában is, hosszú időre
tájjeleget adva a kerámiának a középső és késő bronzkor idején.
Ami a Pete–Csengersimán talált kerámia kapcsolatait illeti a Gáva I típusúval,
sokkal kedvezőbb összehasonlítási lehetőségeink vannak a börvelyi és nagykárolyi
településen feltárt és nagyobb mennyiségben elemzett és közölt anyagnak köszönhetően48.
Ha a a nagykállói lelőhellyel akarjuk egybevetni, szem előtt kell tartanunk az ott feltárt
vastag, 110 cm-es kultúrréteget49, ami azt sugallja, hogy az ottani települést hosszasan
lakták. A nagykállói és a szatmári kerámia összehasonlítása alátámasztja azt a megállapítást,
hogy léteztek különböző időintervallumokra jellemző kerámiák. A bronz raktárleletek
közelében talált egészben fennmaradt edények és a településen talált kerámiatöredékek a
Gáva kultúra korai időszakára tehetőek50. Viszont néhány a rétegekből és a gödrökből
előkerült töredék már a Gáva kutúra fejlettebb szakaszának jegyeit hordozza51. Ez a
nagykállói kerámiának az a része amelyiknek nincsen analógiája a Lápos II (Erdély északi
részén), Lápos II–Gáva I (a Szatmári síkságon) de még a Nagykároly környéki Gáva I
kultúrának tulajdonítható leletek között sem. A kevés leközölt anyag miatt még nemigen
körvonalazódik a Gáva I kultúra kerámia repertóriuma Magyarország észak-keleti részéről.
De a 4-es típusú csésze52 és a hordozható tűzhely túlélése a HaA53 időszakból olyan
elemek, amelyek tovább erősítik e régió kerámiájának kapcsolatait a Nagykároly
környékivel és a Szamos síkságival.
Amint az az elemzésből kitűnt számos közös vonása van a Pete–Csengersimai és a
Nagykároly környéki kerámiának. Még akkor is, ha egyes Pete–Csengersimán jelenlévő
díszítőmotívumok hiányoznak a Nagykároly környékiekről (a BB, BD, CB, CC, DB, HD,
HB motívumok), számtalan a közös díszítőelem. Mindkét területen jellemző a gyakran
használt facettálás az edények szájrészénél, a széles kannelúrás és a bordázat. Fontos elem a
mélyen bevésett párhuzamos vonalak (IA motívum) gyakorisága. A többi bevésett
motívumra nehéz pontos párhuzamot állítani, mivel a Pete–Csengersima település
komplexumaiban elfoglalt helyük bizonytalan. A Nagykároly környéki kerámiát egyénivé
tevő elemek elsősorban az alveolás bordák54 és a szűk szájnyílású tálak55 sokasága. Ezeket a
Hajdúbagos-Cehăluţ kultúrából eredeztetik56.
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Kacsó 1981, p. 52 (Lápos – temető); Kacsó 1990, p.80-81 (Libotin); Kacsó 1993, p. 30 (Felsőszőcs); Kacsó
1994, p.12 (Lápos – Gruiul Târgului).
47 Kacsó 1981, p. 64-65; Kacsó 1990, p. 81; Kacsó 1993, p. 30
48 Németi 1990, p. 19-54.
49 Kemenczei 1982, p. 73.
50 Kemenczei 1982, abb.6/5, abb. 10/1-6, 11; XIII. gödör (abb. 3/6-8), lapos csésze magasan felhúzott füllel
(Kemenczei 1982 p. 86, abb. 5/11)
51 Például a behúzott szájperemű tál, ferde kannelúrákkal a száján vagy számos hullámos esetleg zegzugos
bekarcolással díszített töredék (Kemenczei 1982, abb. 5/10,12, 6/1, 7/12, 8/5, 9/2).
52 Bizonyítottan nagy számú csészét találtak Debrecen-Halászpusztán (Kemenczei 1984, taf. CXXV/11-19)
vagy a nyírmadai településen (Tóth -Marta 2005, p.125, abb.11/5,7).
53 Fischl – Kiss – Kulcsár 2001a, p.133, abb.5/3.
54 Németi 1990, p. 40, fig. 1/15, 11/3, 13/5.
55 Németi 1990, p. 41.
56 Németi 1990, p. 42, 46.
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Az előző összehasonlításokból arra a következtetésre jutunk, hogy a Pete–
Csengersima település két színű kannelúrás kerámiája ebben a kultúrhorizontban nagyon
hasonló a Lápos II edényeihez és a Gáva I fázis kerámiájához. Az egyes területek kerámiája
közötti különbségeket a helyi hagyományok számlájára írhatjuk, amit megfígyelhetünk a
különböző régiók minden kerámia csoportjánál, a Szamos és a Kraszna felső folyásától a
Felső-Tisza vidékig.
A Pete–Csengersimai Lápos II–Gáva I település kezdetére vonatkozóan nem
tudtuk tisztán megállapítani ennek és a megelőző felsőszőcsi telepnek a kapcsolatát. Azok a
régészeti kontextusok, amelyekben a két korszak kerámiaanyaga együtt jelenik meg, nem
voltak kellően egyértelműek ahhoz, hogy minden kétség nélkül kijelenthessük
egyidejűségüket. Mégis azt a lehetőséget sugallják a régészeti leletek analízisei, hogy a két
település egy ideig egyszerre létezett. Elsősorban a felsőszőcsi kerámiában fígyelhetőek
meg egyes későbbi elemek, mint a bikromizmus (téglavörös-fekete) vagy a 4-es típusú
csésze jelenléte. A Lápos II–Gáva I településről származó sok ilyen típusú csésze mélyen
bevésett díszítése bizonyítja, hogy a bevésés-kivésés technológiája megőrződik (ugyanezt
fígyelhetjük meg ebben az időszakban Nagykároly környékén). A felsőszőcsi település
létének végéhez kötődő átmenetet a kannelált kerámia használatát nem lehet pontos
időponthoz kötni, de valamikor a BzD időszak kései szakasza és a HaA1 időszak során
történt. Ez az időintervallum felel meg a Pete–Csengersimai lelőhely Lápos II–Gáva I
időszakához tartozó települése kezdetének is.
A Pete–Csengersimai településen kutatott terület nem ad választ arra, hogy meddig
lakhatták a Lápos II–Gáva I kultúrhorizont települését. A kerámia viszonylag egységes,
egyetlen régészeti komplexum sem utal a következő fázis (Gáva II) meglétére. A
Nagykároly környéki települések a BzD–HaA1 fázisra57 keltezhetőek, az északmagyarországi Gáva I telep a késő bronzkor 2b (HaA1)58 idejére. A Lápos II időszakot
Kacsó a HaA közepére keltezi59. Egy későbbi keltezést (HaA2) javasolt a láposi temetőre
V. Vasiliev60. Ennek a keltezésnek a legfőbb magyarázata az volt, hogy a temetőből
előkerült egyes bronztárgyak élettartama meghaladja a HaA1 időszakot. A láposi temető
újabb kutatásai ismét felszínre hoztak ilyen eszközöket61, ezenkívül olyan kerámiát is,
amelyiket a Lápos III fázisba62 soroltak. A Lápos II horizont végének a keltezéséhez azokat
a Gáva kultúrához tartozó leleteket vehetjük alapul, amelyeket a Lápos II utániaknak
tartunk. Fontos szerepük van ebből a szempontból az Észak-Moldovában feltárt
leleteknek, amelyeket a Lápos II kultúrából származtatnak. A kerámiának a láposiéval
tisztán kivehető hasonlatossága, és a fémtárgyak HaA fázisba sorolása alapján a Gáva–
Holihrady kultúra kezdetét Moldova északi részén a HaA periódus első felére, esetleg a
közepére keltezték63. A Felső–Tisza vidéken – a Gáva I és Lápos II típusúakat követő –
Gáva II típusú lelőhelyeket a HaA2 és a HaB1 periódusra keltezték, és a Turia–Jupalnic/
Gyermely, ill. a Moigrad–Tăuteu/ Hajdúböszörmény depot-horizonttal hozták
összefüggésbe. A kis számú raktárlelet és a sok közös elem a Turia-Jupalnic/Gyermely és
Moigrad-Tăuteu/ Hajdúböszörmény típusú bronz raktárleletekben azt eredményezte, hogy
a Kárpát-medencén a Turia-Jupalnic/Gyermely típusú depot-k eltérő időrendbe sorolását
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Németi 1990, p. 48.
Kemenczei 1984, p. 86, 96 (kronológiai táblázat).
59 Kacsó 1990a, p. 46; eredetileg egy korábbi keltezést javasoltak (Kacsó 1975, p. 68).
60 Vasiliev 1983, p. 41.
61 Kacsó 2001, p. 238-239. Ebben az értelemben megemlíthetjük a nemrég felfedezett Unter Radl típusú fibula
esetét (Kacsó 2001, abb.28/ H12, 4), melyet a HaA1 időszak reprezentatív tárgyának tartottak. Csernátoni
változata hosszabb ideig van használatban, nem csak a csernátoni (Vasiliev 1983, p. 50), hanem a mezőgyéri
depot (Metzner-Nebelsick 2005, p. 328) vagy a nagygalambfalvi település anyaga alapján is (Marta 2003, p.
356).
62 Kacsó 2006a, nr.103; Kacsó 2007a, 106.
63 László 1994, p. 94.
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kétségbevonják64. Ebben a kontextusban komoly nehézségekbe ütközik a HaA2 periódus
idején a kultúrák fejlődésének követése.
Ezekből a következtetésekből kiindulva a Pete–Csengersimai település végét nem
tudjuk pontosan időzíteni a HaA időszak egy momentumára. A település fejlődése,
akárcsak a leleteké, szorosan kötődik a Cincu–Suseni/ Kurd típusú raktárleletekhez. A
település feltárt részén nem került elő bizonyíték a Gáva II fázis jelenlétére.
III. A Pete–Csengersimai kutatások hozadéka a Felső-Tisza vidék és Észak-Erdély
bronzkorára vonatkozóan.
A Pete–Csengersimán végzett mentőásatások a Kárpát-medence egyik
legkiterjedtebb késő bronzkori települése jelenleg legnagyobb felületének feltárását tették
lehetővé (kb. 4 ha). A hatalmas kerámiamennyiség lehetővé teszi a Felső-Tisza vidék és
Észak-Erdély területén a késő bronzkor idején végbemenő kulturális jelenségek felmérését.
A felsőszőcsi kultúra. A Pete–Csengersimai településről származó leletek elemzése
nyomán kitűnik, hogy a felsőszőcsi telep e kultúra végső szakaszában létezett. Összevetve a
régészeti anyagot a más lelőhelyeken talált, azonos kultúrából származókkal, a kerámia
tekintetében különbségeket állapíthatunk meg, ami helyi sajátosságokra utal, de ugyanakkor
a kultúra fejlődésének időben eltérő momentumaira is. A településről származó kerámia
általános jegyei alapján némi támpontot nyújt a felsőszőcsi kultúra korai időszakában
végbement fejlődésre vonatkozóan. Következtetéseink kiegészítik a Bader T.65 és Kacsó
C.66 által javasolt belső fejlődési rendszert.
A felsőszőcsi kultúra I. fázisa. általánosan Általánosan elfogadott tény, hogy a
felsőszőcsi kultúra kialakulása Ottományi kultúra belső dinamikajának köszönhetö
melynek kibontakozási szintere hatalmas kiterjedésű tiszai Alföld. Ez a jelenség a délnyugatról a Felső-Tisza vidéket elárasztó Ottományi kultúra térhóditásában nyilvánul meg.
A vizsgálatok szerint az Ottományi kultúra népessége a különböző alapokon és eltérő
részeken helyi sajátosságokat hozott létre, amelyek a Szamos síkság esetében egy
“szakadáshoz” vezettek. Ennek nyomán alakult ki a felsőszőcsi kultúra67. Amint az látható
volt, a kutatók különböző kronológiai sávokra helyezik ezt a folyamatot, s a fémtárgyak
hiányában a szomszédos vidékek kultúráival létrejött kapcsolatokra hagyatkoznak. Az
aranyosmeggyesi tumulus edényei mellett, amelyeket a Felsőszőcs I68 kultúra
meghatározására használtak, a Solotvinon69 és a Hagymásláposon70 talált anyag is
reprezentatív. A települések közül az elsőt és általában a Felsőszőcs I kultúrát egyidejűsítik
az Otomani III és a Wietenberg III71 fázisokkal. Viszont Kacsó C. a hagymásláposi anyag
közlésekor a Felsőszőcs I fázist hosszas fejlődési szakasznak írja le, mely párhuzamosan fut
az Otomani II és az Otomani III-al (a Hajdúsámson-Apa és a Koszider típusú raktárleletek
időszakában)72. A legfőbb érv a Felsőszőcs I - Otomani II - Wietenberg II kultúrák
szinkronizmusára az Aranyosmeggyes-Ciuncaş73 település helyzete. A 2003-ban végzett
újabb kutatások Aranyosmeggyesen kimutatták, hogy külön települési szint tartalmazza az
Otomani II típusú leleteket nagyszámú seprűdíszes kerámiával, és külön szint a Felsőszőcs
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I anyagot együtt az Otomani III és Wietenberg III leletekkel. Ebben a rétegben a
kannelúrás kerámia igen ritka74. Tehát az aranyosmeggyesi lelőhelyet nem használhatjuk egy
esetleges Felsőszőcs I – Otomani II – Wietenberg II egybeesésnek az alátámasztására.
Tisztázatlan marad viszont, hogy a Szatmári síkságon talált Otomani II fázis olyan
erőteljes helyi hatás hordozója-e, hogy tekinthetjük akár Felsőszőcs I típusú jelenségnek is.
Tény, mely meghatározatlanul hagyja a Felsőszőcs I fázisnak a kezdetét. Sokkal
egyértelműbb a Felsőszőcs I fázis vége és a Felsőszőcs II fázis kezdete, amelyet a bevésett
díszítés megjelenése jelez. Ezt a díszítési technikát a bujánházi és a kiskolcsi települések
használatának idején kezdték alkalmazni. A bevésett kerámia hiánya az Otomani III fázis
szintjén a Nagykárolyi síkság tell településein vagy sírleleteiben75 arra a következtetésre
késztet, hogy a Felsőszőcs I fázist az Otomani III fázis idejére keltezzük. Az is szem előtt
tartandó ugyanakkor, hogy a Felsőszőcs II fázis kezdeti szakaszának jellegzetességeit
megtaláljuk a piskolti településre (Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ kultúra) importált kivésett díszítésű
kerámián is. A piskolti település bronztárgyait a Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ kultúra76 időrendi
besorolásához használtuk. Tehát a Felsőszőcs I fázis a Hajdúbagos–Cehăluţ kultúra előtt
fejlődhetett ki.
A Felsőszőcs I településeken talált számos Wietenberg import bizonyítja a
Wietenberg III és a Felsőszőcs I kultúrhorizont egyidejűségét. Ugyanakkor Erdély északi
részén (a Szilágy völgyében77, a Szamos mentén78 és a Láposi medencében79) jól bizonyított,
hogy a Felsőszőcs IIA a Wietenberg III után következett. Ugyanakkor a Felsőszőcs II és a
Wietenberg III érintkezése nehezen alátámasztható80, nem úgy a Felsőszőcs II és
Wietenberg IV kerámia közötti összefüggés, ami sokkal egyértelműbb81.
Ami a Felsőszőcs I kultúra keltezését illeti, mivel nem létezik olyan egyértelmű
bizonyíték amely alátámasztaná a Felsőszőcs I – Otomani II – Wietenberg II egyidejűségét,
a Bader T. által javasolt, majd kiegészítő érvekkel egy ideig Kacsó C. által is alátámasztott
keltezés marad továbbra is érvényben (bár Bader az említett kultúrák egyidejűsége mellett
állt ki): Reinecke BzB1 = Mozsolics IIIb =Hänsel MD I - MD II82.
Történelmi szempontból megállapíthatjuk, hogy ebben az időben a kultúra majdani
területének egyes vidékeit még a Wietenberg III műveltség hordozói foglalják el (a Szilágy
völgye, a Szamos középső folyása, a Láposi medence)83, északon pedig a késői Füzesabony
kultúrához tartozó közösségek (Bereg vidéke)84. A seprűdíszítéses kerámia eltérő
jelentősége a Felsőszőcs I fázis elterjedési területének nyugati és keleti vidékén, már jelzi
azt a különbséget, amelyik meghatározza majd az egész késő bronzkort, még ha a
Felsőszőcsi kultúra egy viszonylag kis területére vonatkozik is, a Szatmári síkságra, az Avasi
Máramarosi és Nagybányai medencére.
A Felsőszőcs IIA fázis. A bujánházi és kiskolcsi települések Bader T. szerint a
Felsőszőcs II fázist képviselik85. Kacsó C. úgy értékeli, hogy ezek tipikusan Felsőszőcs I
települések és a kivésett díszítésű kerámia (kis mértékű) jelenléte véleménye szerint csak azt
bizonyítja, hogy ezek a települések tovább léteztek a II. fázis elején is86.
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A bujánházi és kiskolcsi kerámiának több közös vonása van a Felsőszőcs kultúra
első fázisából származó lelőhelyeken (Solotvino, Hagymáslápos) előkerült kerámiával87. A
bujánházi és a kiskolcsi kerámiát összehasonlítva a Pete–Csengersimai településen találttal
kiemeltük azokat az elemeket, amelyek tovább élnek a Felsőszőcs kultúra végéig.
Megállapítottuk, hogy e két kategória mellett, létezik egy harmadik is, amelyik úgy
formailag mint díszítését tekintve egyedi jellegzetességet kölcsönöz a bujánházi és kiskolcsi
anyagnak. Egy másik része a bujánházi és kiskolcsi kerámiának átmenetet képez az I. fázis
és a kultúra végső szakaszából származó települések anyaga között. A régi motívumok
mellett új, sokkal komplexebb bevésett motívumokkal találkozunk mint a Felsőszőcs
kultúra első szakaszában. Másrészről pedig a korai bekarcolt motívumok sokkal
egyszerűbbek mint a kultúra későbbi szakaszából valók (amit a Pete–Csengersimai és
nagykolcsi települések képviselnek). Számos későbbi időszakból (Felsőszőcs IIB) való
motívum még nem jelent meg a kultúra fejlődésének ezen a szintjén. Igazolható az a
gondolat, hogy a bujánházi és a kiskolcsi településeknek van egy kezdeti periódusa, ahol
még csak a bekarcolt díszítést használják. A kivésett díszítésű kerámia csak a település
létének a végén jelenik meg88. De azt is meg kell jegyeznünk, hogy kultúrréteg vékonysága
és a települések igen kicsi területe89 nem támasztja alá, hogy ezeken a telepeken hosszú
ideig éltek volna. Ebből a szempontból a bujánházi és a kiskolcsi kerámia-anyagot úgy kell
tekintenünk, hogy a Felsőszőcs kultúra I. fázisának végső szakaszára mellett a Felsőszőcs
kultúra II. fázisának a kezdetére jellemző.
Amint láttuk, fejlettebb kerámiája van az Alsóvárca-Vâlceau Rusului, BikácfalvaIgoaie (a Szilágy völgyéből), Diakovo és Kvasovo (Ukrajnából) régészeti lelőhelyek
településeinek. Itt a kivésés nagyobb szerephez jut mint Bujánházán vagy Kiskolcson, és
más a Felsőszőcs kultúra késői szakaszára jellemző formai és díszítőelemek is helyet
kapnak, melyek típusai megtalálhatóak Pete–Csengersimán és Nagykolcson is. Mégis e
települések anyaga különbözik a Pete–Csengersima és Nagykolcs települések (a Felsőszőcs
IIB fázisba sorolt) kerámiájától, ahol a korai időszak elemei hiányoznak vagy csak
elenyésző mértékben észlelhetőek.
Amíg nem elemzünk nagy kerámiaegységeket a Felsőszőcs IIA fázisból, nehéz
biztonsággal kijelenteni, hogy mi az edénytípusok és változatok, ill. a Felsőszőcs IIA
fázisból hiányzó, ugyanakkor a Felsőszőcs IIB fázisban meglévő díszítőmotívumok
kronológiai értéke. A nagy és leközölt Felsőszőcs IIA kerámiaegységek hiánya
bizonytalanná teszi a két alfázis átlátható felosztását (mert úgy gondolom két alfázissal van
dolgunk, nem pedig két fázissal (IIA és IIB és nem II és III). Fígyelembe kell venni, hogy a
változások befogadása a felsőszőcsi kerámiában lassú folyamat, az újonnan befogadott
vagy kitalált elemek mellett tovább élnek a régiek is. A Felsőszőcs II fázis (Kacsó)
alfázisainak a lehetőségét Kacsó C. vetette fel némely bronztárgyból kiindulva, amelyek
különböző típusú raktárleletekre voltak jellemzőek, viszont úgy értékelte, hogy még
nincsenek biztos elemek a felsőszőcsi kultúra különböző településeinek szoros
besorolásához90. A Pete–Csengersima településen talált régészeti anyag alátámasztja egy
sajátos jellegű, egységes kerámiaanyag létét, amelynek olyan elemei vannak, amelyek
megkülönböztetik ezt az anyagot a más lelőhelyekétől. Ez megerősíti a fenti, a
bronztárgyak eltérő keltezésén alapuló feltételezést a két alfázis létéről.
Ami a bronztárgyakkal való összefüggést illeti, a Felsőszőcs IIA fázis településeit
összeköthetjük a Koszideri horizont tárgyaival (Bujánházán, Kiskolcson és Kvasovon)91.
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Ugyanakkor találunk ebben az alfázisban olyan hosszabb életű bronztárgyakat is, amelyek
már nincsenek meg az Ópályi-Uriu horizont (a bikácfalvi és alsóvárcai ciprusi tűk)92
raktárleleteiben. Ugyanakkor a Felsőszőcs IIB fázis leletei már kapcsolhatók az ÓpályiUriu horizonthoz. Ahhoz, hogy vizsgálhassuk a Felsőszőcs IIA fázis és a szomszédos
kultúrák kapcsolatát fontos, hogy kerámiája jelen legyen a piskolti korai HajdúbagosCehăluţ kultúra településein vagy kontaktusba kerüljön a Wietenberg IV elemekkel,
amelyek Erdély északi vidékén találhatóak93. Ezeket az elemeket szem előtt tartva,
ugyanakkor nem elfelejtkezve az egyes Koszider típusú tárgyak hosszú élettartamáról (főleg
az itt tárgyalt ékszerekéről) bizonytalan a Felsőszőcs II fázis elejét szorosan a BzB1 időszak
végéhez kötni94. A Felsőszőcs IIA fázis keltezését nagyon jól viszonyíthatjuk viszont a
BzB2 fázishoz és a BzC fázis egy részéhez is. A Felsőszőcs IIA fázis vége szorosan kötődik
az Ópályi-Uriu raktárlelet típusok megjelenéséhez, amelyekkel a következő fázis áll majd
szoros összefüggésben.
Az Ópályi-Uriu típusú raktárleletek keltezése95 és az, hogy a kivésés technikájának
elfogadása (ami a Felsőszőcs II fázis elejére esik) egy folyamat eredménye (és nem egy
pillanatnyi történés) hosszú, átmeneti időt biztosít a IIA és IIB fázis között, a BzC
korszakon belül vagy a BzD korszak elején. A Felsőszőcs IIA fázis megfelel a késő
bronzkor 1-es fázisának Kemenczei T. kronológiája szerint, amit Magyarország keleti
területeire96 javasolt vagy a késő bronzkor I. fázisának Kacsó C. javaslata szerint északnyugat Románia viszonylatában97 és F. Gogâltan szerint Erdélyben98.
A történeti fejlődés szemszögéből nézve megállapíthatjuk, hogy a Felsőszőcs II
fázis átfogó nyugtalanság és kulturális átalakulás pillanatában született eredeti
kiterjedésének úgy az északi és nyugati, mint a déli részén99. Az északi részen megszűnik az
Otomani és Füzesabony kultúra a Hajdúbagos-Cehăluţ kultúra kialakulásával, betörésével
párhuzamosan. A vidéken végbement változasok legmarkánsabb eleme annak a társadalmi
és gazdasági rendszernek a vége amit a tell települések jelentettek a Tisza Alföldjén.
Ugyancsak ebben az időszakban nagy horderejű változások mennek végbe Erdély
kárpátközi vidékén is A kiváltó ok a Noua kultúra behatolása (a keleti vidékre)100 és a
Hajdúbagos-Cehăluţ kultúrcsoport megjelenése101. Ezek a forrongások nem befolyásolták a
felsőszőcsi telepeket a Felső-Tisza vidékén. Ellenkezőleg, a felsőszőcsi műveltség hordozói
kihasználják ezeket a kulturális mozgásokat, és déli illetve északi irányban területeket
foglalnak. Déli irányban a felsőszőcsi IIA fázis kultúrájának a művelői elfoglalják a
Wietenberg kultúra övezetéből a Szilágy völgyét102 és a Szamos középső medencéjét,
elérnek egészen a Láposi medencéig103. Bizonytalan marad, hogy behatoltak-e egészen a
Nagy- és a Kis-Szamos találkozásáig, mivel az alsókosályi települést későbbre keltezik, a
BzD időszakára. Északi irányban még nincs pontosan meghatározva a Felsőszőcsi kultúra
térnyerésének a momentuma. A kivésett díszítésű import edények jelenléte a Piliny
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kultúra104 korai szakaszában azt sugallja, hogy a terjeszkedés szintén a Felsőszőcs IIA
idején ment végbe. A Felsőszőcsi kultúra által elfoglalt területen belül, a seprűs kerámia
gyakorisága okán, megállapíthatjuk a különbözőségek folytatódását a kultúra szatmári
területei és az elfoglalt déli vidékek között. A seprűs kerámia fontos szerepet tölt be az
újonnan elfoglalt déli és dél-keleti vidékeken.
A Felsőszőcs IIB fázis. E fázis reprezentatív lelőhelyei a nagykolcsi illetve a pete–
csengersimai települések. Amint már említettük, az itt talált kerámia anyagban néhány olyan
típus- és edény-változat, valamint számos díszítő motívum található, amelyek több
Felsőszőcs II fázisban keltezett lelőhelyről hiányzik. Még ha nem is az összes ilyen elem bír
kronológiai jelentőséggel, egyesek minden bizonnyal későbbi keltezést sugallnak. Ilyen a 4es típusú csésze, amely a Pete–Csengersima település késői fázisában jelenik meg, valamint
a hengeres nyakú, két félgömbszelet alakú, hasas edény is (2A típus). A kétszínű, feketevörös kerámia megjelenése is olyan jelenség, amely ezeknek a településeknek a későbbi
keltezésére utal. Egy egész sor díszítő motívum fígyelhető meg a Felsőszőcs IIB fázisban,
amelyek hiányoznak (vagy nagyon kis számban vannak jelen) a Felsőszőcs IIA régészeti
lelőhelyein. Jó részük az összetett díszítő motívumok csoportjába tartozik (spirálok, spirálés kör kombinációk más díszítőelemekkel párosítva). Lehetséges, hogy e díszítőelemek egy
része kizárólag a Felsőszőcs IIB fázisra jellemző. A pete–csengersimai leletek azt mutatják,
hogy egy sor korai edényforma és díszítőmotívum használata befejeződik a Felsőszőcs IIA
fázisában, a továbbiakban egyáltalán nem, vagy csak nagyon ritkán bukkan fel a Felsőszőcs
IIB fázisban.
A pete–csengersimai, a lázári és a nagykolcsi telepeken talált jellegzetes Uriu–
Ópályi típusú bronz raktárleletek a Felsőszőcs IIB fázisát a BzD fázishoz kötik. Ezek a
kapcsolatok a kultúra elterjedésének nyugati részén három lelőhelyen (a Nyírkarász–
Gyulaháza sírlelet105 és a rozsályi bronz raktárlelet106 valamint a sárerdei település107), míg a
keleti részen egy ponton (Alsókosály település108) mutathatók ki. A Felsőszőcs IIB fázis és
a Uriu–Ópályi típusú raktárleletek egymásnak megfelelő elemei referenciaként szolgálnak a
keltezéshez. A Felsőszőcs IIB és a Uriu–Ópályi bronz depók nagy számú megegyező
eleme, valamint a Pete–Csengersima település hosszú működésére vonatkozó adatok is azt
sugallják, hogy a Felsőszőcs IIB fázisa meglehetősen hosszan tartott a BzD periódus
időtartama alatt. A telep amely követi (Lápos II/ Gáva I) szorosan kötődik egy sor Cincu–
Suseni/Kurd raktárlelethez. Néhány Láposról, Libotinról és Kriváról előkerült lelet
bizonyítja a fekete- kannelúrás kerámia egyidejű használatát a Uriu–Ópályi típusú
bronzokkal (de az első két telepen jelen van a kivésett díszítésű kerámia is). A Nagykároly –
Spitz farm telepen nagy mennyiségű kivésett díszítésű kerámia került elő (fígyelembe kell
venni, hogy importról van szó!), egy Cincu–Suseni/Kurd típusú raktárlelettel együtt.
Ezek a leletek – némelyikük zárt kontextusból került elő – összetett kötődésekre
utalnak. De ebben a pillanatban még nem tűnik úgy, hogy lehetséges volna a pontosabb
keltezés, ugyanis a Uriu–Ópályi raktárleletek egyes tárgyai a Cincu–Suseni típusú depókban
is megjelennek. Szem előtt kell tartani azt a tényt is, hogy egyre több adat utal arra, hogy a
depók minden típusát meglehetősen hosszú időintervallum során ásták el és nem egy adott
pillanatban lezajlott politikai eseményhez köthetően. Így a Uriu–Ópályi típusú depókat egy
széles időintervallumba keltezték: a Reinecke BzC (C2)-től egészen a HaA kezdetéig109, míg
a Cincu–Suseni/Kurd típusú depókat egy még szélesebb intervallumba helyezték: a HaA104
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ba (bizonyára a Torja–Jupalnic sorozat gyenge kifejező jellege miatt)110. Ebből adódóan
körültekintésre van szükség a D fázishoz kötődő Felsőszőcs IIB keltezésekor, nem lévén
biztos adat amely alátámaszthatná (pro vagy kontra) a BzC periódusbeli kezdetet vagy a
HaA időszakbeli folytatódást. A Felsőszőcs IIB fázis megfelel a késő bronz 2a szakaszának
Magyarország keleti részén111 és a késő bronz II. szakaszának Románia észak-nyugati
részén és Erdélyben112.
A pete–csengersimai település a felsőszőcsi kultúra hosszú jelenlétét bizonyítja a
Szatmári síkságon, és ezt a nagykolcsi kutatások is igazolták. Ebben a régióban nem
beszélhetünk a Berkesz csoport esetleges jelenlétéről, amely a BzD szakasz során
működött, a felsőszőcsi kultúrát követően113. Az újabb észak-kelet magyarországi kutatások
felvetik ennek a műveltségi csoportnak a létét. A Nyírségben több helyen kerültek elő a
BzD időszakban létező Hajdúbagos–Magyarcsaholy csoport jelenlétére utaló meggyőző
adatok114.
Akárcsak a Felsőszőcs IIA alfázisában, ebben a szakaszban is folytatódnak a szoros
kapcsolatok a Hajdúbagos–Magyarcsaholy csoporttal, nyilvánvalóvá téve a nyírmadai
településen kimutatott együttélést, de ezt erősíti a kölcsönös kerámia import is, amely a
BzD szakaszban Oros (Magyarország)115 és a Pete–Csengersima településeken fígyelhető
meg (49/6t). Alsókosály település esetében bizonyított a kapcsolat a Wiettenberg IV
fázissal116. Pete–Csengersima településhez viszonyítva Alsókosály a viszonylag kis számú
kivésett motívumú kerámiájával tűnik ki, bár a hasonlóságot a pete–csengersimai
kerámiával a mindkét településen talált kis mennyiségű fekete-vörös kerámián keresztül
mutatható ki. Fontosak a Libotin-i leletekkel megállapított közös pontok (Kacsó K.
keltezte a Lápos II fázis kezdetére), melynek alapján Alsókosály (Căşei) település a
felsőszőcsi és a Lápos csoport átmeneti fázisába lett besorolva117. A Pete–Csengersima
település kutatása a Felsőszőcs IIB és a Lápos I viszonylatában nyújt néhány új elemet.
Eddig tisztázatlan maradt hogy a késői Felsőszőcs leletek a műveltség nyugati oldalán
kortársak-e a Lápos I fázissal vagy esetleg folytatólagos jelenségek. Pontosabban marad az
a kérdés, hogy a Lápos I fázis a Felsőszőcsi kultúrának egy helyi megnyilvánulása vagy egy
kulturális jelenség amelyik folytatása a felsőszőcsi műveltségnek118? Ezt a kérdést nehéz
eldönteni mivel a Láposi medence egyetlen ismert felsőszőcsi lelőhelye csak az azonos
nevű temető. A Lápos I fázis továbbá csak a láposi temetőben jelenik meg119. Emiatt nehéz
a láposi kivésett díszítésű kerámiát úgy értékelni, mintha a temetkezési hely első fázisának a
megnyilvánulása lenne120, mivel mérlegelni kell azt a lehetőséget is, hogy ez a kerámia egy
öröklött hagyomány terméke, amellyel főleg a harcos elit sírjaiban találkozhatunk121. Még
ha a második változat mellett erős bizonyítékok is szólnak, a feltételezés csak azon
110 A Turia–Jupalnic csoport raktárainak expresszivitását egy megkülönböztetett időintervallum meghatározására
kétségbe vonták (Vulpe 1981, p. 429, Chicideanu 1983, p. 14–15, Kacsó 1996, p 251). A Cincu–Suseni raktárak
keltezése a HaA1 fázis második felére és a HaA2 első felére, M. Guma állítása (1993, p. 262). A gyermelyi típus
nem fejezhet ki egy a HaB1 időszakra keltezett raktáraktól eltérő kronológiai intervallumot (Hansen 2004, p.
404).
111 Kemenczei 1984, p. 88–92, 96 (kronológiai táblázat).
112 Kacsó 1990a, p. 41–50; Gogâltan 2001, p. 197–198
113 Kacsó által tett javaslat (1987, p. 75, kronológiai táblázat) utólag kijavították (Kacsó 1990a, p. 46 si Kacsó
2001, p. 239–240)
114 Nagy 2007, p. 84–85; Nagy 2007, p. 145–146; Bejinariu–Székely–Sana 2008, p. 206.
115 Bejinariu – Székely – Sana 2008, pl. X/1,3.
116 Gogâltan 2001, p. 192–194.
117 Gogâltan 2001, p. 195.
118 Kacsó 1990a, p. 46; Kacsó 2001, p. 240.
119 A Lápos csoport leleteire vonatkozó repertóriumokban nem osztják fel fázisokra. A kivétel csak a Lápos I
település, Felsővárca – Oul Făgetului. Ez egy Felsőszőcs II településre rakódott, rá pedig egy Lápos II fejlődött!
(Kacsó 1990a, p 44; Kacsó 2004a, p.54).
120 Kacsó 1975, p. 51–68.
121 Teržan 2005, p. 246, 250.
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alapszik, hogy a kivésett díszű kerámiát tartalmazó sírokban csak régi eszközöket találtak
(legyenek azok akár fegyverek is). A temető tágabb térségét (a Felső Tisza medence)
tekintve, megállapítható, hogy a kannelúrás kerámia sokkal szorosabb kapcsolatot mutat a
Cincu–Suseni/ Kurd típusú raktárleletek bronzaival. Anélkül, hogy a Felsőszőcsön feltárt
temető bizonytalan eredetű anyagának az elemzésébe kezdenénk, kijelenthetjük hogy a
kerámiája a Felsőszőcs II fázis (Kacsó) általános jellemzői mellett rendelkezik a Felsőszőcs
IIA néhány jellemző elemével is122. Következésképpen, akárcsak Szatmár vidékén, itt sem
dokumentált a BzD időszak idején két kulturális jelenség (Felsőszőcs II és Lápos I), illetve
több lelet is azt sugallja, hogy a Láposi medencében a két jelenség közötti váltás legkésőbb
a BzD periódus legkorábbi szakaszában alakult ki. A Pete–Csengersimán talált leletek is a
Felsőszőcs II – Lápos I egyidejűsége mellett szólnak, olyan elemekkel együtt, amelyek
előrevetítik az elkövetkező Lápos II – Gáva I műveltséget (akárcsak Láposon): a feketevörös kétszínű edények, a két csonka kúp alakú, öblös, magas, hengeres nyakkal (2A) és az
alacsony falú nagyon magasra felhúzott fülű csészék megjelenése (4-es típus). Egy másik
releváns elem a Felsőszőcs IIB és a Lápos I egyidejűségét illetően azok a jellegzetességek
amelyeket a Lápos II – Gáva I telepek felé közvetítenek. Mondhatjuk, hogy a Lápos
vidékén a Lápos I, Szatmár vidékén pedig a Felsőszőcs IIB megkülönböztető jelével
találkozunk.
A Lápos II – Gáva I kulturális horizont. A Lápos II – Gáva I kulturális horizont
kialakulása egy hosszú folyamat része amely a Kárpátok egész régióját érintette, és amelyet
a kannelúrás, “fekete-vörös” kerámia megjelenése és elterjedése jelez. Egy-egy vidéken
időrendileg többé-kevésbé pontosan elhelyezett ez a folyamat, a Tisza síkságán a BzD
periódus végén és a HaA1 periódusban megy végbe. Megállapíthatjuk, hogy ez az új
kulturális horizont a Felső-Tisza vidéken egy egész sor kerámiaforma és díszítőelemben
különbözik a szomszédos kultúrák közegétől: Kisigrice, Bihar (Bihar vidékéről), Gáva előtti
(Közép-Tisza vidék) vagy a Kudzsir–Mezőbánd (Erdély) típusú felfedezések. A legfőbb
elemek amelyek egyedivé teszik a Felső-Tisza vidék kerámiáját a következők: amforák
melyeken egy sor kitüremkedés van, díszítésük pedig a széles kannelúrákból vagy
erezetekből áll, néhány táltípus melyeknek szája megvastagított, díszítésük vízszintes (soha
nem ferde) facetálás vagy kannelúrás, alacsony falú csészék, magasan az edény fölé
emelkedő füllel, bütykökkel díszítve (4-es típus).
Ezen emblematikusnak is nevezhető elemek mellett, a Felső-Tisza vidék különböző
régióiban nagy számú, közös edényforma és díszítő motívum lelhető fel. A Láposi
medence, a Nagykárolyi síkság és a Szatmári síkság vonatkozásában szinte minden
edényvariáns vagy díszítőmotívum megtalálható, vagy mindhárom régióban, vagy legalább
közülük kettőben. A Magyarcsaholy–Hajdúbagos, a Felsőszőcs (IIB fázisa) és a Lápos (I
fázis) csoportok által előzőleg elfoglalt széles területen egy kulturális uniformizálódás ment
végbe. A Szatmár vidéki kerámia azonossága a szomszédos vidékek leletanyagával, több
közös elemet is mutat a Gáva I fázissal (Ér vidék és Nagykároly vidéke), valamint a Lápos
II fázissal (Láposi medence, Szilágy völgye). Ezen az anyagi műveltségen keresztül Szatmár
vidékét úgy értékelhetjük, hogy visszatükrözi földrajzi helyzetét, átmenet a Lápos II fázis
vidéke és a Gáva I fázis területe között. Még ha létezik is ezekben a zónákban néhány
jellegzetes elem, a gyakorlatban ezek nem elég erősek, hogy eltérő kulturális fejlődést
tartsanak fenn. Szinte minden különbség a durva kerámia díszítésének szintjén nyilvánul
meg, amely, mint látható volt, mélyen visszanyúlik az időben, ezek azok az “eredeti”
elemek amelyeket minden kisebb terület még a középbronzkor végéről – a későbronzkor
elejéről örökölt.
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A Felsőszőcsről leközölt kerámia kevés és kevert (Roska 1942, p. 209; Mozsolics 1960; Vlassa 1963; Bader
1976); a megfigyelhető Felsőszőcs IIA elemek a következők: bekarcolt és egyszerű spirálos díszítés (Bader 1976,
pl. II/1,2,5, IV/6,7, V/1, VII, VIII, IX), valamint a búzaszem díszítés az edények száján (Bader 1976 pl. II/7,
pl. IV/2,8).
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Azok a próbálkozások, hogy a Lápos II – Gáva I megnyilvánulások gyökereit egyik
vagy másik mikrorégióba helyezzék nem nyújtanak elég adatot ahhoz, hogy egyikük kiemelt
szerepét kimutathassuk. Arra sincsenek biztos adatok, hogy egyik kultúra benyúlt volna a
másik területére. Másrészről, bizonyítást nyert, hogy a kannelúrás díszítésű kerámiának
döntő szerepe volt a Magyarcsaholy–Hajdúbagos kerámia tekintetében (pl. a kannelúrák
közzé helyezett bütykök). Úgy tűnik szintén nyugat felől jött a két színű kerámia is123.
Viszont, amint láttuk a bikrómia már egy elég korai horizontban megjelenik, a Felsőszőcs
IIB-ben. Ugyanakkor egyes kannelúrás motívumok és erezetek megtalálhatóak a
Felsőszőcs IIB leletekben vagy a Lápos I-ben (például a kannelúrával létrehozott árkádok
vagy széles kannelúrák közzé helyezett bütykök). Másrészről nagyon korán bizonyítható az
áttérés a fekete-vörös kannelúrás kerámiára a Lápos vidékén, a Lápos II – Gáva I közös
előzményei kevésbé kifejezők a Lápos I fázisban mint az észak-nyugati vidékeken. A
kivésett díszítésű kerámia jelenléte a Nagykároly környéki telepeken azt a fontos hatást
mutatja ami a láposi és a szatmári régió gyakorolt a Felső-Tisza medence nyugati régióira.
Végeredményben különböző eredetű elemek szintézisét tükrözik, melyeket nehéz a FelsőTiszavidék egy-egy bizonyos mikrorégiójának tulajdonítani, mivel az idők során egy-egy
régió jellegzetes elemeit átvették más régiók is. Ez nehézkessé teszi egyes formák és
díszítések származási helyének a meghatározását.
Amint azt a szatmári leletek mutatják, az átalakulás folyamata a fekete, kannelúrás
kerámia befogadásához vezet a Felsőszőcsi kultúra nyugati övezetében, hasonló módon
mint a Láposi medencében. A Nagykároly környéki leletek szerint, hasonló folyamatok a
Felsőszőcsi kultúrától nyugatra eső övezetekben is bekövetkeznek, a volt Hajdúbagos–
Magyarcsaholy kultúra területén. Ugyanaz a folyamat zajlik le Magyarország észak-keleti
vidékén (a Nyírségben és Szatmárban). A különbségek, amelyeket a Gáva I és a Lápos II
kultúra leletei között tettek eddig, nagyon kevésnek tűnnek, többnyire háttérjellegűek.
Azok a kerámiaelemek amelyekkel meg különböztették volna a Lápos II kultúrát a
Gávától, a Gáva II periódusának kerámiájára fókuszáltak124. Szinte ugyanazokat a
különbségeket állapíthatjuk meg ha a Gáva I fázis kerámiáját vetjük össze a Gáva II
fáziséval. Végeredményben a HaA fázis Szatmár és Nagykároly vidékén sokkal közelebb áll
a Lápos II kerámiájához mint a teljesen kialakult Gáva–Holihrady kerámiához.
Tehát megállapíthatjuk, hogy a Felső-Tisza medence vidékén a fekete-vörös
kannelúrás díszítésű kerámia befogadása két nagy szakaszra osztható. Az első szakaszban a
Lápos II–Gáva I jellegek megjelenésével, ez a kerámia mennyiségileg korlátozott és egy sor
jellegzetes formai és díszítő elemet tartalmaz. Ehhez a kronológiailag elsődleges kulturális
horizonthoz az új elemek alkalmazkodása nem bizonyul olyan erősnek hogy eltöröljön
egyes hagyományos elemeket, amelyek az előző műveltséget jellemző megnyilvánulások.
Ezek eltűnnek a Gáva kultúra klasszikus szakaszának megszületésével (a II fázis), amikor
megjelenik néhány új kerámiaforma és motívum, amelyek szét szóródtak a Közép- és
Felső-Tisza medencét magába foglaló széles területen, Erdélyben, Galíciában és
Bukovinában. A Felső-Tisza medencében a Lápos II – Gáva I jelenségek kapcsolatban
állnak a Cincu–Suseni/Kurd raktárleletekkel. A Lápos II – Gáva I kultúr-horizont végül is
a HaA1 szakaszban kelteződik, de, hogy milyen mértékben folytatja létét a HaA2
szakaszban nehéz megmondani125.
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Kacsó 1990a, p. 48.
Ezek a Gáva kultúrára jellemző kerámia formák, a Lápos kultúrában nem találkozhatunk velük (bikónikus
alakú edények, emeletes edények, befelé húzott szájú tálak, csücskös szájú tálak, turbánszerűen csavart szájú
tálak, széles csészék, magasan felhúzott füllel, viszonylag hosszú nyakú, gömbölyű testű kannák, edények üres
belsejű lábbal, csonkakúp alakú edények, csücskös szájú edények) és egyes díszítések (hullámvonalas
bekarcolások, bordák, csillag alakú, fényezett motívumok, Kacsó 1990a, p. 48).
125 A HaA2 fázis nehezen figyelhető meg a Kárpátok vidéken a Turia–Jupalnic típusú raktérleletek gyenge
kronológiai értéke miatt (Vulpe 1981, p. 429; Chicideanu 1983, p. 14–15; Kacsó 1996, p. 251) a gyermelyiekhez
hasonlóan (Hansen 2004, p. 404).
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A Lápos II–Gáva I jelenségek és a Cincu–Suseni/Kurd raktárleletek közötti
kapcsolatokat erősíti az a tény, hogy az a szokás, hogy az ilyen típusú depókba szétaprított
tárgyakat helyeznek, jelen van a településeken is (a pete–csengersimai és a lázári depók)
vagy a sírleletekben (a láposi sírlelet). A Gáva II fázis kezdetével egyidőben, amely
kapcsolatban állt az újabb típusú depókkal, megállapítható, hogy az egészben maradt
tárgyak elhelyezésének a szokása nem csak a bronzraktárakban hanem a települések rituális
edény-depóiban is elterjedt. Ezzel a szakasszal kezdődtek meg a nagy erődítmények
kialakításai a Szamos síkságon (Kányaháza, Érkávás, Érendréd). Még ha néhány település
esetében megállapítható a Lápos II– Gáva I és a Gáva II fázisokban az azonos helyen lakás
(Lázári, Nagykálló), a többi feltárt településen azt állapítottuk megy, hogy a Gáva II típusú
települések nagy része új helyen jött létre. Mindezek az elemek azt bizonyítják, hogy azzal
amit általában a Gáva kultúra II. fázisának neveznek alapvető változások következnek be,
nem csak az anyagi kultúra szintjén hanem a társadalom megszervezésének módjában is.
Ez alkalommal is, az ismeretek mai állása szerint nehéz megmondani, hogy az anyagi és a
szellemi kultúra területén megjelenő új elemek milyen mértékben tudhatók be egy lakosság
beáramlásnak vagy kulturális beolvadásnak.
(fordította Kocsis Ágnes)
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Figure 1. A) Sites containing ﬁnds of Suciu de Sus archaeological culture that
have been mentioned in the text. B) Sites containing ﬁnds of the Lăpuş–Gáva
archaeological cultural horizon that have been mentioned inthe text.
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Figure 3. Zone I.
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Figure 4. Archaeological complexes from S5-S8 (Zone I).
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Figure 5. Archaeological complexes from S9 (Zone I).
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Figure 6. Archaeological complexes from S10-11, S18, S20-21 (Zone I).
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Figure 7. Zone II.
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Figure 8. Zone III.
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Figure 9. Archaeological complexes from S26-27, S30-33 (Zone III).
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Figure 10. Archaeological complexes from S37 (Zone III).
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Figure 11. Zone IV.
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Figure 12. Archaeological complexes from SA, SB, S14 (Zone IV).
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Figure 13. Archaeological complexes from S15, S29, S34 (Zone IV).
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Figure 14. Archaeological complexes from S36 (Zone IV).
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Figure 15. Archaeological complexes from S36 (Zone V).
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Figure 16. Zone V.

Figure 17. Archaeological complexes from Zone V.
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Figure 18. Archaeological complexes from Zone V.
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Figure 19. Archaeological complexes from Zone V.
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Figure 20. Archaeological complexes from Zone V.
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Figure 21. Archaeological complexes from Zone V.
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Figure 22. Archaeological complexes from Zone V.
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Figure 23. Archaeological complexes from Zone V.
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Figure 24. Archaeological complexes from Zone V and VI.
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Figure 25. Zone VI.
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Figure 26. Archaeological complexes from Zone VI.
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Figure 27. Archaeological complexes from Zone VI.
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Figure 28. Distinguishable structures on the site: A–C) possible structures
containing posts; D) Buildings deepened on the ground; E) platforms with
fragments of burnt daub from walls.
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Figure 29. Sites with Baierdorf type knives.
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Typological plate 1. Vessel forms of Suciu de Sus culture.
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Typological plate 2. Vessel forms of Suciu de Sus culture.
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Typological plate 3. Ornamental motives of Suciu de Sus culture.
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Typological plate 4. Ornamental motives of Suciu de Sus culture.
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Typological plate 5. Vessel forms of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I cultural group.
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Typological plate 6. Vessel forms of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I cultural group.
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Typological plate 7. Ornamental motives of the Lăpuş II–Gáva I cultural
group.

Typological plate 8. Artefact types of ritual depos in Lăpuş II–Gáva I horizon.
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Plate 1. Bronze. Scale 1:2.
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Plate 2. Pottery. 1-6, 8-15 Scale 1:2; 7 Scale 1:4.
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Plate 3. Pottery. Scale 1:2.
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Plate 4. Pottery. 2, 4-7, 9 Scale 1:2; 3 Scale 1:3; 1, 8 Scale 1:4.
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Plate 5. 1-4, 6-14 Pottery; 5 Stone. Scale 1:2.
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Plate 6. Pottery. 1, 2, 4-12 Scale 1:2; 3 Scale 1:3; 13 Scale 1:4.
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Plate 7. Pottery. Scale 1:2
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Plate 8. Pottery. Scale 1:2
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Plate 9. 1-12, 14-16 Pottery; 13 Bronze, 1-16 Scale 1:2; 17 Scale 1:4.
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Plate 10. Pottery. 1-13, 15 Scale 1:2; 14 Scale 2:3.
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Plate 11. Pottery. 1-10, 12 Scale 1:2; 11, 14-16 Scale 1:4; 13 Scale 2:3.
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Plate 12. Pottery. 1, 13 Scale 1:4; 2-6, 8-14 Scale 1:2; 7 Scale 2:3.
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Plate 13. Pottery. Scale 1:2.

Plate 14. Pottery. 3 Scale 1:2; 1-2, 4-14 Scale 1:3.
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Plate 15. Pottery. Scale 1:2.
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Plate 16. 1 Bronze; 2, 3 Pottery. 1 Scale 1: 2; 2, 3 Scale 1:4.
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Plate 17. Pottery. Scale 1:4.
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Plate 18. Pottery. 1-3, 7, 10 Scale 1:4; 4-6, 8-9 Scale 1:2.
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Plate 19. 1-5, 7-9 Pottery; 6 Stone. Scale 1:4.
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Plate 20. Pottery. Scale 1:4.
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Plate 21. 1-4, 7-17 Pottery; 5-6 Bronze, Scale 1:2.
298

Plate 22. Pottery. Scale 1:2.
299

Plate 23. Pottery. Scale 1:2.
300

Plate 24. Pottery. 1 Scale 1:3; 2-12 Scale 1:2.
301

Plate 25. Pottery. Scale 1:3.
302

Plate 26. 1-6, 10-11 Pottery; 7-9 Stone. 3, 9 Scale 1:2; 1-2, 4-8, 10-11 Scale 1:3.
303

Plate 27. Pottery. Scale 1:2.
304

Plate 28. Pottery. 1-3, 7, 10-13 Scale 1:2; 4-6 Scale 1:3; 8-9 Scale 1:1.
305

Plate 29. Pottery. Scale 1:2.
306

Plate 30. Pottery. 1-13, Scale 1:2; 14-15 Scale 1:3.
307

Plate 31. Pottery. 1-11, 13-14 Scale 1:2; 12 Scale 1:2.
308

Plate 32. Pottery. Scale 1:3.

309

Plate 33. Pottery. 1-3, 5, 7-13 Scale 1:2; 4, 6 Scale 1:3.
310

Plate 34. Pottery. Scale 1:2.
311

Plate 35. Pottery. Scale 1:2.
312

Plate 36. 1 Bronze; 2-14 Pottery. 1 Scale 1:1; 2-14 Scale 1:2.
313

Plate 37. Pottery. Scale 2:3.
314

Plate 38. 1 Bronze; 2-8 Pottery. 1, 3-8 Scale 1: 2; 2 Scale 1:4.
315

Plate 39. 1-5, 7-12, 14-16 Pottery; 6, 13 Bronze. Scale 1:2.
316

Plate 40. Pottery. Scale 1:2.
317

Plate 41. Pottery. 1-3, 8-11 Scale 1:2; 4-7 Scale 1:3.
318

Plate 42. Pottery. Scale 1:2.
319

Plate 43. Pottery. Scale 1:2.
320

Plate 44. Pottery. Scale 1:2.
321

Plate 45. Pottery. 1, 3, 7 Scale 1:3; 2, 4-6, 8-10 Scale 1:2.
322

Plate 46. Pottery. 1, 4, 7 Scale 1:4; 2-3, 5-6, 8 Scale 1:3.
323

Plate 47. Pottery. 1-2, 4-14 Scale 1:3; 3 Scale 1:2.
324

Plate 48. Pottery. 1-10 Scale 1:3; 11 Scale 1:2.
325

Plate 49. Pottery. 5-9 Scale 1:3; 1-4 Scale 1:4.
326

Plate 50. Pottery. Scale 1:2.
327

Plate 51. 1-13, 15-16 Pottery; 14 Stone. Scale 1:3.
328

Plate 52. Pottery. Scale 1:3.
329

Plate 53. Pottery. 1-2, 5-11 Scale 1:3; 3-4 Scale 1:4.
330

Plate 54. Pottery. Scale 1:3.
331

Plate 55. Pottery. Scale 1:3.
332

Plate 56. Pottery. Scale 1:3.
333

Plate 57. 1-8, 11-12 Pottery; 9-10 Stone. Scale 1:3.
334

Plate 58. Pottery. Scale 1:4.
335

Plate 59. 1-9, 11-13 Pottery; 10 Stone. Scale 1:3.
336

Plate 60. Pottery. Scale 1:3.
337

Plate 61. Pottery. Scale 1:4.
338

Plate 62. Pottery. 1-3, 6-9 Scale 1:4; 4-5, 10. Scale 1:3.
339

Plate 63. Pottery. Scale 1:3.
340

Plate 64 Pottery. Scale 1:3.
341

Plate 65 Pottery. Scale 1:3.
342

Plate 66. Pottery. 1, 4-8 Scale 1:3; 2-3 Scale 1:2.
343

